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Foreword to the Series

Brigham Young University and its Middle Eastern Texts Initiative are
pleased to sponsor and publish the Islamic Translation Series (ITS). We
wish to express our appreciation to James L. and Beverley Sorenson of
Salt Lake City for their generous support, which made ITS possible, and
to the Ashton Family Foundation of Orem, Utah, which kindly provided
additional funding so that we might continue.
Islamic civilization represents nearly fourteen centuries of intense
intellectual activity, and believers in Islam number in the hundreds of
millions. The texts that appear in ITS are among the treasures of this
great culture. But they are more than that. They are properly the inheritance of all the peoples of the world. As an institution of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Brigham Young University is honored
to assist in making these texts available to many for the first time. In
doing so, we hope to serve our fellow human beings, of all creeds and
cultures. We also follow the admonition of our own tradition, to “seek . . .
out of the best books words of wisdom,” believing, indeed, that “the glory
of God is intelligence.”
—D A NIEL C. P ET ER SON
—D. M ORGA N D AV IS
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Foreword to the Volume

The Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) is a
leading institution in the Arab world that provides support for scientific
projects and activities. KFAS publishes scientific books that are either
originally written in Arabic or are translated into Arabic. These publications provide valuable information to scientists and researchers. In
this regard, KFAS concentrates on publishing Arabic and Islamic scientific works, shedding light on the contribution of Islamic scientists and
scholars to the development of science and technology throughout the
whole world.
In its aim of furthering science and technology, KFAS has always
been active in cooperating with other institutions of higher learning, both
locally and internationally. The cooperation between KFAS and Brigham
Young University to introduce the remarkable scientific achievement
of the Physics by the famous scholar Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) is a successful
example of such collaboration. By sponsoring the publication of this text,
which is a part of Ibn Sīnā’s book The Healing, KFAS aims to highlight
the singular achievements and contributions of Islamic intellectuals to
important fields of knowledge such as physics. In doing so, KFAS is actually introducing to scientists and researchers all over the world the views
and findings of men of learning who sought knowledge about the natural
world during the golden age of Islamic civilization.
This translation of the Physics is the first full English translation
that has ever been done from the text that was originally written in
Arabic by Ibn Sīnā. It primarily concerns the study of natural motion,
as opposed to metaphysics or cosmology. Some of his thinking in these
areas has been heavily criticized by many Islamic scholars, but at the
same time it has also gained support from others. The sponsorship by
KFAS of this volume should in no way be viewed as an endorsement of
– xv –
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Ibn Sīnā’s metaphysical or philosophical system. It is, rather, a proof of
the Foundation’s commitment to raise awareness throughout the world
of important Islamic contributions to the history of science, as Muslims
throughout the ages have sought knowledge and learning.
—D IR ECTOR G ENER A L
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences

ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ
ﺗﻌ ـ ـ ـ ــﺪ ﻣﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ ﻟﻠﺘﻘﺪم اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ إﺣﺪى اﳌﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎت اﻟﺮاﺋﺪة ﻓ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ
ﻓﻲ دﻋﻢ اﳌﺸ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎرﻳﻊ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ .وﻫﻲ ﺗﻌﻤﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬا اﻹﻃﺎر إﻟﻰ ﻧﺸ ـ ـ ـ ــﺮ اﻟﻜﺘﺎب اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ
ﺑﻬ ـ ـ ـ ــﺪف دﻋﻢ اﳌﻜﺘﺒﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ ﺑﺎﳌﺆﻟﻔﺎت واﻟﺘﺮﺟﻤﺎت ،ﺣﻴﺚ ﺗﻘﺪم اﳌﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ ﺧﺪﻣﺔ ﺟﻠﻴﻠﺔ
ﻟﻠﻘ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎرئ واﻟﺒﺎﺣ ـ ـ ـ ــﺚ اﻟﻌﺮﺑ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ ﲟﺎ ﻳﻌﻴﻨﻪ ﻋﻠ ـ ـ ـ ــﻰ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ واﻟﻌﻠ ـ ـ ـ ــﻢ واﳌﻌﺮﻓﺔ .وﺗﻮﻟﻲ اﳌﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ
اﻫﺘﻤﺎﻣ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻐﺎ ﺑﻨﺸ ـ ـ ـ ــﺮ ﻛﺘ ـ ـ ـ ــﺐ اﻟﺘﺮاث اﻟﻌﻠﻤ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ واﻹﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻼﻣﻲ ،واﻟﺘ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ ﺗﻠﻘﻲ اﻟﻀﻮء
ﻋﻠ ـ ـ ـ ــﻰ ﻣﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎﻫﻤﺎت اﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء اﻟﻌﺮب واﳌﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﻠﻤﲔ واﻟﺘﻲ ﻛﺎن ﻟﻬ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎ أﺛﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻎ ﻓ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ اﻟﻌﻠﻮم.
واﳌﺆﺳﺴﺔ ﺗﺴﻌﻰ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ اﻟﺘﻌﺎون ﺑﻴﻨﻬﺎ وﺑﲔ اﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ اﳌﺆﺳﺴﺎت اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى ﻋﻠﻰ
اﳌﺴﺘﻮﻳﲔ اﶈﻠﻲ واﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ أﻫﺪاﻓﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ ﻧﺸﺮ اﳌﻌﺮﻓﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴﺔ .وﻛﺎن ﻣﻦ ﺛﻤﺮة ﻫﺬا
اﻟﺘﻌﺎون اﳌﻤﻴﺰ اﳌﺸ ـ ـ ـ ــﺮوع اﳌﺸﺘﺮك ﺑﲔ اﳌﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ وﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺑﺮﻏﻬﺎم ﻳﻮﻧﻎ ،ﺣﻴﺚ ﻳﻘﺪم اﳌﺸﺮوع
ﻋﻤﻼ ﳑﻴﺰا ﻷﺣﺪ أﻋﻼم اﻟﻔﻜﺮ اﻹﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻼﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻬﺪ ﻳﻌﺞ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء اﳌﺴﻠﻤﲔ اﻷﻓﺬاذ ﻣﻦ أﻣﺜﺎل
اﺑﻦ ﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻴﻨﺎ وﻛﺘﺎﺑﻪ »اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺎت« اﻟﺬي ﻫﻮ ﺟﺰء ﻣﻦ ﻛﺘﺎﺑﻪ اﻟﻜﺒﻴﺮ »اﻟﺸ ـ ـ ـ ــﻔﺎء« ﻟﻴﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﺎﻻ
ﳉﻬﻮد ﻋﻠﻤﺎء اﳌﺴﻠﻤﲔ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ اﻟﻌﺼﺮ وﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮﻫﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻔﻜﺮ اﻹﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ.
واﳌﺆﺳﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ إذ ﺗﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎﻫﻢ ﻓ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ ﻫﺬا اﻹﺻ ـ ـ ـ ــﺪار اﳌﻤﻴﺰ ﻻﺑﻦ ﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻴﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺠ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎل اﻟﻔﻴﺰﻳﺎء
»اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺎت« ﻓﺈﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﻘﺪم ﻟﻠﺒﺎﺣﺜﲔ واﳌﻬﺘﻤﲔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ ﻧﺘﺎج أﺣﺪ أﺑﺮز اﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء
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Foreword to the Volume

ﺧﻼل ﻋﺼﺮ اﻟﻨﻬﻀﺔ اﻹﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻼﻣﻴﺔ ،ﻟﻴﻜﻮن ﻫﺬا اﻹﺻ ـ ـ ـ ــﺪار اﻷول ﻣﻦ ﻧﻮﻋﻪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ ﻟﺘﺮﺟﻤﺔ
ﻛﺘﺎب »اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺎت« ﻻﺑﻦ ﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻴﻨﺎ إﻟ ـ ـ ـ ــﻰ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻻﳒﻠﻴﺰﻳﺔ .وﻗﺪ اﻗﺘﺼ ـ ـ ـ ــﺮت اﻟﺘﺮﺟﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻠﻢ
اﻟﻔﻴﺰﻳﺎء ﻋﻨﺪ اﺑﻦ ﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻴﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﺘﺎب و ﺧﺼﻮﺻ ًﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺮﻛﺔ اﻷﺟﺴﺎم اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ و ذﻟﻚ ﻹﺑﺮاز
اﳉﺎﻧﺐ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ ﻋﻨﺪه ،دون ﺗﺒﻨﻲ أو اﳋﻮض ﻓﻲ ﺗﻔﺎﺻﻴﻞ آراﺋﻪ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺎ ﻓﻮق اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﺔ أو ﻓﻜﺮه

اﻟﻔﻠﺴ ـ ـ ـ ــﻔﻲ واﻟﺬي ﻛﺎن ﻟﻪ اﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ اﳌﻌﺎرﺿﲔ واﻷﻧﺼﺎر ﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻮاء ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ اﻹﺳ ـ ـ ـ ــﻼﻣﻲ أو
اﻷﺟﻨﺒﻲ ،ﺣﻴﺚ اﺳﺘﻤﺮ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺘﺄﺛﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺄﻳﻴﺪ وﻣﻌﺎرﺿﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻳﻮﻣﻨﺎ ﻫﺬا.
وﺗﺄﺗﻲ ﻣﺴﺎﻫﻤﺔ اﳌﺆﺳﺴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬا اﻹﺻﺪار ﻹﺑﺮاز دور اﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء اﳌﺴﻠﻤﲔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﺸﺮ اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺔ
واﳌﻌﺮﻓﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻛﺘﺐ اﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻴﻨﻬﺎ ،وإﳝﺎﻧﺎ ﻣﻦ اﳌﺆﺳﺴﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺪور
اﻟﺬي ﺗﻠﻌﺒﻪ اﻟﺘﺮﺟﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﺑﲔ اﳊﻀﺎرات وﺑﻨﺎء اﳉﺴﻮر ﺑﻴﻨﻬﺎ.
اﳌﺪﻳﺮ اﻟﻌﺎم
ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺔ اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ ﻟﻠﺘﻘﺪم اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ
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Unlike Avicenna’s metaphysics, philosophical psychology, and even logic,
his natural philosophy—that is his general physics—has received relatively little attention.1 One indication of the discrepancy in scholarly
interest is that while the Metaphysics (Kitāb al-ilāhīyāt) of Avicenna’s
voluminous The Healing (Kitāb al-shifāʾ) has six translations in European languages — a medieval Latin translation (ed. S. Van Riet), as well
as modern translations into German (Horten), French (Anawati), two
Italian (Lizini and Porro, and Bertolacci), and English (Marmura)—
the Physics (Kitāb al-samāʿ al-ṭabīʿī), in contrast, was never completely
translated into Latin and has received modern translations only into
Persian and Turkish.2 While Avicenna’s Physics, for whatever reasons,
1. I am happy to say that since the 1980s, there has been a gradually increasing
interest in Avicenna’s Physics. This new trend was spearheaded by Aydın Sayılı (“Îbn
Sınâ and Buridan on the Dynamics of Projectile Motion,” in Îbn Sınâ, Doǧumunum
Bininci Yılı Armaǧanı, ed. A. Sayılı, [Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1984])
and even more so by Ahmad Hasnawi (“La dynamique d’Ibn Sīnā (la notion
d’‘inclination’: mayl ),” in Études sur Avicenne, ed. J. Jolivet and R. Rashed, Collection Sciences et philosophies arabes (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1984), 103–23; “Le
mouvement et les catégories selon Avicenne et Averroès l’arrière-fond grec et les
prolongements latins médiévaux,” Oriens-Occidens 2 (1998): 119–22; “La définition
du mouvement dans la ‘Physique’ du Shifāʾ d’Avicenne,” Arabic Sciences and Philosophy
11 (2001): 219–55; “La Physique du Shifāʾ: Aperçus sur sa structure et son contenu,”
in Avicenna and His Heritage; Acts of the International Colloquim . . . 1999, Ancient and
Medieval Philosohpy, ser. 1, 28, ed. Jules Janssens and Daniel de Smet (Leuven,
Belg.: Leuven University Press, 2002), 678–80; “Le statut catégorial du mouvement
chez Avicenne: Contexte grec et postérité médiévale latine,” in De Zénon d’Élée à
Poincaré: Recueil d’études en hommage à Roshdi Rashed, ed. R. Morelon and A. Hasnawi,
Les cahiers du MIDEO 1 (Leuven, Belg.: Peeters, 2004), 607–22).
2. The Persian translation is from 1937 by Muhammad Farūghī; and, more
recently, there is the Turkish translation by Muhittin Macit and Ferruh Özpilavci
(Istanbul: Litera Yayincilik, 2004–2005).
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has not fascinated most students of the great Muslim sage, the paucity
of work dedicated to it has, in my opinion, impoverished Avicennan
studies generally. That is because the Physics frequently provides the
basis for a full appreciation and proper understanding of many of Avicenna’s advancements in other fields. It presents the language, concepts,
and presuppositions for the special sciences within natural philosophy,
such as the study of the soul. Similarly, it raises the puzzles that were
to become the issues and themes central to Avicenna’s metaphysics—
and in many cases, even offers the first pass at their solutions.
A few examples from his psychology and metaphysics might make
this abstract point a bit more concrete. One of the distinguishing characteristics of Avicenna’s psychology — at least among medieval theories
of the soul — is its substance dualism. For Avicenna, the human intellect is not the form of the body, but an immaterial substance that is the
perfection of the body and that uses the body as a tool. In his Psychology
(Kitāb al-nafs) (5.2), Avicenna attempts to demonstrate this claim; and
as part of his proof, he shows that what receives intelligible objects — the
intellect — cannot be material and indivisible. In the Psychology itself, he
sketches the argument against this position only loosely and refers his
reader back to his Physics for the full account. While the argument in
the Psychology can appear quite baffling, it is in fact merely a truncated
version of his fully articulated refutation of atomism from books 3.3–5
of his Physics. Thus, while it might be quite difficult on the basis of the
Psychology passage alone to see that he is arguing against an atomist’s
account of the soul, a position associated with certain mutakallimūn, it is
obvious if one has read his Physics. In this case, a knowledge of the
Physics helps one understand Avicenna’s argument as well as its place in
the history of psychology.
Another example from psychology concerns the role and function of
Avicenna’s celebrated doctrine of the estimative faculty (wahm). Concerning this internal faculty, there has been some scholarly dispute:
does it function primarily as animal instinct,3 or does it have a more
robust role in Avicenna’s thought? 4 Certainly, in his Physics, Avicenna
gives it a much greater cognitive role than mere instinct. In fact, wahm
3. Dag N. Hasse, Avicenna’s “De anima” in the Latin West: The Formation of a
Peripatetic Philosophy of the Soul, 1160–1300, Warburg Institute Studies and Texts 1
(London: The Warburg Institute; Turin: Nino Aragno Editore, 2000), 127–41.
4. Deborah L. Black, “Estimation in Avicenna: The Logical and Psychological Dimensions,” Dialogue 32 (1998): 219–58.
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and its cognates are Avicenna’s preferred vocabulary for setting up socalled thought experiments throughout the Physics. Indeed, he makes it
the faculty that tracks what initially appears to the human intellect to
be possible, even if not always indicating real possibility. Here, then,
seeing how Avicenna actually employs the estimative faculty in physical
investigation, beyond relying merely on his formulaic examples from
his Psychology , provides one a deeper insight as to how he envisions the
role of this faculty.
As for his metaphysical thought, Avicenna raises literally scores of
problems in his Physics whose answer he defers to first philosophy. Thus,
a proper appreciation of many of the problems treated in his Metaphysics
requires an understanding of the physical theory or issues that gave
rise to them. Certainly, one of the more apparent cases is Avicenna’s
distinction between “metaphysical causation” as opposed to mere “physical causation.” In both the Physics and the Metaphysics, Avicenna dedicates an entire book to the causes. If I may resort to a bit of “bean
counting” to suggest the significance of the Physics for understanding
Avicenna’s theory of causation, I would note that while the relevant
book from the Metaphysics consists of six chapters, totaling altogether
around thirty-five pages, the corresponding book from the Physics on
the causes and principles of natural things consists of fifteen chapters,
coming in at around one hundred pages. Moreover, despite his constant
refrain that “these issues are better treated in First Philosophy,” the
pages of the Physics are nonetheless filled with material vital for reading
and interpreting Avicenna’s conception of metaphysical causation, since
he regularly contrasts the physical causation that he is discussing with
metaphysical causation. (See especially his account of the efficient and
final causes in 1.2 of his Physics, but elsewhere as well.) Indeed, even the
Necessary Existent in itself makes an appearance when Avicenna provides his own unique interpretation of Parmenides (see 1.4).
Perhaps an even more telling example of metaphysical doctrines
that are foreshadowed in the Physics is Avicenna’s arguments concerning the age of the world and those arguments’ reliance on his analysis
of possibility (3.11). While today we may think that issues associated
with temporal topology (as, for example, “What was there before the
Big Bang?”) belong to metaphysics or theoretical cosmology, for those
working in the ancient and medieval Aristotelian tradition—as Avicenna in a real sense was—this topic fell squarely within the science of
physics, or natural philosophy. Thus, while Avicenna does have a strictly
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“metaphysical” argument for the eternity of the world based upon
divine immutability, which he gives only in his Metaphysics, he also has
two modal proofs for the eternity of the world developed in his Physics:
one showing that change presupposes the possibility for change and
that the possibility for change requires pre-existent matter as a subject;
and another that draws upon his unique and provocative analysis of
time in terms of possibility. Indeed, his discussion of possibility throughout his Physics sheds much light on his corresponding treatments of possibility, power, and potency throughout the Metaphysics.
The above is merely intended to give one a taste for the important
role that Avicenna’s physical theory plays in an overall appreciation of
his philosophical synthesis and system. By no means have I exhausted all
the instances where an understanding of Avicenna’s natural philosophy
provides a deeper insight into other areas of his thought. Similarly, I do
not make any claim to having uncovered the most important cases. Hopefully, though, I have piqued some interest.
It is also worth noting that Avicenna’s treatment of issues physical
was arguably the most creative, well conceived, and overarching in all of
the medieval Arabic-speaking world. Thus, in addition to aiding our
understanding of other facets of Avicenna’s thought, a careful study of
Avicenna’s Physics will provide historians of science with a more complete understanding of the history of physics and natural philosophy in
general, and particularly its development in the medieval Islamic milieu.5
There can be no question that Avicenna’s physical theory is deeply
indebted to Aristotle’s Physics and other physical writings by Aristotle
such as On the Heavens, On Generation and Corruption, and the Meteorology.
In fact, Avicenna tells us in his preface that he is intentionally going to
follow the order of presentation followed by the Peripatetics. There also
seems little doubt that he drew on the commentary traditions that grew
up around Aristotle’s physica. Thus, one sees in Avicenna’s Physics hints
of Alexander of Aphrodisias, Themistius, and other Greek Aristotelian
commentators alongside Abū Bishr Mattá and Yaḥyá ibn ʿAdī, among
Peripatetics working in Arabic. Most significantly, however, one sees the
influence of the Neoplatonist John Philoponus (ca. 490–570s)—both his
Physics commentary and his Contra Aristotelem (that is, at least based upon
what we know from the fragments of that now-lost work). Sometimes
5. For a discussion of Avicenna’s significance as a historian of science, see Jules
Janssens, “Ibn Sînâ: An Extraordinary Historian of the Sciences,” paper presented
at the Ibn Sīnā Symposium, Istanbul, Turkey, May 2008, forthcoming.
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Philoponus is an object of criticism, as, for example, in Avicenna’s refutation of the interval (Grk. chōra, Arb. buʿd ) (2.8), but sometimes he is a
source of inspiration, as, for instance, in Avicenna’s defense of inclination (Grk. rhopē, Arb. mayl ) or acquired power (4.8 and 12). Additionally,
one sees Avicenna addressing issues raised by more thoroughgoing
Neoplatonic works, such as the Enneads of Plotinus (204–270), a redacted
version of which Avicenna knew under the pseudoeponymous title the
Theology of Aristotle.6 Avicenna similarly incorporates the medical works
of Galen, the astronomical works of Ptolemy, and the works of other
Greek intellectual luminaries into his overall physical theory.
The sources upon which Avicenna drew for his Physics, however,
were by no means limited merely to Greek ones. He likewise knew and
responded to works of Arabic composition. Thus, along with al-Kindī,
al-Fārābī, and the Baghdad Peripatetics, Avicenna seems to have been
intimately familiar with the thought of Abū Bakr Muḥammad al-Rāzī
(ca. 864–925 or 932) and particularly with his theory of time as an
eternal substance (see 2.10).
Equally of interest to the historian of science is Avicenna’s impressive
knowledge of kalām Atomism, discussions of which permeate the first half
of book 3. Indeed, not only does Avicenna rehearse many of the kalām
arguments found in the notable studies of this topic by Shlomo Pines
(1936; 1997), Alnoor Dhanani (1994), and more recently, A. I. Sabra (2006),
but he also presents arguments not catalogued by these scholars. In the
same vein, Avicenna is conversant with the thought of the anti-Atomist
mutakallim, Ibrāhīm al-Naẓẓām, and quite likely had read the latter’s
Book of the Atom (Kitāb al-juzʾ), now no longer extant. All in all, then, Avicenna’s Physics, and especially book 3, makes an excellent additional
source for the study of Islamic Atomism.
Moreover, Avicenna knew and responded to a growing trend in medieval Islamic courts to mathematize problems in natural philosophy—
that is, to consider natural things not only qualitatively, but also
quantitatively.7 One example of Avicenna’s knowledge of this newly
6. For a discussion of Plotinus’s influence in the Arabic-speaking world, see
Peter Adamson, The Arabic Plotinus: A Philosophical Study of the ‘Theology of Aristotle’
(London: Duckworth, 2002).
7. For a general discussion of the application of mathematics to so-called physical problems, see Roshdi Rashed, “The Philosophy of Mathematics,” in The Unity
of Science in the Arabic Tradition; Science, Logic, and Their Interactions, ed. S. Rahman,
T. Street, and H. Tahiri Logic, Epistemology, and the Unity of Science 11(Dordrecht, Germany: Springer, 2008), 155–84.
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emerging approach to physical theory is his awareness and use of the
method of projection (2.8) as part of his criticism of an infinite void.8
Another example is his careful and tentative comments on the issue of
the quies media, the topic of whether a stone, for example, when it is
thrown upward must come to rest at the apex of its motion before turning downward (4.8).9 Finally, while his criticism of certain commonly
accepted mathematical formulas for the relations between power exerted
and the time and/or distance of the motion produced (4.15) may give the
impression that Avicenna is opposed to the application of mathematics
to physics — and indeed, in a certain sense he was — his real objection
was that these overly simplistic formulas failed to do justice to the actual
complexity of the physical phenomena they intended to explain. Consequently, they did not provide the desired necessity that is the hallmark of
demonstrative science, at least in Avicenna’s mind.
All of these examples, then, hopefully give witness to Avicenna’s
knowledge of and role in the emergence of this nascent quantified
physics: Despite all the sundry influences coming together in Avicenna’s Physics—or perhaps more precisely because of them — Avicenna’s
natural philosophy defies being classified as simply either “Aristotelian”
or “Neoplatonized Aristotelianism.” It is perhaps simply best to say that
Avicenna’s natural philosophy is “Avicennan.” Michael Marmura’s elegant comments about Avicenna’s Metaphysics apply equally to his Physics:
“The conceptual building blocks, so to speak, of this system are largely
Aristotelian and Neoplatonic. The final structure, however, is other than
the sum of its parts, and the cosmic vision it portrays has a character
all its own.” 10
I have mentioned the role that Avicenna’s Physics can play in clarifying the Avicennan philosophical system overall as well as its place in
8. Avicenna’s argument has certain similarities to an argument of al-Qūhī,
though it is much simplified and put to quite a different use. For al-Qūhī’s argument, see Roshdi Rashed, “Al-Qūhī vs. Aristotle: On Motion,” Arabic Sciences and
Philosophy 9 (1999): 3–24.
9. See Shlomo Pines, “Études sur Awḥad al-Zamān Abu’l-Barakāt al-Baghdādī,”
in The Collected Works of Shlomo Pines, vol. 1, Studies in Abu’l-Barakāt al-Baghdādī,
Physics and Metaphysics ( Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1979), 1–95, esp. 66–71. See
also Y. Tzvi Langermann, “Quies media: A Lively Problem on the Agenda of PostAvicennian Physics,” paper presented at the International Ibn Sīnā Symposium,
Istanbul, Turkey, May 2008, forthcoming.
10. Avicenna, The Metaphysics of The Healing: A Parellel English-Arabic Text,
trans. and ed. Michael E. Marmura, Islamic Translation Series (Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young University Press, 2005), xxii.
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the history of early natural philosophy and physics. Let me now address
Avicenna’s Physics as a work of philosophical and historical interest in
its own right. Natural philosophy is one of the three theoretical sciences
(Grk. epistēmē, Arb. ʿ ilm) identified among ancient and medieval philosophers. These three theoretical sciences include physics, mathematics,
and metaphysics. Each of them is distinguished by its own proper subject
matter. In the case of physics, Avicenna identifies that science’s proper
subject matter with the sensible body insofar as it is subject to change —
in effect, those things that have a nature—and specifically the necessary
accidents and concomitants of these natural things. He then proceeds
to investigate this subject in four books.
The first book concerns the causes and principles of natural things,
corresponding roughly with book 1 through 2 of Aristotle’s Physics. Chapter one provides a nice overview of how a demonstrative science should
investigate its proper subject; and as such, this chapter gives a succinct
presentation of many of the salient points of Avicenna’s Book of Demonstration (Kitāb al-burhān, the work most closely following in the tradition
of Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics). Chapters two through twelve (with a
brief hiatus at chapter four, in which Avicenna discusses Melissus and
Parmenides) take up the principles of natural things as well as the causes
of change, perfection, and generation and corruption. Again, to repeat
what I noted earlier, these chapters represent perhaps Avicenna’s most
extended discussion of the nature of causation. Chapters thirteen
through fifteen, which conclude book 1, deal with luck and chance and
provide evidence for Avicenna’s strong causal determinism.11
The second book, which treats motion and its necessary concomitants — namely, place and time — is, in many ways, medieval theoretical
physics at its best. It loosely follows the first part of book 3 of Aristotle’s
Physics (up to but not including the discussion of the infinite) and book 3
of that work. In book 2.1 of his Physics, Avicenna offers up his double
sense of motion with its accompanying theory of motion at an instant.12
He likewise provides in 2.1 and 3 an in-depth analysis of circular motion
and introduces a new genus of motion—that of motion with respect to the
category of position—which goes beyond the traditional three mentioned
11. For a fuller discussion of Avicenna’s position on this point, see Catarina
Belo, Chance and Determinism in Avicenna and Averroes, Islamic Philosophy, Theology,
and Science 69 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2007).
12. See Ahmad Hasnawi, “La définition du mouvement,” and my “A Medieval
Arabic Analysis of Motion at an Instant: The Avicennan Sources to the forma fluens/
fluxus formae Debate,” British Journal for the History of Science 39 (2006): 189–205.
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by Aristotle: motion in the categories of quantity, quality, and place.
This new element of Avicenna’s physics, in its turn, offers him a simple
yet elegant answer to one of the great physical questions of the ancient
period: “How can the cosmos undergo motion if it has no place?” The
problem, which plagued Aristotle and many of his subsequent commentators and was in fact used by Aristotle’s detractors to undermine his
physics, was this: According to Aristotle, place is the limit of the outermost containing body. Consequently, the cosmos, which has nothing
outside of it to contain it, cannot have a place. Yet, according to Aristotle and accepted by virtually every ancient and medieval thinker, the
cosmos’s outermost celestial sphere was constantly moving, making a
complete rotation once approximately every twenty-four hours. It was
just this motion that accounted for the rising and setting of the sun,
moon, and stars. Clearly, this daily motion is not change in quantity or
quality. Given the three canonical types of change identified by Aristotle,
the motion of the cosmos must be with respect to place. But Aristotle’s
analysis of place precluded the cosmos from having a place such that it
could undergo change with respect to it. For Avicenna, the solution was
simple: The cosmos has no place — thus Aristotle’s account of place is
preserved — but moves with respect to its position, which, in fact, is just
rotation without change of place.13
Another point of interest in book 2 is Avicenna’s conceptual proof
against the existence of a void (2.8), which seems to be a developed version of an argument hinted at by al-Kindī.14 The difficulty is trying to
prove that there is something that does not exist. Avicenna’s argument
takes advantage of logical developments he himself made in the Introduction (Kitāb al-madkhal, 1.13) and Book of Demonstration (1.10) of The
Healing. Using these logical developments, he argues that if some notion
is not merely an empty concept in the mind and in fact exists in reality,
then one should be able to give a proper Aristotelian definition of it in
terms of genus and difference, where both the genus and difference must
identify some positive feature and not merely be a negation. Avicenna
then shows that every attempt to define a void requires some appeal
to its not being something else and so fails to yield a proper definition.
13. For the history of this problem and a more developed account of Avicenna’s
solution see my “Positioning Heaven: The Infidelity of a Faithful Aristotelian,”
Phronesis 51, no. 2 (2006): 140–61.
14. See al-Kindī, On First Philosophy, chapter 2.
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Consequently, Avicenna concludes that the idea of a void is simply a
vain intelligible.15
Also of importance in book 2 is Avicenna’s proof for the existence of
time and his analysis of it in at chapter eleven. Aristotle’s temporal
theory, upon which Avicenna’s draws heavily, begins with a series of
puzzles intended to cast doubt on the reality of time. Unfortunately,
Aristotle does not follow up his puzzles with solutions. Avicenna, however, not only resolves all the puzzles raised by Aristotle, as well as
several others, but he also included an explicit proof for the existence of
time. His analysis of time, in turn, shows that it corresponds with the
possibility for motions of the same speed to vary either in the length of
the distance traversed (in the case of motions with respect to place) or
the number of rotations made (in the case of motions with respect to
position). This conception of time, which is quite intuitive and clever,
provides the linchpin for one of Avicenna’s proofs for the eternity of the
world, presented at 3.11.
The third book of Avicenna’s Physics, which treats issues of the infinitely large and infinitesimally small, took on a special urgency for Avicenna. This is because John Philoponus, in a series of arguments, had
rebutted Aristotle’s account of the infinite, especially with respect to the
issue of the age of the world and its purported infinite extent into the
past, a position that Avicenna himself held. Similarly, Islamic speculative theologians (that is, the practitioners of kalām) also denied that
anything — whether matter, space, or even time — could be infinitely
large. So, like Philoponus, they too denied the eternity of the world.
Moreover, they additionally denied that the infinitely small was possible.
Consequently, they argued for the existence of atoms that are physically
and conceptually indivisible. The first half of book 3 of Avicenna’s Physics
is therefore dominated by Avicenna’s rejection of Atomism, whether of
the Democritean, Epicurean, or kalām variety. Interestingly, however, in
chapter twelve of this book, Avicenna does suggest that there are minima
naturalia, or magnitudes below which an element cannot retain its speciesform. In effect, Avicenna is allowing that there are bodies that cannot physically be divided further and so are physical a-toms (literally, “something
that cannot be cut”), even if they are conceptually divisible ad infinitum.
15. See my “Logic and Science: The Role of Genus and Difference in Avicenna’s Logic, Science and Natural Philosophy,” Documenti e studi sulla tradizione
filosofica medievale 43 (2007): 165–86.
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Most of the second half of Book 3 discusses ways that the infinite
can and cannot enter reality. In the Physics of The Healing, Avicenna
takes the Aristotelian position that while it is impossible for an actual
infinite to enter reality, a potentially infinite not only can but must
enter reality in the form of infinite changes and time’s stretching into
the infinite past. In a second encyclopedic work, the Salvation ( Kitāb
al-najāt), Avicenna would, however, argue that an actually infinite number of immaterial souls must exist in reality.16 Interestingly, a key element in the Salvation argument as to why there can be an infinite
number of immaterial souls in existence is that such a totality does not
involve an essentially ordered series, a point that Avicenna does make
even in The Healing. The last two chapters of book 3 treats issues from
Aristotle’s On the Heavens concerning natural directions, such as up/down,
right/left, and front/back, and how the natural philosophers can establish these directions.
The final book of Avicenna’s Physics, book 4, is a miscellany. It covers
issues such as what makes a motion one, whether with respect to number, species, or genus, as well as accidental motions. It additionally
speaks about natural place and what makes a motion natural as opposed
to forced. Perhaps two of the more theoretically interesting questions
treated in this book are the issues of the quies media (4.8), already briefly
mentioned, and Avicenna’s account of inclination or acquired power
(4.12). The issue of quies media, or medial rest, again concerns a motion
that involves a change from one contrary to another, as, for example, a
stone that is thrown upward and then falls downward. In a case of such
motion, must the moving thing come to rest at the precise moment of
the change from the one contrary to the other, or are the two motions,
in fact, continuous without any rest? The issue was hotly debated by
Avicenna’s time, and Avicenna finds none of the arguments on either
side to be wholly demonstrative. In the end, he opts that there must be
a rest, but he does so because his own theory of inclination seems to
force him in that direction.
The issue of inclination, in its turn, involves projectile motion. More
precisely, the question is what keeps a mobile in motion in the cases
16. See Michael E. Marmura, “Avicenna and the Problem of the Infinite Number of Souls,” Mediaeval Studies 22 (1960): 232–39; reprinted in Probing in Islamic
Philosophy: Studies in the Philosophies of Ibn Sina, al-Ghazali and Other Major Muslim
Thinkers (Binghamton, NY: Global Academic Publishing, 2005), 171–79.
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where it is separated from its initial mover — as, for example, an arrow
shot from a bow. The problem becomes more acute once it is assumed
that the cause of an effect must exist together with the effect. Thus, at
every instant that something is moving (the effect), it would need to be
conjoined with its mover (the cause). So what is the mover in the case of
projectile motion? At least within the Aristotelian tradition, there were
two answers: the historical solution proposed by Aristotle, who maintains that the initial mover sets not only the projectile but also the surrounding air into motion, and it is the moving air that then acts as the
immediate mover of the projectile’s subsequent motion; and that of
John Philoponus, who argues that the mover impresses a power, impetus, or inclination (rhopē) into the projectile that keeps it in motion. In
the end, Avicenna, taking a position closer to that of Philoponus, thinks
that there is an acquired power or inclination that keeps the projectile
in motion.
This annotated outline of Avicenna’s Physics by no stretch of the
imagination exhausts the subjects treated in it. Hopefully though, it
nonetheless provides at least a sense of the importance of this work,
whether it be its place in the history of philosophy and science, its value
for understanding Avicenna’s overall philosophical thought, or its own
intellectual merit.

A Note on the Source Texts
There are two editions of Kitāb al-samāʿ al-ṭabīʿī : that of Saʿīd Zāyid
(1983)17 and that of Jaʿfar al-Yāsīn (1996).18 At least in one respect, alYāsīn’s edition is preferable to Zāyid’s in that al-Yāsīn seems to have a
better grasp of the philosophical content of Avicenna’s Physics and so,
as it were, breaks up the text at its natural philosophical junctures. In
contrast, in one case, Zāyid divides a single sentence admittedly a long
one—into three separate paragraphs; similar instances can be multiplied.
Consequently, al-Yāsīn’s edition is, at least from a philosophical point of
view, an advancement over Zāyid’s. Also, Zāyid’s edition is replete with
typographical errors, some of which can be sorted out easily enough, but
17. Al-Ṭabīʿīyāt, al-samāʿ al-ṭabīʿī, ed. Saʿīd Zāyid (Cairo: The General Egyptian
Book Organization, 1983); henceforth Z.
18. Al-Ṭabīʿīyāt, al-samāʿ aṭ-ṭabīʿī, ed. Jaʿfar al-Yāsīn (Beirut: Dār al-Manāhil,
1996); henceforth Y.
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many others of which introduce significant misreading. While al-Yāsīn’s
also has typos, there seems to be fewer of them. Unfortunately, al-Yāsīn’s
edition suffers from a serious flaw not found in Zāyid’s that prevents the
former from being used as a basis of translation, at least as it stands:
al-Yāsīn’s edition is simply rife with instances of dittography and homeoteleuton — inadvertent repetitions and omissions of, at times, lengthy
bits of Avicenna’s text. Despite this failing of the edition established by
al-Yāsīn, I decided to start with it and then emend the text as needs be in
light of Zāyid’s edition, as well as the Arabic edition of the text found
in the Tehran lithograph of The Healing19 and the available medieval
Latin translation of Avicenna’s Physics.20 It is this collation of these four
texts that makes up the edition included here.
As a warning to the reader, however, while I hope that the present
edition is an improvement on the available editions of Avicenna’s
Physics, I did not approach the various texts at my disposal in as critical
a way as some might hope. In general, I assumed that al-Yāsīn’s edition
was for the most part acceptable, and in general I only spot checked
it, albeit frequently, against Zāyid’s edition, the Tehran lithograph, and
the Latin. Only when al-Yāsīn’s text seemed to me to have obvious philosophical or grammatical problems did I then closely consult all the
texts. Thus I have made no attempt to note all of the variations between
al-Yāsīn’s edition and that of Zāyid, the Tehran lithograph, and the
Latin. Still I hope that the end result is at least a serviceable edition of
Avicenna’s Arabic text, even if more work may still need to be done.
Let me offer one further warning as well. As anyone who has seriously
worked on the Physics can attest, both Avicenna’s Arabic and his argumentation can be extremely difficult at times. Thus, in those cases where
19. Al-Shifāʾ, 2 vols. (Tehran: n.p., 1886), vol. 1, 2–159; henceforth T.
20. The Latin translation includes all of books 1 and 2 and then chapters 1–10
of book 3, after which the Latin translators stopped. For a history of the Latin edition, see Jules Janssens, “The Reception of Avicenna’s Physics in the Latin Middle
Ages,” in O Ye Gentlemen: Arabic Studies on Science and Literary Culture in Honour of
Remke Kruk, ed. Arnoud Vrolijk and Jan P. Hogendijk, Islamic Philosophy, Theology, and Science 74 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2007), 55–64. It should be noted that the
manuscripts used to establish the Latin edition are approximately as early as
some of the earliest Arabic manuscripts used by either Zāyid or al-Yāsīn. Thus, its
variants should be considered when trying to establish the text.
21. Liber Primus Naturalium, tractatus primus: De causis et principiis naturalium,
ed. Simon Van Riet, Avicenna latinus (1.8): (Leuven, Belg.: Peeters; Leiden E. J.
Brill, 1992).
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translations of certain parts of Avicenna’s text were available, I consulted them. These translations include the Latin versions of book 1,21
2,22 and 323 (which only goes through Chapter 10); Ahmad Hasnawi’s
partial translation of 2.124 and complete translation of 2.2;25 Yegane
Shayegan’s translation of 2.10–13;26 and Paul Lettinck’s translation of
3.3–5.27 While I always greatly benefited from these earlier translations,
there are bound to be differences of interpretations among scholars when
dealing with a text as difficult as Avicenna’s. Any errors or other faults in
the translation are wholly my own.
While I believe that, for the most part, I have accurately presented
Avicenna’s philosophical intention, I must confess that I have not fully
grasped every argument and position Avicenna presents. I found this to
be particularly the case when he is treating arguments outside of the
tradition associated with Aristotle’s Physics proper. In those cases where
I felt uncertain of Avicenna’s philosophical intention, I have taken refuge
in presenting what I believe to be a very literal translation of the text,
hoping that the clear-sighted reader will see more in it than I have.
In contrast, however, where I felt confident in my understanding of
the text, I rendered it in what I hope is idiomatic English rather than
an overly literal translation of the Arabic. The reason for this liberty is
that while Avicenna’s prose often has a certain elegance to it, when I
translated the text completely literally, it frequently came across as too
crabbed or too prolix. Indeed, at times a literal English translation
seemed wholly unintelligible, whereas the Arabic made perfect sense.
In the end, intelligibility and readability seemed more desirable than
being able to reconstruct the Arabic on the basis of the translation.
Additionally, Avicenna has a decidedly wry wit about him. After presenting a philosophically rigorous argument against a position, he often draws
22. Liber Primus Naturalium, tractatus secundus: De motu et de consimilibus, ed.
S. Van Riet, J. Janssens, and A. Allard, Avicenna Latinus (1.10): (Leuven, Belg.:
Peeters, 2006).
23. I am exceptionally grateful to Jules Janssens, who has graciously provided
me with his provisional edition of what was available in Latin of book 3.
24. Ahmad Hasnawi, “La définition du mouvement dans la ‘Physique’ du
Shifāʾ d’Avicenne.”
25. Ahmad Hasnawi, “Le statut catégorial du mouvement chez Avicenne:
Contexte grec et postérité médiévale latine.”
26. Yegane Shayegan, “Avicenna on Time” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University,
1986).
27. Paul Lettinck, “Ibn Sīnā on Atomism,” al-Shajarah 4 (1999): 1–51.
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a humorously absurd image of it. Moreover, he seems to have enjoyed a
not-too-infrequent pun. To preserve some of the flavor of Avicenna’s
prose, I was at times slightly loose in rendering a term or image in
order to capture a pun or make an example culturally relevant to a
modern reader. In the end, I can only hope that the present translation
gives one a sense of the thought and the man that was Avicenna.
※

※

※

Sigla and Conventions
Z al-Ṭabīʿīyāt, al-samāʿ al-ṭabīʿī, ed. Saʿīd Zāyid (Cairo: The General
Egyptian Book Organization, 1983)
Y al-Ṭabīʿīyāt, al-samāʿ aṭ-ṭabīʿī, ed. Jaʿfar al-Yāsīn (Beirut: Dār
al-Manāhil, 1996)
T al-Shifāʾ, 2 vols. (Tehran: n.p., 1886), vol. 1, 2–159
In this work, terms of Arabic derivation found in Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary generally follow the first spelling given and are
treated as regular English words. Otherwise, Arabic or Persian words
and proper names have been transliterated following the romanization
tables established by the American Library Association and the Library
of Congress (ALA-LC Romanization Tables: Transliteration Schemes for NonRoman Scripts. Compiled and edited by Randall K. Barry. Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1997; available online at www.loc.gov/catdir/
cpso/roman.html).
Passages from The Physics are referenced by book, chapter, and paragraph number, e.g. (3.9.7).

In the Name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate.

Praise God, the Lord of the Two Worlds,
and Blessing on Muḥammad and All His Family.
※
T H E F I R S T PA RT OF T H E NAT U R A L S CI E NCE S

Physics
[ in Four Books ]
※

[ Preface]
(1) Since, through God’s assistance and help, we have completed in
this book of ours what was needed by way of preface — namely, in the section on the art of logic — we should begin discussing the science of physics in the manner upon which our opinion has settled and to which our
speculation has led. We shall adopt in this regard the order associated
with the one that Peripatetic philosophy normally follows, and provide
additional support1 for what is farthest removed from what is immediate
and seen on first inspection—namely, that which one is more likely to
reject than [simply] to disagree with.
1. Reading nushaddidu with Z and T for Y’s natashaddadu (we are strengthened).
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qNcÆ rKcÆ sðJÆ q
ì èT ÈAÆç 4)TEÆ ÇÐ
4EKÂ sÁç aK
ð sJÆ aK'Æ

OAÉ£ÉIë¶@ Àº ¹ÆÙ@ À«¶@
vENCÆ ØTKð Æ v

qNJE tç ºÆb TLT v s0aH Uç T1 «stç sJÆ cNN «TLc a ÏÄç (°)
tLÆ uJ vENCÆ qJEÆ qNJE v äIÆ _G åÂ TL éc
ð «nCL)Æ VTL~ r ÇTJî Æ
ébÆ UNcJ Tê ÐTH oÏ v UNcÆ pE# åÂç
ñ .TcD sNÄ uMÆç TLÂÐ sNJ ÐcH
ð ébßß ß ß ß Æ
mT)Æç «ãç^î Æ cCí Gï Æç VÆaÆ r aEÂ t TKN Îa@
ñ «4yT@)Æ VGJ sNJ éc%
ð åÂç
.aT&Æ r aEÂ sN
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(2) We shall indulge whatever the truth itself reveals of its form, giving evidence against the one who disagrees by means of what [the truth]
shows and holds back of itself. That our time be not wasted and bound
up by repudiating and sufficiently opposing every school of thought —
for often we see that when those discussing the sciences treat in their
refutation some insignificant treatise or dwell in their exposition upon
a question about which the truth is clearly perceived, then they expend
every effort, exhibit every subdivision, and list every argument, whereas
when they are persistently troubled by some problem or reach some
doubtful matter, they tend to ignore it —[in order to avoid all that,] we
hope to tread a different path and follow a course opposite theirs.
(3) We shall endeavor, as far as possible, to exhibit the truth arrived
at by our predecessors and to excuse what we think they have overlooked
unintentionally. This is what has barred us from commenting on their
books and interpreting their texts, for we could not guard against coming upon matters that we believe they overlooked and so being compelled
to try to find an excuse for them, invent an argument or profess it on
their behalf, or simply confront them with a rebuttal. God has spared
us all this [trouble] and has, in fact, assigned it to people who have
exerted their utmost effort in achieving it and interpreting their books.
He who wishes to acquaint himself with their words will find that their
commentaries will guide him aright and that their interpretations will
suffice him, whereas he who exerts himself in pursuing knowledge and
meanings will find them scattered throughout these books. Part of what
the measure of our search has yielded, despite the short space of time
we spent therein, is given in the books that we have written and called
collectively The Healing. God is the source of our support and strength,
and in Him we place our trust. From here we start our exposition.
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syÆc/ mT)Æ uJ aM@ç «sÐt~ r mßß ß ß ß @I n'Æ eG TKN pTßß ß ß ß ç (±)
v ÐTAÆ r ãçaßß ß ß ß EÆç «Ub pð  sBTL vßß ß ß ß  TcK Ußß ß ß ß b  åÂç
ñ .æaßß ß ß ß ç
«VNÆç VTH qMBHL ÆtçTL ÆÏÄ ºätJEÆ v 4KJI)Æ èc T êÆcNI «ÙÆ uJ sçTH
«VK pð  ÆtHHð ç Èt pð  ÆtBH «U r TMN n'Æ jJî Vì P uJ qMTN ÆtÂ
ð çÂ
Æçcð ºsßß ß ß ß @)Æ UT uÄ ÆtAJ ç «pIßß ß ß ß @)î Æ v ÆtJ ÆÏÄç «Vßß ß ß ß  p ÆçÎtßð ß ß ß ß ç
.qMML ÕÐTE YM
ñ ç «qMJN Vê JTH pì Nßß ß ß ß ÀÆÐç åtI åÂñ tc rç .Tê G~ sNJ
qMLD
ð TK
ð Tê G~ ÕcEç «ÇÆtAÆ TLJ rK
ð cßß ß ß ß @L åÂñ v rIÂ T aM#ç (²)
ÀTMÆ rP q Ïñ Ä «qM~tA cNGç qM Ìc r Ta~
ð ébÆ t Æbç .sN ÆtMßß ß ß ß
á Æ çÂ «qML Ðì Æbßß ß ß ß Æ mJI uÄ TÄð cßß ß ß ß CBL ºTMN ÆtMßß ß ß ß qMðÂ rD
ð kzÆt ußß ß ß ß Ä
Tê t s Uí Aí íç oÏ r sðJÆ TTLÂ aç ºhHñ LT qßß ß ß ß McT uÄ çÂ «qM TMJ8ç Vßß ß ß ß 
ð

«saM qMçc@ ºqM TGÂ uJ àttÆ uM Æ rñ Kí .qM Æçcßß ß ß ß ç
ð «sN qMt Ætb
T hEç .ÈÐtL UIÆ oJ v TaN vTEKJç qJEJ i@ rñ çí .sNGI qcN TGç
ÀTG@Æ ÇT TTLNK ç TTLJK vÆ UI
í Æ «æb v TcK cA k TL ÐÆaH æTÎTÂ
.sNJ 4Jt TLzc vßß ß ß ß  Øcßß ß ß ß @ TL T rç.TLKAç TaNP vð ç sðJÆç «Tê ß ß ß ß tK

FIRST BOOK:
ON THE CAUSES A ND PR INCIPL ES
OF NATURAL THINGS

Chapter One
Explaining the means by which to arrive at the science
of natural things from their first principles
(1) From the part [of The Healing] where we concisely presented the
science of demonstration, you have already learned that some sciences
are universal and some particular, and that some are related to others.1
So now what you need to learn is that the science we are engaged in
explaining is physics, which is a particular science in relation to what
comes later. Since you have learned that each science has a subject matter, the subject matter of [physics] is the sensible body insofar as it is
subject to change. What is investigated about it is the necessary accidents belonging to [the body subject to change] as such—that is, the
accidents that are termed essential 2— and also the concomitants that
1. See Kitāb al-burhān 2.2.
2. Reading min jihah mā huwa hākadhā wa hiya al-aʿrāḍ allatī tusammī dhātīyah wa
hiya with Z, T, and the equivalent phrase in the Latin translation (Avicenna latinus:
Liber primus naturalium, tractatus primus de causis et principiis naturalium, ed. Simon Van
Riet [Louvain-la-Neuve: E. Peeters; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992]), which is omitted in Y.
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TMyÎT r ÉTNENCT qJEÆ uÄ sL p~t ébÆ ncCÆ mcE v
VNJð  TML ätJEÆ åÂ\ ºæTßß ß ß ß LAð( ébÆ åTcÆ qJ sN ébÆ rGÆ r qßß ß ß ß KJ aßß ß ß ß  (°)
ébÆ qJEÆ åÂ\ åÆ ÆtKJE åÂ UN .hE uÄ TMBE ÉTßß ß ß ß TH qKJç ºVNyd TMLç
aE TKN æcb Tßß ß ß ß  uÄ ÒTNHT «vyd qJ
ë tßß ß ß ß ç ºvENCÆ qJEÆ t sKNJE vßß ß ß ß  rßß ß ß ß 
T VM r Òtßß ß ß ß :Æ qßß ß ß ß &Æ t - Tê tzt qì J pI åÂ\ qKJ a ÏÄ - stztç
«ÆbI t T VM r s VÑÆ ÕÆc^Æ tßß ß ß ß  sN sL Êt)Æç .cNF
ë tßß ß ß ß 
ð Æ v kÆç
çÂ êÆÐt~ WT ºt t T/ sHJ vÆ nÆtJÆç uç VNÆÏ uKßß ß ß ß  uÆ ÕÆc^Æ uç
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attach to [the body] inasmuch as it is, whether forms, accidents, or
derivatives of the two, as you have come to understand. Now, natural
things are these bodies considered from this respect and whatever is
accidental to them insofar as they are such. All of them are called natural in relation to that power called nature, which we will define later.3
Some of them are subjects for [the nature] and some are effects, motions,
and dispositions proceeding from it. If, as was explained in the science
of demonstration,4 natural things have principles, reasons, and causes
without which the science of physics could not be attained, then the
only way to acquire genuine knowledge of those things possessing principles is, first, to know their principles and, from their principles, to know
them, for this is the way to teach and learn that gives us access to the
genuine knowledge of things that possess principles.
(2) Also, if natural things do possess certain principles, then either
each and every one of them has those principles or they do not all share
the principles in common. In [the latter] case, it would not be unlikely
that the science of physics establishes the existence of those principles
and at the same time identifies their essence. If these natural things do
share certain first principles in common that are general to all of them—
namely, those that are undoubtedly principles of their shared subjects
and shared states—then the proof of these principles (if they are in need
of proof ) will not belong to the discipline of the natural philosophers,
as was shown in the part [of The Healing] dealing with the science of
demonstrations,5 but to another science, and the natural philosopher
must simply accept their existence as a postulate and conceptualize their
essence as fully real.6
3. See 1.5.
4. See Kitāb al-burhān 1, passim.
5. The reference appears to be to Kitāb al-burhān 1.12.
6. Avicenna’s point here is explained more fully at 1.2.8–11, where he observes
that principles can be common in two ways. For now, it is enough to note that certain common principles, such as the existence of forms, prime matter, a universal
agent such as God, and the like have to be posited by the natural sciences and are
not proven within them, whereas other common principles, such the existence of
the natural places toward which bodies move naturally or primary qualities such
as hot-cold and wet-dry, can be proven within the natural sciences.
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æb r äT^Æ æb v ºVNENCÆ Ðt^Æç .qKM T uJ ºTKML Vê Hßß ß ß ß @ çÂ Tê zÆcÂ
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.vENCÆ uJ åtIN «Tê HNH$ TMNT ÐtAç
ð
ð «Tê Ezç TÎtç ãt TÂç
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(3) Moreover, if natural things possess certain principles common
to all of them as well as possessing principles that are more specific
than those (for instance, belonging to one of their genera, such as the
principles of growth), and some [principles] are [even] more specific
than [those] more specific [ones] (for instance, belonging to one of their
species, such as the principles of humanity), and if, in addition, they
possess essential accidents common to them all and others that are
common to the genus, and still others that are common to the species,
then the right course of intellectual teaching and learning consists in
starting with what is more common and then proceeding to what is
more specific. That is because you know that the genus is part of the
definition of the species, and so the knowledge of the genus must be
prior to the knowledge of the species, because the knowledge of the
part of the definition precedes the knowledge of the definition, and conceptualizing it precedes the knowledge of what is defined, since we
mean by definition that which identifies the essence of what is defined.
Consequently, the principles of common things must first be known in
order that common things be known, and the common things must first
be known in order to know the specific things.
(4) We must, then, begin with the explanation of the principles
belonging to common things, since common things are better known to
our intellects even if they are not better known by nature.7 In other
words, [common things] were not in themselves the things intended in
the natures for the completion of existence, for what is intended in the
nature is not the existence of an animal absolutely or a body absolutely,
but rather that the natures of the specific things exist, and when the
specific nature exists in the concrete particulars, there is some individual. So, then, what is intended is that the natures of the specific
things exist as certain individuals in the concrete particulars. Now, the
7. For discussions of better known and prior to us and by nature or in themselves,
see Aristotle, Posterior Analytics 1.2.71b33–72a5 and Kitāb al-burhān 1.11.
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ÀèÎT ÉÆçÏç «TMENK& VT ÀèÎT ÉÆçÏ VNENCÆ Ðt^Æ WT åÄñ Tê AÂç (²)
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concrete individual is not what is intended except with respect to the
particular nature proper to that individual; if the concrete individual
[ itself ] were what was intended [by nature], then through its corruption
and nonexistence the order of existence would be diminished. Likewise, if
the common and generic nature were what was intended, then existence
and order would be completed through its [singular] existence, whether
it is, for example, the existence of some body or some animal, however it
might be. So it is nearly self-evident that what is intended is the nature
of the species, in order that it cause the existence of some individual (even
if not some particular individual). In other words, [what is intended] is
the perfection and the universal end. It is this that is better known by
nature, while not being prior by nature (if, by prior, we mean what is
stated in the Categories 8 and we do not mean the end).
(5) Now, all men are as good as alike in knowing the common and
generic natures, whereas they are distinguished only insofar as some
men know and reach the specific things and apply themselves to making
differentiations, while others stop at the generic things. So, for example,
some might know [only] animality, whereas others might additionally
know humanity and equinity. When knowledge reaches the specific
natures and what is accidental to them, inquiry stops and is not followed
by the fleeting knowledge of individuals to which our souls9 are not at
all inclined.
8. For the different meanings of prior, cf. Aristotle’s Categories 12.
9. Reading with Z and added to T ’s nufūsnā, which does not appear in Y or
the Latin.
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t TK «saç æÎTßß ß ß ß G sTD gHL ÎttÆ åTI «4E)Æ
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(6) It is clear, then, that when we compare common and specific
things and then compare them together with [what is better known to] the
intellect, we find that common things are better known to the intellect.
When, on the other hand, we compare them together with the order of
existence and what is intended in the universal nature, we find that specific things are better known by nature. When we compare the concrete
individuals with the specific things and relate both to the intellect, we
find that the concrete individuals have some place of priority or posteriority in the intellect only if we include the internal sensitive faculty.10 In
that case, then, the individuals are better known to us than universals,
for individuals are impressed on the internal sense faculty from which
the intellect subsequently learns what things are shared in common and
what things are not, and so extracts the natures of things common in
species.11 When we relate them both to the nature, we find [that] the thing
common in species12 is better known, even if its actuality begins with
determinate individuals. So nature’s intention concerning the existence
of body is precisely that it arrives at the existence of man and what is
generically similar. [Similarly,] its intention concerning the existence of
the generable and corruptible particular individual is that the nature of
the species exists; and when it is possible to achieve that end through a
single individual whose matter is not subject to change and corruption,
as, for example, the Sun, the Moon, and the like, then there is no need
for another individual to belong to the species.
10. Avicenna probably has the imagery faculty ( qūwah khayālīyah) specifically
in mind, for it is this faculty that provides the material intellect with the potential intelligible, which, when “illuminated” by the active intellect, becomes a universal corresponding with some specific thing, such as humanity.
11. For discussions of the roles of sensation and abstraction in Avicenna’s
noetic, see Kitāb al-burhān 3.5, and Kitāb al-nafs 2.2.
12. For example, the humanity or equinity common to all the individuals within
the species.
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(7) Although in perceiving particulars, sensation and imagination
initiate the most important part of conceptualizing an individual, it is
more like the common notion until they reach the conceptualization of
the individual that is absolute in every respect. An illustration of how
this is would be that body is a common notion to which it belongs, qua
body, to be individualized and thus become this or that body. Similarly,
animal is a common notion, but more particular than body, and it belongs
to it, qua animal, to be individualized and thus become this or that animal. Man is also a common notion that is more particular than animal,
and it belongs to it, qua man, to be individualized and thus become this
or that man. Now, if we relate these orderings to the power of perception and observe therein two kinds of order, we find that what is closer
to and more like the common thing is better known. Indeed, it is impossible that one should sensibly or imaginatively perceive that this is this
man unless one perceives that he is this animal and this body. [Similarly,] one would not perceive that this is this animal, unless one perceives that it is this body, whereas if one perceives him from afar, one
might perceive that he is this body without perceiving that he is this man.
It is clearly obvious, therefore, that the case of sensation in this respect
is similar to the case of the intellect and that what corresponds with the
general is better known in itself even for sensation as well.
(8) With respect to time, however, sensation provides imagination
with only an individual member of the species that is not uniquely
delimited. So, from among those sensible forms impressed on the imagery faculty, the first one impressed on the child’s imagery faculty is the
form of an individual man or woman, without his being able to distinguish a man who is his father from a man who is not and a woman who
is his mother from a woman who is not. Eventually, he is able to distinguish a man who is his father from one who is not, and a woman who is
his mother from one who is not, and then by degrees the individuals
remain differentiated for him.
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(9) Now, this image, in which a wholly indistinct likeness of the
individual human is imprinted, is the image of something that is termed
vague. When vague individual is said of [(1)] this [indistinct likeness] and
of [(2)] an individual imprinted upon sensation from a distance (assuming
the impression is that it is a body without perceiving whether it is animal
or human), then the expression vague individual is applied equivocally to
them. The reason is that what is understood by the expression vague
individual in [the first] case is one of the individuals of the species to
which it belongs, without determining how or which individual; and the
same holds for a certain man and woman. It is as though the sense of
individual, while not being divided into the multitude of those who share
in its definition, has been combined with the account of nature applied
relative to the species or the kind. From them both, there is derived a
single account termed a vague indeterminate individual— just as is indicated by our saying, “Rational, mortal animal is one,” which does not
apply to many when it is defined in this way, since the definition of individuality is attributed to the definition of the specific nature. In short,
this is an indeterminate individual. In [the second] case, however, it is
this determinate corporeal individual. It cannot be other than it is, save
that, owing to the mind’s uncertainty, either the account of being animate or inanimate can be attributed to it in thought, not because the
thing in itself can be such—that is, such that any one of the accounts
could be attributed indiscriminately to that corporeality.13
(10) So the vague individual in [the first] case can be thought to be
any existing individual of that genus or the one species. In [the second]
case, however, it cannot be thought to be just any individual of that species, but can only be this single, determinate one. Be that as it may, the
mind can still be susceptible to uncertainty, making it possible that,
relative to [the mind, the individual] is designated, for example, either
by determinately being animate to the exclusion of being inanimate or
determinately being inanimate to the exclusion of being animate, even
after it is judged that in itself it cannot be both things but is determinately one or the other of them.
13. The first case of a vague image of human is that which appears before the
mind’s eye when one is asked to imagine human, but not any particular human,
whereas the second case of a vague image is of some particular human seen from
afar, even though one might not be able to make out which particular human it is.
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(11) There is also a correlation here between causes and effects and a
correlation between simple parts and composites. So when the causes enter
into the constitution of the effects as parts of them — as, for example, the
case of wood and shape relative to the bed — then their relation to the
effects is that of simple parts to composites. As for when the causes are
separate from the effects — as, for example, the carpenter who makes the
bed — then it is a different issue.
(12) Now, both correlations have a relation to sensation, intellect,
and nature. As for the correlation between sensation and causes and
effects where the causes are separate, then, if the causes and effects are
sensible, neither one has more priority or posteriority over the other as
a sensation. If they are insensible, then neither one of them has a relation to sensation. The same holds for the status of the image.
(13) Vis-à-vis the intellect, however, the cause might reach it before
the effect, whereupon [the intellect] moves from the cause to the effect.
Examples are when someone sees the Moon in conjunction with a planet
whose degree is near the lunar nodes, while the Sun is at the opposite
extreme of the [celestial] arc, and so the intellect judges that there is an
eclipse. Again, [another example would be that] when [a person] knows
that matter [within his body] has undergone putrefaction, he knows that
fever has set in. Often the effect reaches [the intellect] before the cause—
sometimes through deduction, sometimes through sensation—in which
case [the intellect] moves from the effect to the cause. Also, [the intellect]
often recognizes an effect first, and then moves from it to the cause, and
then thereafter moves from the cause to another effect. We have already
explained these notions clearly in our study of demonstration.14
14. See Kitāb al-burhān 1.7, where Avicenna distinguished between the burhān
lima (demonstration propter quid ), which goes from cause to effect, and the burhān
inna (demonstration quia), which goes from effect to cause and is itself divided
into the “absolute burhān inna” and the “indication,” which correspond with the
accounts given here.
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(14) As for the correlation of those separate causes analogous to
nature with the effects, those that are causes in the sense of an end are
better known by nature. Also better known by nature than the effect
are those causes that are an agent—that is, the one that acts for the
sake of what it makes, not [merely] given that it exists. [As for] that
[cause] whose existence in nature does not [act] for the sake of [what is
made] itself, but, rather, whatever comes from it is made such that not
only does it have [that agent] as an end with respect to its [own] activity
but also with respect to its very existence (assuming that there is such
a thing in nature), it would not be better known than the effect; and in
fact, the effect would be better known by nature than it.
(15) As for the relation of the parts of the composites to what is
composed from them, the composite is better known according to sensation, since sensation first grasps and perceives the whole and then
differentiates. When it grasps the whole, it grasps it in the most general
sense (namely, that it is a body or an animal), and thereafter it differentiates it. In the intellect, however, the simple is prior to the composite,
since it knows the nature of the composite only after it knows its simple
components. If [the intellect] does not know [the composite’s] simple components, then it really knows it through one of the accidents or genera
[of the composite] without having reached the thing itself — as, for
instance, if it knew it as a round or a heavy body and the like but did
not know the essence of its substance. As for by nature,15 the composite
is what is intended in most things and parts in such a way that from
them, the composite comes to subsist.
15. Reading fa with Z and T, which is omitted in Y.
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(16) So, from among the general and specific things and the simple
and compound things, the general and simple are better known to the
intellect, whereas the specific property and composite are better known
by nature. Now, just as nature begins in the way of discovery with the
general and simple and from them discovers the things that are themselves differentiated according to species and themselves composite, so
likewise instruction begins with the general and simple and from them
comes to know specific things and composites. The primary aim of both,
then, is reached upon acquiring specific and compound things.
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Chapter Two
Enumerating the principles of natural things
by assertion and supposition
(1) Natural things have certain principles that we shall enumerate,
setting forth what is necessary about them and providing their essences.
(2) We say, then, that the natural body is a substance in which one
can posit one dimension, and another crossing it perpendicularly, and a
third dimension crossing both of them perpendicularly, where its having
this description is the form by which it becomes a body. The body is not
a body by virtue of having a given [set of ] three posited dimensions,
since a body can exist and remain as a body even if the dimensions
belonging to it are actually changed. So, [for example], a piece of wax or
a drop of water may be such that there exist in it the actual dimensions
of length, breadth, and depth determined by its extremities; but then, if
it changes in shape, each of these definite dimensions ceases, and other
dimensions or extensions exist. Yet the body continues as body, without
corruption or change, and the form that we predicated of it as necessary—
namely, that those dimensions can be posited in it—continues unchanged.
This has been referred to in another place,1 where you learned that those
definite extensions are the quantity of its sides, which are concomitant
with it and change, while its form and substance do not change — although
this quantity may follow2 a change in certain accidents or forms in it, just
as water, when heated, increases in volume.
1. See Kitāb al-burhān 1.10.
2. Reading tabiʿat with Z for Y’s tabʿathu (emit).
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(3) This natural body has certain principles qua natural body, as
well as additional principles qua generable and corruptible or in general
alterable. The principles by which it acquires its corporeality include
whatever are parts of its existence as actually present in [the natural
body] itself, and these are more appropriately called principles, according
to [the natural philosopher]. They are two: one of them is like the wood
of the bed, while the other is like the form or shape of the bed. What is
like the wood of the bed is called material, subject, matter, component, and
element, according to various considerations, whereas what is like the
form of the bed is called form.
(4) Since the form of corporality is either prior to all the other
forms that belong to natural things and their genera and species or is
something inseparably joined with them, what belongs to the body as
the wood belongs to the bed also belongs to all those other things that
possess the forms in this way, since all of them exist in fact together
with corporality; and so that [namely, the material] is a substance.
When [the material] is considered in itself, without reference to anything, it exists devoid in itself of these forms. Still, it is susceptible to
receiving these forms or being joined with them in either of two ways.
On the one hand, it may be from the susceptibility of [the material’s]
universal absolute nature, as if it were a genus for two species, one prior
and one joined, each one of which is specified by a receptivity to some
forms to the exclusion of others, after the [form] of corporality. On the
other hand, from the susceptibility of the nature, [the material] itself
may be something common to all [the forms]; and so, by means of its
universality, it is susceptible to receiving all of these forms, some of
them collectively and successively and others just successively. In this
case, there would be a certain correspondence with the forms in its
nature — namely, that [the material] is receptive to them, where this
receptivity is like an impression in it and a shadow and specter of the
form, while it is the form that actually perfects this substance.
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(5) Let it be posited for the science of physics, then, that body qua body
has a principle that is material and a principle that is form, whether you
intend an absolute corporeal form, or a species form from among the forms
of bodies, or an accidental form ([as] whenever you regard body, insofar
as it is white, strong, or healthy). Let it also be posited for [this science] that
what is material is never separated from form so as to subsist in itself. In
other words, [the material] does not actually exist unless form is present
and so actually exists through [the form]. If it were not the case that the
form departs from it only with the arrival of another form that takes
over and replaces it, then the material would actually cease to be.
(6) Now, from the perspective that this material is potentially receptive to a form or forms, it is called their material. From the perspective
that it is actually bearing some form, it is called in this context its subject.
(The sense of subject here is not the same as the meaning of subject that
we gave in logic as part of the description of substance, since matter is
never subject in that sense.)3 From the perspective that it is common to
all forms, it is called matter and stuff . It is called element because, through
a process of analysis, it is resolved into [constitutive elements], in which
case [the material] is the simple part of the whole composite receptive to
form; and the same is true of everything of that sort. Finally, because
composition in this precise sense starts with [the material], it is called
component, and the same is true of everything of that sort. It is as though,
when the composition in this precise sense starts from it, it is called a
component ; whereas when it starts with the composite and ends with [the
material], it is called element, since the element is the simplest part of the
composite. These, then, are the internal principles that constitute the body.
3. The reference is to Kitāb al-burhān 1.10.
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(7) The body also has additional principles: an agent and an end. The
agent is that which impresses the form belonging to bodies into their
matter, thereby making the matter subsist through the form, and from
[the matter and form] making the composite subsist, where [the composite]
acts by virtue of its form and is acted upon by virtue of its matter. The end
is that for the sake of which these forms are impressed into the matters.
(8) Now, since our present discussion concerns the common principles,
the agent and end considered here are common to them. Now, what is
common may be understood in two ways. One is the way in which the
agent is common as producing the first actuality from which all other
actualities follow, such as that actuality that provides Prime Matter with
the initial corporeal form. If there is such a thing (as you will learn in its
proper place),4 it would provide the initial foundation subsequent to
which what comes next reaches completion. The end would be common
[in this sense], if there is such an end (as you will learn in its proper
place),5 in that it is the end toward which all natural things tend. This is
one way. The other way that something is common is by way of generality,
as the universal [predicate] agent is said of each of the particular agents of
particular things, and the universal [predicate] end is said of each one of
the particular ends of particular things.
4. See the Ilāhīyāt of the Najāt 2.12, for what is perhaps Avicenna’s most succinct version of his celebrated proof for a common, efficient cause in this first sense,
which can safely be identified with the Necessary Existent in Itself, or God. The
version of the proof found in the Ilāhīyāt of the Shifāʾ its spread throughout that
work, although in general see book 8. See also Michael E. Marmura, “Avicenna’s
Proof from Contingency for God’s Existence in the Metaphysics of the Shifāʾ,” in his
Probing in Islamic Philosophy: Studies in the Philosophies of Ibn Sina, al-Ghazali and Other
Major Muslim Thinkers (Binghamton, NY: Global Academic Publishing, 2005), 131–48.
5. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 8.6.
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(9) The difference between the two is that in the first sense, common
denotes a determinately existing entity that is numerically one [and]
which the intellect indicates that it cannot be said of many, whereas in
the second sense, common does not denote a single determinately existing
entity in reality, but an object of the intellect that applies to many that
are common in the intellect in that they are agents or ends, and so this
common thing is predicated of many.
(10) The efficient principle common to all in the first sense (if natural things have an efficient principle in this sense) would not be part of
the natural order, since everything that is part of the natural order is
subsequent to this principle, and it is related to all of them as their
principle [ precisely] because they are part of the natural order. So, if
that principle were part of the natural order, then either it would be a
principle of itself, which is absurd, or something else would be the first
efficient principle, which is a contradiction. Consequently, the natural
philosopher has no business discussing [such an efficient principle], since
it has nothing to do with the science of physics.6 Also, if there is such a
thing, it may be a principle of things that are part of the natural order
as well as things that are not part of the natural order, in which case its
causality will be of a more general existence than [both] the causality of
what specifically causes natural things and the things that are specifically related to natural things.
6. Here Avicenna is anticipating his position put forth in book 1 of his Ilāhīyāt
(1.1–2), that discussions of the First Efficient and/or Final Cause—God—properly
belong to the subject matter of metaphysics, and that Aristotle and the tradition
following him erred when they discussed the deity in the science of physics.
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(11) Certainly, it might be possible that, with respect to the totality
of natural things, what is an efficient principle of everything within the
natural order other than itself is not such absolutely but is the common
efficient principle in the latter sense, in which case it would not be at all
out of place if the natural philosopher were to investigate [this efficient
principle or agent]. The method of that investigation would be [(1)] to
discover the state of whatever is an efficient cause of some given natural
thing, the manner of its power, its relation to its effect in point of proximity, remoteness, when it is in direct contact and not in direct contact,
and the like; and [(2)] to demonstrate it. When he does this, he will
have learned the nature of the general [term] agent that is common to
natural things in the latter sense, since he will know the state that is
particular to whatever is an agent among natural things. So also, in an
analogous fashion, let him discover the state of the final principle. That
the principles are these four7 (and we shall discuss them in detail later)8
is a matter postulated in physics but demonstrated in first philosophy.9
(12) The body has an additional principle insofar as it is changeable or perfectible or comes to be or is generable, where its being
changeable is different from its being perfectible, and both are again
different from what is understood by its being something that comes to
be and is generable. Now, what is understood by changeable is that it had
a specific attribute that ceased to exist, and it came to have another
attribute. In this case, then, there are [three factors]: [(1)] something
that remains — namely, what undergoes the change; [(2)] a state that
existed and then ceased to exist; and [(3)] a non-existent state that
came to exist. Clearly, then, insofar as [a body] undergoes change, there
must be [(1)] something susceptible to [both] that from which and that
into which it changed; [(2)] a presently existing form; and [(3)] its privation, which occurred together with the form that departed. An example
[of these three factors] would be the robe that became black, the whiteness, and the blackness, where there was a privation of blackness when
the whiteness existed.
7. That is, the four causes of Aristotelian physics: the material, formal, efficient, and final; cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.3.
8. See 1.10.
9. See Ilāhīyāt 6.1.
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(13) What is understood by [a body’s] being perfectible is that it
comes to have something that did not exist before, without itself losing
anything. An example would be the object at rest that is moved, for so
long as it rested, there was only a privation of the motion that belonged
to it possibly or potentially, whereas when it is moved, nothing is lost of
it except the privation only. [Another] example is the empty slate once
one has written on it. That which undergoes perfection must also
include [three factors]: [(1)] a determinate being that was imperfect and
then was perfected, [(2)] something presently existing in it, and [(3)] a
privation that preceded [what is presently existing in it].
(14) Privation, in fact, is a precondition for something’s being subject to change and perfection, since, were there no privation, it would be
impossible for it to be perfected or changed, but rather, there would
always be the presently existing perfection and form. Therefore, what is
changed and what is perfected require that a certain privation precede
them to the extent that they really are something changeable or perfectible, whereas the privation in that it is a privation does not require that a
change or perfection occur. So, the elimination of privation requires the
elimination of the changeable and perfectible, insofar as they are changeable and perfectible, whereas the elimination of the changeable and perfectible does not requires the elimination of privation. So privation in
this respect is prior, and so is a principle, if principle is whatever must
exist, however it might exist, in order that something else exist, but not
conversely. If that is not sufficient for being a principle, and a principle is
not whatever must exist, however it might exist, but rather is whatever
must exist simultaneously with the thing whose principle it is without
being prior or posterior, then privation is not a principle. We achieve
nothing by quibbling over terminology, so in lieu of principle, let us use
whatever must . . . but not conversely . So we find that, in order for the body
to be subject to change and perfection, there needs to be [(1)] that which
is susceptible to change or perfection, [(2)] privation, and [(3)] form.10
This is clear to us on the slightest reflection.
10. Cf. Aristotle, who regarded privation, sterēsis, as principle in an accidental
sense; see his Physics 1.7.190b27, and 1.7.191a13–l5.
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(15) What is understood by the body’s being something subject to
generation and coming to be compels us to affirm something that has
come to be as well as a preceding privation. As for whether the generation and coming to be of what is subject to such requires a preceding
substance that [initially] was associated with the privation of the generable form and then ceased to be associated with it once the privation of
[the form] ceased, that is not something that is obvious to us on immediate
inspection. In fact, for physics we must simply posit it and content ourselves with inductive proof, but we will demonstrate it in first philosophy.11
Dialectic may sometimes provide a useful bit of information to quiet
the soul of the student, but [take care] not to confuse the demonstrative
with the dialectical.
(16) Among the principles, the body has those that are inseparable
from it and by which it subsists: it is these that we specifically term
principles. Insofar as [the body] is a body absolutely, these are the aforementioned material and corporeal form, which necessarily entails the
accidental quantities, or the specific form that perfects it. Insofar as
[the body] is the subject of change, perfection, and generation, it is
additionally related to the privation associated with its material, which
is a principle in the sense previously mentioned. Now, if we consider
what is common to the changeable, the perfectible, and the generable,
the principles are a certain material, a disposition, and a privation.
Now, if we confine ourselves to the changeable, then the principles are
a certain material and some contrary, for the thing that changes out of
and into the intermediate does so only inasmuch as it contains a certain
contrariness. The difference between contrariety, disposition, and privation is apparent from what you have learned and can be acquired by
you from what you have been taught.
11. Avicenna has argued that, in the case of what is changeable and what is
perfected, there must be three factors: (1) an underlying thing, (2) a form, and
(3) a privation. In the case of what is generated and comes to be in time it is
likewise obvious that there is something that comes to be — the form — and a
privation. What is not obvious is whether there must always be a pre-existing
underlying thing. That is because if there must be, then it is quite easy to show
that the world is eternal, which, in fact, is the issue to which Avicenna is alluding
here. See Ilāhīyāt 4.2, where he argues that matter must precede all generation
and temporal coming to be and thus provides the key premise in his argument
for the eternity of the world; see also 3.11 of the present work where, despite his
claim that this issue should not be treated in the science of physics, he provides
arguments much like those found in the Ilāhīyāt.
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(17) Now, the disposition of the substance, insofar as it is substance,
is a form, whereas the disposition of that which is undergoing nonsubstantial change and perfection is an accident, and we have already
explained to you the difference between form and accident. In this context, however, it is standard to call every disposition form; and so let us do
so, where by form we mean anything that comes to be in a recipient such
that [the recipient] comes to have a certain specific description. The
material is distinct from both [that is, form and privation] in that it has
its own existence together with each of them. Form is distinct from privation in that the form is, in itself, a certain essence that adds to the existence belonging to matter, whereas privation does not add to the existence
that belongs to matter, but rather is a certain accompanying state that
corresponds with this form when [that form] does not exist but the potential to receive it does exist. This privation, however, is not absolute privation, but one having a certain mode of being, since it is a privation of
some thing, bringing along with itself a certain predisposition and preparedness in some determinate matter. So, [for example,] human does
not come to be from whatever is nonhuman, but only from nonhuman in
what is receptive to [the form of ] humanity. So generation [comes about]
by the form, not the privation, whereas it is through the privation, not
form, that there is corruption.
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(18) It is often said that something was from the material and from
the privation, whereas it is not said that it was from the form. So it is
both said that the bed was from the material— that is, from the wood—
and from the non-bed. Now, in many cases it is all right to say that [the
thing] came to be from the material, but in many others it is not,
whereas it is always said that it was from the privation. A case in point
is that we do not say that a writer was from the man, but that the man
was a writer, whereas we say that a man was from the semen, and a bed
was from the wood. The reason for this, in the case of the semen, is that
the seminal form is cast off. In this instance, from is equivalent to after,
just as the claim it was from the privation signifies the same thing as a man
was from the not-man— that is, after the not-man. As for the case of wood,
and so again where a bed is said to be from the wood, it was because the
wood is devoid of a certain form, even if it is not devoid of the form of
wood, since unless the wood changes with respect to some description
and shape, through carving and woodworking, neither will there be the
bed from it nor will it take on the shape of [the bed]. So, in some sense,
[the wood] resembles the semen, since both of them changed from their
current state, and so we use from also in the case of [the wood].
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(19) About these two kinds of subjects and material things, we may
say from in the sense of after, but there is another kind of subjects about
which we use from and out of in another sense. To illustrate that, when
one of the forms has certain subjects that are produced for it only by
means of mixture or composition, then what is generated is said to be
from them, and so from and out of signify that what is generated is constituted by [those subjects], just as we say that the ink was from vitriol
and gall. It also would seem that from, [both] in the sense of something
composed of after-ness and in this latter sense, is said about the first
kind [of subjects and material things]. [That] is because what is meant
by something’s having been from the semen or wood is that it was after
they were in a certain state as well as that something was drawn from
them, where the generated thing, which was said to be from them, was
made to subsist. Now, it is not said about what is like the semen or vitriol
that it was the generated thing, such that the semen would be said to
be a man or vitriol to be ink, as it is said12 that man was a writer, save
in some figurative sense meaning that [the semen or vitriol] became (that
is, changed), whereas both ways are said about what is like the wood. So
[in the case of wood], it is said that a bed was from the wood and the wood
was a bed, because the wood, as wood, does not undergo corruption in the
way the semen does, and so [the wood] is like the man insofar as he is
susceptible to being something that writes. Still, if it is not devoid of a
certain shape, it cannot receive the shape of a bed, and so it is like the
semen insofar as [the semen] is altered into being something that is a man.
12. Following Z, T, and the Latin, which do not have the negation lā.
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(20) Now, in those cases where it is not acceptable to say from, it
becomes so once the privation is added to it — as, for example, saying,
a writer was from a nonwriting man. It is never acceptable, however, to say
it about the privation itself, except together with from, for we do not say
that the nonwriter was a writer; otherwise, a nonwriter would be a writer.
Certainly, if one does not mean by nonwriter the nonwriter himself, but
simply the subject who is described as a nonwriter, then we can say that,
and [of course] it is always acceptable to use from in this case. Still, I do
not insist on this and similar cases, since languages may differ in the
license and proscription of these uses. I only say that when we mean
by from the two aforementioned senses, they are permissible where we
allowed and not permissible where we did not allow.
(21) In the place corresponding with the present one,13 there is
sometimes mentioned the material’s desire for the form and its imitating the female, while the form imitates the male, but this is something
I just do not understand [for the following reasons]. As for the desire
associated with having a soul, there is no dispute about denying it of the
material. Equally improbable is the natural compulsive desire whose
incitement is in the way of a drive, as, for example, belongs to the stone
to move downward in order that it be perfected after being displaced
from its natural place.
13. That is, in Aristotle’s Physics 1.9.192a22–25.
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(22) Again, then, it would have been possible for the material to
desire forms, were it free of all forms, or [if ] it grew weary of a given form
joined to it or lost the sense of contentment with the presently existing
forms that perfect it as a species, or [ if ] it could move itself toward the
acquisition of form, in the way the stone acquires [its natural] place
(assuming that it possessed a motive power). Now, it is not the case that
[the material] is devoid of all forms. Also, [the material] is not the sort
of thing that grows weary of the presently existing form so as to work
for its dismissal and destruction. [That] is because if the weariness is
the necessary result of the very presence of this form, then [the form] is
necessarily undesirable, whereas if [the weariness] results from the
length of time, the desire would not be something in the substance of
[the material] but something that accidentally happens to it after a
period of time, in which case there is a cause necessitating it. Equally
impossible is that [the material] grew discontent with the presence [of
the form] and rather desired to gather contraries into itself, which is
absurd. The [real] absurdity, however, seems to be having supposed
that it desires [in] the way [that] the soul desires. The [natural] compulsive desire, on the other hand, is only for some end in the perfecting
nature. Now, natural ends are inevitable, and so, notwithstanding this,
how can the material be moved toward the form when its being disposed to the form arises only from some cause that nullifies the existing
form, not its acquiring [that form] through its own motion? Had [the
Peripatetics] not made this desire a desire for the forms that make [the
material] subsist, which are first perfections, but rather, [made it] a
desire for the secondary concomitant perfections, it would have been
difficult enough understanding the sense of this desire; but how [is it
possible at all] when they have made this desire a desire for the forms
that cause [the material] to subsist?
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(23) For these reasons, it is difficult for me to understand this talk,
which is closer to the talk of mystics14 than that of philosophers. Perhaps
someone else will understand it as it should be, so that one might refer to
him in this matter. If the material [understood] absolutely were replaced
with a certain material that is [already] perfected by the natural form
so that, from the natural form that belongs in it, it comes to have an
incitement toward the perfections of that form—like, for example, earth’s
moving downward and fire’s moving upward — there would be some sense
to this talk, even if it attributed that desire to the active form. In an
absolute sense [of the material], however, I cannot understand it.
14. Literally, Sufis.
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Chapter Three
How these principles are common
(1) Since our inquiry is about common principles only, we should
inquire into which of the two aforementioned ways1 these three common principles [that is, matter, form, and privation] are common.
(2) It will become apparent to us later2 that some bodies are susceptible to generation and corruption (namely, those whose material acquires
a new form and loses another), while others are not susceptible to generation and corruption and instead exist as a result of an atemporal creation.3
If that is the case, then there is no common material in the first of the
two senses, since there is no single material that is sometimes susceptible
to the form of what undergoes generation and corruption and at other
times is susceptible to the form of what is naturally incorruptible and
has no material generation. So that is impossible. (In fact, however, it
might be possible that the class of bodies subject to generation and corruption has material that is common to those that are generated out of
and corrupted into one another, as we shall show in the case of the four
properly called elements [namely, earth, water, air, and fire].)4 Or at best,
[if a common material for both what is and what is not subject to generation and corruption is not impossible], we would have to concede that the
nature of the subject that belongs to the form of what is incorruptible
and the subject that belongs to the form of what is corruptible is a single
nature that, in itself, is able to receive every form, except that what is
incorruptible was accidentally joined with a form that has no contrary.
1. See 1.2.8–11, where again Avicenna notes two distinct ways in which natural
things can share something in common. So, on the one hand, common might be
understood as a numerically singular thing common to all natural things, or, on
the other hand, common might be understood as some specifically or generically
similar notion applying to all natural things equally. So, for example, agent understood as something common to natural things in the first instance would signify
God, whereas in the second instance it would signify the universal predicate agent.
2. This point is discussed in detail throughout Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād.
3. For a detailed discussion of Avicenna’s use of ibdāʿ (atemporal creation),
see Jules Janssens, “Creation and Emanation in Ibn Sīnā,” Documenti e studi sulla
tradizione filosofica medievale 8 (1997): 455–77.
4. See for instance Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād, chs. 9 and 14.
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In this case, the reason that things not subject to generation and corruption are such would be owing to their form, which, as a result of what is
in their natures, hinders the matter, not because the matter is passive.
Assuming that—which is unlikely, in light of what will become clear
later5— a common material, would exist in this way. The common material in this way — whether common to all natural things or just those
subject to generation and corruption—would be something resulting from
an atemporal creation, neither being generated out of nor corrupted into
anything; otherwise, [this common material] would need another material, in which case that [other material] would be prior to it and common.
(3) As for whether natural things have a formal principle common
in the first of the two ways, only the corporeal form among the forms
that we imagine belongs to them as such. So if you turn to the bodies
undergoing generation and corruption that are only in what immediately follows the corporeal form (so that the corporeal form that is in
water, for example, when air undergoes alteration [into water], is something that itself remains in the water), then the bodies so described
would have formal principles that are numerically common to them,
whereas [the bodies] thereafter have individual formal principles specific to each of them. If this is not the case, and instead when the form
of water is corrupted, there is in the corruption of the form of water the
corruption of the corporeality that belonged to [the water’s] material
and some other corporeality different in number but similar in kind
comes to be, then bodies would not have this kind of common, formal
principle. The truth concerning the two cases will become apparent to
you in its proper place.6 Should bodies, or some subset of bodies, or even
a single body, have a formal principle of this kind as an inseparable
form, then that formal principle would eternally be joined with matter
and would not undergo generation and corruption, but instead it would
again result from an atemporal creation.
5. It is not clear to what Avicenna is referring. Perhaps he means the necessary role of matter with respect to those things that at are ḥādith — that is, what
comes to be in time and, as such, would be subject to generation and corruption.
See 3.11 below and Ilāhīyāt 4.2.
6. The reference would appear to be to Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād 14 and
Ilāhīyāt 9.5.
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(4) As for privation, it is clearly altogether impossible that there be
a common privation in the first sense. [That is] because this privation
is the privation of something, x , that regularly comes to be through a
process of generation; and if it is such, then it is likely that x will be
generated, and so at that time this privation will no longer remain. In
that case, however, it is not something common.
(5) As for that which is common in the second of the two senses, the
three principles are common to what is subject to generation and
change, since it is common to all [of those sorts of things] that they all
have matter, form, and privation.
(6) Being neither generable nor corruptible is predicated of what is common in the same way that it is predicated of universals — namely, in two
ways. One way by which we mean that the universal is neither generable
nor corruptible is that with respect to the world, there is no moment that
is the first moment at which some first individual or number of first
individuals of whom the universal is predicated existed and before which
there was a moment at which none of [those individuals] existed. The
case would be the parallel opposite to this with respect to corruption. In
this way, some people (namely, those who require that as long as the
world exists there always be generation, corruption, and motion in it)
say that these common principles are neither generable nor corruptible.
The second way is to inquire into their essence—as, for example, the
essence of man—and then consider whether [man] qua man is subject
to generation and corruption. In this case, accounts of generation and
corruption are found that are not the account of man qua man, and so
both are denied of the essence of man qua man, because something that
is necessarily joined to him is not intrinsic to him. The same is said
about these principles that are common in the second of the two ways
that [the predicate] being common was used; and in the present context,
our inquiry and discussion are about the principles from this perspective and not the first one.
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(7) In the case where we intend the existence of concrete particulars, then, there will be materials that are subject to generation and
corruption, such as the wood of the bed and gall for ink; whereas Prime
Matter, to which we have gestured,7 is not subject to generation and
corruption, but exists only as a result of an atemporal creation. As for
forms, some are generated and corrupted (namely, the ones subject to
generation and corruption), whereas others are not (namely, those that
are atemporally created). In another sense, however, it might be said of
[forms] that they are neither generable nor corruptible, for it might be
said of the forms that involve generation and corruption that they are
not generated and corrupted in the sense that they are not a composite
of form and material so as to undergo generation and corruption, since
in this case, one means by generation (and the parallel opposite for corruption) that a subject comes to have a form, where it is through the
[form and matter] together that something is generable.
(8) As for privation, its generation (if it has one) is its being present
after it was not. Also, its being present and existing cannot be as some
presently existing determinate entity in itself; but rather, it exists accidentally, because it is a privation of some determinate thing, F, in some
determinate thing, x , in which there is the potential of [ F ]. Therefore,
[privation] likewise has some accidental mode of generation and corruption. Its generation, then, is that the form is removed from the matter
through corruption, in which case a privation [conversely related] to this
attribute becomes present, whereas its corruption is that the form
becomes present, at which time the privation that [is conversely related]
to this attribute no longer exists. Now, this privation has an accidental
privation, just as it has an accidental existence, where its privation is the
form. Be that as it may, the form’s subsistence and existence are not relative to it; but rather, that belongs to it accidentally through a certain
7. See 1.2.8 and par. 2 of the present chapter.
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consideration—that is, the subsistence and existence of this privation is
a result of the relation itself to this form. So it is as if the privation of
privation is a certain consideration accidentally belonging to the form
from among the infinitely many relational considerations that might
accidentally belong to something. The potentiality for privation is of the
same type, since real potential is relative to actuality and perfection, and
there is no perfection by privation, nor does it really have an actuality.
(9) Concerning these three common principles, we should also know
in what way they are common in relation to whatever falls under any
one of the things in which they are common. The claim of those8 who
say that each one of them is an equivocal term we find distressing,
since, if that is the case, then the efforts of this group would be limited
to finding three terms for the many principles, each one of which would
include a subset of the principles, while the three terms [together] would
encompass all. Had it been possible that this were enough, the important issue would have been that, among ourselves, certain terms are
adopted as a matter of convention and there is agreement upon them.
Whether we should have been the ones to do that or not and instead we
accepted what others did, we would have nothing available to us but
three terms and would not be one step closer [to understanding] what
the principles signify. What an awful thing to inflict upon whoever
would content himself with this! Equally, we cannot say that each one
of them indicated what is included in it by way of sheer univocity. How
could that be, when different kinds of various categories fall under each
one of them, differing with respect to the meaning of principles by way of
priority and posteriority? In fact, they must signify by way of analogy,9
just as being , principle, and unity signify. We have already explained in
the section on logic the difference between what is analogous as compared with what is agreed upon and what is univocal.10
8. I have not been able to identify the referent here. The claim that matter,
form, and privation are equivocal terms does not appear in Aristotle’s explicit discussion of the principles of nature in book 1 of the Physics, nor have I found it in
the earlier extant Arabic commentaries on the Physics.
9. Tashkīk literally has the sense of “being ambiguous” or even “equivocal.”
In the present context, it would seem that Avicenna is using it in the sense of the
Aristotelian pros hen equivocation. For a discussion of pros hen equivocation see
G. E. L. Owens, “Logic and Metaphysics in Some Earlier Works of Aristotle,” in
Logic, Science and Dialectic: Collected Papers in Greek Philosophy (Ithaca, NY,: Cornell
University Press, 1986), 180–99.
10. The reference seems to be to Kitāb al-jadal 2.2.
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(10) Everything of which material is predicated has a nature that is
common in that [the material] [(1)] is a certain factor that is capable
of acquiring some other factor in itself that it previously did not have,
[(2)] is that from which something is generated, and [(3)] is in [that
thing] nonaccidentally. Sometimes it is simple,11 and at other times it is
something composite, such as the wood that belongs to the bed, that
follows after the simple. It is also something that might acquire a substantial form or an accidental disposition. Everything of which form is
predicated is a disposition that has been acquired by an instance of
this previous factor [namely, the material] and from which, together with
it, a given thing actually exists as a result of this type of composition.
Everything of which privation is predicated is the nonexistence of some
instance of what we have called form in that which is capable of acquiring
it [that is, in the material].
(11) Now, in the present context [namely, with respect to the science of physics], our entire inquiry into and approach to form and its
being a principle is strictly limited to its being a principle in the sense
that it is one of the two parts of something that undergoes generation,
not that it is an agent, even if it is possible that a form be an agent.
Also, we have already shown that the natural philosopher does not deal
with the efficient and final principles that are common to all natural
things in the first way [mentioned in the previous chapter], and so we
should concentrate our efforts on the second [way] that the efficient principle is common to all natural things.
(12) Having finished [the discussion] of those principles that most
properly are called principles—namely, those that are constitutive of what is
subject to generation or of the natural body—we should next focus on those
principles that most deserve the title causes. Of these, let us define the efficient principle common to natural things—namely, the nature.
11. As, for example, the elements fire, air, water, and earth.
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Chapter Four
Examination of what Parmenides and Melissus said
regarding the principles of being
(1) Once we reached this point, some of our colleagues asked us to talk
about the more troublesome schools of the Ancients concerning the principles of natural things, given that the custom has been to mention them
at the opening of the science of physics before discussing nature. Those
schools of thought are, for example, the one associated with Melissus and
Parmenides — namely, that what exists is one and unmovable, of which
Melissus further says that it is infinite, while Parmenides says that it is
finite.1 Other examples are the school of those who said that [the principle]
is one finite thing, whether water, air, or the like,2 that is able to move. Again,
there are also those who maintained an infinite number of principles, either
atoms dispersed in the void3 or small bodies, whether water, flesh, air, or
the like, that are homogeneric with what results from them and all of
which are mixed together in the whole.4 There are also the rest of the
schools of thought mentioned in the books of the Peripatetics. [Finally, we
were asked] to talk about how [the Peripatetics] refuted these views.
(2) As for the view of Melissus and Parmenides, I do not get it. I can
neither state what their aim is nor believe that they reached the level of
foolish nonsense that their words, taken at face value, might indicate,
since they also spoke about natural things and about [those natural
things’] having more than one principle — as, for example, Parmenides,
who held that there is earth and fire and that from them, there is the
composition of things subject to generation. It is almost to the point
that what they mean by what exists is the Necessary Existent, the Existence that truly is what exists, as you will learn in its proper place,5 and
1. For the views of Melissus and Parmenides, cf. Aristotle, Physics 1.2–3.
2. For instance, Thales, who believed that everything came from water (Aristotle, Metaphysics 1.3.983b20–21), or Anaximenes, who said that everything is some
manifestation of air (Aristotle, Metaphysics 1.3.984a5).
3. This is the view of the Atomists such as Democritus and Leucippus; cf. Aristotle, Physics 1.5.188a22ff. and Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption 1.8.325a5ff.
4. The view of Anaxagoras; cf. Aristotle, Physics 1.4.187a24 ff.
5. See the Ilāhiyat 8.
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that it is what is infinite, immobile, and infinitely powerful, or that it is
“finite” in the sense that it is an end at which everything terminates,
where that at which [something] terminates is imagined to be finite insofar as [something] terminates at it. Or their aim [could] be something
different—namely, that the nature of existence qua the nature of existence is a single account in definition and description, and that the other
essences are different from the nature of existence itself because they
are things, such as humanity, to which [existence] just happens to belong
while being inseparable from them (for humanity is an essence that is
not itself what exists, but neither does existence belong to it as a part).
Instead, existence is something outside of the definition of [humanity],
while concomitant with its essence that it happens to have, as we have
explained in other places.6 So it seems that whoever says that [what exists]
is finite means that what is defined in itself is not the natures that pass
into the many, whereas whoever says that it is infinite means that it
happens to belong to infinitely many things.
(3) Now you know very well from other places that the man qua man
is not what exists qua what exists, which, in fact, is something extrinsic to
[man qua man]. The same holds for any one of the states that fall within the
categories; and in fact, anything involving them is a subject for existence,
[albeit] the existence is inseparable from it. If, however, this is not their
opinion and they obstinately hold the view [that is foolish nonsense],
then I actually cannot refute them. That is because the syllogism by
which I would refute their view is inevitably composed of premises. Now,
those premises either [(1)] must be better known in themselves than the
conclusion or [(2)] must be granted by the opponent. As for the first, I do
not find anything that is more evident than this conclusion [namely, that
existence qua existence is different, for example, from what humanity
is qua humanity]. As for the second, it is not up to me to suggest which
of the premises these two should concede, since if they can live with this
absurdity, then who is to assure me that they would not unabashedly
deny any premise used in the syllogism against them?
6. Cf., for instance, Kitāb al-madkhal 1.2, and then later at Ilāhīyāt 1.5.
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(4) In fact, I find many of the premises by which they are “refuted”
less known than the intended conclusion. An example is the statement
that if what exists is substance only, it would be neither finite nor infinite (since this is an accident of quantity, and quantity is an accident of
substance), and so, in that case, there would be an existent quantity and
an existent substance, and so being existent would stand above both.7
Now, if you think about it, you find that the existence of the finite and
infinite, is in fact, sufficient for there to be a continuous quantity—
namely, the observable magnitude. What we really need to do is to show
that the observable magnitude subsists in matter or a subject, not that
it is something existing, save in a subject (for this is not known in itself);
but then we would need to undertake the difficult task of proving [this
premise], which is preparatory to [the conclusion]. So how can this be
taken as a premise [used] in drawing a conclusion that is self-evident?
The same is true of their claim that what is defined is divisible into the
parts of its definition and the like.8
(5) As for the remaining groups, let us just gesture at where the
problems with their views are, and then, in our subsequent discussions,
we will treat the details of their errors more thoroughly. For now, then,
the refutation of those who claimed that there is a single principle comes
from two sides: one is their statement that the principle is one, and the
other is their statement that that principle is water or air. The refutation
with respect to that principle’s being water or air more naturally comes
in the place where we discuss the principles of things subject to generation and corruption9 rather than [where we discuss] the general principles, since [this group] also assumed that that principle is a principle
7. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 1.2.185a20 ff.
8. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 1.3.186b14 ff. and John Philoponus, In Aristotelis Physicorum, ed. Hieronymus Vitelli (Berlin: George Reimer, 1887), ad 186b14 ff. (henceforth, Philoponus, In Phys.).
9. Cf. Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād 3.
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of things subject to generation and corruption. What suggests that they
are in error concerning the principle’s being one is that their view would
make all things the same in substance, varying [only] in accidents.
That is to say that [this group] would eliminate the species-making differences among various bodies, whereas it will become clear to us that
bodies do vary through species-making differences. As for those who
hold that there is an infinite number of principles from which these
generable things are generated, they [themselves] conceded that they
have no scientific understanding of the things subject to generation,
since their principles are infinite, in which case there is no way to comprehend them scientifically and so grasp what is generated from them.
Now, since [purportedly] there is no way to know the things subject to
generation, then how could they also know that the principles of [these
things] are infinite? As for refuting them with regard to their specific
assertion that those infinite things are either atoms scattered in the
void10 or embedded in the mixture,11 it is again more fitting that we
deal with it when we inquire into the principles of things subject to
generation and corruption.12
(6) Having reached this point, let us conclude this chapter, which
was included [almost] by chance; and so whoever wants to retain it, do
so, and whoever does not, then do not.
10. The view of Democritus and the Atomists generally.
11. The view of Anaxagoras, who posited an infinite number of germs or seeds
( spermata, chrimata) jumbled together in the mixture. Cf. Aristotle, On Generation
and Corruption 1.1.314a20 ff.
12. Cf. Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād 4, but also see the more general argument
against Atomism presented below at 3.3–5.
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Chapter Five
On defining nature
(1) Certain actions or movements occur in the bodies that are
immediately present to us. Now, on the one hand, we find that some of
those actions and movements proceed from certain external causes that
make their occurrence in [the bodies] necessary, as, for example, water’s
being heated and a stone’s rising. On the other hand, we find that other
actions and movements proceed from [the bodies] owing to [the bodies]
themselves in such a way that they are not traced back to some foreign
cause — as, for example, when we heat water and then leave it alone, it
cools through its own nature; and when we raise the stone and then
leave it alone, it falls through its nature. This belief is also fairly close
to our belief that there are plants because of the alteration of seeds and
animals because of the generation of semen. Similarly, we find that animals, through their own volition, have a freedom of action in their [various] kinds of movements, [since] we do not see some external agent
forcibly directing them to those actions. So, there is impressed upon our
souls an image that those [movements], and, on the whole, the actions
and passivities that proceed from bodies, are sometime caused by a
foreign, external agent and sometimes are a result of the things themselves without an external agent.
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(2) Moreover, we initially deem it possible that [(1)] some of [the
motions and actions] that result from the things themselves without an
external agent hold to a single course from which they do not deviate,
while [(2)] others change1 and vary their courses. We additionally deem
it possible that both cases might be through volition as well as not
through volition (and, rather, are like the bruising that arises from a
falling stone or the burning from a blazing fire), and so these two are
also impressed on our soul. Furthermore, what becomes known to us
after diligent [inquiry] is that there are those bodies that we come
across [seemingly] without external movers that are [in fact] moved
and acted upon only by an external mover that we neither perceive nor
recognize. Instead, [that mover] might be some imperceptible separate
thing, or perhaps something perceptible in itself but having an imperceptible influence. In other words, there is an imperceptible relation
between it and what is acted on by it indicating that it necessitates [the
effect]. An example would be anyone who has never sensibly observed a
magnet’s attracting iron or who does not intellectually recognize that it
attracts iron (since the intellect’s inquiry [alone] cannot grasp that). In
this case, when he sees the iron being moved toward [the magnet], he
will most likely suppose that [the iron] is undergoing motion as a result
of itself. Whatever the case, it should be obvious that what is producing
the motion is not in fact the body qua body but, rather, the result of a
power in [the body].
1. Following Z’s mufannin (T’s mutafannin, “to be changed or vary”; Latin instituta ad multa), which is omitted in Y.
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(3) We set it down as a posit, which the natural philosopher accepts
and the metaphysician demonstrates, that the bodies undergoing these
motions are moved only as a result of powers in them that are principles of their motions and actions.2 They include [(1)] a power that brings
about motion and change and from which the action proceeds according to a single course, without volition; [(2)] a power like that, with volition; [(3)] a power that, without volition, varies in the motion and action
it produces; and [(4)] a power that, with volition, varies in the motion
and action it produces. (The same divisions also hold with regard to
rest.) The first division is like what belongs to the stone in falling and
coming to rest at the center and is called a nature. The second is like
what belongs to the Sun in its rotations, [at least] according to the view
of accomplished philosophers, and is called a celestial soul. The third is
like what belongs to plants in their generation, growth, and ceasing to
grow further (since they involuntarily move in various directions in the
form of branching and the spreading of trunks in both breadth and
height) and is called a vegetative soul. The fourth is like what belongs to
animals and is called an animal soul. Sometimes the term nature is
applied to every power from which its action proceeds without volition,
in which case the vegetative soul is called a nature. Sometimes nature is
applied to everything from which its action proceeds without deliberation or choice, so that the spider [may be said] to weave by nature; and
the same holds for similar animals. The nature by which natural bodies
are natural and that we intend to examine here, however, is nature in
the first sense.
2. See Ilāhīyāt 9.2.
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(4) The statement, “The one who seeks to prove [that nature exists]
deserves to be ridiculed,” 3 is odd. I suppose [that] what is meant is that
the one who seeks to prove it while engaged in investigating the science
of physics should be ridiculed, since he is trying to demonstrate the
principles of a discipline from within that discipline itself. If this or some
other related interpretation is not what was meant, and [ if ] instead the
intention was that this power’s existence is self-evident, then it is not
something that I am willing to listen to and support. How could it be,
when we frequently find ourselves forced to undertake a great deal of
preparatory work to prove that every [body] undergoing motion has a
mover? How, then, could we ridicule the one who sees a motion and looks
for the argument proving that it has a mover, let alone [one who] clearly
shows that there is a mover and makes it external? Still, the claim that
nature exists is, as a matter of fact, a principle of the science of physics,
[and so] it is not up to the natural philosopher to address anyone who
denies it. Proving [that natures exists] belongs only to the metaphysician,
whereas it belongs to the natural philosopher to study its essence.4
(5) Nature has been defined as the first principle of motion and rest in
that to which it belongs essentially rather than accidentally 5— not in the sense
that in everything there must be a principle of motion and rest together,
but in the sense that it is an essential principle of anything having a
certain motion, if there is motion, or rest, if there is rest. One who
came afterwards found this description inadequate and decided to add
to it, claiming that [the initial account] indicated only the nature’s
action, not its substance, since it indicates only its relation to what proceeds from it.6 So, to its definition, [he thought,] one must also add the
words nature is a power permeating bodies that provides the forms and temperament, which is a principle of . . . and so forth. We begin by explaining the
3. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.1.193a3.
4. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 9.5.
5. Aristotle, Physics 2.1.192b21–23.
6. Cf. Philoponus, In Phys. ad 192b8 ff. For a discussion of Philoponus’s reinterpretation of Aristotle’s definition of nature, see E. M. Macierowski and R. F.
Hassing, “John Philoponus on Aristotle’s Definition of Nature: A translation from
the Greek with Introduction and Notes,” Ancient Philosophy 8 (1988): 73–100.
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sense of the description taken from the First Master7 and thereafter turn
to whether the addition is worth all this effort, making clear that what
[this later philosopher] did was disastrously flawed and that neither it
nor his emendation is required.
(6) So we say: The meaning of principle of motion is, for instance, an
efficient cause from which proceeds the production of motion in another
(namely, the moved body), and the meaning of first is that it is proximate, with no intermediary between it and the production of the motion.
So perhaps the soul is the principle of certain motions of the bodies in
which it is, albeit mediately. One group, however, supposed that the soul
produces local motion through the intermediacy of the nature. I, however, do not think that the nature is altered so as to become the limbs’
mover, obeying the soul contrary to what it itself requires. If the nature
were so altered, then it would be able to perform [any] action that the
soul imposes upon it, [even if that action] is different from what is
proper to [the nature], and what is proper to the soul would never be at
odds with what is proper to the nature. If it is meant that the soul
brings about a certain inclination and through the inclination produces
motion, then the nature does that as well, as we shall make clear to you.8
It is as if, for instance, this inclination is not a mover, but something
through which the mover produces motion. So if the soul has some intermediary in producing motion, then that will not involve the production
of local motion, but generation and growth. Now, if this is meant to be
a general definition applying to the production of any motion, then first
is added to it. [That] is because, although soul may be in that which is
moved and may produce motion in that in which it is, so as to bring
about growth and change, it does not do so as first, but rather does so by
7. That is, Aristotle.
8. This is the general thesis of 4.12 below.
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using the natures and qualities, which we shall explain to you later.9
The phrase in that to which it belongs is [needed] to distinguish nature,
art, and agents that act by force. His use of essentially was predicated in
two ways, one of which is in relation to the mover [and] the other in
relation to what is moved. The first way of predicating it is that the
nature produces motion, whenever it is immediately producing motion,
owing to itself and not as the result of some agent compelling it to do
so by force. So it is impossible that [the nature] not produce a given
motion, apart from forced motion, if nothing is hindering it. The second
way that [essentially] is predicated is that the nature produces motion
owing to what is moved of itself and not as a result of some external
agent. His use of accidentally was also predicated in two ways, one of
which is in relation to the nature and the other in relation to what is
moved. Now, the way that it is predicated in relation to the nature is that
the nature is a principle of that whose motion is real and not accidental,
where accidental motion is like the motion of one who is standing still on
a boat while the boat is moving him. The other way is when the nature
moves the statue, and so moves it accidentally, because it essentially
produces motion in the copper, not the statue; so the statue qua statue is
not something moved naturally, like stone is. That is why the knowledge of the physician is not a nature when [the physician] cures himself.
It is the medical knowledge in him that produces the change, because
[that knowledge] is in him not qua patient, but qua physician; for when
the physician cures himself and so is healed, his being healed is not as
a physician, but rather because he is the one who underwent a cure. So
he is one thing qua one who applies the cure and [another] qua one who
undergoes the cure, for qua one who applies the cure he produces the
cure that he knows, whereas qua one who undergoes the cure he is a
patient who receives the cure.
9. See, for instance, Kitāb al-nafs 1.1, where Avicenna provides a general account
of the soul’s role when it is a principle of natural body.
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(7) The addition that one of the successors of the Ancients thought
to add was done in vain, for the power he took to be like a genus in the
description of nature is the active power, which is defined as the principle
of motion from another in another as other. Now, the sense of power is
nothing but a principle of producing motion that is in something, and
the sense of permeating is nothing but being in something. Also, the
sense of providing the temperament and form is already included in producing
motion, and the sense of preserving the temperament and form10 is already
included in producing rest. If this man had said that nature is a principle
existing in bodies so as to move them to their proper perfections and
make them rest therein, which is a first principle of motion and rest of
what it is in essentially, not accidentally, it would be only a repetition
of a lot of unnecessary things. Similarly, when he replaced this phrase
with a single term that has the same meaning as that phrase, he had
unwittingly repeated a lot of things. Additionally, since this man wanted
to correct an alleged defect in this description [namely, that the initial
account of nature describes it only relative to its actions rather than
what it is in itself ], he reckoned that when he used power, he had indicated a certain entity that is not related to anything. He did not, for
nothing more is meant by power than a principle of producing rest and
motion. Also, power is described only with respect to relative association.
So his belief that he had escaped that by introducing power is not at all
true, and so what this man thought is just idle chatter.
10. Avicenna has shifted from the standard, philosophical Arabic term for form,
ṣūra (used in par. 5 when he first introduced Philoponus’s position) to the nontechnical term shakl, which frequently means just “shape.”
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(8) Finally, the one who first proposed the definition — namely, that
it is a principle of motion and rest — did not mean the principle that
belongs to local motion to the exclusion of the principle that belongs to
qualitative motion. On the contrary, he meant that every principle of any
essential motion whatsoever is a nature, such as motion in [the categories
of ] quantity, quality, place, and any other, if there is such. (The kinds of
motion will be explained to you later.)11 So a principle of motion with
respect to quality is the nature’s state that determines either an increase
of rarefaction and extension in the volume or a condensation and contraction in the volume, since this produces a motion from one quantity to
another. If you wish to make augmentation natural and apply the term
nature to it, taking nature in one of the aforementioned senses, then do so.
A principle of motion with respect to quality is like the state of water’s
nature when the water accidentally acquires some foreign quality that
is not proper to its nature (coolness being proper to its nature), and
then, when the impediment is removed, its nature returns and transforms it into its proper quality and preserves it therein. Similarly, when
the humoral mixtures of bodies deteriorate, once their nature becomes
strong, it returns them to the proper humoral balance. The case with
respect to place is obvious — namely, like the state of the stone’s nature
when it moves it downward, and the state of fire’s nature when it moves
it upward. A principle of motion with respect to substance is like nature’s
state that brings about motion toward the form, being prepared by the
modification of quality and quantity, as you will learn.12 It might be the
case, however, that the nature does not actually bring about the form
but is only disposed to it, acquiring it from elsewhere. This, however, is
more fittingly learned in another discipline.13
(9) This, then, is the definition of nature, which is like the generic
[sense] and provides each of the natures beneath it with its meaning.
11. See 2.3.
12. Cf. 2.3, where he discusses substantial change, and Kitāb al-ḥayawān 9.5,
where much of the same material is treated again in more detail, albeit specifically
in relation to substantial changes during prenatal development.
13. “Another discipline” certainly refers to metaphysics, and the reference seems
be to Ilāhīyāt 9.5, where the “Giver of Forms” ( wāhib al-ṣuwar) is discussed.
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Chapter Six
On nature’s relation to matter, form, and motion
(1) Every body has a nature, form, matter, and accidents. Its nature,
again, is the power that gives rise to its producing motion and change,
which are from [the body] itself, as well as its being at rest and stable. Its
form is its essence by which it is what it is, while its matter is the thing
bearing its essence. Accidents are those things that, when [the body’s]
form shapes its matter and completes its specific nature, either necessarily belong to it as concomitants or accidentally belong to it from some
external agent.
(2) In some cases, the nature of the thing is just its form, whereas
in others it is not. In the case of the simples [that is, the elements], the
nature is the very form itself, for water’s nature is [for example] the very
essence by which it is water. Be that as it may, it is a nature only when
considered in one way, whereas it is a form when considered in another.
So when it is related to the motions and actions that proceed from it, it is
called nature ; whereas, when it is related to its bringing about the subsistence of the species water, and if the effects and motions that proceed
from it are not taken into account, it is then called form. So the form of
water, for instance, is a power that makes the water’s matter to subsist
as a species — namely, water. The former [namely, the nature] is imperceptible, but the effects that proceed from it are perceptible — namely,
perceptible coolness and weight (which is actually the inclination and
does not belong to the body while it is in its natural location). So the
nature’s action in, for example, the substance of water is either relative
to its passive influence and so is coolness; or is relative to its active influence, giving it its shape, and so is wetness; or is relative to its proximate
place and so brings about motion; or is relative to its proper place and so
brings about rest. Now, this coolness and wetness are necessary accidents
of this nature, given that there is no impediment. Not all accidents in
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the body follow upon the form; and in fact, frequently the form is something that prepares the matter in order that it be acted upon by some
cause from an external agent that is accidental, just as it is prepared to
receive artificial as well as numerous natural accidents.
(3) In the case of composite bodies, the nature is something like the
form but not the true being of the form. [ That] is because composite
bodies do not become what they are by a power belonging to them that
essentially produces motion in a single direction, even if they inevitably
have those powers inasmuch as they are what they are. So it is as if those
powers are part of their form and as if their form is a combination of a
number of factors, which then become a single thing. An example would
be humanness, since it includes the powers of nature as well as the powers
of the vegetative, animal, and rational soul; and when all of these are
in some way “combined,” they yield the essence of humanness. (The particulars of this manner of combining are more fittingly explained in first
philosophy.)1 If, however, we do not intend nature in the sense that we
defined it but instead mean anything from which something’s activities
proceed in whichever way it by chance may be, whether according to the
previously mentioned condition of nature or not, then perhaps the nature
of each thing is its form. Our present intention in using the term nature,
however, is the definition that we previously gave.2
(4) Some of those accidents happen to be from an external agent.
Others accidentally occur from the thing’s substance, some of which
might follow upon the matter — such as, for example, the blackness of
the Negro, the scars left by wounds, and standing upright. [Still] others
frequently follow upon the form — such as wit, mirth, risibility, and the
like in humans (for even if the existence of risibility inevitably requires
1. See Ilāhīyāt 2.2–4.
2. See 1.5.3: “a power that brings about motion and change and from which
the action proceeds according to a single course, without volition.”
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matter’s existence, it originates and begins with the form). You will also
discover that some accidents that necessarily follow upon the form
(whether originating from it or accidentally occurring owing to it) do
not require the participation of matter, which the science of psychology
will verify for you.3 Some accidents jointly begin owing to both [matter
and form], like being asleep and being awake, although some of them
are closer to the form, like being awake,4 whereas others are closer to
the matter, like being asleep. The accidents that follow on the part of
the matter might remain after the form, such as the scars caused by
wounds or the Ethiopian’s blackness when he dies.
(5) So the true nature is that to which we have gestured, where the
difference between it and form is what we have indicated, and the difference between it and motion is even all that much more obvious. Still,
the term nature might be used in many ways, three of which we shall
mention [as] deserving that title most. So [(1)] nature is said of the principle, which we mentioned;5 [(2)] nature is said of that by which the substance of anything subsists; and [(3)] nature is said of the very being of
anything. Now, when by nature one means that by which the substance of
anything subsists, there will inevitably be differences of opinion about it
according to the various schools of thought and beliefs. So whoever
thinks that the part is more entitled than the whole substance to be
[considered as] that which makes it to subsist — namely, its [elemental]
component or material—will say that anything’s nature is its [elemental]
component. Whoever thinks that the form is worthier of that will make
[form] the thing’s nature. Among the speculative thinkers,6 there might
even be a group who supposed that motion is the first principle providing
substances with their subsistence. Now, whoever thinks that anything’s
nature is its form will, in the case of simple substances, make it their
simple essence and, in the case of composites, make it the [elemental or
3. The reference may be to Kitāb al-nafs 2.2, where Avicenna discusses the role of
material accidents in making things particular and then the degrees of abstraction
from matter that are involved in the various kinds of perception ( idrāk).
4. Reading with Z, T, and the Latin equivalent wa-in kāna qad yakūnu baʿḍuhā
aqrab ilá al-ṣūrah mithl al-yaqaẓah, corresponding with “although some . . . being
awake,” which is (inadvertently) omitted in Y.
5. See chapter 1.5.5–6.
6. The locution ahl al-baḥth may be a synonym for ahl al-naẓar, in which case
the reference would be to the Islamic speculative theologians.
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humoral] mixture. (Although you will later learn what mixture is, for
now we will just quickly point you in the right direction.7 So we say that
that mixture is the quality resulting from the interaction of contrary
qualities in neighboring bodies.)
(6) The earliest of the Ancients were quite ardent in giving preference and support to matter and making it nature. Among them was
Antiphon, whom the First Teacher [that is, Aristotle] mentioned, relating that he insisted that matter is the nature and that it is what makes
substances subsist.8 [ He defended this by] saying that if the form were
the nature in the thing, then when a bed decomposes and reaches the
point where it would sprout forth branches and grow, it would sprout
forth a bed. That, however, is not the case, and instead it reverts to the
nature of the wood, and wood grows. It is as if this man thought that
nature is the matter — but not just any matter, but, rather, whatever is
itself preserved through every change, as if he had not distinguished
between the artificial form and nature. In fact, he did not even distinguish between what is accidental and the form, not recognizing that
what makes something subsist must inevitably be present while the
thing exists, not that it is what must inevitably be present when the
thing ceases to exist, which does not separate but remains even when
the thing ceases to exist. What need have we for something that remains
during changes but whose existence is not enough actually to result in
something? This is like the material, which does not provide the actual
existence of anything but, rather, provides only its potential existence,
whereas it is in fact the form that actually makes it [exist]. Don’t you
see that when the wood and bricks exist, then the house has a certain
potential existence; however, it is its form that provides it with its actual
existence to the extent that, were it possible for its form to subsist without the matter, then one could do away with [the matter]? Moreover, it
escaped this man’s notice that the woodiness is a form and that when
there is growth, [this form] is being preserved. So, if the important
thing for us to bear in mind when considering the conditions for something’s being a nature is that it provide the thing with its substantiality,
then the form deserves that [title] most.
7. See, for instance, 1.10.7 and Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād 6–7.
8. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.1.193a12–17.
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(7) Now, since simple bodies are actually what they are through
their forms and not through their matter (otherwise they would not differ), then clearly, nature is not the matter. In simple substances, it is the
form, and it is a certain form in itself, not a certain matter. As for composites, you are well aware that the defined nature and its definition do
not yield their essences but are together with certain additional factors;
nevertheless, their perfecting forms are synonymously called nature, in
which case nature is predicated in common of both this case and the first
one. As for motion, it is the farthest removed from the nature of things,
for, as will become clear,9 it arises in the case of deficiency and is foreign to the substance.
9. See 4.9.5.
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Chapter Seven
Of certain terms derived from nature and
an explanation of their status
(1) Here are some terms used: nature, natural, what has a nature, what
is by nature, what is naturally, and what follows the natural course. Nature has
already been defined;1 and as for the natural, it is whatever is related to
nature. Now, whatever is related to nature is either that in which there is
the nature or that which is from the nature. That in which there is the nature
is either that which is informed by the nature or that which is the nature,
like a part of its form. That which is from the nature is effects and motions as
well as things of the same kind falling under place, time, and the like.
That which in itself has something like this principle is what has a nature —
namely, the body that is moved and is at rest by its natural dispositions.
As for what is by nature, it is anything whose actual existence or actual
subsistence is from the nature, whether existing primarily, like natural
individuals, or existing secondarily, like natural species.2 What is naturally is whatever necessarily follows upon the nature, however it might be,
whether as resembling the intention (such as the individuals and species
of substances) or [as] its necessary concomitant (such as necessary and3
incidental accidents). What follows the natural course is, for example, the
motions and rests that the nature of itself necessitates essentially and
that do not lie outside of what is proper to it. Now, what lies outside what
is proper to it sometimes results from some foreign cause and sometimes is
from [the nature] itself through some cause receptive to its action, namely
the matter. So, [for example], the oversized head and additional finger
do not follow the natural course, and yet they [occur] naturally and are
by nature, since their cause is the nature, albeit not of itself but only
accidentally, namely [because] the matter is in a certain state with respect
to its quality and quantity so as to be susceptible to that.
1. See 1.5.5–6.
2. The text’s literal “by the first existence” and “by the second existence” are
probably references to Kitāb al-madkhal 1.2, where Avicenna distinguishes two existences: the first is in concrete particulars and the second is in conceptualization.
3. Reading wa, which is omitted in Y, with Z and T; the Latin reads aut,
which corresponds with the Arabic au (or).
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TM Tê Ñ çÂ «Vct&Æ ØÆt^Æç ÔT ^T aAHÆ VJT@î uJ - åT mN VENCÆ ädJ
ÉTtIÆç ÉTc'Æ pK ºvENCÆ èc)Æ éc T TÂç
ð .VÎT'Æç VÑÆ ÕÆc^T
T/Ðð TTBH r ËÐT(Æç .TTBH r VÐT  TMÆb TMßß ß ß ß GL VENCÆ TMt vÆ
ì ß ß ß ß  åT
ì ß ß ß ß  TMßß ß ß ß G TML åT T/Ðç
ÒÂcÆ åR
\ .ÈÎT)Æ tç TMJE pT Uß
ð «Uc Uß
«VENCTç kCT TKMLIç «vENCÆ èc)Æ uJ 4ÐT TN ÈayÆdÆ k~Æç iG\ ß ß ß ß í )î Æ
ì p TMGL eN rIç «VENCÆ TKMßß ß ß ß Ïñ Ä
TMNGNð v - ãì T ÈÎT)Æ åt tç ºÕÐT
.oÏ pH - TMNK
ð çÂ
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(2) Nature is predicated in the manner of a particular and a universal.
That which is predicated in the manner of a particular is the nature
proper to each of the individuals, whereas the nature that is predicated
in the manner of a universal is sometimes a universal relative to a species
and sometimes a universal absolutely. Neither of these has an existence in
concrete particulars as subsisting entities, except4 in conceptualization.
In fact, however, only the particular has existence. The first of the two
[universals] is what our intellects recognize as a principle proper to the
management necessary for the conservation of a species, whereas the second
is what our intellects recognize as a principle proper to the management
necessary for the conservation of the universe according to its order.
(3) Some had supposed that each of these two is a certain existing
power: the first permeating the individuals of the species, and the other
permeating the universe.5 Others supposed that each one of these,
[considered] in itself as an emanation from the first principle, is one, but
is divided by the divisions of the universe, varying with respect to the
recipients.6 None of this should be listened to, since only the various
powers that are in recipients exist, and they were never united and
thereafter divided. Certainly, they have some relation to a single thing;
but the relation to the single thing, which is the principle, does not eliminate the essential difference resulting from the things, nor do the things
that result from the relation [namely, the universals] subsist separately
in themselves. In fact, nature in this sense has no existence, neither in
4. Reading illā with Z, T, and the Latin (nisi), which has been (inadvertently)
omitted in Y.
5. It is not clear what the source is for the present position or that of the next
sentence. Neither position appears in Aristotle’s Physics nor in what I have seen in
the extant commentaries on the Physics available in Arabic. The first position has
certain similarities in content and terminology with Alexander of Aphrodisias’s
The Principles of the Universe in Accordance with the Opinion of Aristotle ; see ed. and
trans., Charles Genequand, Alexander of Aphrodisias on the Cosmos, Islamic Philosophy, Theology and Science Texts and Studies 44 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2001), §§278 ff.
6. This position has certain affinities with that of Plotinus and the Neoplatonists; see Plotinus, Enneads 3.2. Concerning Plotinus as a possible source, it
should be noted that a redaction of his Enneads 4–6 was made in Arabic under
the title The Theology of Aristotle, for a discussion of the Theology of Aristotle see
Peter Adamson, The Arabic Plotinus, A Philosophical Study of the “Theology of Aristotle”
(London: Duckworth, 2002).
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sç uJ ãTH vT ºvðJ sç uJ ãTHç «vyd sç uJ ãTH VENCÆç (±)
WT T/c
ð vðJ st ãTH vÆ VENCÆç «gßß ß ß ß gßß ß ß ß @ V~T(Æ
ð VENCÆ v vyd
Tê ÆçÏ åTN^Æ v TKM Îtç  TKç «á Æ uJ VNðJ WT T/Ðç
ð Øì t U VNðJ

uBH Âa r sJHE T tM TKaÂ TÂð .vydJ ð Ä Îtç  p «ÐtA
ð Æ v Ä VKyT
v UÆtÆ cNaÆ uBH Âa r sJHE T vTÆç «Øt ×TG Æ v UÆtÆ cNaÆ
.sTD uJ pIÆ ×TG Æ
v VÐTßß ß ß ß  uç^Æ TÂð ºÈÎtt Èt TKML aßì ß ß ß ß Æç p åÂ\ qMBE rß\ ß ß ß ß aßß ß ß ß ç (²)
ì p åÂ\ qMBE r\ ç .pIÆ v VÐT èc ^Æç «ØtLÆ ÔT Â
«sÆÏ v t TKML aÆç

eNç .pÆtHÆ v mJç «pIÆ äTßß ß ß ß HT qßë ß ß ß ß HLç «aÆç
ë ãç^Æ Âa)Æ r sTBNç
«pÆtHÆ v vÆ VGJ)Æ ètHJ ð Ä Îtßß ß ß ß ç  s\R «sNÄ uFAî åÂ U Àvß
ë ß ß ß ß Æb r
Àv@Æ uÄ VLÆç ºaÆç Àv uÄ Vßß ß ß ß  TM qE .WKßß ß ß ß HÆ q Èa VÆ rI qç
ÉTtL)Æ ätH
ð ç «ÀTN ^Æ r vÆbÆ à Æ kc  - Âa)Æ t ébÆ - aÆtÆ
r s\R - ãç^Æ Âa)Æ ÉÆÏ vßß ß ß ß   ºuLE)Æ ÆbM VENCJ Îtç  p «TMßß ß ß ß GP ÈÎcßß ß ß ß 
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the First Principle itself (for it is impossible that there be in it itself anything other than it itself, as you will learn)7 nor in the manner of the
procession to other things, as if it were an emanation but has not yet
arrived. It has no existence in things as some uniform thing without
difference; rather, everything’s nature is something either specifically
or numerically different. Moreover, the example they give of the Sun’s
shining is not at all like that, since nothing that subsists separately departs
from the Sun, neither a body nor an accident. Quite the contrary, its ray
comes to be in the recipient and in every other numerically different
recipient. It is neither the case that that ray exists in anything other than
the recipient nor that some part of the whole ray of the Sun’s substance
has sunk down toward and then spread over bits of matter. It is true that,
if there were not different recipients, but only one, there would in that case
be only one effect. (The confirmation of all of this will be explained to
you in another discipline.)8 If there were a universal nature of this kind,
however, it would not be qua nature, but, rather, qua intelligible object
vis-à-vis the first principles from which the management of the universe
emanates, or qua nature of the first of the heavenly bodies through whose
mediation the order [of the universe] is conserved. There simply is no
nature of a single essence permeating different bodies. So, it is in this
way that you must conceive the universal and particular nature.
7. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 8.3–5.
8. Cf. Kitāb al-nafs 3.2, where he critiques the view that rays of light move and
so are bodies.
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ÀTN ^Æ uÄ âtJÆ nc v ç - qJE TK «sÆÏ cN Àv sÆÏ v åtI åÂñ ãT:Æ
pð  VEN p «à Æ  êÆa
ð ÀTN ^Æ v Îtç
ë s ç pA q aE sLI «hyT s\P
«ob eK@Æ áçc r stJð 0 T Tê BÂ ç .ÎaET çÂ ØtLT ätH c Á Àv «Àvßß ß ß ß
TMTE Êa T.ð Ä p «Õc ç q  êÆaÆç ätH Àv TML pAGL  eK@Æ åR
\
«pTHÆ cN v Îtç
ë ØTE@ð Æ ob eNç «ÎaET c Á pT p v Êaç «pTHÆ v
t «qE .TMN@F ÎÆt)Æ uÄ sL ÐaÆ a eK@Æ ct ØTE VJK r Àvßß ß ß ß t ç

Æb nNH$ o 4
ð ç .bLN s êÆaÆç c^Æ åTI «êÆaÆç åTç «pTHÆ mJ q
uJ åtI  ºeL&Æ Æb r VNðJ Vßß ß ß ß EN WT åÄñ rI .VTLAÆ æb cN v sßß ß ß ß J
çÂ «pð IÆ cNa hNG TML vÆ ÀèÎT)Æç pyÆç^Æ aL ãtHE
ë cÂ
ë TM\Â uJ p «VEN TM\Â
åtI ç «äTDLÆ jG sC t ébÆ VçTKÆ äÆc^Æ r ãçÂ äc VEN TM\Â uJ
VENCÆ ÐtAî åÂ U ÆbIM «èc ^Æ äT^Æ v VÐTßß ß ß ß VNT)Æ
ð ÈaÆç VEN VÆ
.VNyd&Æç VNðJIÆ
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(4) Next, you know that what lies outside the natural particular
course frequently does not lie outside the natural universal course; for
even if death is not what is intended with respect to the particular nature
that is in Zayd, it is in certain ways what is intended with respect to the
universal nature. One of these ways is that [death] frees the soul from
the body for the sake of flourishing among the blessed, which is [the
soul’s] aim and for which the body was created, and should [the soul]
fail to achieve that, it is not because of the nature, but owing to evil
choice. Another [way that death is something that the universal nature
intends] is that other people deserve a share in existence just like this
individual; for if the former ones did not die, there would not be space
and food to go around for the latter ones. Also, those latter ones — namely,
the ones deserving a share of something like this existence — have
something [almost] owed them on the part of matter’s potential, [since]
they no more deserve perpetual nonexistence than the former deserve
never to die. So this and others are certain things intended by the universal nature. The same is true of the additional finger, since it is something intended by the universal nature, which requires that any matter
that is prepared for some form receive it and that [that form] not be
hindered; so when there is excessive matter deserving the form of fingerness, it will not be denied and wasted.
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r Ëì ÐT eN VNyd&Æ Vßß ß ß ß ENCÆ èc r ËÐT t T1 êÆcßß ß ß ß N åÂ\ qJE qßß ß ß ß  (³)
v vÆ VNyd&Æ VENCÆ v Îì tAH cN åT åÄç
\ .VNðJIÆ VENCÆ ècßß ß ß ß 
ñ - Étßß ß ß ß )Æ åR
tM - aßß ß ß ß Ñ
åaÆ r eGLÆ gßß ß ß ß ðJ åÂñ TML :ìætç r VNðJIÆ Vßß ß ß ß ENCÆ v ÎtAH
ë
ì ß ß ß ß  eNJ WGJ Â ÆÏÄç «åaÆ ní ïJ î TMç ÈÎtAH)Æ vç ÀÆaEßß ß ß ß Æ v ÈÎTEßß ß ß ß J
r Uß

ºÎttÆ áTHßß ß ß ß Æ v qMT rc Á äì tH åtI åÂñ TMLç .ÐTN Æ Àtßß ß ß ß  p «ØTCÆ
vç .Ét ç åTI
ë rc Æ kßß ß ß ß  q ÀQ aí Jî í åÄñ s\R «êÆÎtç gßß ß ß ß @Æ Æb ãT

r qyÆaÆ äaET uçÂ ÆtNç «ÎttÆ Æb p åtHßß ß ß ß  qç rc w pB
ë ÈÎT)Æ Èt
ÈayÆdÆ k~Æ Æbç .Vßß ß ß ß NðJIÆ VENCÆ v a~TH - TcNç - æbßß ß ß ß M «ÎtJ(T ÀQßß ß ß ß 
r TM aEßß ß ß ß  T ìÈÎT p ußß ß ß ß Iñ åÂñ vBH vÆ VNðJIÆ Vßß ß ß ß ENCÆ v ÈÎtßß ß ß ß AH vßß ß ß ß M
!kNB qç äcßß ß ß ß $î q VNE~Æ ÈÐtAÆ nßß ß ß ß  ÈÎT WJB
ð ç ÈÐtßß ß ß ß AÆ
ñ ÆÏR «pßß ß ß ß CE
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Chapter Eight
On how the science of physics conducts investigation and
what, if anything, it shares in common with the other sciences
(1) Since nature and issues related to nature have been defined, it will
have become abundantly clear to you which things physics investigates.
Now, since delimited magnitude is among the necessary concomitants of
this natural body and its essential attributes (I mean the length, breadth,
and depth to which one can point) and [since] shape is among the necessary concomitants of magnitude, then shape is also among the accidents
of the natural body. Since, however, the subject of the geometer is magnitude, his subject is one of the accidents pertaining to the natural body,
and the accidents that he investigates fall under the accidents of this
accident [namely, magnitude]. In this way, geometry is, in a certain way,
a part of natural science, albeit pure geometry and natural science do
not share in common the [same] set of questions.1 Arithmetic is the least
likely to share something in common, [owing to] its greater simplicity.
These two, however, have other subalternate sciences, such as the science
of weights, music, spherics,2 optics, and astronomy, all of which are closely
related to the science of physics. Spherics is the simplest of them, and its
subject matter is the moving sphere. Now, on the one hand, motion, on
account of its continuity, is closely associated with magnitudes, even if its
continuity is not essential but [is so associated] because of distance and time
1. “Pure geometry” would consider only those mathematical factors found, for
example, in Euclid’s Elements, whereas geometry considered as a part of natural
science might roughly correspond with engineering, which must include not only
geometrical knowledge, but also knowledge relevant to the material and form.
2. Literally, “the science of the moved spheres.” See the Introduction to Ptolemy’s
Almagest, trans. G. J. Toomer (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998), 6,
which briefly describes this science as dealing “with the phenomena arising from
the rotation of stars and Sun about a central, spherical earth, e.g., their risings,
settings, first and last visibilities, periods of invisibility, etc., using elementary
geometry, but arriving mainly at qualitative rather than quantitative results.”
This science was considered to be quite basic, which matches Avicenna’s own
description of it below.
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vENCÆ qJEÆ X VNGNð v
sÐT@ WT åÄñ èc Âî ätJE sTÐT@ç
Ìï TBÆ pBñ o _BÆ aH «VNENCÆ Ðt^î Æ Wcç VENCÆ Wc aßß ß ß ß  Ïñ Äç (°)
qßß ß ß ß &Æ Æb äÑÆt r Îça:Æ ÐÆaH)Æ åT Tð)ç .X ÀTNßß ß ß ß ^Æ éÂ r vENCÆ qJEÆ åÂ\
r pI@Æ åTç - TMNÄ ÐT@)Æ nKEÆç ÕcEÆç ãtCÆ vLÂ ºVNÆbÆ szÐÆtç vENCÆ

stzt ÒaLM)Æ åT Tð)ç .vENCÆ q&Æ ÕÐÆt r Tê BÂ pI@Æ åT - ÐÆaH)Æ äÑÆt
TML X vÆ ÕÐÆtEÆç «vßß ß ß ß ENCÆ qßß ß ß ß &Æ ÕÐÆt r ÕÐT
ë stztK «ÐÆaH)Æ
qJEÆ aL Tð sì t VNyd&Æ Vßß ß ß ß aLMÆ cNA VM&Æ æb rK .ÕÐTEÆ Æb ÕÐÆt r v
ÇT'Æ qJ TÂç
ð .pyT)Æ v vENCÆ qJEÆ âÐT@  VcAÆ Vßß ß ß ß aLMÆ rIç «vENCÆ
qJç ãTH^Æ qJE TKM$ èc Â ätJ
ë TL T p .V Tßß ß ß ß  að Âç VÐTßß ß ß ß @)Æ r aEÂ tM
î
uÄ V TL ÇcÂ ätJEÆ æbç .VNMÆ qJç c TL)Æ qJç Vc)Æ
ð c^Æ qJç uHNßß ß ß ß t)Æ
î
Èaa Vc'Æç .Vc Èc stztç ºTMCßß ß ß ß Â Vc)Æ
ð c^Æ qJç «vENCÆ qJEÆ
TK - åì TÑ çÂ Vì T U p «TMÆb  TMTAÆ åT åÄç
ñ «TMTA cÎTHKJ Vßß ß ß ß TL)Æ
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(as we shall make clear later);3 whereas, on the other hand, the demonstrations in the science of spherics do not use any physical premises. The
subject matter of music is musical notes and intervals, and it has principles
from both physics and arithmetic; and the same holds for the science of
weights. Likewise, optics, whose subject matter is magnitudes related
to a certain point of vision, draws its principles from both physics and
geometry. Now, none of these sciences shares the [same] set of questions
in common with physics; and although all of them consider the things
belonging to them insofar as they possess quantity and have the accidents of quantity, their being conceived as such does not require that we
make them some quantity in a natural body in which there is a principle
of rest and motion, and neither do we need that.
(2) The subject matter of astronomy is the more significant portions
of the subject matter of physics, and its principles are both physical and
geometrical. The physical ones are, for example, that the motion of the
heavenly bodies must be preserved according to a single system and other
such things that are frequently used at the beginning of the Almagest.4
As for the geometrical ones, they are well known. [Astronomy] differs
from the other sciences in that it equally shares the [same] questions in
common with physics, and so the questions it raises are a subset of the
questions physics raises. Likewise, what is referred to in it and in the
questions of physics is some accident or other belonging to the natural
body — as, for example, that the Earth is a sphere and the Heavens are
a sphere and the like. So it is as if this science is a mixture of something
physical and something mathematical, as if the purely mathematical is
something abstracted and not at all in matter, while that one [namely,
what is physical] is an instantiation of that abstract thing in a determinate matter. Still, the astronomer and natural philosopher have different
3. The reference appears to be to 3.6 below, where, after having shown that
there are no spatial magnitudes that are composed of atomic units, Avicenna
argues that, given the mutual relation among distance (a spatial magnitude),
time, and motion, none of them can have a discrete or atomic structure, and so
all must be continuous.
4. The astronomical treatise of Ptolemy, translated during the reign of the
ʿAbbāsid caliph al-Manṣūr (754–775). The Almagest, with its system of embedded
spheres, deferents, and epicycles, provided the basis for virtually all medieval
astronomy until Copernicus. For an account of the Ptolemaic system see Thomas
Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution: Planetary Astronomy in the Development of Western
Thought (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1957).
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î
VNENCÆ ÉTaH)Æ TMN pKEßß ß ß ß   Vc)Æ
ð c^Æ qJ v 4ÆcÆ q «aE r r 4ð
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ð Æ ÕÐÆt TM XN rç «qð ÉÆçÏ v
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æÃÎTç «vENCÆ qßß ß ß ß JEÆ Øtzt ÀÆdÂ qDÂ sßß ß ß ß tztK VNMÆ qJ Tßß ß ß ß Âç
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V tG åtI åÂñ U VçTKÆ äÆc^Æ Vc åÂ\ pK VNENCÆ TÂð ºVN aLç VNEN
ì
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VN aLMÆ TÂç
ð .vC)Æ ãçÂ v sL cN
ë pKEî Æ Tð1 « oÏ s Â Tç aÆç äì TD uJ

ºTê BÂ pyTß ß ß ß )Æ v vENCÆ âÐTßß ß ß ß @ s\Â v ätJEÆ oJ cyTß ß ß ß mTç «uG  TKK
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Tê BÂ sN ãtK:Æç «vENCÆ qJEÆ pyTß ß ß ß  ÉTtzt r Tê N sJyTß ß ß ß  Øtzt åtIN
ÕÐ^Æ p ºvENCÆ qJEÆ pyT v Tê BÂ ãtKç
vENCÆ q&Æ ÕÐÆt r ÕÐT
ë
ë
åR
ð «vKNJE rç vEN r Ëd1 sP qJEÆ ÆbM .oÏ sßß ß ß ß Â Tç «Vcî ÀTKßß ß ß ß Æç Vcî
ì
rI .VLNE
ð ÈÎT v Îc)Æ ob kt Æb åPç «VÆ ÈÎT v  Îc h:Æ vKNJEÆ
ÉTaH TÂð «VGJ vENCÆç VNMÆ UTA Vc@)Æ pyT)Æ uJ TM rc)î Æ ÉTaH)Æ
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premises by which they construct their demonstrations for the commonly shared questions: mathematical premises involve astronomical
observation,5 optics, and geometry, while physical premises are taken
from whatever the nature of the natural body requires. Sometimes the
natural philosopher combines [the two] and so introduces mathematical
premises into his demonstrations; and the same for the mathematician,
when he introduces physical premises into his demonstrations. When you
hear the natural philosopher say, “If the Earth were not a sphere, then
the remnant left during the Moon’s eclipse would not be a crescent,”
know that he has combined [physical and mathematical premises]; and
when you hear the mathematician say, “The noblest body has the noblest
shape—namely, that which is circular,” and “Portions of [the] Earth are
moved rectilinearly,” know that he has provided a mixed [demonstration].
Now, consider how the natural philosopher and mathematician differ in
demonstrating that a certain simple body is spherical. To prove that, the
mathematician uses what he discovers about the states of planets with
respect to their rising, setting, elevation on the horizon, and declination,
all of which would be impossible unless the Earth is spherical. The natural philosopher, however, says that the Earth is a simple body, and so its
natural shape, which necessarily results from its homogeneous nature,
cannot be something in which there are dissimilarities, such that part
of it is angular and another part rectilinear, or such that part of it has
one kind of curve and another its opposite. So you find that the first
produced proofs that draw on the relation of oppositions, positions, and
conjunctions without needing to turn to some power of nature that is
necessary in order to make sense of them, while the second advanced
premises drawn from what is proper to the nature of the natural body
qua natural. The first has provided the fact that but not the cause, whereas
the second has provided the cause and the reason why .6
5. See Dozy, Supplément aux Dictionnaires Arabes, 2 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1881;
reproduced, Beirut: Librairie du Liban, 1991), s.v. raṣd for this reading of raṣdīya.
6. In other words, the astronomer provides a demonstration quia, whereas the
natural philosopher provides the demonstration propter quid. For Avicenna’s discussion of this Aristotelian distinction, see Kitāb al-burhan, 1.7.
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VEN st Tð1 ÈÏt PK vENCÆ ÉTaH TÂç
ñ vKNJEÆ
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(3) Numbers qua numbers might exist in natural existents, since one
unit and then another is found in them. Now, [the fact] that each one of
[the natural existents] is a unit is different from its being water, fire,
earth, or the like; rather, the unity is some necessary concomitant belonging to [the natural existent] extrinsic to its essence. The consideration of
those two units, insofar as they are together in some manner of existence,
is the form of duality in that existence. The same holds for the other
numbers as well. This is the numerable number, which also might exist in
non-natural existents, which will be shown to have a certain “that-ness”
and subsistence. So number is not included in physics, because it is neither
a part nor species of the subject matter of [physics], nor is it some accident
proper to it. Consequently, its identity does not require any dependence
relation upon either natural or non-natural things — where dependence
relation means that its existence is proper to that of which it is said to be
dependent as something requiring it—but, rather, it is distinct from either
one of the two in subsistence and definition. It is dependent (if it is and
it is necessary) on what exists commonly and so is among the necessary
concomitants of it. So the nature of number is fittingly understood by
the intellect as something wholly abstracted from matter. Now, on the
one hand, the consideration of it qua the nature of number and what is
accidental to it from that perspective is a consideration of something
abstracted from matter, while, on the other hand, it may have certain
accidental states that someone who is counting considers, [while] it does
not have those accidental states except inasmuch as they are necessarily
dependent upon matter to subsist, even though [the nature of number]
is necessarily not dependent upon [matter] by definition and is not something properly belonging to a determinate matter. So the consideration
of the nature of number, as such, is a mathematical consideration.
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(4) Magnitudes are common to those things dependent upon matter
but distinct from it. They are common to those things dependent upon
matter because magnitudes are among the features that absolutely subsist in matter, whereas they are distinct from it in a number of ways. One
way is that among the natural forms, there are some that it is immediately obvious cannot belong to just any matter, as chance would have it.
An example would be the form that belongs to water qua water, for it simply
cannot exist in stony matter as such, given its [elemental] mixture—
unlike being round, which can inhere in both materials, as well as any
other matter. Also, the form and nature of human-ness cannot exist in
woody matter. This is not something that requires a great deal of mental
effort to confirm, but can be grasped readily. There are other [natural
forms] whose chancing to belonging to just any matter would not at first
glance seem impossible—as, for example, white, black, and things of that
kind (for the mind does not find this repugnant). Despite that, however,
intellectual consideration will subsequently affirm that the nature of
white and black belongs only to a certain mixture and a specific disposition
and that what is disposed to turning black—in the sense of [naturally]
becoming colored, not [artificially] being dyed—is not susceptible to
turning white, which in the former sense [that is, the sense of naturally
becoming colored] is due to something in its [elemental] mixture and
inherent disposition. Even if the two are like that, however, neither of
them is mentally conceptualized without being joined to a certain thing,
which is not [color]. That thing is surface or magnitude, which is distinct
from the color in the way it is affected.
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(5) Moreover, the two forgoing divisions [of natural forms] frequently
share a certain thing in common: namely, the mind receives one of [those
divisions of forms] only when there is attached to it a specific relation to
another thing, like the subject, which is joined to the thing itself. So when
the mind brings up the form of human-ness, it necessarily brings it up
together with its relation to a certain specific matter, appearing in the
imagination only like that. Similarly, when it conceptually brings up white,
it brings it up together with a certain extension in which [the white] necessarily is, and [the mind] refuses to conceptualize a given white unless it
conceptualizes a given amount. Now, it is known that being white is not
being a certain amount, but we do make the relation of being white to
being an amount similarly to x ’s relation to y, which is x ’s subject.
(6) Magnitude is distinct from these two classes of things with respect
to that which the two share in common, since the mind receives magnitude as something abstract. How could it do so otherwise, when a thorough
investigation is needed in order to reveal that magnitude exists only in
matter? It is distinct from the first division [of natural forms] by virtue
of something peculiar to it—namely, that [even] when the mind finally
discovers magnitude’s relation to matter, it is not forced to consider its
having a specific matter. It is distinct from the second division in that,
[as with the first division,] in conceptualizing magnitude, the mind is
not forced to make it have a specific matter; but additionally, neither do
deduction and the intellect force it to that, since the intellect, in the same
act of conceptualizing magnitude, can dispense with conceptualizing it
in matter. Similarly, deduction does not require that magnitude have
some unique relation to some species-specific matter because magnitude
is never separate from [all the various kinds of ] material things, and so
it is not proper to some determinate [kind] of matter.
(7) Besides that, one has no need of matter in order to imagine and
define [magnitude]. Now, it has been supposed that this is the status of
white and black as well, but that is not so. [ That] is because neither
conceptualization in imagination nor descriptions nor definitions are
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provided for them that are totally free of that when it is thoroughly
investigated. The two are abstract only in another sense — namely, that
matter is not a part of their subsistence, as it is a part of the subsistence
of the composite; however, it is a part of their definition. Many things
are part of something’s definition while not being part of its subsistence, when its definition includes a certain relation to something external to the thing’s existence. This point has been explained in the Book
of Demonstration.7
(8) So, in the construction of demonstrations in the disciplines of
arithmetic and geometry, neither discipline needs to turn to natural
matter or take premises that refer to matter in any way. In contrast, the
disciplines of spherics, music, optics, and astronomy progressively take
matter, or some accident or other of matter, more and more [in their
premises] because they are involved in investigating its states and so
must take it into account. That is because these disciplines investigate
either something’s number or magnitude or some shape in a thing, where
number, magnitude, and shape are accidents of all natural things. Now,
occurring together with number and magnitude are also the things that
essentially follow upon number and magnitude; and so, when we want
to investigate the states in a given natural thing that are accidental to
number and magnitude, we must necessarily take into account that
natural thing. It is as if the physical sciences were a single discipline
and mathematics — which is pure arithmetic and pure geometry — were
a single discipline; and what is begot between the two are disciplines
whose subject matter is from one discipline, while the things taken up
in answering their set of questions are from another. When some of the
sciences related to mathematics require that the mind turn toward
matter, owing to the relation between them and the objects of physics,
then how much greater should be your opinion about physics itself ! What
utter rot, then, is the ungrounded opinion that in physics we should focus
solely on the form to the exclusion of matter!
7. The reference appears to be to Kitāb al-burhān 4.4.
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Chapter Nine
On defining the causes that are of the greatest interest
to the natural philosopher in his investigation
(1) Some natural philosophers, of whom Antiphon was one, wholly
dismissed form from consideration, believing that matter is what must
be acquired and known [as the proper object of physics]; and when it is
in fact acquired, what is subsequent to that is an infinite number of
accidents and concomitants that are beyond the mastery [of the natural
philosopher]. It would appear that this matter to which they restricted
their inquiry is corporeal matter [already] impressed with a nature to the
exclusion of Prime [Matter], as if they were oblivious to Prime [Matter].
Some of them at times appealed to one of the crafts, and drew a comparison between physics and some menial trade, saying that the iron
miner toils to acquire iron without a thought for its form, and the pearl
diver toils to acquire the pearl without a thought for its form.
(2) For our part, what makes it obvious that this opinion is wrong is
that it would strip us of the opportunity to learn the specific and generic
properties of natural things, which are their forms. Also, the very proponent of this school contradicts himself. So, on the one hand, if simply
learning about formless material is enough to content him, then with
respect to science he should sit perfectly happy in the knowledge of
“something” that has no actual existence but, rather, is like some mere
potential. On the other hand, in what way will he reach an awareness
of it, since he has dismissively turned away form and accidents, whereas
it is the forms and accidents themselves that lead our minds to affirm
[this potential thing]? If, then, simply learning about formless material
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is not enough to content him, and he seeks a form belonging to the
material, such as the form of water, air, or the like, then he will not have
set aside1 the inquiry into form. Also, his belief that the iron miner is not
forced to consider form is false, for the subject of the iron miner’s trade
is not iron — which, in fact, is a certain end in his trade — but mineral
bodies with which he busies himself through excavation and smelting,
where his doing that is the form of his trade. Again, acquiring iron is a
certain end of his trade, whereas it is something just taken for granted
by the other trades whose master craftsmen are [only] coincidentally
concerned with it as a result of their right to dispose of it by imposing
a certain form or accident upon it.
(3) Alongside these, another group who were given to physical speculation also arose, but they attached absolutely no importance to matter.
They said that its sole purpose for existing is that form may be made
manifest through its effects, and that what is primarily intended is form,
and that whoever scientifically comprehends form no longer needs to
turn to matter, unless to dabble2 in what is no concern of his. These
equally exaggerate on the side of rejecting matter as the first had done
on the side of rejecting form.
(4) Aside from the inadequacy of what they say with respect to the
physical sciences (at which we already gestured in the previous chapter),3
they remain happily ignorant of the relations between forms and the
[kinds of ] matter, since not just any form is conducive to just any matter,
1. Reading kharaja with Z and T for Y’s taḥarraja (to refrain); the Latin has
praetermisit (to pass over).
2. Reading with Z, T, and the Latin ʿalá sabīl shurūʿ, literally “by way of making an attempt . . . , ” for Y’s ʿalá sabīl mashrūʿ (by the attempted way).
3. See 1.8.4–6.
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nor does just any matter conform to just any form. Quite [to] the contrary, in order for the natural species-forms actually to exist in the
natures, they need [different kinds] of matter that are species-specific
to the forms [and] for the sake of which their being prepared for those
forms was completed. Also, how many an accident does the form produce that is only commensurate with its matter? Also [again], when real
and complete scientific knowledge comprehends something as it is and
what necessarily follows upon it, and the essence of the species-form is
something needing a determinate matter or whose existence necessarily
follows upon the existence of a determinate matter, then how can our
scientific knowledge of form be perfect when this aspect of [the form] is
not something that we investigate? Or how can this aspect of it be something that we investigate when we do not take into account the matter,
where there is no matter more generally shared in common with it and
yet none more further removed from form than Prime Matter?
(5) It is in our scientifically knowing [matter’s] nature — namely,
that it is potentially all things — that we acquire a scientific knowledge
that when the form which is in some particular instance of this matter
passes away, there must be the succession of some other [form]; otherwise, there would be some wholly nebulous possible thing. Now, which
of the accounts of which we ought to have scientific knowledge is nobler
than the state of something with respect to its very existence and that
either is fixed or is not? In fact, the natural philosopher is lacking in his
demonstration and needs to comprehend fully both the form and the
matter in order to complete his discipline. Still, forms provide him with
a greater scientific understanding of the actual being of the thing than
the matter, whereas the matter more frequently provides him with scientific knowledge of its potential existence, while from both of them together
the scientific knowledge of a thing’s substance is completed.
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Chapter Ten
On defining each of the four kinds of causes
(1) In what preceded, we indicated that natural bodies have certain
material, efficient, formal, and final causes. It is now fitting that we define
the states of these causes, which in turn facilitates our coming to know
natural effects.
(2) [Proving] that there are existing causes for everything that is
subject to generation and corruption or undergoes motion or is some
composite of matter and form, and that these causes are only four [in
number], is not something that natural philosophers undertake — [this]
falls [instead] to the metaphysician;1 however, it is indispensable for the
natural philosopher to affirm the essences of [the causes] and to indicate
their states as a posit. So we say that the causes that are essential to
natural things are four: the agent, matter, form, and end. In natural
things, agent is often said of the principle of another’s motion insofar as
it is other.2 By motion, we mean here whatever passes from potency to
act in a given matter. This agent is that which is a certain cause for the
transition of another, producing within it a motion from potency to act.
Similarly, when the physician cures himself, he is a certain principle of
motion in another insofar as he is other, because he produces a motion
in the patient, and the patient is different from the physician precisely
from the perspective of being a patient, whereas he cures only from the
perspective that he is what he is (I mean, inasmuch as he is a physician).
Now, he undergoes or receives the cure and the cure produces motion
in him not from the perspective that he is a physician, but only from
the perspective that he is a patient.
1. See Ilāhīyāt 6.1–5.
2. Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.12.1019a15 ff.
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(3) The principle of motion is either what prepares or what completes. What prepares is that which makes the matter suitable, like what
moves semen during the preparatory states; whereas what completes is
that which gives the form. It would seem that the Giver of that form by
which the natural species subsist is outside of the natural order, and it
does not fall to the natural philosopher to investigate that, beyond positing
that there is that which prepares and there is a Giver of Form.3 Without
doubt, what prepares is a principle of motion, as is what completes, because
it is what in fact brings about the emergence from potency to act.
(4) The auxiliary and guiding [principles] also might be numbered
among the principles of motion. The auxiliary [principle] is like a part
of the principle of motion, as if the principle of motion is the sum of the
primary and auxiliary [principles], except that the difference between
the primary and auxiliary is that the primary produces motion for a
given end, while the auxiliary produces motion either for a certain end
that is not for its own sake, but for the sake of the primary [principle],
or for some end that itself is not the end that the primary achieves by its
producing motion but is for some other end, such as gratitude, pay, or
charity. As for the guiding [principle], it is an intermediary principle of
motion, for it is a cause of the form characteristic of that soul4 that is
the principle of the first motion of something having volition. So it is the
principle of the principle. As far as issues related to physics are concerned,
this is the efficient principle; however, when the efficient principle is not
concerned with issues of physics, but, instead, with existence itself, the
sense is more general than this one, where whatever is a cause of some
separate existence is essentially as such separate and as such that existence5 is not for the sake of that efficient cause.
3. For discussions of the role of the “Giver of Forms” (wāhib al-ṣuwar) in the
processes of generation and corruption, see Kitāb fī al-kawn wa-l-fasād 14 and
Ilāhīyāt 9.5.
4. Literally, “psychic form.”
5. Reading dhālika al-wujūd with Z, T, and the Latin (illud esse) for Y’s simple
dhālika (that).
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(5) Let us now discuss the material principle and say that it has an
equivocal meaning — namely, that it is naturally disposed to bearing
things foreign to it, having one relation to the thing composed from it
and those essences and another to those essences themselves. An example
is that the body has a certain relation to what is a composite (namely, to
white [for example]) and a certain relation to what is not a composite
(namely, to whiteness [for example]). Its relation to the composite is
always a relation of a cause, because it is part of what makes the composite subsist, and the part in itself is prior to the whole as well as to that
which subsists by it essentially.
(6) As for [the material principle’s] relation to those latter things
[namely, what is simple and not composite], there are only three logical
possibilities. The first is that it is neither prior nor posterior to them in
existence; [by this] I mean [that] they do not need some other thing in
order to subsist, nor does that other thing [namely, the material principle]
need them in order to subsist. The second is that the matter needs something like that [simple and incomposite] thing [call it F ] in order to actually subsist, where F is essentially prior in existence to [the matter]. It is
as if F ’s existence is not dependent upon matter, but on different principles; however, when it exists, it necessarily entails that its matter subsist and [that] it make [the matter] actual, just like many things whose
subsistence is through one thing, and after it subsists, it necessarily
entails that something else subsist. Still, sometimes what makes it subsist
is through something essentially separate from it, and at other times its
subsistence6 is through something essentially mixed with it, an example
of which is called form, either having a share in making the matter to
subsist by essentially being joined with it, or being whatever is a proximate cause of subsistence, which will be explained in metaphysics.7 The
6. Reading taqawwum with Z for Y’s taqwīm (to make subsist); it should be
noted that there is an almost equal split among the MSS on this point. The
Latin’s active indicative constituet would suggest that taqwīm was in that translator’s exemplar.
7. See Ilāhīyāt 2.2–4.
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third is that the matter subsists in itself and is fully actual, being prior
to F and making it subsist; and this thing is what we properly call an
accident, even if we sometimes call all of those dispositions accidents. So
the first division requires a relation of simultaneity, and the latter two
require a relation of priority and posteriority. In the first case, what is in
the matter is prior; while in the second case, the matter is prior. The first
class does not obviously exist and would (if there is an instance of it at
all) be like the soul and Prime Matter when they come together in order
to make the human subsist. As for the latter two [namely, form and accidents], we have already spoken about them repeatedly.8
(7) There is another way to consider the relation of matter together
with what is generated from it, of which [the matter] is a part. This
relation can be transferred to the form. [ That] is because, on the one
hand, the matter alone might be sufficient in that it is the material part
of what possesses matter, where that concerns a certain kind of things.
On the other hand, it might not be sufficient unless some other matter
is united9 with it, so that from it and the other there is a combination like
the single matter that is for the sake of perfecting something’s form,
where that concerns [another] kind of things, such as drugs for the sake
of the poultice and gastric juices for the sake of the body. When something occurs from the matter alone in that [that thing] is together with
it and nothing else, then it is according to one of the following. [(1)] It
might be according to the combination only—as, for example, individual
people for the sake of the military and homes for the city. [(2)] It might
be according10 to only the combination and composition together — as,
for example, bricks and wood for the sake of the house. [(3)] It might be
according to the combination, composition, and alteration — as, for
8. See, for example, 1.2.16–17.
9. Reading lam tanḍammi with Z, T, and the Latin for Y’s lam tanẓim (not
arranged).
10. Reading bi-ḥasabi with Z, T, and the Latin for Y’s bi-ḥaddi (by definition).
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example, the elements for the sake of the things subject to generation.
[ That] is because neither the very combination of the elements nor
there being a composition from them (be it by touching, meeting, and
receiving shape) is sufficient for things to be generated from them.
Instead, it is that some of them act upon others, while others are acted
upon, becoming stabilized for the sake of the whole as a homogeneous
quality, which is called an [ elemental or humoral ] mixture, in which case
it is prepared for the species-form. This is why, when the ingredients of
an electuary11 or the like are mixed, combined, and composed, it is not
yet an electuary, nor does it have the form of the electuary until a certain
period of time elapses, during which some [of the ingredients], as a result
of their various qualities, act upon others and are acted upon by others,
after which a single quality stabilizes as something homogeneous with
respect to all of them, and by sharing [in all those qualities], a single
activity arises from them. So the essential forms of these [ingredients]
remains conserved, while the accidents by which they interact so as to
bring about an alteration change and undergo alteration such that as any
excess that is in any of its individual [ingredients] decreases until the
quality of the overpowering [ingredient] stabilizes in it, falling below
the point where it overpowers.
(8) The common practice is to say that the relation of the premises
to the conclusion resembles the relation of the materials and forms.12 It
seems more likely that the form of the premises is their figure, where
the premises through their figure resemble the efficient cause. [ That] is
because they are like the efficient cause of the conclusion, and the conclusion, qua conclusion, is something that emerges from them. Since
11. Literally, a theriaca, which is a paste used in the ancient and medieval
periods as an antidote to poison, particularly snake venom. It was made up of
some sixty or seventy different ingredients mixed and combined with honey.
12. Cf. Aristotle, Posterior Analytics 2.11.94a24–35, Physics 2.3.195a16–21, and
Metaphysics 5.2.1013b20–21. Avicenna briefly touches on this point again in his
Ilāhīyāt 6.4.
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they found, however, that when the minor and major terms are properly
distributed, the conclusion follows, and that the two [terms] before that
had been in the syllogism, it was supposed that the subject of the conclusion is in the syllogism;13 and that, in turn, was taken to the extreme
in the belief that the syllogism itself is that in which the conclusion
inheres. The fact is that the natures of the minor and major terms are
subjects for certain forms, for they are subjects for the form of the conclusion. Now, in the case where there are no minor and major terms
and subjects, so as to be a minor term and a major term, there will
similarly be no subjects for the conclusion, because when each of them
has a certain kind of relation to the other, there is a minor term and
major term. That kind is [(1)] that both actually have a determinate
relation to the middle [term] and [(2)] that they potentially have a relation to the conclusion. When [they] have another kind [of relation], they
are actually subjects of the conclusion. The latter kind is that they stand
to one another according to the relation of predicate and logical subject
or antecedent and consequent after having had a certain relation. Despite
that, what itself is in the syllogism, whether as a major term or minor
term, is not also potentially the subject of the conclusion, but is something else of the same species as it; for we cannot say that, numerically,
one thing accidentally happens to be a subject for the sake of its being
a major and a minor term, while it is a subject for the sake of its being a
part of the conclusion. So I simply do not understand how we should make
the premises a subject for the conclusion. [ That] is because when we
compare the matter to what comes to be from it, sometimes the matter
is a matter susceptible to generation, and sometimes it is susceptible to
alteration, and sometimes it is susceptible to combination and composition, and sometimes it is susceptible to both composition and alteration.
So this is what we have to say about the material cause.
13. The Arabic mawḍūʿ is used both in the sense of “logical subject” (as
opposed to the logical predicate) and the sense of “[material] subject” or “underlying thing” (cf. 1.2.3, 6). Since the immediate issue is why some thought that the
premises stood to the conclusion as matter to form, the sense of mawḍūʿ is almost
certainly that of “material subject” or “underlying thing,” even if the vocabulary
is otherwise that of logic.
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(9) The form may be said of the essence — which, when it occurs in
the matter, makes a species subsist — as well as being said of the species
itself. Form is sometimes said specifically of the shape and outline. [At]
other times, it is said of the combination’s disposition, like the form of
the army and the form of conjunctive premises, as well as being said of
the regulative order, such as the law. Form might be said of every disposition, however it might be, as well as being said of any thing, whether
a substance or an accident, that is separate in the species (for this is
said of the highest genus). Form may even be said of the intelligibles
that are separate from matter. The form taken as one of the principles
is relative to what is composed of it and the matter — namely, that it is
a part of it that necessitates its being actual in its instance, whereas the
matter is a part that does not necessitate its being actual (for the existence of the matter is not sufficient for the actual generation of something, but only for something’s potential generation). So the thing is not
what it is through the matter; rather, it is through the existence of the
form that something becomes actual. As for the form that makes the
matter subsist, it stands above [any] other kind. The formal cause might
be related to either a genus or species — that is, the form that makes
matter to subsist. It also might be related to the class — that is, it is not
the form that makes the matter subsist as a species, but it is coincidental
to it, such as the form of the shape belonging to the bed and the whiteness in relation to a white body.
(10) The end is the thing for the sake of which the form occurs in
the matter — namely, either the real or apparent good. So any production of motion that proceeds — not accidentally, but essentially — from
an agent is one whereby he intends some good relative to himself. Sometimes it is truly good, and at other times it is [only] apparently good, for
either it is such or appears to be such.
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Chapter Eleven
On the interrelations of causes
(1) In a certain respect, the agent is a cause of the end; and how
could it be otherwise, when the agent is what makes the end exist? In
another respect, however, the end is a cause of the agent; and how could
it be otherwise, when the agent acts only for the sake of [the end] and
otherwise does not act? So the end moves the agent so as to be an agent.
This is why, when it is asked, “Why did he exercise?” and we say, “For the
sake of health,” then this is an answer, just as when it is asked, “Why are
you healthy?” and I say, “Because I exercised,” it is an answer. Exercise
is an efficient cause of health, and health is a final cause of exercise.
(2) If it is asked, “Why is health sought?” and it is said, “For the sake
of exercise,” it is not, in fact, an answer resulting from true choice; however, if it is asked, “Why was exercise sought?” and it is said, “In order
that I be healthy,” it is, in fact, an answer. Now, the agent is neither the
cause of the end’s becoming an end nor of the end’s essence in itself ;
rather, it is a cause of the end’s essence existing concretely in particulars, where there is a difference between essence and existence, as you
have learned.1 So the end is a cause of the agent’s being an agent and so
is a cause of its being a cause, whereas the agent is not a cause of the end
with respect to its being a cause. This is something that will be explained
in First Philosophy.2
1. A possible reference is Kitāb al-madkhal 1.6.
2. See Ilāhīyāt 6.5.
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(3) Next, the agent and end are like nonproximate principles of the
caused composite. [ That is] because, on the one hand, the agent either
prepares the matter and so causes the existence of the effect’s proximate matter while not [itself ] being a proximate cause of the effect, or
it provides a form and so is a cause of the proximate form’s existence.
On the other hand, the end is a cause of the agent as an agent, and a
cause of the form and matter by means of its producing motion in the
agent that brings about the composite.
(4) Next, the proximate principles of a thing are the material and
form, with no intermediary between them and [that] thing; rather, they
are the causes of it as two parts that make it subsist without intermediary
(even if [the role] each one plays in making it subsist is different, as if
this cause is different from the one that is that). It might accidentally
happen, however, that matter and form are a cause both through an
intermediary and without an intermediary from two [different] perspectives. As for the matter, when the composite is not a species but a
class (that is, the form is not the form in the proper sense of the term
but is an accidental disposition), then the matter is a cause of that accident that causes that class, as a class, to subsist, and so is a certain cause
of the cause. Even so, however, insofar as the matter is a part of the
composite and a material cause, there is no intermediary between the two.
As for the form, when it is a true form (namely, belonging to the category of substance) and is causing the matter actually to subsist (where
matter is a cause of the composite), then this form is a cause of the
cause of the composite. Even so, however, insofar as the form is a part
of the composite and a formal cause, there is no intermediary between
the two. So when the matter is the cause of the cause of the composite, it
is not, as such, a material cause of the composite; and when the form is
the cause of the cause of the composite, then, as such, it is not a formal
cause of the composite.
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(5) Now, it may perchance be that the essence of the agent, form,
and end is a single essence,3 but that it should be an agent, form, and
end is accidental to it. For in the father, there is a principle for generating the human form from semen. Now, that is not everything there is to
the father, but only his human form, and it is only the human form that
exists in the semen. Also, the end toward which the semen is moved is
nothing but the human form. Insofar as [the human form] 4 subsists with
the matter of the human species, however, it is a form, whereas insofar
as the semen’s motion terminates at it, then it is an end, and insofar as
its composition begins from it, then it is an agent. Again, when it is
related to the matter and composite, it is a form. When it is related to
the motion, then sometimes it is an end and at other times it is an agent:
it is an end with respect to the motion’s termination, which is the form
that is in the son, while it is an agent with respect to the motion’s beginning, which is the form that is in the father.
3. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.7.
4. Reading lākinhā with Z and T for Y’s lākinhumā, which would make the referent “the two” but would cause the verb “to subsist” to be incorrectly conjugated.
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Chapter Twelve
On the divisions of causal states
(1) Each one of the causes may be essential or accidental, proximate
or remote, specific or general, particular or universal, simple or compound, potential or actual, as well as some combination of these.
(2) Let us first illustrate these states with respect to the efficient
cause. So we say that the essential efficient cause is, for example, the
physician when he heals, and fire when it heats. That is, the cause is a
principle of that very act itself and taken insofar as it is its principle.
The accidental efficient cause is whatever is not in keeping with that
and is of various sorts. Among these is that the agent performs some
action such that that action removes a certain contrary [x] that is holding its [opposing] contrary [ y ] in check. In that case [the agent’s action]
strengthens [ y ] so that the action of [ y ] is attributed to [the accidental
efficient cause]— as, for example, scammony when, by purging bile, it
cools.1 Alternatively, the agent might remove something hindering a thing
from its natural action, even if it does not require a contrary together
with the hindrance — as, for example, one who removes the pillar from
some tall building, since it is said that he destroys the building. Another
[instance of accidental agency] is when a single thing is considered in
various respects because it has varying attributes, and insofar as it has
one of them, it is an essential principle of a certain action; but then [the
action] is not attributed to [that attribute], but to one joined to it. For
example, it is said that the physician builds — that is, what is posited of
the physician is the [attribute of ] building; however, he builds because
he is a builder, not because he is a physician. Or what is posited alone
1. The example may strike modern readers as odd, and so must be understood against the background of ancient and medieval humoral medicine. Health
and illness for most early physicians were understood in terms of a balance or
imbalance of one of the four basic humors: blood, phlegm, black bile, or yellow
bile. Yellow bile was seen as a substance essentially possessing the powers hot
and dry. When one ingests scammony, the scammony essentially produces a yellowish, burning diarrhea, which was associated with the purging of yellow bile.
Again, since this was believed to be a hot-dry humor, it was thought that there
would be an accidental cooling effect.
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can be taken without that attribute, and so it is said that the man builds.
Also among [the kinds of accidental efficient causes] is the agent, whether
natural or voluntary, which is directed toward a certain end and then
either reaches it or does not; however, together with [that end], there is
accidentally another end — as, for example, the stone that splits open a
head. Now, that is accidental to it precisely because it belongs essentially
to [the stone] to fall, in which case it was just by happenstance that a head
was passing by and so, through [the stone’s] weight, it landed on it and
so fractured the head.2 Something might also be called an accidental
efficient cause even if it does not do anything at all, save that its presence is frequently attended by something laudable or dangerous, and so
it is recognized by that. So its being close at hand is deemed desirable if
there attends it something laudable, which is auspicious; or keeping one’s
distance is deemed desirable if there attends it something dangerous,
which is inauspicious, where it is supposed that its presence is a cause
of that good or evil.
(3) As for the proximate agent, there is no intermediary between
it and its effect (as, for example, the sinew in moving the limbs), while
between the remote [agent] and the effect there is an intermediary (as,
for example, the soul in moving the limbs). The specific agent involves
only that single thing alone by which precisely one thing is acted upon
(as, for instance, the medicine that Zayd ingests), whereas the general
agent is that which is common among many things with respect to being
acted upon by it (as, for example, the ambient air that produces change
in many things).3 The particular [agent] is either the individual cause
of an individual effect (like this physician for this cure), or the specific
2. The phrase “because it belongs essentially to [the stone] to fall, in which
case it was just by happenstance that a head was . . . ,” is absent in Y but is confirmed by Z, T, and the Latin.
3. Literally, “air’s producing change in many things, even without an intermediary”; however “ambient air” is almost certainly the intended sense, given
the preceding medical example and the fact that ambient air played a central
role in the maintenance of health in Galenic medicine (a medical system, one
might add, that Avicenna adopted in general).
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cause of a specific effect, being equal to it in the degree of generality and
specificity (as, for instance, doctor for cure). As for the universal [agent],
that nature does not exactly mirror the effect but is more general, (as, for
example, physician for this cure, or professional for cure). Simple [agency]
involves the action’s arising out of a single active power (as, for example,
pushing and pulling in bodily powers), whereas compound [agency] is
that the act arises from a number of powers, whether agreeing in species
(like many men who move a ship) or differing in species (like hunger
resulting from the faculty of desire and sensation). That which is actual
is like the fire in relation to what it is burning, while that which is
potential is like the fire in relation to what it has not [yet] burnt, but it
is so suited as to burn it. Sometimes the potential is proximate and at
other times remote, where the remote [potential] is like the young
child’s potential to write [someday], while the proximate [potential] is
like the potential to write of the one who has [already] acquired the
talent of writing. Also, these may be combined in any number of ways,
which we leave up to you to imagine.
(4) Let us now present these considerations with respect to the
material principle. The matter in itself is that which, of itself, is susceptible to some thing—as, for example, oil’s [being susceptible] to burning.
As for that which is accidental, it is of various kinds. One of these is
that the matter exists together with a certain form that is contrary to
some [other] form that passes away with [the certain form’s] arrival, and
so a certain matter belonging to the present form is considered 4 together
with the passing form, just as it is said that water is the subject for air and
semen is the subject for human. Here, it is not the case that the semen
is a subject qua semen, since the semen ceases once there is the human.
4. Reading taʾkhudhu with Z, T, and the Latin, for Y’s yūjadu (exists).
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Alternatively, the subject may be considered together with a form that
does not enter into the subject’s being a subject; and even if it is not a
certain contrary of the final intended form, it is taken as a subject. An
example would be our saying that the physician is cured, for he is not
cured inasmuch as he is a physician, but only inasmuch as he is a patient,
and so the subject of the cure is [the individual qua] patient, not physician.
The proximate subject is, for example, the body’s limbs, while the remote
[subject] is like the [humoral and elemental] mixtures and, really, the
four underlying elements. The specific subject of the human form, for
example, is the human body with its humoral mixture, while the general
[subject] is like the wood of the bed, chair, and the like. There is a difference between the proximate and the specific [subject], for the material
cause might be proximate while being general—as, for instance, the
wood of the bed. An example of the particular subject is this wood for
this chair, or this substance for this chair. The5 universal [subject] is like
wood for this chair, or substance for chair. The simple subject is, for
example, the material belonging to all things and perceptible wood to
wooden things, while the composite [subject] is like the humoral mixtures of the living body and the drugs of the electuary. The actual subject
of the human form, for example, is the human body, whereas its potential
[subject] is like the semen or like the unworked wood for this chair. Here,
again, the potential is sometimes proximate and sometimes remote.
5. Omitting the phrase wa-l-ʿāmm mithla hādhā al-khashab li-hādhā al-kursī, (the
general [subject] is, for example, this wood of this chair), which Y includes, noting
that it was omitted in at least one manuscript and should probably not be retained.
The phrase is not found in Z, T, or the Latin.
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(5) As for these considerations on the part of the form, the form
that is essential is, for instance, the chair shape belonging to the chair,
while that which is accidental is like its whiteness or blackness. [The
accidental form] might be something useful with respect to what is
essential — as, for example, the wood’s hardness in order that it receive
the shape of the chair. Also, the form might be accidental because of
vicinity, like the motion of one standing still on the boat, for it is said of
the one standing still on the boat that he is moved and being carried
along accidentally. The proximate form is, for example, the squareness of
this square, while the remote [form] is its possessing angles (for instance).
The specific form is no different from the particular (namely, for example,
the definition, species difference, or property of something), nor is the
general form different from the universal (namely, for example, the
genus6 of the property). The simple form is like the form of water and
fire, which is form whose subsistence does not result from a combination of a number of forms, while the composite [form] is like the form of
human, which does result from the combination of a number of powers
and forms. The actual form is well known, whereas the potential form is,
in a certain way, the potential together with the privation.
6. Following Z, T, and Latin ( genus) that have jins for Y’s khashab (wood).
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(6) As for considering these accounts from the vantage point of the
end, the essential end is that toward which natural or voluntary motion
tends for its own sake, not for another’s—as, for example, the health due
to medicine. The accidental end is, again, of varying sorts. One of them
is what is intended, but not for its own sake, such as pulverizing the
medicine for the sake of drinking, which is in turn for the sake of health.
This might be either what is beneficial or what appears to be beneficial.
The former is the good, the latter what appears to be good. Another sort
is what the end either necessarily or accidentally entails. An example of
what the end necessarily entails would be that the end of eating is a
bowel movement, where that necessarily follows owing to the end but is
not the end, which instead is to stave off hunger. What the end accidentally entails is, for example, the beauty that results from exercise, for,
although beauty may be accidental to health, beauty is not what is
intended by exercise. Another sort is when motion is not directed toward
something but meets up with it on the way — as, for example, the head’s
being fractured owing to the falling rock, and whoever shoots at a bird
and [instead] hits a man. Sometimes the essential end is found together
with [the accidental end],7 and sometimes it is not.
(7) The proximate end is like the [immediate] health owing to the
medicine, whereas the remote [end] is like the [ life of ] flourishing on
account of the medicine. The specific end is like Zayd’s meeting his
friend so-and-so, while the general [end] is like the purging of bile
owing to drinking camelthorn,8 since it is the end of drinking violet
[root]9 as well. The particular end is like Zayd’s collecting money from
some debtor whom [ Zayd ] traveled to find, while the universal end is
like his seeking justice from the unjust absolutely. As for the simple end,
it is like eating to satisfy one’s appetite, whereas the composite [end] is like
wearing silk for the sake of beauty and to do away with lice,10 which are
really two [different] ends. The actual and potential ends are like the
actual and potential forms.
7 . Alternatively, the pronoun hā might refer to “motion.”
8. That is, alhagi maurorum or “Persian manna.”
9. Large doses of the violet ( viola odorata) root contain an alkaloid called
violine, which is a purgative.
10. It was recognized that lice cannot hold onto the slippery surface of silk.
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(8) Know that the potential cause mirrors the potential effect; and so,
as long as the cause is potentially a cause, the effect is potentially an
effect. Also, each one of them might be essentially something else. An
example would be that the cause is a human, while the effect is wood, since
the man is potentially a carpenter and the wood is something potentially
worked by the carpenter. What is not possible is that the effect itself
should exist while the cause is entirely absent. What [seems] to throw
doubt upon this is the case of a building and its remaining after the
builder [departs]. So you must know that the building qua the effect of
the builder does not remain after the builder [departs], for the effect of the
builder is to move the parts of the building until they form an integral
whole —[an action] that does not continue after he departs. As for the
persistence of the integral whole and the presence of the shape, it persists as a result of certain existing causes that when they are destroyed,
bring about the destruction of the building. The independent verification of this account and what in the preceding was like it will be deferred
until first philosophy, and so wait until then.11
11. See Ilāhīyāt 6.2.
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Chapter Thirteen
Discussion of luck and chance: The difference
between them and an explanation of their true state
(1) Since we have been discussing causes and it is supposed that
luck, chance, and what happens spontaneously are among the causes,
we ought not to neglect considering these accounts and whether they are
to be considered causes or not, and if they are, then what their manner of
causality is.
(2) Now, the earliest Ancients differed concerning luck and chance.
One group denied that luck and chance could be included among the
causes and, in fact, denied that there was any sense at all in which they
exist. They said that it is absurd that we should discover and observe that
things have necessitating causes and then turn our backs upon [those
causes], dismissing them as causes and going for unknown “causes” such
as luck and chance. So, when someone who is digging a well stumbles
across a treasure, the ignorant say with absolute conviction that good
luck attended him, whereas if he slips into it and breaks a leg, they say
with equal conviction that bad luck attended him. [This group said in
response] that no luck attends him at all here [either good or bad]; but,
rather, whoever digs where a treasure is buried will acquire it and whoever leans over a slippery edge will slip over it. Also, they say that when
someone goes to market to tend shop and sees someone who owes him
money and so collects what he is owed, that [might seem] to be an act
of luck, but it is not; rather, it is because he went someplace where his
debtor was and, having good eyesight, saw him.1 They also said that even
if his end in going to the market was not this one, it does not necessarily
follow that going to the market was not a real cause of his collecting the
money that was owed him, for a single action might have various ends.
In fact, most actions are like that; however, the one who performs that
action just happened to stipulate that one of those ends is [his] end and
1. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.5.196b33 ff.
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so renders the others ineffectual by stipulation, though not with respect
to the thing itself (that is, the thing itself is [still] an end suitably disposed to being set up as an end and the others set aside). If this person
were aware of the debtor’s presence there and so went running after
him so as to collect from him, why don’t we say that that occurs by luck,
when we say of other cases that they are by luck or chance? So, you see
that to stipulate [only] one of the things to which going out leads as an
end strips going out of being a cause in itself of whatever else it causes;
but how can it be supposed that that changes simply by stipulation? This
is one side.
(3) Another side, with many splinter groups, rose up in mirror opposition to them, which touted the significance of luck. Some said that luck
is a divine, hidden cause that is beyond the grasp of our intellects. Some
who believed this opinion took it to the point of setting up luck as something to draw near to or, by worshiping it, to draw near to God, being
something for which a temple was built and in whose name an idol was
made that was worshipped in the way that idols are worshipped.
(4) Another group went so far as [to make] luck like the natural
causes in a certain way, and so they made the world come to be through
luck. This is Democritus and those who followed him, for they believe
the following: [(1)] the principles of the universe are atoms that are
indivisible owing to their solidity and absence of [interstitial] void
[space]; [(2)] [these atoms] are infinite in number and scattered throughout an infinitely extended void; [(3)] with respect to the nature of their
substance, [atoms] are generically alike, whereas they differ by means
of their shapes; [(4)] [these atoms] are in constant motion within the
void, and so a group of them chanced to collide and so combine according to some configuration, from which then the world comes to be; and
[(5)] there are an infinite number of worlds just like this one, arranged
throughout an infinite void. Despite that, [ Democritus further] thinks
that [(6)] particular things like animals and plants do not come to be
according to chance.
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(5) Yet another group [namely, Empedocles and those following him]
did not go so far as to make the world in its entirety come to be by
chance, but they did make the things subject to generation come to be
by chance from the elemental principles; and so the disposition of whatever’s combination [that] is in some way suited by chance to survive and
to reproduce survives and reproduces, whereas the one that by chance
is not so suited, does not reproduce. [ They also held] that at the beginning of evolution, there were engendered animals of various limbs of
different kinds — as, for example, an animal that was half stag and half
goat — and that the limbs of animals were not as they now are with
respect to magnitude, natural disposition, and accidental qualities but,
rather, were such as chance would have it. For example, they said that the
incisors are not sharp for the sake of cutting, nor are molars wide for
the sake of grinding; rather, the matter chanced to combine according to
this form, and this form chanced to be useful in suiting one for survival,
and so the individual derives the benefit of survival from that. Sometimes,
through the mechanizations of reproduction, [that individual] chanced
to have an offspring — not for the sake of the preservation of the species,
but simply by chance.
(6) We ourselves say that some things always occur, while others
occur for the most part2— as, for example, fire for the most part burns
wood when put into contact with it, and whoever heads from his house
to his garden for the most part reaches it — whereas other things [occur]
neither always nor for the most part. The things that [occur] for the
most part are those that are not seldom [in their occurrence]; and so
their coming to be, when they do, is either the result of a certain regularity in the nature of the cause alone ordered toward them, or it is not.
If, on the one hand, it is not [due to the cause considered alone], then
either the cause needs to be joined with some [other] cause (whether a
2. The Arabic fī akthar al-amr, and its equivalents, corresponds with the Greek
hos epi to polu, which is technical vocabulary within the Aristotelian and Galenic
systems of thought. In normal parlance it simply means “usually”; however, modern
scholarship has fixed upon the somewhat cumbersome phrase, “for the most part,”
which is adopted here.
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cooperative cause or the removal of some obstacle), or it does not. If it
is not like that (namely, the cause does not need to be conjoined [with
some other factor]), then the coming to be of [those things that occur
for the most part] is no more apt to result from the cause than not,
since neither the thing considered in itself and alone nor [the thing]
considered along with what is joined to it selectively determines the
coming to be from the not coming to be. So x is no more apt to result
from y than not, and so it is not something subject to generation for the
most part. If, on the other hand, it does not need the aforementioned
cooperative cause, then it must in itself be something regularly ordered,
unless some impediment hinders and opposes it and, owing to its being
opposed, it occurs seldom.3 From that, it is necessary that, when no
impediment hinders and opposes [the cause], and its nature is unimpaired to continue along its course, then the difference between what
always [occurs] and what [occurs] for the most part is that what always
[occurs] never encounters opposition, while what [occurs] for the most part
does encounter opposition. Also, following on that is that what [occurs]
for the most part is necessary, on the condition that the obstacles and
opposition have been removed. That is obvious with respect to natural
things. It is equally the case with respect to volitional things; for, when
the volition is firm and completely made up and the limbs are prepared
to move and submit and there is no hindering cause or cause that
undermines the resolve, and [moreover] the intended thing can be
achieved, then it is clearly impossible that it not be achieved. Now, since
what occurs always is not said to come to be by luck insofar as it always
comes to be, then, likewise, it should not be said that what [occurs] for
the most part comes to be by luck, for the two are alike in kind and in
status. Certainly, when it is opposed, it turns away, and so it might be
said that its being turned from its course comes to be by chance or luck;
but you also know that people do not say that what results for the most
part from one and the same cause or [occurs] always comes to be by
chance or luck.
3. Literally, “it no longer fails to be seldom.”
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(7) What remains for us to do is to consider what comes to be [and
does not come to be] equally, and what comes to be seldom. Now, the
issue concerning what comes to be equally seems to be whether or not to
say it just chanced to be by chance or luck. Now, modern Peripatetics made
it a condition of being by chance and luck that it only concerns things
that seldom come to be from their causes,4 whereas the one who worked
out this course for them [namely, Aristotle] did not make that a condition
and instead only made it a condition that it not come to be always and for
the most part.5 What incited the moderns to associate chance with things
that seldom come to be to the exclusion of what comes to be equally was
the form present in voluntary affairs, for these moderns say that eating
and not eating, walking and not walking, and the like are things that
proceed equally from their principles; and yet, when one voluntarily walks
or eats, we do not say that that was a matter of chance.
(8) As for ourselves, we do not approve of any addition to the condition that their teacher made and shall lay bare the error of their position
by something well known — namely, that in one respect and from one
perspective, one and the same thing might come to be for the most part
(in fact, be necessary), while in another respect and from another perspective, it comes to be equally. In fact, when certain conditions are
made about what seldom comes to be and certain states are taken into
account, it [too] becomes necessary. An example would be that during
the coming to be of the embryonic palm, it is made a condition that the
matter exceed that which is reserved for five fingers and that the divine
power emanating into the bodies encounters a perfect preparedness in a
given matter whose nature deserves a certain form, and also, having
encountered that, [the divine power] does not forgo providing [the matter] with [the form]. In that case, an additional finger will necessarily be
created.6 This class, even if it is uncommon and the possibility is quite
seldom in relation to the universal nature, it is not uncommon and seldom
4. Cf. Ibn al-Samḥ, who made this point clearly, and John Philoponus and
Abū Bishr, who strongly suggested it in their comments to Aristotle’s Physics
2.5.196b10 ff. The commentaries of all these expositors can be found in Arisṭuṭālīs:
al-Ṭabīʿī, ed. ʿA. Badawī, 2 vols. (Cairo: The General Egyptian Book Organization, 1964–65; henceforth, the Arabic Physics).
5. Aristotle, Physics 2.5.196b10–13.
6. Reading yatakhallaqu with Z, T, and the Latin (creetur) for Y’s yatakhallafu
(to lag behind or be absent).
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in relation to the causes we mentioned, but necessary. Perhaps a thorough investigation would reveal that the thing does not exist necessarily
from its causes and does not come to exist from the nature of possibility;
however, the explanation of this and what is like it will have to wait until
first philosophy.7
(9) When the situation is like this, it is not improbable that a single
nature in relation to one thing is for the most part, while in relation to
another thing it is equal, for the gap between what is for the most part
and what is equal is narrower than that between what is necessary and
what is seldom. Again, when eating and walking are related to the will,
which is assumed to be fully determined, then the two shift from coming
to be equally to coming to be for the most part, and [once they] have so
shifted, it is not at all correct to say that they are matters of chance and
came to be by luck. When, however, they are not related to the will, but
are considered in themselves at some time when eating and not eating
are equal,8 then it is correctly said, “I visited him, and as chance would
have it he was eating,” where that is related to the visiting [and] not to
the will. The same holds should someone say, “I bumped into him while
he chanced to be walking” or “I met him while he chanced to be sitting,”
for all of this is recognized and accepted and yet true. In general, when
the thing that comes to be is considered in itself and is neither the object
of attention nor what is expected (since, in that case, it would not be
always and for the most part), it is correct to say of the cause leading to
it that it is either by chance or luck—namely, when [the cause] is of such
a character to lead to it, but does not lead to it, always and for the most
part. When it absolutely and necessarily never leads to it, such as someone’s sitting during a lunar eclipse, then we don’t say that so-and-so’s
sitting chanced to be a cause of the lunar eclipse. It is correct, however, to
say that [the two] occurred together by chance, in which case the sitting
is not a cause of the eclipse, but it is an accidental cause of occurring
together with the eclipse. To occur together with the eclipse, however, is
not the same as [causing] the eclipse.
7. See Ilāhīyāt 1.6 and 6.1–2.
8. Reading yatasāwā with Z, T, and the Latin (aeque), which seem to have
been inadvertently omitted in Y.
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(10) To sum up, when x is not at all of the character so as to lead
to y , then it is not a chance cause of y ; x is a chance cause of y only
when x is of such a character as to lead to y , but not always and for the
most part. Taken at its extreme, if the agent were aware of the course
of the universe’s motions and he truly intended to and chose to, then he
would, in fact, make [that course] a given end. It is just as if someone
were going to the market [and] were aware that somebody who owes him
money was on the way [there as well]; he would, in fact, make [going to
the market] an end. In this case, there is a shift away from occurring
equally and seldom, since to take a course that one knows the debtor is
presently taking does for the most part lead to encountering him, whereas
inasmuch as he does not know [his debtor’s whereabouts], going out
might or might not lead [to encountering him]. It is by chance only in
relation to going out without any additional condition, while it is not by
chance when a certain additional condition [namely, knowing the whereabouts of the debtor] is added to going out. From this, it should be clear
that when there are chance causes, they are for the sake of something,
except that they are their efficient causes accidentally, and the ends are
accidental ends and are included among the causes that are accidental.
So chance is a cause of natural and volitional things accidentally, necessitating neither [their occurrence] always nor for the most part. In other
words, it concerns what is for the sake of something whose cause does
not necessitate it essentially. Also, something might happen to be neither by intention nor by chance — as, for example, leaving footprints on
the ground when going to overtake the debtor, for even if that was not
intended, it is a necessary effect of what was intended.
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(11) Now, one could claim that frequently we say that such-and-such
happened by chance even though it occurs for the most part. An example
would be one who says, “I sought Zayd for the sake of some need or other
and I chanced to find him at home,” which does not prevent him from
saying, “Zayd is at home for the most part.” The response is that this
person says the latter not only by considering the thing in itself, but also
by considering his belief about [ Zayd ]. So [for example] when his overwhelming opinion is that Zayd should be at home, then he would not say
that [his being at home] is by chance, but, rather, he would say it was
by chance if he did not find him at home. He says the former, however,
only when it seems in his opinion, at that time and in that situation, that
[ Zayd ] is equally either at home or not. So at that time his opinion is
to judge [the two] as being equal and not as being for the most part or
necessary, even if, in relation to the time generally, it is for the most part.
(12) Concerning many of the natural things whose existence is
rare — such as the gold vein whose [amount of gold] defies being weighed
or the sapphire of unprecedented magnitude — it might be supposed
that they exist by chance, since they are seldom. That is not so. What
seldom occurs enters into the ranks of what is by chance not only when
it is considered in relation to existence generally, but also when it is considered in relation to its efficient cause, and so its existence seldom results
from [that efficient cause]. That gold vein and that sapphire, however,
proceeded from their efficient cause precisely because of its power and the
two instances of a wealth of abundant matter. Given that that is the case,
something like this action would proceed essentially and naturally,
either always or for the most part.
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(13) We say that the chance cause might sometimes lead to its essential end and sometimes might not. For example, when the man leaves,
headed for his shop, and then by chance comes across one who owes
him money, that might interrupt his essential goal [of going to his
shop], or it might not and instead he continues along his way until he
arrives. Also, should a falling rock fracture a head, it might either lodge
there or it might continue downward to its place of descent. So, if it
reaches its natural end, it is an essential cause relative to it, while relative to the accidental end, it is a chance cause. If it does not reach it,
it is [still] a chance cause relative to the accidental end; but relative to the
essential end, it is in vain (just as they say, “he drank medicine in order
to be purged, but he was not purged, and so he drank in vain”), while
the accidental end relative to it is by chance. It might be supposed that
certain things are and come to be, not for some end, but on a whim—
though not by chance — such as a desire for a beard and the like. This
is not so, and in first philosophy we shall explain the real state of affairs
about such cases.9
(14) Now, chance is more general than luck in our language, for
every instance of luck is an instance of chance, but not every instance
of chance is an instance of luck. So it is as if luck is said only of what
leads to something of account, where its principle is a volition resulting
from rational and mature individuals having a choice. If [ luck], then, is
said of something other than one such as that — as, for example, it is
said of the piece of wood that is split and whose one half is used for a
mosque while its other half is used for a public lavatory, that its one half
is fortunate, while its other half is unfortunate10— then it is said metaphorically. Anything whose principle is a nature is not said to come to be
by luck and instead might be designated more properly as coming to
be spontaneously, unless it is related to some other voluntary principle.
9. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 6.5.
10. Reading shaqīy with Z, T, and the Latin infortunata for Y’s shayʾ (thing).
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So chance events proceed according to various interactions that occur
between two or more things. Now, with respect to each member of the
interaction, either they both move until they collide and interact, or one
of them is at rest and the other is moving toward it; for if they are both
at rest in some noninteracting state as they were, then no11 interaction
between them will result. Consequently, there can be two motions from
two principles (one of which is natural and the other volitional) that
chance to interact vis-à-vis a single end, which in relation to the voluntary [agent] is either accounted good or evil, and so it has [either good
or bad] luck, but in relation to the natural motion, it is not luck.
(15) There is a difference between bad luck and bad planning. Bad
planning is to choose some cause that, for the most part, leads to some
blameworthy end, whereas bad luck is such that the cause, for the most
part, does not lead to some blameworthy end but, unfortunately, in the
case of the one being held responsible for it, it did so [on this occasion].
A streak of good luck is that which, when it occurs, [brings about], as
luck would have it, the repeated occurrence of a number of fortunate
causes, whereas a streak of bad luck is that which, when it occurs,
[brings about], as luck would have it, the repeated occurrence of a number of unfortunate causes. So, in the first case, one begins to expect the
continual repetition of the good that had repeatedly occurred, while in
the second case, one expects the continual repetition of the evil that
had repeatedly occurred. Now, a single chance cause might have any
number of chance ends; and thus, one does not guard against chance
the way one guards against essential causes but [instead] seeks refuge
in God against misfortune.
11. Y seems to have inadvertently omitted the negation lam, which is verified
in Z, T, and the Latin.
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Chapter Fourteen
Some of the arguments of those who were in error concerning
chance and luck and the refutation of their views
(1) Since we have explained the essence and existence of chance, we
should indicate some of the arguments upon which rest the false views
about the class of chance things, even if this explanation might more
fittingly wait until metaphysics and first philosophy, since most of the
premises that we adopt in explaining this simply have to be asserted
[here]. Be that as it may, we shall accommodate tradition in this and
certain other analogous cases.
(2) The view that denies chance outright and requires that everything have some known cause, and that we are not forced to contrive
some cause that is [called] chance, rests upon a proof that does not
strictly lead to the desired conclusion. [ That] is because it does not follow that when everything has a cause, chance does not exist; rather, the
existing cause of something that is not necessitated either always or for
the most part is itself the chance cause inasmuch as it is such. Their
claim that frequently a single thing has many simultaneous ends involves
a fallacy of equivocation concerning the term end, for end might be said
of whatever something ends at, however it might be, and it might be
said of that which is actually intended, where both what is intended by
nature and what is intended by volition are something definite. We mean
here by essential end the latter. They say that the end does not cease to
be an end by stipulation, such that when one stipulates catching up with
the debtor as an end, it is not by luck, while if one stipulates reaching the
shop as an end, it is by luck. The response is not to grant the claim that
stipulation does not change the state of this class, unless you believe that
the stipulation will make the thing in the one case occur for the most
part, whereas in the other case [you believe that] it will occur seldom.
Now, certainly, going out in order to catch up with a debtor whose
whereabouts are known does, as such, lead for the most part to catching
up with him, while going to the shop without such knowledge does not
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lead for the most part to catching the debtor. So, if different stipulations
can bring about a different status with respect to something’s being for
the most part as well as not being so, then, likewise, it can bring about
a different status with respect to the thing’s being by chance or not.
(3) One of the ways to expose the error of Democritus’s view — who
makes the world come to be by chance, while believing that the things
subject to generation are such by nature — is for us explain the essence
of chance to him — namely, that it is an accidental end for the sake of
something that is either natural, volitional, or forced. Now, what is
forced ultimately terminates at some nature or volition, and so it should
be obvious that what is forced cannot form an infinite series of forced
[causes]. So nature and volition are, in themselves, prior to chance, in
which case the ultimate cause of the world is either a nature or volition.
Now, he assumes that the bodies that he professes are solid, substantially alike, differing [only] in their shape, and are moved essentially in a
void, and then suddenly combine and touch. He also assumes that there
is no power or form, but only shape; and, indeed, that the combination
of [these bodies] and what their shapes require does not permanently
fuse one to another, but, rather, [that] they can separate and continue
on with their essential motion. [Given these assumptions], then, [those
bodies] must be moved essentially so as to become separated without the
continuous combination formed from them remaining. If that were the
case, however, the Heavens would not continue to exist according to a
single configuration during successive astronomical observations covering a long period of time. Now, if he said that among these bodies, there
are different strengths in relation to their substances’ chance collisions
as well as what is compressed between them, and [that] when one of the
weaker ones stands between two compressing agents whose power of
compression is exactly balanced, then [the weaker one] will remain like
that, it might appear as if he said something of consequence—[that is],
until we explain that there is nothing to this and that it is not by chance,
which we shall do later.1 What is truly amazing is the chances that one
1. The reference might be to 4.11.10, but see also Kitāb al-najāt, ed. Muhammad
Danishpazhuh (Tehran: Dānishgāh-yi Tihrān, 1985; henceforth, the Najāt), 298–
99, where Avicenna explicitly denies that all bodies naturally descend, which
certainly has Democritus as its target, and where much of the language — for
example, to compress (variations of Ḋ-Gh-T )—is identical to the present passage.
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would make something that is eternal, in which there is no deviation
from a single order and that does not come to be in time, to be by luck or
to involve chance, while making particular things that appear to involve
chance be for the sake of some end!
(4) Empedocles and those following him made the particulars occur
by chance but have confused chance with necessity and so made the
material occur by chance, while its being informed with the form it has
is by necessity and not for the sake of some end.2 For example, they said
that incisors are not sharp for the sake of cutting; but, rather, a certain
matter that is susceptible to only this form chanced to occur, and so they
are necessarily sharp.3 They were inclined to pretty feeble arguments
concerning this topic, saying the following: How can nature act for the
sake of something when it cannot deliberate? Also, if nature were to act
for the sake of something, then there would not be any deformities, additional appendages, and death in nature at all, since these are unintended
states. The fact is, [they maintain,] that the matter chanced to be in a
certain state, upon which these states followed. The same would hold for
the rest of the natural things if they, in some way, chanced to possess
something beneficial, and yet [that benefit] was not associated with
chance and the necessity of matter, but, rather, was supposed to proceed
only from some agent acting for the sake of some thing. Now, if that were
the case, there would only be things that are eternal, perpetual, and
invariant. This is like the rain, which, we know with absolute certainty,
comes to be on account of the necessity of matter, since when the Sun
causes evaporation and then the vapors reach the cooler air, they are
cooled and the water becomes heavy and then necessarily falls. As chance
would have it, certain benefits result, and so it is supposed that the rain
was intended by nature for those benefits, but, they add, no notice is
taken of [the rain’s] destroying [crops] on the threshing-floor.
2. Cf. Physics 2.8.99a10 ff. and Generation and Corruption 2.6.333b4 ff.
3. Reading istaḥddat with Z, T, and the Latin ( fuerunt acuti ) for Y’s istaḥdatha
(to renew).
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(5) They also said something else that was misleading about this
topic — namely, that the order found in [both] the generation and passing of natural things follows what the necessity in the materials requires;
and this is something about which there should be no mistake. So, if it
is conceded that development and generation are ordered, then, indeed,
reverting and corruption will be ordered no less than that former order—
namely, the order of deteriorating from [the natural thing’s] beginning
to its end, which is just the reverse of the order of development. In that
case, however, it also ought to be supposed that deterioration is for the
sake of some thing—namely, death. Moreover, if nature acts for the sake
of some thing, then the question remains with respect to that thing
itself, namely, “Why did it naturally act the way it did?” and so on ad
infinitum.4 Also, they asked: How can nature act for the sake of some
thing, while one and the same nature produces different actions on
account of material differences, like heat’s melting certain things, such
as wax, while congealing others, such as egg and salt? Now, what would
truly be remarkable is that the heat produces burning for the sake of
something. That fact is that that [burning] follows on [the heat] by
necessity precisely because the matter is in a certain state, with respect
to which it must burn when placed in contact with something hot; and
the same holds for the rest of the natural powers.
(6) What we should say and believe about this topic for the nonce is
that there is not much dispute about including chance in the generation
of natural things — namely, in relation to their individual instances. So
neither that this clod of dirt occurs at this part of the world, nor that this
4. For example, one asks, “Why are incisors sharp?” and the response is “For
the sake of cutting,” to which it is asked, “Why are they for the sake of cutting?”
and it might be responded, “For the sake of facilitating digestion.” Such “why”questions might either go on without end—which, in fact, undermines the position
that nature acts for some end — or they terminate at some end that chances to be
beneficial, which is the position of Empedocles and his followers.
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grain of wheat occurs in this plot of land, nor that this semen occurs in
this womb is something that is always or for the most part; and indeed,
let us happily grant [ Empedocles this point] and what is analogous.
(7) What we should focus on is the generation of the spike of grain
from the wheat through the aid of the Earth’s matter and the fetus
from the semen through the aid of the womb’s matter. Is that considered to be by chance? Now, we shall discover that it is not by chance but
is something that nature necessitates and some power elicits. Likewise,
let them also cheer on their claim that the matter belonging to incisors
is susceptible to only this form; but we know not [only] that this form
determinately belongs to this matter because it is susceptible to only
this form, but [also] that this matter determinately belongs to this form
because it is susceptible to only this form— [that] is, because in a house
the stones are on bottom and the wood on top not only because stone is
heavier and wood lighter, but also [because] here there is the work of a
craftsman who could not do it if he had not related the materials that
[his craft] uses in this way and so, through [his craft], produces this
relation. Sound reflection reveals the truth of what we say — namely,
that when either a grain of wheat or a grain of barley falls onto one and
the same plot of land, then either a spear of wheat or a spear of barley
respectively grows. It is absurd to say that the earthy and watery particles move by themselves and penetrate the substance of the wheat and
cause it to grow, for it will become clear that they do not move from their
proper places owing to themselves, where the [downward] motions that
do essentially belong to the [earth and water] are well known. So the two
must move only through some attractive powers latent within the grains,
which bring about the attraction, God willing.
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(8) Furthermore, with respect to that plot of land, one or the other of
the following must be the case: either some parts are suited to generating
wheat, while others are suited to generating barley; or whatever is suited
to the generation of wheat is suited to the generation of barley. On the
one hand, if one and the same parts are suited to both, then the necessity
associated with matter falls to the wayside, and the issue comes back to
the fact that the form coincidentally belongs to the matter from some
agent that provides that form specific to it and moves it toward that form
and that it does that always or for the most part. So, clearly, whatever is
like that is an action that proceeds from that very thing toward which
it is directed, either always (in which case it is not impeded) or for the
most part (in which case it is impeded). Now, with respect to natural
things, this is what we mean by the end. On the other hand, if the parts
are different, then it is because of a certain affinity between the power in
the wheat and that [particular] matter that there is that which always or
for the most part attracts that very matter and moves it to some specific
place, in which case there is a cause of [that matter’s] acquiring a certain form. So, again, it is the power that is in the wheat that essentially
moves this matter to that form of substance, quality, shape, and, where;5
and that will not be on account of the necessity of the matter, even
though the matter with that description will inevitably be borne along to
that form. So let us posit that the natural characteristics of the matter
are, for instance, either suited to this form or are not susceptible to any
other. Is it not inevitable that its being borne along to the place where it
acquires this form after not having it is not because of some necessity in
it, but, rather, is the result of some other cause that moved [the matter] to
[the form], such that either [the matter] comes to have what it is suited
to receive or it is not suited to receive anything else? It follows clearly
from all this that the nature causes the materials to move toward some
definite terminus according to a natural intention belonging to [the
nature], and that continues always or for the most part, but that is what
we mean by the term end.
5. Al-aynu refers to the category of pou (where) in Aristotle’s Categories, which,
as such, may also be understood as “place.”
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(9) Furthermore, it is obvious that all ends proceeding from nature,
in the case where there is neither opposition nor obstacle, are goods
and perfections, and that when [nature] results in some disadvantageous end, that result is not always or for the most part from [nature].
The fact of the matter is that our soul does not immediately grasp some
accidental cause about it and so asks, “For what purpose did this seedling wither?” and “For what purpose did this woman miscarry?” As it
is, nature is moved for the sake of the good. This goes not only for the
development of plants and animals, but also for simple bodies and the
actions that proceed from them naturally; for they tend toward certain
ends to which they are always directed (as long as there is no obstacle)
and are so according to a definite order from which they do not deviate
unless there is some opposing cause. The same holds for the instincts to
build, weave webs, and store up food that belong to animal souls, for
they seem to be quite natural and are ends.
(10) Now, if things happen by chance, then why doesn’t wheat produce barley, and why is there no fig-olive progeny, as they think there was
goat-stag progeny? 6 Why isn’t it that these rare things frequently occur,
rather than the species’ being continually preserved for the most part?
Another proof that natural things are for the sake of some end is that
when we see some opposition to or some weakness in the nature, we aid
the nature by art — just as the physician does who believes that when the
offending opposition is removed or [the patient’s] strength restored, the
nature will tend toward health and well-being.
(11) It does not follow from the fact that nature lacks deliberation
that we must judge that the action proceeding from it is not directed
toward some end; for deliberation is not in order to make the action
have some end, but in order to designate the action that is chosen from
among actions that might be chosen, each one of which has some end
proper to it. So deliberation is for the sake of specifying the action, not
6. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 2.8.199b9–13.
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for the sake of making it an end; and were the soul spared of the various
opposing 7 likes and dislikes, an identical and uniform action would proceed from it without deliberation. If you want to become clear on this
point, consider closely the case of art, for undoubtedly, it is for the sake of
some end. Once it becomes a habit, however, doing it no longer requires
deliberation, and it even becomes such that when deliberation is present,
it is nigh on impossible to do, and even the one well versed in its performance becomes befuddled in its execution. An example would be a
writer or lute player, for when they deliberate about the choice of one
letter after another or one note after another and intentionally become
preoccupied with their instruments, then they become befuddled and
perform haltingly. They continue to do what they do uniformly only by
not deliberating about each of the successive things they continue to do,
even if that action and its intention initially occurred only through
deliberation. As for what provides the initial basis and starting point for
that [deliberation], it is not an object of deliberation.8 The same holds
in the case where someone grabs something to catch his balance or uses
his hand to scratch an itch, which are done without thought, deliberation, or trying to imagine the form of what one is doing. A case even
clearer than this one is when the faculty of the soul self-consciously
chooses to move some external limb. Now, it is not the case that it moves
the [external limb] itself without an intermediary; rather, it in fact moves
only the muscles and tendon, and then they, in their turn, move that
limb. Now, the soul is not conscious of moving the muscle, despite the
fact that that action is chosen and first.
(12) Concerning what was said about deformities and what is analogous to them, some of them involve a deficiency, malformation, and
weakness of the natural course, while others involve some addition. Whatever involves a deficiency or malformation involves a certain privation
7. Reading mutafanninah with Z and T for Y’s (inadvertent) mutaqannina (legislated). The Latin’s desideriis (ardent desire) may be translating some derivation
from the root F-T-N, (to be infatuated), but it would be difficult to say exactly what.
8. Avicenna seems to be making the Aristotelian point that one does not deliberate about what is in fact good or even appears to be good to one, but only about
the means to acquire that good; cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 3.3.1112b11ff.
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produced because of the recalcitrance of matter. Now, we ourselves never
promised that the nature could move every matter to the end, nor that
there even are ends for the privations of [nature’s] actions; rather, we
promised that its actions in the materials that are compliant to [the
nature] are ends, and this latter [claim] is not at all at odds with the
former. Death and deterioration are on account of the weakness of the
bodily nature to impose its form onto the matter and to preserve it as
such by replacing what is lost. Now, it is simply not the case that the
order of deterioration equally leads to some end, for the order of deterioration has a certain cause different from the nature charged with the
care of the body. That cause is heat; and as a cause,9 it is the nature,
albeit accidentally. Now, each one of the two has an end. On the one
hand, heat’s end is to dissolve and transform moisture and so regularly
drives matter toward [dissolution], where that is a given end. On the
other hand, the end of the nature that is in the body is to preserve the
body as long as it can by replenishing it; however, all replenishing will
eventually cease, since the replenishing that [the body] receives later on
will become less than what it received at first, owing to certain causes
(which we shall note in the particular sciences).10 So that replenishing is
an accidental cause for the order of deterioration. Therefore, deterioration, inasmuch as it has an order, is directed toward a certain end, and so
it is some action owing to a nature, even if it is not the action of the
nature of the body. We again, however, never promised that every state
belonging to natural things must be some end of the nature that is in
them. All we said, in fact, is that every nature does its action and that it
does it only for the sake of its end, whereas the action of some other [second nature] might not be for the sake of [the first nature’s] end. Now,
death, dissolution, deterioration, and all of that, even if it is not some
beneficial end in relation to the body of Zayd, is a necessary end with
9. Reading sababan (acc.) with Z and T for Y’s sababun (nom.). The Latin suggests a significant variant and reads et quae causa est calor, sed causa caloris est natura ;
ergo causa eticae est natura, sed accidentaliter (that cause is heat, but the cause of heat
is a nature; therefore, the cause of deterioration is a nature, but [only] accidentally).
10. Cf., for instance, Kitāb al-nafs 5.4, where Avicenna mentions changes of
the humoral temperament as one of the causes for the human body’s corruption.
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respect to the order of the universe. We already alluded to that earlier,11
and your own knowledge about the state of the soul will draw your attention to the necessary end with respect to death, as well as the necessary
ends with respect to frailty.
(13) Additional appendages also come to be for some end. [ That] is
because when the matter is excessive, the nature moves the excess of it
toward the form that it deserves, owing to the preparedness in [the
matter], and [the nature] does not forgo giving [the form]; and so the
nature’s acting on [matter] is for the sake of some end, even if the end
toward which it is urged on chances to be a non-natural end.
(14) As for the case of rain and what was said about it, one simply
should not concede it. Quite to the contrary, we say that the Sun’s proximity and remoteness and the occurrence of warmth and coolness owing
to its proximity and remoteness respectively (as you will learn later)12 are
an orderly cause of most of the things in nature that have particular13
ends; and it is the proximity of the Sun during its motions along the
incline that is the very cause that results in the evaporation that brings
about the upward motion [of the moisture], where it is cooled and then
necessarily falls. The necessity of the matter is not sufficient to account
for that [namely, the proximity and remoteness produced by the Sun’s
motions along the incline]; but, rather, this divine action takes charge of
the matter until the necessity of [matter] is reached. In this case, the end
is imposed upon it, for either every end or the weighted majority of ends
do impose some necessity on a given matter. Yet it is the cause producing
motion that seeks out the matter and makes it so as to join the necessity
that is in it (if there is) with the intended end. That should be the considered view about all the arts.
11. See 1.7.4.
12. The reference would appear to be to Kitāb fī al-samāʾ wa-l-ʿālam 2, and
Kitāb al-maʿādin wa-l-āthār al-ʿulwīya 2.
13. Reading al-juzʾīyah with Z and T for Y’s and the Latin’s al-khayrīyah (good).
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(15) We also say to them that it is not the case, when motion and
action have an end, that every end must have an end and that there will
be no end to the question “Why?” for the true end is what is intended for
its own sake, and the rest of the things are intended for the sake of it.
Now, the why-question that requires the end as its answer is properly
asked of whatever is intended for the sake of something else, whereas
when what is intended is the thing itself, the question, “Why is it
intended?” is not at all appropriate. It is because of this that it is not
asked, “Why do you seek health?” and “Why did you seek the good?” or
“Why do you want to escape illness?” and “Why do you shun evil?”
Now, if motion and transformation were required in order that the end
be found or be an end, then every end would necessarily have an end;
but as it is, it requires that [only] in the cases of cessation and renewal
that proceed from some natural or volitional cause.
(16) You should also not be at all amazed that heat acts for the sake of
burning something and that, in fact, heat truly acts in order to burn and
to consume what is burnt and to cause its transition into either something like itself or something like the substance in which there is [the
heat]. Chance and the accidental end arise in the case of, for example,
the burning of a poor man’s cloak precisely because [the burning] is not
an essential end, for it neither burns it because it is a poor man’s cloak
nor is the power to burn that is in the fire for the sake of this one instance.
Quite [to] the contrary, [fire burns] in order to transform whatever it
touches into its own substance and in order to melt what is in a certain
state and congeal what is in a certain state. In the present case, it chanced
to touch this cloak, and so there is a certain end on account of the natural
activity of fire, even if its bumping into this thing that caught on fire is
only accidental. Now, the existence of the accidental end does not preclude the existence of the essential; rather, the essential end is prior to
the accidental end.
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(17) From all this, it is clear that matter is for the sake of the form
and that its purpose is to exist determinately and so have the form exist
determinately in it, whereas the form is not for the sake of the matter,
even if there inevitably is matter in order for the form to exist in it. Also,
whoever closely considers the usefulness of the animal’s limbs and the
parts of plants will have no doubt that natural things are for the sake of
some end, and you will get a whiff of that at the end of our discussion
about natural things.14 Now, despite all this, we do not deny that among
natural things there are necessary things, some of which are needed for
the sake of the end and some of which impose the end.
14. The reference is probably to the whole of Kitāb al-ḥayawān.
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Chapter Fifteen
How causes enter into investigating and
seeking the why-question and the answer to it
(1) Since we have explained the number of causes and their states
for you, we should add that the natural philosopher must be interested
in comprehending all of them, and especially the form, so that he completely comprehends the effect.
(2) Now, no principle of motion is included among the objects of
mathematics, since they cannot move; and for the same reason, motion’s
end and matter are not at all included in them, and in fact, the only
things considered about them are formal causes.
(3) Concerning material things, however, know that the question
“Why?” might involve any one of the causes. So if it involves the agent
(as, for example, asking, “Why did so-and-so fight so-and-so?”) the
answer might be the end (such as saying, “In order to avenge himself”).
The answer might also be either the advisor1 or someone who did something to him earlier (namely, the one inciting him to act) — as, for
example, to say, “Because so-and-so advised him to” or “Because [soand-so] robbed him of his property”— where this one is an agent on
account of the form of choice that originates from him that provokes
the ultimate action.
(4) Whether to provide the form or the matter as an answer is an
open question. In the case of form, it will be the form of the action — that
is, fighting. When the question concerns precisely the cause of [the form’s]
existence from the agent,2 however, it is incorrect to provide [the form]
1. The Arabic mushīr is also Avicenna’s preferred term for the “guiding principle”; see 1.10.4
2. Here and below the cause in question is what is the cause of the efficient
cause’s acting.
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as an answer, for it is not the cause of its very own existence from the
agent, except in the case where that form is the ultimate end—such as
the good, for example. In that case, it is what moves the agent to be an
agent without itself being caused, as we alluded to when making clear
the relation between the agent and the end.3 Additionally, [the cause in
question] is not the proximate cause of the [form’s] existing in that matter as a result of the agent; but, rather, it is the cause of the agent’s existing as an agent. And so it is not the cause of the agent as something
existing in matter, but as an essence or account. So when the question is
about [the form’s] coming to be an existing thing, then it is incorrect to
provide [the form] qua something existing as an answer, but only qua an
account or essence. The form in question might itself be a certain account
that is included within [that form] or [an account] that is broader in
scope than [the form], being an idea that embraces the idea of [the form].
In that case, that account would be a correct answer, just as it is said,
“Why did so-and-so act justly?” and it is said, “Because acting justly is
admirable.” Here, being admirable is included in acting justly and is an
answer analogous to the form, and [yet] the answer is not the form in
question, but another form. [That] is because being admirable is either a
part of its definition or broader in scope than it, since being admirable is
more general than acting justly, whether necessarily broader in scope or
a constitutive part of its definition. When it is correct to provide the form
as the answer, then it is so inasmuch as it is included within the whole set
[of factors] inciting the mover to choose. The very same thing can be
judged about the matter. So, when it is said, “Why did so-and-so turn
“this wood into a bed?” saying, “Because it was the wood he had” is not
enough unless one adds, “It was the good solid wood that he had suitable
for being turned into a bed, and he did not need it for anything else.”
3. See 1.11.1–2, where he discusses how the final cause is the cause of the
causality of the efficient cause.
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(5) Concerning issues involving volition, however, it is difficult to
produce the cause completely, for the will is incited to act [only] after a
number of factors are fulfilled, the enumeration of which is not easy.
Also, one might not even be conscious of many of them so as to include
them in the account.
(6) Concerning issues involving nature, the preparedness of the
matter and its encountering the active power is enough, and so the determinate occurrence of matter’s relation with respect to [the active power]
is by itself an answer, once the presence of the agent is mentioned in the
question. When the question involves the end, such as saying, “Why did
so-and-so recover?” it is correct to provide the efficient principle as an
answer and so say, “Because he drank the medicine.” Also, it is correct
to provide the material principle as an answer in addition to the agent
and so say, “His body’s humoral temperament is naturally strong”; but it
is not enough to mention the matter alone. Also, mentioning the form
alone, as in saying, “Because his humoral temperament is well balanced,”
rarely will be enough to put an end to the questioning; and, in fact, it will
require some other question that will lead to a certain matter and agent.
When the question concerns the matter and its preparedness — as, for
example, in saying, “Why is the human body mortal?”— one might give
the final cause as an answer and so say, “It was made such in order that the
soul, once perfected, could free itself from the body.” The material cause
might also be given as an answer, in which case it is said, “Because it is a
composite of contraries.” It is not permitted to give the agent as an answer
in the case of preparedness that is unlike the form, because it is impossible that the agent provide the matter with the preparedness such that,
if it does not provide it, then [the matter] would not be prepared — that
is, unless by preparedness we mean to have the disposition completed. In that
case, the agent might provide [the preparedness], just as it is said of the
mirror when it is asked, “Why does it receive the image?” and it is said,
“Because someone polished it,” whereas the original preparedness belongs
necessarily to the matter. Also, one might give the form as an answer
when it is what completes the preparedness — and so, for example, it is
said about the mirror, “Because it is smooth and polished.”
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(7) In summary, the question is not directed at the matter unless it
is considered along with the form, in which case the question is about the
cause of the form’s existing in the matter. When the question involves
the form, then providing the matter alone as an answer is not enough,
and instead, a certain preparedness, which is related to the agent, must
be added to it. Both the end and the agent do provide answers. Now, if
you want to separate out what is said metaphorically and mention the
true state of affairs, then the true answer is to mention all the causes,
[even if ] they were not included in the question; and when they are mentioned and sealed with the true end, then the question comes to a stop.
※
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SECOND BOOK:
ON MOTION AND THAT
WHICH FOLLOWS IT

Chapter One
On Motion
(1) Having completed the discussion of the general principles of
natural things, we appropriately turn to their general accidents. Now,
there are none more general than motion and rest, where rest, as we
shall explain when treating it, is a privation of motion. So we should
start by discussing motion.
(2) We say that some things exist as actual in every respect, while
others are actual in one respect but potential in another. It is impossible,
however, that there be something that is potential in every respect, itself
having no actuality whatsoever. Let this [for now] be accepted and set
down as an axiom, although an inquiry into it will be taken up soon.1
1. See Ilāhīyāt 4.2.
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Next, everything possessing potency characteristically passes from it into
its corresponding actuality; and whenever it is actually impossible to pass
to [some actuality]; there is no [corresponding] potentiality. Now, the
passage from potency to actuality is sometimes all at once and sometimes not, whereas [ passage itself ] is more general than either of the two.
As most general, it belongs to every category, for there is no category in
which there is not some passage from a certain potency belonging to it to
a certain actuality belonging to it. With respect to substance, it is like a
human’s passage into actuality after being in potentiality; with respect to
quantity, it is like the growing thing’s passage from potency to actuality;
and with respect to quality, it is like the passage of blackness from potency
into actuality. Concerning what is in [the category] of relation, it is like the
father’s passage into actuality from potency. In [the category of ] where,2
it is like actually going upward that results from the potency; and in [the
category of ] when,3 it is like evening’s passing from potency to actuality.
As for position, it is like the passing from potency to actuality of the one
who stands. The same holds with respect to [the categories of ] possession,
action, and passion. The technical sense among the Ancients concerning
the use of motion, however, is not common to all of these kinds of passages
from potency to actuality; rather, it is what does not pass all at once, but
only [does so] gradually. Now, this happens only in a few categories — as,
for instance, quality, for what has a potential quality may advance little
by little toward actuality until it reaches it, and likewise what has a
potential quantity. Later we shall explain in which of the categories this
[type of ] passage from potency into actuality may and may not occur.4
2. The Arabic aina corresponds with Aristotle’s category of pou, which is also
frequently identified with the category of place.
3. The Arabic matá corresponds with Aristotle’s category of pote, which is also
frequently identified with the category of time.
4. See Physics 2.3.
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(3) Now, were it not the case that, in defining time, we must take
motion in its definition, and that time frequently is taken in the definition of the continuous and gradual, and likewise in the definition of all at
once — for instant 5 is taken in its definition (for it is said to be what is in
an instant) and time is taken in the definition of the instant, since it is
[time’s] limit6— and [instead] time were taken in motion’s definition,
then it would be easy for us to say that motion is a passage from potency
to actuality either with respect to time, or continuously, or not all at once.
As it stands, however, all of these are descriptions that include a hidden
circular explanation. Thus, the one [namely, Aristotle] who provided us
with this discipline was forced to take another course concerning that.
He considered the state of what is being moved when it is being moved in
itself and the manner of existence proper to motion in itself.7 He found
that motion in itself is a perfection and actuality — that is, actually
being — as long as there is a potency corresponding with [the motion],
since something might be moved either potentially or actually and perfectly, where its actuality and perfection are motion. In this way, on the
one hand, motion is common to the rest of the perfections, while, on the
other, it is different from them in that, when the rest of the perfections
are determinate, something actually comes to be therein, and afterwards
there is nothing potential in [the thing] associated with that actuality.
So [for example] when black actually becomes black, no part of the
blackness that it can be remains potentially black and when the square8
actually becomes a square, no part of the squareness that it can be
remains potentially a square. [In contrast], when something movable is
actually being moved, it is thought that some part of the continuous
motion by which it is moved is still something potentially movable.
5. Al-āna, which here is translated as “instant,” can also be translated “now”
and so, in this respect, is much like the Greek to nun.
6. Correcting Y’s ṭarfah (twinkling), which is clearly a typographical error, to
ṭarafahu with Z, T, and the Latin.
7. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 3.1.
8. Reading murabbaʿ with Z, T, and the Latin (Liber primus naturalium tractatus
secundus: De motu et de consimilibus, ed. S. Van Riet, J. Janssens, and A. Allard Avicenna Latinus [ Leuven: Peeters, 2006]) for Y’s mutaḥarrik (mobile).
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Additionally, [the moved thing] potentially exists as something else different from what is moved. [ That is] because, as long as the moved
thing itself is not the potential thing toward which it is being moved9
(but which it will reach through the motion), then its current state and
relation during the motion to that which it can be potentially is not like
what it was before the motion, since, in the state of rest before the motion,
it is that potential thing absolutely. In fact, [what is moved] possesses
two potentialities one of which is for the thing [it will potentially become]
and the other [of which] is for being directed toward it. In that case, it
has two perfections at that time for which it also has two potencies. At
that time [namely, during the motion], it will have realized the perfection
of one of the two potentialities and yet still have remained in potency to
that thing that is the intended object of the two potentialities. In fact,
with respect to both of them, even if one of the two perfections actually
occurred (namely, the first of them), [what is moved] is still not free of
what is in potency with respect to both things together, one of which is
that toward which it is directed through the motion and the other [of
which] is with respect to the motion, since obviously it has not undergone
motion to such a degree that no potentiality whatsoever for [motion]
remains. So motion is the first perfection belonging to what is in potency,
though not in every respect. [ That is because] some other perfection
can belong to whatever is in potency — like the perfection of humanity
or equinity — where that is not associated with its being in potency insofar as it is in potency. How could it be so associated, when it does not
preclude the potency as long as it exists nor the perfection when it
occurs? So motion is the first perfection belonging to what is in potency
from the perspective of what is in potency.10
9. Hasnawi suggests emending the text’s mā lam yakun to mā lam yaskun < yakūnu
baʿdu>, in which case the sense would be “for as long as the moved thing itself is
not at rest, < it is still> potentially something toward which it moves.” See Ahmad
Hasnawi, “La définition du mouvement dans la Physique du Shifāʾ d’Avicenne,”
Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 11 (2001): 219–55, esp. 242.
10. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 3.7.201a10–11 and 201b4–5.
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(4) [ Motion] has been defined in various obscure ways owing to its
obscure nature, since it is a nature whose states do not exist as actually
enduring and [since] its existence involves seeing that something [that
existed] before [the motion] has ceased, while something new comes to
exist. So some of [the Ancients] defined it in term of otherness, since it
requires that the state become otherwise and is evidence that something is other than what it was.11 [They] were unaware that what necessarily evidences otherness does not in itself have to be otherness, for not
everything that provides evidence of something is [that thing]. Also, if
otherness were motion, then everything that is other would be moved,
which is not the case. One group said that [motion] is an indefinite nature,
and this is appropriate if it is some attribute belonging to it other than
a property unique to the species, since there are things such as that
other than motion, such as the infinite and time. It is also said that
[motion] is a passage from sameness, as if a thing’s being the same is
for a single attribute to persist with respect to each instant that elapses,
whereas the relation of motion’s parts and states to something at various
times is not the same. So [for example] what is moved has a different
place at each instant, and what undergoes alteration has a different quality at each instant. Only exigency and short-sightedness prompted these
descriptions; and there is no need for us to go to great lengths refuting
and contradicting them, since what we have said is enough for the sound
mind to declare them false. It is also said about the definition of motion
that it is a process from one state to another or a procession from
potency to act.12 That is mistaken, because the relation of procession
and traversal to motion is not like the relation of a genus or what is
similar to a genus, but like the relation of synonymous terms, since
both of these terms, as well as the term motion, apply primarily to
change of place and then are extended to states.
11. The Arabic ghayrīyah is clearly translating the Greek heterotētes, which Aristotle mentions at Physics 3.2.201b20.
12. See, for instance, Themistius, In Aristotelis physica paraphrasis, ed. H. Schenkl,
vol. 5 (Berlin: George Reimer, 1900), 70.5–13, who made motion a kind of poreia—
a passage, procession, or traversal.
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(5) At this point, one should know that when one fully understands
motion as it should be, then it is seen to be a [single] term having two
senses, one of which cannot actually subsist in concrete particulars,
whereas the other one can. So, if by motion one means the continuous
thing intellectually understood to belong to that which undergoes
motion, [stretching] from start to end, then what is being moved simply
does not have that while it is between the starting and end points. Quite
to the contrary, supposedly it has occurred in some way only when what
is moved is at the end point; but this continuous intelligible thing has
ceased to exist there, and so how can it have some real determinate
existence? The fact is that this thing is not really something that itself
subsists in concrete particulars. It leaves an impression on the imagery
faculty only because its form subsists in the mind by reason of the moved
thing’s relation to two places: the place from which it departs, and the
place at which it arrives. Alternatively, it might leave an impression on
the imagery faculty because the form of what is moved, which occurs at a
certain place and has a certain proximity and remoteness to bodies, has
been imprinted upon it; and thereafter, by [the moving thing’s] occurring
at a different place and having a different proximity and remoteness, it
is sensibly perceived that another form has followed [the first]; and so
one becomes aware of two forms together as a single form belonging to
motion. [Motion so understood], however, does not determinately subsist in reality as it does in the mind, since it does not determinately
exist at the two limits together, and the state that is between the two
has no subsistent existence.
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(6) The thing that exists in actuality and to which the name is
appropriately applied — namely, the motion that exists in the mobile —
is the intermediate state of [the mobile], when neither is it at the first
limit of the traversed distance, nor has it reached the end. Instead, it is at
an intermediate limiting point in such a way that at no instant that occurs
during the period [that] it passes into actuality is it found occurring
at that limiting point such that its occurrence would be as something
traversing a certain distance (that is, some interval in the traversal),
whatever the period of time you stipulate. This is the form of motion
existing in the moved thing — namely, an intermediacy between the
posited starting and end points inasmuch as at any limiting point at
which it is posited, it did not previously exist there nor will it exist there
afterwards, unlike [its state at] the points of the two extreme limits. So
this intermediacy is the form of motion and is a single description that
necessarily entails that the thing is being moved and simply does not
change as long as there is something being moved, [although] certainly
the points of intermediacy may, by supposition, change. Now, what is
being moved is not something intermediate because it is at one limiting
point to the exclusion of another; rather, it is something intermediate
because it has the aforementioned description, namely that, inasmuch
as at any limiting point that you care to choose, neither was it there
before [that point], nor will it be there after [that point]. Its having this
description is a single state that always follows upon it at any limiting
point whatsoever, not being so described at one limiting point to the
exclusion of another. This, in fact, is the first perfection, whereas the
second perfection happens once it has made the traversal. This form is
found in what is being moved and at an instant, because it is correctly
said of it at any instant one cares to choose that [the thing being moved]
is at some intermediary limiting point before which it was not there
and after which it is not there.
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(7) The claim that every motion is in time [may be taken in either
one of two ways].13 On the one hand, by motion one may mean the state
that belongs to something between a given starting point and end point
that it reached and at which it then either stops or does not, where this
extended state is in time. The existence of this state is in one way like
the existence of things in the past, while in another way it is distinct
from them. [ That] is because, on the one hand, things existing in the
past had an existence at some past instant that was present, while, on
the other hand, it is not like this, for one understands by this motion
traversal. On the other hand, one might mean by motion the first perfection that we previously mentioned. In this case, its being in time does
not mean that it must map onto a period of time—the fact is that it
won’t lack the occurrence of some traversal (where that traversal will
map onto a period of time), and so it won’t lack some time’s coming to
pass — nor [does it imply] that it continuously remains the same during
any instant of that time.14
(8) One might say that being in place and not having been there
before or afterwards is a universal intelligible and does not actually
exist (and the same holds for the relation to it — namely, the thing that
they designate an instant). The fact is [the objector might continue] that
what actually exists is only being in this place, not having been there
before or afterward (and, likewise, for the relation to this [ instance of ]
being [in place]), whereas the universal (as the practitioners of the discipline have agreed) is determined only by its individual instances and is
13. Avicenna’s treatment here may be taken as a response to a possible objection
to his view that there can be motion at an instant, for it seems that every motion
requires a period of time, and yet an instant is not a period of time. Thus, there apparently cannot be motion at an instant. See Aristotle, Physics 6.3.234a24–234b9.
14. Avicenna’s point here is that although his conception of motion allows for
motion at an instant, it also entails that there will be a traversal (for, according to
him, the mobile cannot remain in the same state for more than an instant, and so
the motion necessarily involves the transition from one state to another), in which
case there will be a period of time that corresponds to this traversal.
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not one and the same existing thing.15 We say: Insofar as being in place
is predicated of many placed things, the issue is undoubtedly as has been
described. Insofar as it is predicated of a single placed thing, but not
simultaneously, the matter, however, is problematic. [ That] is because
it is not improbable that a certain generic account is predicated of a
single subject at two moments while not remaining one and the same —
as, for example, when a black body becomes white. In that case, when
the body was black, there was blackness in it, and blackness is a color,
and color is, for instance, like a part of blackness, and there is blackness
through a specification of what is joined to [color].16 When it is white,
however, we cannot say that the very same thing to which the specification
had been accidentally joined remains. Now there is a different specification joined to it. [ The situation would], for instance, be like a board
existing in a house according to one specification — namely, that it is
part of a wall — and then the very same [piece] becoming part of the
roof and having a different relation and different specification as a part
of the roof. The present case is not like that; rather, an example of it
would be, for instance, if the wall and the board in it ceased to be, and
then there came to be in the house a new wall and, in it, another board
like the previous one. That is because blackness’s difference does not
cease, while its share in the nature of the genus to which it is joined
remains the same. Otherwise, it would not be a species-making difference but instead would be some accident that does not make a species.
This has been explained elsewhere.17
15. The objection seems to be this: loosely, the form of motion, according to
Avicenna, is a mobile’s being at some place for only an instant, where this form
will hold of the mobile at every particular instant and at every particular place
it happens to be during its motion. The objection, then, is that, for the Aristotelian, such as Avicenna, the form that exists in the world is always of a particular,
whereas the single form that is predicated of many exists only in the intellect.
Consequently, since Avicenna’s form of motion is a single form applying to the
mobile at many particular places and many particular instants, it cannot exist in
the world but must exist only in the mind; and yet Avicenna claimed that it is
this form that, in fact, is found in concrete particulars out in the world.
16. Although not noted in Y’s edition, Z’s apparatus notes that T transposes
the text’s qārinuhu mā so as to read mā qārinuhu, which is followed here.
17. Cf. Kitāb al-madkhal 1.13 and Kitāb al-maqūlāt 1.4.
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(9) When the situation is like this, we need to consider [which of the
following descriptions best describes it]. On the one hand, it might be that
the status of being in the existing place with respect to the placed thing is
sometimes joined to a specification that it is in this existing place and at
other times joined to another specification, like color’s status. On the other
hand, it might not be like that, and instead its status would be like heat
that sometimes acts on this and at other times acts on that, or wetness that
is sometimes acted upon by this and at other times acted upon by that,
while being one and the same; or some other accident that remains one
and the same while one specification after another follows upon it.
(10) First, we say that this specification of this and that in the case
of place is not something actually existing in itself, as will become obvious to you later.18 [ That is so] because what is continuous does not have
actual parts but is accidentally divided into parts, owing to certain causes
that divide the [one] spatial magnitude and so make it [many] spatial
magnitudes, according to one of the types of division. Now, what is
between the limiting points of that division are also spatial magnitudes,
which neither an instant nor a motion encompasses. [At any rate, the
motion would not occur] in the manner that we said there is [motion] at
an instant; rather, the motion would be like the traversal that maps onto
a period of time. Nor would the thing that we call an instant actually be
many in it. Because of that, it is not actually many except when the
spatial magnitude actually is made many. When [the instant] is not
actually many and the motion is along the single subject (I mean the
spatial magnitude that truly exists and is not numerically many), then
[the motion] must be numerically one. It would not be like the state,
with respect to color, that exists in the subject during the state when
[the subject] is black and the state when it is white, where the state of
18. The reference appears to be 3.2.8–10, where the true nature of continua
is given and divisions of the continua are associated with products of the estimative faculty.
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the relation, which specifies both of them, is actually [related] to the
subject. [ That] is because the motion does not actually require a discontinuity; rather, the continuity persists in such a way that this state
accompanying it need not change relative to the subject until some
enduring feature individually disappears from it. Indeed, it is the actual
relation to an actually differing thing that is different, whereas what is
actually one becomes many on account of the relation only when the
relation is actually many; but when the spatial magnitude is one by
continuity, no difference occurring in it, then a given relation to it does
not become different. Because of that, then, the number of something
that is one does not differ. When, thereafter, the spatial magnitude
accidentally has a certain division and difference—which neither depends
upon the motion nor does the motion depend upon it, neither one necessitating nor being necessitated by the other—then the duality that occurs
is not essentially but only accidentally many and is by means of the
one’s relation to the many, where the relation is external, not internal, to
the thing itself.
(11) In summary, this state is not the state of color that, in fact, differs not in relation to some external thing, [but] by being joined to the
difference of blackness and whiteness. Also, what is undergoing motion
is not in a certain place absolutely, becoming many by being many with
respect to this place and that place. [ That] is because there is no actual
discontinuity with respect to the spatial magnitude of the motion, one
place being designated to the exclusion of some other, such that there it
is possible to be in place absolutely, whether generically or specifically,
producing either a species or an individual because of its relation to
actually many places.
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(12) Know that motion frequently depends upon six things. These
are (1) the mobile, (2) the mover, (3) that with respect to which,19 (4) a
terminus a quo, (5) a terminus ad quem, and (6) time. Its dependence upon
the mobile is obvious. Its dependence upon the mover is because either the
mobile has motion of itself insofar as it a natural body, or it proceeds
from a cause. Now, were the [mobile] to move owing to itself and to no
other cause at all, the motion would never cease as long as there existed
the selfsame natural body by which it is a mobile; but there are many
cases of bodies where the motion ceases but [those bodies] themselves
still exist. Also, were the mobile itself the cause of the motion such that
it is [both] mover and mobile, the motion would be necessary of itself;
but it is not necessary of itself, since the very same natural body exists
while it is not undergoing motion. So, if there is found a natural body
that is always undergoing motion, it is because it has some attribute
additional to its natural corporeality, whether within it (if the motion is
internal) or outside of it20 (if [the motion] is external). In short, the thing
itself cannot be a cause of its motion. [ That] is because one [and the
same] thing is not [both] mover and what is moved, unless it is a mover
through its form and is moved through its subject, or [unless] it is a
mover when taken together with something and what is moved when
taken together with something else. What will make it plain to you that
nothing moves itself is that, when the mover produces motion, it does so
inasmuch as it [ itself ] either is being moved or is not. Now, if the mover
produces motion when it [ itself ] is not being moved, then it is absurd
that the mover be what is being moved—it is, in fact, different from it. If it
produces motion inasmuch as it is being moved and it produces motion
through the motion that is actually in it — where the sense of to produce
motion is to make an actual motion in something that is potentially
19. While the locution mā fīhi (literally, “that in which”) might seem to refer
to the medium through which the mobile passes, Avicenna more regularly uses
this locution to refer to the category in which there is motion; see par. 24 below.
20. Y apparently omits the phrase in kānat al-ḥarakah laysat min khārij wa-immā
khārijan ʿanhu (if the motion is internal, or outside of it) by homeoteleuton; it appears
in Z, T, and the Latin.
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moved —then, in that case, it would make something pass from potency
into actuality through something actually in it — namely, the motion.
Now, it is absurd that that thing be actually in it while the very same
thing is potentially in it. For example, if it is hot, then how can it itself be
becoming hot through its heat? In other words, if it is actually hot, then
how can it be potentially hot so as acquire from itself a prior heat, so as
to be simultaneously in actuality and potentiality?
(13) In general, the nature of corporeality is a certain nature of a
substance having length, breadth, and depth, where this standing is
something common that does not require that there be motion. Otherwise, the [motion] itself would be common. Now, if, in addition to this
status, there is some other account such that motion follows upon the
body — and to the extent that there is a substance possessing length,
breadth, and depth and together with which there is some other property
on account of which it is moved—then there is a certain principle of motion
in it in addition to the condition by which, when it exists, there is a body.
That is all the more obvious when [the principle] is external.
(14) In establishing that every mobile has a mover, a dialectical
account has been given of which the best explanation is ours: namely,
that every mobile is divisible (as will become clear later)21 and has parts
whose corporeal nature does not prevent the estimative faculty from
imagining them at rest, and, in fact, if it is prevented, it is so because of
something in addition to [the nature of corporeality]. Now, everything
that the estimative faculty imagines, [provided that the thing’s] nature
does not prevent it, is possible in relation to the act of the estimative
faculty qua that nature. Now, it is not impossible (save conditionally) for
the estimative faculty to imagine a part of the mobile qua body at rest,
21. See 3.6.7–9.
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where that part is not that whole, whereas to posit that whatever undergoes motion essentially is at rest is to posit what is not the case. The fact
is that it would not rest, especially when [something’s undergoing motion
essentially] is neither impossible in itself, nor is its resting required with
respect to the estimative faculty. So, to posit that each body is in a state
of rest makes it necessary that the whole be resting in the way that the
cause makes the effect necessary, because, as should be equally clear to
you, the state of rest that belongs to the whole is the collection of the
states of rest of the parts, when the posited parts or the like occur. Therefore, then, nothing of the bodies undergoes motion essentially.
(15) One might say: [First,] your claim that what is moved essentially does not rest when something else is posited as resting is true only
when it is possible to posit that other thing’s coming to rest, not [when
it is] impossible. That, then, indicates that a certain state of rest necessarily entails that there be something that can rest with it [and] is not
impossible. When it is impossible that it rest, it might necessarily follow
from positing that it rests that what essentially undergoes motion is
resting, despite the fact that it is an absurdity, just as many absurdities
follow upon absurdities. So, the truth be told, it is absurd that what
essentially undergoes motion should be at rest; however, when some
other absurdity is posited, then the absurdity of its resting might necessarily follow. So it is impossible only for it to rest in reality, [not in the
estimative faculty]. [ Second,] the impossibility of its necessarily being
at rest when an absurdity is posited does not, in fact, contradict the truth
that its essentially undergoing motion is eliminated as a result of that
[absurdity] when it is posited. [ That] is because the one is a categorical
statement, while the other is a conditional statement. It is as if we were
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to assume that a hundred is part of ten, in which case wouldn’t ten be
a hundred and something, even though that is not the case? Because of
that, however, it does not necessarily follow that we are wrong to say that
ten is not more than a hundred. In the same way, even if the estimative
faculty can imagine a state of rest of a part of what is self-moved qua
body, it might not be the case qua part of what essentially undergoes
motion and according to its nature. In other words, even if that is possible for it qua the nature of its genus, it is not possible for it qua its
specific nature, and, in fact, it is impossible to assume it—just as it is not
impossible that human qua animal should fly, whereas it is impossible
qua human. So, when the former [assumption] is impossible, then one
absurd assumption has necessarily followed from another.
(16) We took for granted only that whatever is self-moved would not
come to rest through another’s coming to rest either when that other’s
resting exists in reality or [when] the estimative faculty takes the imagining [of the rest] as one of its proper objects22— namely, something
possible. Concerning the other reason, we too say that when a certain
rest that is [ itself ] absurd is assumed in another, then that which is selfmoved might come to rest. To that, we then say that it is not impossible
for part of the body qua body to rest, and so the impossibility of resting
would be on account of something appearing in it other than the corporeality, in which case the cause of motion in any body is something
additional to the corporeality; and this we conceded.
22. Literally, “the imagining of the estimative faculty is imagined by the estimative faculty to be an object of the estimative faculty.”
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(17) Still, one might rightly ask us: What forced you to focus on the
part (given that this is the key premise of the argument) and not just
stipulate that it is not impossible for the estimative faculty to imagine the
whole qua body at rest, in which case it happens to have some account
in addition to the corporeality by which the self-moved necessarily
moves such that it is impossible to posit the [state of] rest? If the former
argument works for you, this one should all the more so. If the intention
of the argument is different from this one, [the objector continues] (as if
the original speaker in no way believes or means it—its being merely
grandiloquence on your part for the sake of his argument) and he himself neither believes nor considers this assumption possible concerning
it qua body23 and, rather, says that anything that must be at rest should
the estimative faculty imagine something else’s being at rest is not moved
essentially, and so this is not granted, but, rather, the case is as we
explained when initially setting out the problem, then [given all that]
something might very well undergo motion on account of itself. Moreover [the objector continues] the estimative faculty imagines a certain
absurdity and then, from the imagining of the estimative faculty, it
accidentally becomes something that is not self-moved. That absurdity,
however, does not entail that the status of [what essentially undergoes
motion] changes as a result of a certain absurdity that necessarily follows upon the former absurdity. In fact, what is moved essentially might
not be such that, should the estimative faculty imagine a part of it at rest,
it comes to rest, but, rather, in that case, it would necessarily cease to be.
If it is said, ‘This is absurd!’ it is responded, ‘Yes, but it is an absurdity
that necessarily follows upon a prior absurdity.’
23. Reading min haythu huwa jism with Z, T, and the Latin for Y’s (inadvertent)
min haythu haur jism (“qua destruction of a body”?).
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(18) This is a position for which I have no convincing response,
although perhaps someone else might. I suspect that the key premise of
the argument is not wholly forced into this, and that is because, if this
premise is conceded, then bringing about rest is either absurd or not,
and then the argument [follows]. The premise that I mean is “anything
whose motion is impossible on account of positing a rest in something else
is not something moved essentially,” which is different from “Anything
whose motion is impossible on account of positing a rest in something
else is either absurd or not.” Even if we were to say, “Anything whose
motion is impossible on account of positing an absurdity in something
else is not something essentially undergoing motion” (in which case
there would be agreement about that), our argument and inference
would [still] be valid. Still, the issue concerns the truth of this premise.
So, let someone else who is particularly impressed by this argument try
to show that this premise is true, and perhaps he will have better luck
with this difficulty than we did.
(19) Another doubt [can be raised] against this argument — namely,
that even if what is continuous can be supposed to have parts, the estimative faculty cannot imagine those parts as either resting or undergoing
motion except by supposition because, as long as they are parts of what
is continuous, they neither possess a where nor a position except by supposition, which is something that will be explained later.24 So, if the
estimative faculty’s act of imagining a state of rest in the part turns out
true only when there is an actual discontinuity, then either this argument
does not have a relevant key premise or it requires that the estimative
faculty imagine a division and then simultaneously a rest. If your estimative faculty were to imagine a rest at some supposed point, while there
24. See 3.2.8–10.
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is a continuous [motion], it would have been taking rest as an equivocal
term, whereas rest in its [proper] definition cannot be imagined in that
part by the estimative faculty any more than absurd things can altogether
be imagined in the intellect and the imagery faculty. So, let someone
else who is interested in confirming this key premise puzzle over it and
take over the responsibility from us.
(20) Motion’s dependence upon the termini a quo and ad quem is
derived from its definition because [motion] is a first perfection occurring in something that has a second perfection by which it terminates
at [that second perfection], as well as having a state of potentiality that
precedes the two perfections — namely, the state that the first perfection leaves behind when it is directed toward the second perfection.
Sometimes the termini a quo and ad quem are two contraries. Sometimes
they are between two contraries, but one is nearer to one contrary and the
other is nearer to the other contrary. Sometimes they are neither contraries nor between contraries, but belong to a class of things that have
a relation to contraries or opposites in a certain way such that they do
not simultaneously occur together, such as the states that belong to the
celestial sphere. [That] is because the point from which the motion begins
is not contrary to where it ends, but neither do they simultaneously
occur together. Sometimes, that which is at the termini a quo and ad
quem remains there for a time so that there is a state of rest at the two
limits. Sometimes ([such as] when [the terminus] is actually by supposition, like a limiting point), it occurs at it only for an instant — as in the
case of the celestial sphere, for its motion leaves behind a certain starting point while being directed toward a certain end, and yet it stops at
neither one.
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(21) Here, someone might say that, according to your school of
thought,25 the limiting points in a continuum do not actually exist but
only potentially exist, becoming actual only either by a certain dividing
(whether like touching or being parallel) or by some accident or supposition, as we shall explain.26 So, then, as long as one of these [delimiting]
causes is not actual, there is no given starting or ending point; and as
long as there is no determinate start or end from which the motion
begins and at which [it ends], then neither is there motion. So, as long
as the celestial sphere does not have a certain cause of being delimited,
it does not undergo motion, which is absurd.
(22) We say in response that motion has the end and starting points
through a certain sort of actuality and potentiality, where potentiality is
taken in two respects: proximate in actuality and remote in actuality.27
For example, the mobile, at any given moment that it is being moved,
has a certain limiting point in proximate potency (which is up to you to
posit) and at which it has arrived at some instant (which you posit). So
[what is undergoing the motion] has that [limiting point], [even] while
in itself it is truly in potentiality. It becomes an actual limiting point by
the occurrence of some actual positing and actual dividing, but with the
former it does not stop but continues on. Now, a future limiting point
(inasmuch as it is a limiting point of motion) cannot be designated as
actually such either by some positing or by some actual delimiting cause;
rather, in order to have this description, it requires that the distance up
to it be completely covered. I mean that here there is that which you
can posit as a starting point or as an ending point and, in general, some
limiting point that you posit with respect to the motion. So, any of the
celestial sphere’s motions to which you can point at some determinate
time or come to know has that [starting or ending point] by supposition.
25. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 8.8.263a23–b9.
26. See 3.2.8–10.
27. For a discussion of Avicenna’s analysis of circular motion as presented in
this passage, see Jon McGinnis, “Positioning Heaven: The Infidelity of a Faithful
Aristotelian,” Phronesis 51 (2006): 140–161, esp. §4.
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So, sometimes the starting and ending points are distinct. In other words,
they are two different points, both being limiting points of that which is
posited of the motion during that time that you determine.28 At other
times, one and the same point is a starting and ending point—a starting point because the motion is from it and an ending point because the
motion is toward it—but that [designation] belongs to it at two [different]
times.29 So, motion’s dependence upon a starting or ending point (whether
[the motion] is in [the category of ] place or position) is that, when you
designate a given motion or distance, an independent starting and ending point become designated along with that. The dependence upon the
starting and ending point of what undergoes local motion is that it has
that either in actuality or in potentiality proximate to actuality, according to whichever of the two works, since we have not stipulated that a
particular one of them be assigned to it. In short, [motion] depends upon
the starting and ending point according to this form and the aforementioned condition, not inasmuch as both are actual.
(23) Next, it is commonly accepted that motion, moving [something], and being moved are a single thing. When it is taken with
respect to itself, it is counted as motion; if it is taken in relation to that
with respect to which [there is motion], it is called being moved ; and if it
is taken in relation to that from which it results, it is called moving
[ something ]. We should, however, investigate and consider this position
with more precision than is commonly done. Now, we say that there is
something apart from this form, and that is because being moved is a
state that what is moved has, whereas motion is something related to
what is moved inasmuch as motion has a certain state in it that what is
moved does not have. [That] is because motion’s relation to matter means
28. For example, one might designate the Sun’s rising in the east and then setting in the west as beginning and ending points, in which case the Sun’s motion
would have two distinct termini, but only by supposition.
29. For example, one might designate the Sun’s being immediately overhead as
a single point by which to mark off solar motion; and, in fact, a sidereal day corresponds to the amount of time between the Sun’s being immediately overhead and
its subsequent return to that position.
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something different from the matter’s relation to motion, even if in reality the two mutually entail one another. Likewise, moving [something] is
a state that the mover has that motion does not have, and the relation of
motion to the mover is a state that motion has that the mover does not.
Consequently, being moved is matter’s relation to motion, not the motion
as something related to matter. Also, being moved and moving [something] are not motion in the subject. There is no question that motion’s
being related to matter as well as to a mover are intelligible concepts,
yet these names do not indicate these concepts.
(24) Motion’s dependence upon the categories with respect to which
there is motion does not refer to the subject of [the motion], but to the
thing that is the goal that gives rise to the motion. [ That] is because
the mobile, while it is being moved, is described as situated in between
two things, one that was left behind and another that is the goal
(whether a where, a quality, or the like), provided that the motion does
not change the thing all at once. Therefore, [the mobile] is something
in between two limiting points, both belonging to a certain category
(whether where, quality, or the like) and so motion is said to be with
respect to that category. This will become clearer for you after you
learn motion’s relation to the categories.30
30. See 2.3.
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Chapter Two
The relation of motion to the categories
(1) There has been a disagreement about motion’s relation to the
categories. Some said that motion is the category of passion, while others
said that the term motion applies purely equivocally to the kinds under
which it falls.1 Still others said that motion is an analogical term similar
to the term existence, which includes many things neither purely univocally nor equivocally, but analogically; 2 however, [they continued, ] the
kinds primarily included under the terms existence and accident are the
categories [themselves], whereas the kinds included under the term motion
are certain species or kinds from the categories. So there is a stable where
and a flowing where (namely, motion with respect to place); there is a
stable quality and a flowing quality (namely, motion with respect to
quality — that is, alteration); there is also a stable quantity and a flowing
quantity (namely, motion with respect to quantity — that is, augmentation and diminution). Some of them might even take this position to such
an extreme as to say that there is also a stable substance and a flowing
substance (namely, motion with respect to substance—that is, generation
and corruption). They said that flowing quantity is one of the species of
1. Both Philoponus ( In Phys. 349.5–6) and Simplicius ( In Aristotelis Physicorum,
ed. H. Diels (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1882), 403.13–23 (henceforth Simplicius, In
Phys.) mention that Alexander of Aphrodisias argued that motion is an equivocal
term. While Alexander’s commentary on the Physics is no longer extant, it was
translated into Arabic and may very well have been one of the sources for Avicenna’s present discussion. Another likely sources is Plotinus Enneads 6.1.15 ff.
and 3.20 ff.
2. The Arabic tashkīk literally means “ambiguous”; however, Avicenna consistently contrasts this term with “equivocal” and “univocal” in a way reminiscent of
Aristotle’s pros hen equivocation and anticipating Aquinas’s theory of analogy (see
part 6 below). As for the specific group under discussion, I have not been able to
identify any source where motion is described using the language of tashkīk, or even
as a “flow” (sayyāl ), a term that this group also apparently used to describe motion.
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continuous quantity because it is possible to find a common limiting
point in it, but [flowing quantity] is distinct from the other in that it has
no position, whereas continuous [quantity] has a position and stability.
Also, they said that blackening and blackness are a single genus, except
that blackness is stable, while blackening is not. In short, motion is the
flow in each genus. Some of them said: When [motion], however, is
related to the cause in which it is, then it is the category of passion, or,
[when related] to the cause from which it results, it is the category of
action, whereas one group applied this consideration specifically to flowing quality, deriving from it the categories of action and passion.
(2) The proponents of this school of thought — I mean, the doctrine
of the flow — disagreed. Some of them made the distinction between
blackness and blackening one involving a species-making difference,
while others distinguished it by something other than a species difference, since, [this second group argued,] it is like something that is added
to a given line, so that the line becomes larger without thereby departing
from its species. The first group, [in contrast,] argued: Blackening qua
blackening is a flowing blackness, and it does not have this [flowing] as
something outside of its essence qua blackening; and so, then, it must be
distinguished from the blackness that remains the same by a species
difference. We can show the falsity of both of these arguments: the first
is undermined by number, and the second by whiteness and the fact that
it is not something outside of the essence of whiteness qua whiteness
without there being a species difference.
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(3) There is also a third school of thought3— namely, of those who
say that the kinds under which the term motion falls (even if it is an
analogical [term], as was said) are not species of categories in the aforementioned way. So, blackness is not a species of quality, and locomotion is
not a species of where. Indeed, motion does not occur in the [category of ]
quality in such a way that quantity is its genus or, likewise, its subjects;
for all motions are only in the substance qua subject, and there is neither
difference nor distinction among them in this sense. Still, when [the subject’s] substantiality is replaced, then that replacement is called a motion
with respect to substance as long as it is in process; and if it is with respect
to where, then it is called a motion with respect to where. In general, if
the termini a quo and ad quem are a quality, the motion is with respect to
quality, and if [they are] a quantity, the motion is with respect to quantity.
Accordingly, motion is not said univocally, for perfection, taken as a genus
in the description of [motion qua first perfection of the potential as such],
belongs to the class of terms similar to existence and unity. Now, you know
that quantity, quality, and where are not included under a single genus;
and when these categories are neither included under a single genus nor
does the first perfection’s relation to them contain them in the manner
of a genus, we have no way to make motion a generic concept. Instead,
this description includes a certain concept, something like which only
an analogical term will indicate.
(4) Concerning this topic of inquiry, these are the three positions
that need to be considered. I do not like the middle position and, in fact,
detest its claim that blackening is a quantity and augmentation a quality.
It is not right that blackening is a blackness that is undergoing intensification; rather, it is an intensification of its subject with respect to its
blackness. That is because, when you assume that some blackness has
3. The position mentioned here has some affinities with that of Abū Bishr
Mattá; see the Arabic Physics, 179.
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undergone intensification, then either the very same blackness exists
and with the intensification there happened to be a certain increase, or
[the blackness] does not exist. On the one hand, if it does not exist, then
it is absurd to say that what does not exist but has passed away is this
thing right now undergoing intensification, for its having an existing
description requires that it be something existing that remains the same.
Now, if the blackness remains the same, then there is no flow (that is, a
flowing quality), as they maintained. Instead, it is something always
remaining the same to which there accidentally belongs a certain increase
whose amount does not remain the same — and, in fact, at each instant
there is some other amount—in which case this continuous increase is
the motion, not the blackness. So motion is either the intensification of the
blackness and its flow, or the intensification of the subject with respect
to blackness and its flow with respect to it; it is not the intensifying
blackness. It is obvious from this that the intensification of blackness
brings about [the blackness’s] departure from its original species, since
it is impossible to point to whatever of [the blackness] that exists, which
while conjoined to it increases it. The fact is that any limiting point that
it reaches is a simple quality; however, people name all the limiting
points black that resemble a given one and anything resembling white
(that is, what is close to it) white. Absolute blackness is one [species]
(which is an obscure limit), and the same holds for [absolute] whiteness
and the rest, such as what is a mix [of the two]. Now, what is a mix [of
the two] is not one of the two extreme limits — it shares nothing in common in reality but the name. Only different species arise between the
two extremes, but, owing to the proximity to one of the two limits, it is
accidentally associated with [one of the extreme limits]. Indeed, sometimes sensation does not distinguish between the two, and so we suppose that they are single species, when that is not the case. This will be
confirmed in the universal sciences.4
4. While there seems to be little question that “universal sciences” here refers
to the Ilāhīyāt, it is not clear what the exact reference is. For now, see 3.7, where
Avicenna does return to the issue of what is involved in the change of a specific color.
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(5) The last position [that we mentioned] shows better judgment
than this one and does not follow it except for a common feature that
both positions entail. Underlying [that common feature] is the fact that
those who assign this number to the number of the categories [i.e., ten]
are forced into either one of two situations: either they allow that motion
is one of the ultimate genera [i.e., one of Aristotle’s ten categories], or
they must increase the number of categories, since the kinds of motion
are not subsumed under one of their genera — not even the category of
passion — whereas [ motion] is a universal concept generically predicated
of many. So, if they are going to be obstinate about the categories’ being
ten, then they should be indulgent and concede that the category of
passion is motion, even if [it means that], with respect to this category,
they give up on and do not even try to preserve the pure univocity with
which I see them being so particularly impressed. In fact, they were so
indulgent in the case of [the category of ] possession that it [ought] to
convince them all the more so in the case of motion.
(6) Be that as it may, it is quite likely that, even if the expressions
perfection and action apply to substance and the remaining nine [categories] analogically, their application to the kinds of motion is not purely
analogical. That is because analogy expresses a single concept, but the
things that that concept includes differ with respect to it in priority and
posteriority—such as existence, since [existence] belongs to substance primarily and to the accidents secondarily. As for the concept of motion —
that is, the first perfection belonging to what is in potency insofar as it
is in potency — it has nothing to do with [the situation] where one thing
called motion is derived from another. So locomotion’s having this
description [namely, being a motion] is not a cause of alteration’s having this description. The existence of locomotion might, in fact, be a
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cause for the existence of alteration, in which case the priority and posteriority would concern the concept expressed by existence, but not the
concept expressed by motion. It is just as the couplet precedes the triplet
with respect to the concept of existence, while not preceding it with
respect to the concept of being a number, for both have a number simultaneously. The triplet does not have a number because the couplet has
a number in the way that the triplet’s existence is dependent upon the
existence of the couplet: the concept of existence is different from the
concept of number, the sense of which you have learned elsewhere.5 So
it is quite likely that, even if perfection is analogical in relation to other
things, it is univocal in relation to these [that is, the kinds of motion],
just as it quite likely that it is equivocal in relation to certain things
while univocal in relation to what falls under some of them.
(7) Returning to where we were, we ask of both groups what they
will say about the category of passion: Is it motion itself, or is it, as they
say, one of motion’s [various] relations to the subject? If it is motion
itself, then is it motion itself absolutely or a certain motion? If it is
motion itself absolutely, then motion is one of the [ultimate] genera. If it
is a certain motion—as, for example, locomotion or alteration—then the
number of the categories must be increased. [That] is because, if locomotion is a genus, then alteration and motion with respect to quantity
are equally genera, since each one of these is just as deserving as any
other. If locomotion is not a genus but an analogical term, something
that is a genus [namely, the category of passion] will exist under it, even
though [locomotion] is more specific than [the category of passion] taken
as a whole. Now, if the category of passion is not motion absolutely,
but motion’s relation to matter, then [this relation] must belong either
5. See, for instance, Physics 1.8.3.
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[(1)] to absolute motion or [(2)] to a certain motion. If, on the one hand,
[the relation] belongs to absolute motion, then absolute motion must
be predicated either [(1a)] univocally or [(1b)] analogically of its kinds.
If [(1a)] it is predicated univocally, then motion considered in itself is
a genus, and so the genera become greater than ten! (The fact is that it
is better suited to be a genus through itself than through its relation to its
subject, and even if not better suited, at least no less suited). If, on the
other hand, [(1b)] [absolute motion] is predicated analogically [of its
kinds]— and likewise for the category of passion, which [on the present
supposition] is the relation of this thing that is analogical in name to its
subject — then there is no genus. If [(2)] the category [of passion] is the
relation of a certain kind of motion [to matter], then all the other kinds
[of motions] are equally entitled to be the same as it [that is, a genus].
Moreover, [each kind of motion] would be one genus in itself and
another in relation to the subject, increasing the genera greatly. Likewise, they [namely, the proponents of either (1) or (2)] must ask themselves why they made quality itself a genus while not making its relation
to the subject a genus, whereas here they make the relation of either
absolute motion or a certain motion a genus while not making motion
itself a genus. If what they are considering is the natures of things considered in themselves as abstract essences without their accidents of
relations and the like, then they should make the category of passion
the very state of passivity, not its relation to something. The whole of
this discussion will be confirmed once you understand what we said
earlier about action and being acted upon by motion and being moved.6
So it is most fitting that they make the category of passion and motion
belong to a single class.
6. Avicenna discusses the association of the categories of action and passion
to motion at Kitāb al-maqūlāt 6.6, although the reference may also be to Physics
2.1.23–24.
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(8) We ourselves are not that obstinate about preserving the
received canon — namely, that the genera are ten and that each one of
them is truly generic and that there is nothing outside of them. You can
also give this same explanation to whoever makes motion an absolutely
equivocal term. So, when the positions for which we have given evidence
but [have] not accepted are repudiated, the truth alone remains: namely,
the first position. Since we have explained the manner of motion’s relation to the categories and made clear the sense of our saying that motion
is in the category, what is there, then, but to let us now explain in how
many categories motion occurs?
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Chapter Three
Concerning the list of those categories alone
in which motion occurs
(1) Let us lay a foundation, even if might include a repetition of some
of what was said. So, we say that the statement “Motion is in such-andsuch a category” might possibly be understood in four ways, the first of
which is that the category is a certain real subject of [motion] subsisting
in itself. The second is that, even if the category is not [motion’s] substantial subject, it is by means of [the category] that [the motion] really
does belong to the substance, since it exists in it primarily, just as smoothness belongs to the substance only by means of the surface. The third is
that the category is [motion’s] genus, and [motion] is a species of it. The
fourth is that the substance is moved from a certain species of that category to another and from one kind to another. Now, the sense that we
adopt is this last one.
(2) We say: Motion is said to be in [the category of ] substance [only]
metaphorically. Indeed, motion does not occur in this category, because
when the substantial nature corrupts and comes to be, it does so all at
once, and so there is no intermediate perfection between its absolute
potentiality and absolute actuality. That is because the substantial form is
not susceptible to increase and decrease, which, in turn, is because if it
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is so susceptible, then, when it is in the middle of increasing and decreasing, its species must either remain or not. Now, on the one hand, if its
species remains, then the substantial form has not changed at all, but
only some accident belonging to the form has changed, in which case that
which is decreasing or increasing has ceased to exist while the substance
has not; and so this is a case of alteration or the like, not generation. On
the other hand, if the [same] substance does not remain with the increase,
then the increase would have brought about another substance. Likewise, at every moment assumed during the increase, another substance
would come to be once the first has passed away, and it would be possible
for there to be a potential infinity of substantial species (as in the case of
qualities); but it is a known fact that this is not the case. Therefore, the
substantial form passes away and comes to be all at once, and whatever
has this description does not have an intermediary between its potentiality and actuality, which is motion.
(3) We also say that the subject of the substantial forms does not
actually subsist except by receiving the form (as you have learned),1 like
the material that does not, in itself, exist except as something potential.
Now, it is impossible that something that does not actually exist should
be moved from one thing to another. So, if there is substantial motion, it
involves some existing moving thing, where that moving thing will have
a form by which it is actual and is an actually subsisting substance. So,
if it is the substance that was before and so it is found to exist up to the
moment that the second substance exists, then it has neither corrupted
nor changed with respect to its substantiality, but [merely] with respect to
its states. Now, if it is some substance other than the species from which
and to which [there is purportedly motion], then the substance has first
1. See 1.2.5.
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corrupted into the intermediary substance, and thus two substances are
actually distinguished. The discussion about [this intermediary substance]
is just like the discussion about the substance from which the motion
was assumed [to begin]. [That] is because either it possesses the nature
into which it first changed during that entire period of time, and then all
at once changes into the second, or it preserves its original species during
part of that time, while at another part it becomes that other species
without some intermediate state, which comes down to our earlier claim
about transitioning from one species to another all at once. That period
of time, then, corresponds with some motion other than ones that would
produce [a new] species of substance, since transitions with respect to
substantiality do not [occur] over a period of time. Now, it cannot be
said that this argument equally holds with respect to the motion of
alteration. That is because the material, in our view, requires the existence of certain actual forms for its subsistence, whereas when the form
exists, a certain species actually exists; and so the substance that is
between two substances must exist in actuality, not merely by supposition.
That is not the case with respect to accidents that the estimative faculty
imagines between, for instance, two qualities. So [accidents] are dispensable with respect to the actual subsistence of the subject.
(4) Sometimes they establish that there is no motion with respect to
substance because [substance’s] nature has no contrary.2 Now, when its
nature has no contrary, it cannot increasingly and decreasingly go3 from
one nature to another such that the state in which it is when there is
motion is in between two extreme limits that are not together and
between which there is the maximum degree of separation—namely,
2. Compare Aristotle, Physics 5.2.225b10–11.
3. Reading yantaqilu with Z, T, and the Latin ( permutetor) for Y’s yanfaṣilu (to
separate oneself ).
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two contraries. We should consider this proposition in some detail. We
say that, in the definition of contrariety, either the matter or the subject
must be taken. Now, if by subject one means the real subject actually
subsisting as a species that receives those accidents that belong to that
species, then substantial forms are not contraries, because they are in a
material, not a subject. If by that subject one means any substrate whatsoever, then it seems that the form of fire is contrary to the form of
water—and not merely their quality (for there is no doubt about [the
contrariety of their qualities]), but, rather, the forms from which their
qualities proceed. That is because the two forms share a substrate upon
which they successively follow, and there is a maximal degree of difference between them. On account of this, there has been a tendency4 to try
to show that the celestial sphere is not generated because its form has
no contrary, as if it were taken as an axiom that the form of whatever
is generated has a contrary toward which it goes. In that case [namely, on
the assumption that whatever is generated has a contrary toward which
it goes], fire, air, water, and earth would represent contraries of form.
So why was the substantial forms’ having a contrary denied absolutely?
It seems that between the contrary that we mentioned here and some
other thing there is a maximal degree of difference, where there is a
maximal degree of difference between it and that one only when some third
thing together with it has less than a [maximal degree of ] difference
(namely, what is intermediary), such that its being borne toward it
involves an extension like the extension, in an interval between two
things. Now, the substantial forms with respect to which there is primary
alteration are not intermediaries having this description, just as there
is no intermediary between fire and air. The idea seems to be that the
4. Following Z and T, which reads min al-shaʾn for Y f ī al-shubbān (among the
young men). The Latin et hoc etiam amplius also strongly suggests that that translator read shaʾn, which can also mean importance (≈ amplius).
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succession taken in the definition of contrary is a succession between two
things between which there is a maximal degree of difference. As we
said, however, this can happen without an intermediary, and so this
contrary can be eliminated and another succeed it without some other
successor intervening between the two; but again, if, as is frequently
the case, the intermediary (if there is an intermediary) successively follows, then the transition is something extending continuously between
the two extreme limits.
(5) Moreover, one does not see the substrate’s receiving the form of
fire successively upon the [form] of water without its first receiving the
intermediary form of air (never mind a continuous extension! ); rather,
it must inevitably come to rest possessing the form of air. So the form of
water is not contrary to the form of fire,5 since the transition does not
extend from one to the other, but from fire to air; whereas the form of
fire is not contrary to the form of air, since there is not a maximal
degree of difference between the two. If this is the intention, then the
interpretation of it comes down to the first explanation we tried out—
namely, that the nature of substantiality is not cast off gradually, since
it does not undergo an increase or weakening such that its increasing
and weakening have two extreme limits, which, in this inquiry, are
specified by the name contraries. In First Philosophy, we will also provide
you with a more detailed explanation that the substantial form does not
undergo increase and weakening.6
5. With Z and the Latin, secluding the subsequent phrase, nor is the form of fire
the contrary of the form of air, which appears in MSS S and M but appears to be
either a transposition or a duplication of the phrase in the next line. While the
phrase appears in T, someone has gone back and marked through it. Also see
Kitāb fī al-samāʾ wa-l-ʿālam 6, where Avicenna argues specifically against the suggestion that substances can undergo intensification and weakening with respect
to their substance.
6. The reference may be to Ilāhīyāt 2.3, where the vocabulary of “increasing”
and “weakening” is used in speaking about the species form belonging to matter;
or it may be to Ilāhīyāt 2.4, where much of the argumentation — though not the
vocabulary — of the present discussion is repeated.
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(6) Still, on the basis of observing semen gradually developing into
an animal and the seed gradually into a plant, it is imagined that there
is a motion here [namely, with respect to substance]. What should be
known is that, up to the point that the semen develops into an animal, it
happens to undergo a number of other developments between which there
are continuous qualitative and quantitative alterations; and so, all the
while, the semen is gradually undergoing alteration. In other words, it
is still semen until it reaches the point where it is divested of its seminal
form and becomes an embryo. Its condition [remains] like that until it
is altered [into] a fetus, after which there are bones, a nervous system,
veins, and other things that we do not perceive, [remaining] like that
until it receives the form of life. Then, in like fashion, it alters and
changes until it is viable and there is parturition. Someone superficially
observing the transformation imagines that this is a single process
from one substantial form to another and therefore supposes that there
is a motion with respect to the substance, when that is not the case and,
instead, there are numerous motions and rests.7
(7) That there is motion with respect to quality is obvious. Still,
among the people8 there are those who do not believe that there is motion
in all the species of quality, but [only] in the kind related to the senses.
They say that state and habit are the sort that depends upon the soul and
that their subject is not the natural body. As for power and impotence,
hardness and softness, and their like, they follow upon certain accidents
that the subject just happens to have; and the subject, together with some
of those accidents, becomes their subject. In that case, then, the subject
for power is the same subject for lack of power, and the same holds in the
case of hardness and softness. Shapes and what are like them come to
exist all at once in the matter that received them only because they are
not susceptible to strengthening and weakening. I do not know what they
7. For a brief discussion of this objection and Avicenna’s response, especially
with reference to his biological works, see Jon McGinnis, “On the Moment of
Substantial Change: A Vexed Question in the History of Ideas,” in Interpreting
Avicenna; Science and Philosophy in Medieval Islam, ed. J. McGinnis (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 2004), 42–61, esp. §3.
8. It is not clear who the author of this and the subsequent views is. In neither
Aristotle nor the Graeco-Arabic commentary tradition treating the topic of those
categories in which motion occurs have I been able to find a discussion paralleling
Avicenna’s discussion here. The closest discussion I have been able to find is at
Enneads 6.110–12, where Plotinus distinguishes between sensible qualities and
qualities of the soul.
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would say about being curved or rectilinear and the like. My opinion is
that the situation is not as they say. The fact is that, in the subject of the
state and habit — whether it is a soul, a body, or the two together in a
common state — there exists a certain potential perfection qua potential
belonging to a given substance. Those who said that the subject for hardness and softness and for power and weakness is not one and the same
are undone by augmentation and diminution, which, according to their
position, could not be motions. The fact is, however, that with respect to
these things, we mean by subject only the nature of the species that bears
the accidents; and, so as long as that nature remains, the species does
not change and the substantial form does not corrupt. The subject is
something that endures regardless of whether we consider it [as the subject] of some accident it happens to have; or [consider it] as something
additional that is added to it, becoming a proximate subject for the state
in which there is motion; or [consider it] in itself. We concede that the
status of shapes does not appear to be like that of other qualities with
respect to their alteration, since [shapes] occur all at once.
(8) There is also motion with respect to quantity, and that in two
ways, one of which is through either a certain increase being superadded,
owing to which the subject is augmented, or a certain decrease that takes
a part away through separation, owing to which the subject is decreased.
In both cases, however, its form remains. This is called augmentation and
diminution. [ The second] is not by either a certain increase being added to
it or a certain decrease decreasing it, but in that the subject itself receives
a certain greater or lesser magnitude, whether by rarefying or condensing, without a separation [or addition] occurring in its parts. Now, when
this entails an alteration of some underlying thing (namely, with respect
to quality), then that is different from its increasing or decreasing in
quantity;9 but because this state is a gradual process from potency to act,
it is a perfection of what is in potency and so is a motion.
9. The difference between the two ways that there might be motion in the
category of quantity might be understood better if we anachronistically consider
quantity here as mass. In the first case, the mass of some object has been either
increased or decreased (and, presumably, the volume it occupies as well). In the
second case, the mass is neither increased nor decreased, but the volume that is
occupied is either increased or decreased. Avicenna, like al-Fārābī before him,
would appeal to this second kind of quantitative change to explain away certain
phenomena frequently explained by appealing to a void; see al-Fārābī, Fârâbî’s
Article on Vacuum, ed. and trans. N. Lugal and A. Sayili (Ankara: Türk Tarih
Kurumu Basımevi, 1951); and Avicenna, Physics 2.9.17 and 20–21.
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(9) One, however, may have doubts and say that small and big are
not contraries, whereas all motions are between contraries. We say, first,
that we ourselves are not all that strict in requiring that every motion
be only between contraries; rather, we say that something is undergoing
motion when there are certain opposing things that are not simultaneously together and the thing gradually proceeds from one of them to
the other, even if there is no contrariety there. Additionally, the big and
the small between which the augmented and diminishing things are
moved are not some absolute, relative to big and small; rather, it is as
if nature has assigned to the animal and plant species certain limiting
points with respect to big and small that they cannot exceed but between
which they are moved. So, here there is an absolute huge with respect
to the species that does not become small relative to some other huge
thing, and the same holds for an absolute small. Consequently, it is not
at all unlikely that they are, in a way, like contraries and, in fact, there
is a certain contrariety.
(10) One might also object that augmentation is a certain motion
with respect to place [rather than quantity] because the place changes
during [the augmentation]. The answer is that when we say that augmentation is a certain motion with respect to quality, it is not that there
cannot thereby be a motion with respect to place accompanying it.
Nothing prevents two changes — a change of quantity and a change of
where — being in the subject of augmentation. In that case, there would
be two motions in it simultaneously.
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(11) As for the category of relation, it seems that the lion’s share of
transitions in it are from one state to another, [occurring] only all at
once. Even if there is variation10 in some cases, the real and primary
change is in another category to which the relation just happens to belong,
since the relation is characteristically concomitant with other categories
and does not, in itself, really exist. So, when the category is something
susceptible to increase and weakening, then the relation happens to be
like that as well, for, since heat is susceptible to increase and weakening,
so is hotter. So it is the subject of the relation that is primarily susceptible
and upon which that necessarily follows, in which case the motion essentially and primarily is in the thing that accidentally has the relation,
while belonging to the relation accidentally and secondarily.
(12) That motion exists in the category of where is perfectly clear,
whereas for the category of when, it would seem that the transition from
one when to another occurs all at once, like the transition from one year
to the next or one month to the next. Alternatively, the situation concerning when might be like that of relation, in that there is no transition
from one thing to another with respect to the when itself; but, rather, the
primary transition is with respect to quality and quantity, where time
necessarily follows on account of that change, and so, because of it, there
is accidentally change with respect to [ when]. As for what is unchanging,
you will learn11 that it is not in time. So how can it have a motion in it?
10. Reading ikhtalafa (m.) with Z and T ( ikhtalafat [f.]) and the Latin (diversificantur) for Y’s akhlafa (“to not hold true” or, literally, “to break a promise”).
11. See 2.13.6.
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(13) Now, it has been said that there is no motion whatsoever in the
category of position, since there is no contrariety with respect to position.12
Also, [ it has been said] that when someone goes from standing to sitting,
he is still judged to be standing until, all at once, he is seated. The truth
requires that there be motion with respect to position, whereas there is
no great need for real contrariness at motion’s two extreme limits, which
should be obvious to you by considering the motion of the celestial sphere.
Additionally, it is not out of the question that there is a contrariety with
respect to [position] to the extent that lying face up is contrary to lying
face down. As for the claim that the transition toward sitting occurs
all at once, if one means by it that the sitting, which is the extreme limit,
is attained all at once, then it is true; but the blackness and where that
are extreme limits are likewise attained all at once. If one means by
it that that transition, which involves every position from which the sitting results, [occurs] all at once, then it is false, because one gradually
goes from standing to sitting until one comes to the end, which is sitting,
exactly like the case during the transition from down to up.
(14) The way that motion exists with respect to position is for the
whole of something to change its position without leaving its place at all,
and, instead, the relation of its part to either its place’s parts or sides
undergoes change. Inevitably, then, it is something moved with respect
to position because it has not changed its place, but only its position in its
place has changed, where the place itself is the initial one. Now, when
there is change with respect to position and, moreover, it proceeds gradually by degrees, that change is motion with respect to position, since
every motion is a change of state having this description and vice versa,
being related to the state that is changing, not to something else that
has not changed. By this I do not mean that everything undergoing
12. The reference may be to Philoponus, who says that, though it might seem
that there is motion in the category of position, the motion is in fact in the category of place (Arabic Physics, 512–13), although nothing like the reason Avicenna
mentions here is put forth there. For an extended discussion of Avicenna’s account
of motion with respect to the category of position, see Jon McGinnis, “Positioning Heaven” §4.
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motion with respect to position remains in its place. So it is not necessary from my account — namely, that everything remaining in its place
that gradually changes its position is something moved with respect to
position — that everything moved with respect to position is like that
[namely, not changing its place at all]. The fact is that nothing prevents
something from changing its position only after having changed its
place, just as nothing prevents something from changing its quantity
only after having changed its place.13 Instead, the intention is to show
that motion exists in the [category of ] position by showing that there is
something that is moved with respect to position. As for whether something can change its position alone without changing its place, let its
possibility be recognized from the motion of the celestial sphere; for, on
the one hand, it might be like the outermost celestial sphere, which is
not in a place in the sense of the containing limit that exactly encompasses [what it contains], which is what we mean by place.14 On the other
hand, it might be in a place, but it would absolutely not leave its
place; and, instead, what changes is only the relation of its parts to the
parts of its place with which it is in contact. When there is only this [type
of ] change — where there is no change of the place — and this change is
change of position and there is nothing but this change, then there is only
this motion, which is with respect to position.
(15) That the outermost celestial sphere does not move from [its]
location they15 take to be patently obvious. Moreover, it does not undergo
motion with respect to quality, quantity, substance, or some category
other than position. So, when you go through each one of the categories,
you do not find this motion fitting well with [any] of them, except position or where; but it is not where, so position remains. Someone might say
that every part of the celestial sphere undergoes motion with respect to
place, and [for] everything of which every16 part undergoes motion with
13. Cf. the objection considered in par. 10.
14. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.4.212a2–6 and Avicenna, Physics 2.9.1.
15. The “they” here is probably a reference to certain Aristotelians who
denied motion with respect to position, mentioned at the beginning of par. 13.
16. Reading kull with MSS A and M, T, and the Latin ( omnis) for Y and Z’s
kāna, which if retained, could be translated, “whatever a part of which is undergoing motion with respect to place.”
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respect to place, the whole of it undergoes motion with respect to place.
The response is that this is not the way things stand. On the one hand, the
celestial sphere does not have some actual part such that it undergoes
motion. Even if we were to posit parts for it, they would not leave their
places; rather, each part thereof would leave as a part of the place of
the whole, if the whole of it is in a place. Now, the place of the part is
not part of the place of the whole (although part of the place of the
whole can, in fact, be part of the place of the part). That is because part
of the place of the whole is not contained by the part, whereas, as you
know, the place is what contains. The fact is that the parts of something
continuous might be in place only potentially, and indeed this has been
clearly explained to them in their books.17 On the other hand, it is not
the case, when every part leaves its own place, that the whole leaves its
own place, since there is a distinction between each part and the whole of
the parts. In other words, each part has a certain description, while the
whole does not have that description because the whole has a certain
proper reality distinct from a certain reality of each one of the parts.
For starters, don’t you see that each part is a part, while the whole is
not a part? So each part of ten is one, but ten is not one. The fact is,
returning to the issue at hand, that we say that some place might well
enclose something possessing actual parts, like the sand [of a desert]
and the like, and then every part of it leaves its place, whereas the
whole does not leave its place. Indeed, by admitting [this] we should
have no doubt that, even if we concede that each part of it leaves its
proper place, the whole does not leave its proper place; and so the doubt
about the whole not undergoing motion with respect to place would not
have arisen, even if each part is moved. It seems to me that whoever
considers what we have said and weighs the evidence will come to believe
with certainty that there is a motion with respect to position.
17. Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.26.
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(16) Perhaps someone would say that the sense of motion with respect
to place is not that the mobile leaves its place but that it is something
moved that is in a place, even if it does not depart it. In that case, the
response is that its being moved and changed must have some sense.
Now, on the one hand, if its being moved and changed is not dependent
on something that leaves, but belongs to it, then, in fact, there is no
motion or change, and both the terms motion and change have been taken
equivocally. On the other hand, if it depends upon something other
than the place that changes, then there is a certain state that changes,
with respect to which the motion is proper. Even if something is in a
place, undergoing alteration while being in a place, that fact does not
make the alteration necessarily an alteration of location, even though it
is in a place. Nor is it our intent that the meaning of “motion with
respect to such-and-such” is “to be moved in such-and-such,” as you
would have known.
(17) As for the category of possession, I have not as of yet undertaken
an independent investigation of it. Now, it is said that this category indicates a body’s relation to what it contains and is inseparable from it during
transition.18 So the change of this relation would primarily be only with
respect to the containing surface and place, in which case, as I suspect,
there would be no motion essentially and primarily with respect to it.
(18) As for the categories of action and passion, one might suppose
that there is motion with respect to them for a number of reasons. One
of them is that something [initially] is either not acting or not being
18. Cf. Aristotle, Categories 15.
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acted upon, and thereafter there is a gradual progression until it is acting or being acted upon, in which case its acting and being acted upon
are a certain end for that progression — as, for example, blackness is a
certain end for blackening — and so it is supposed that there is a motion
with respect to these two categories. Also, something might change from
not being acted on by part19 (or acting on it) to being acted upon by part
(or acting upon it), where that occurs gradually, and so it is supposed
that that is a motion. Again, being acted upon might be slow and then
gradually progress until it is increasingly faster, and vice versa, so it is
thought that that is moving toward fastness. As for the first reason, I say
that the motion is not with respect to action and passion, but is with
respect to acquiring the disposition and form by which the action and
passion are able to arise. What we’ll explain below 20 will resolve the
second reason — namely, that it is impossible to proceed continuously
from becoming cold to becoming hot, or from heating to cooling, except
through a pause and intervening stop. As for the third reason, I know of
no one who makes the gradual alteration from potentially fast to actually fast a motion (that is, a perfection of what is potency qua potency).
The fact is that that is with respect to fastness and slowness, which are
neither two motions nor actions nor passions, but two accidents, qualities, or dispositions belonging to either [motion], action, or passion.
19. T has ḥarr (heat), which corresponds with the Latin calore (by heat), which
in Arabic script could be confused with juzʾ (part). If heat were accepted, the text
would make more immediate sense, reading: “Also, something might change
from not being acted on by heat (or acting on it) to being acted upon by heat (or
acting upon it), where that occurs gradually, and so it is supposed that that is a
motion.” This reading has evidence in its behalf in Avicenna’s response to this
argument (at the end of this paragraph and again in the next), which involves
becoming hot and heating (albeit the terms there are not derived from Ḥ-R-R,
but S-Kh-N). So the response would seem to be immediately relevant to this
position, if understood in terms of heat, whereas it is not clear that it is when part
is read. Still, all the older Arabic manuscripts agree in reading juzʾ, and the
principle of lectio difficilior suggests that it should be retained. If juzʾ is retained,
then perhaps the case Avicenna has in mind is diffusion — as, for example, when
one part of a quantity is heated and then, so affected, that part acts upon another
part and heats it. This is a best conjecture.
20. See par. 19; also, the general issue of whether two contrary motions, such
as heating and cooling, could be continuously joined is discussed at length at 4.8.
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(19) In general, it is not admitted that, with respect to the nature of
passion and action, there is a motion in the way that motion is said to
be in a category; for if it is admitted that there is a gradual transition
from becoming cold21 to becoming hot, then [that transition] must occur
either while that cold itself is being produced or when the production of
cold ends. On the one hand, if [the heating] occurs while the process of
becoming cold 22 is still occurring — and the transition to becoming hot
undoubtedly involves the nature of becoming hot, which in its turn
involves the nature of heat —[the transition] would have becoming cold
as its goal at the very same time that it has becoming hot as its goal,
which is absurd. If, on the other hand, [the transition from becoming
cold to becoming hot] occurs when the production of cold ends, it will be
after coming to rest at cold and ending (as you will learn).23 Additionally,
in that case, the transition [from becoming cold to becoming hot] must
be either the very state of becoming hot or a transition to becoming hot.
If, on the one hand, [the transition from becoming cold to becoming hot]
is the becoming hot itself, then, as you know, unless there is some period
of time of resting or a certain instant during which there is neither a
motion nor a rest, it won’t be between becoming cold and becoming hot.
On the other hand, if [that transition] is the progression to becoming
hot, then that progression, in its turn, must either involve the nature of
becoming hot or not. Now, if it does not, then that is not an alteration
at all! If it does, then it inevitably involves the nature of heat. To involve
the nature of heat, however, is to become hot, in which case the transition and advancement toward becoming hot would be an existing state
of becoming hot [rather than, as was assumed, a transition to that
state]— that is, unless it is assumed that becoming hot is to become hot at
the extreme degree, while there is the transition toward it inasmuch as
21. The Arabic tabarrud has the sense of “to be or become cold”; however,
since Avicenna has earlier contrasted it with tabrīd (to make or produce cold) and
the present context is clearly about the category of passion and so being acted
upon, I have in some cases overtranslated it in terms of “to be made cold” or “the
production of cold” in order to bring out the passive nature under consideration.
Similar comments hold for tasakhkhun (to be or become hot).
22. Rejecting Y’s proposed addition of yantahī (to end), which does not occur
in Z, T, or the corresponding Latin. If retained, the sense of the text would be
“when the state of cold terminates after being cold.”
23. See 4.8.
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it is weaker than it. In that case, [the response is that,] becoming hot
(and every motion in fact) is itself divisible by time, as you will learn.24
Now in the case where the heat is perfected at a certain instant, it is not
becoming hot. [ That] is because if it is becoming hot, it will be divisible
into parts, where each part of becoming hot is assumed to be an instance
of becoming hot, while the part proceeding it will be weaker and so will
not be in the extreme degree. In that case, it is not an instance of becoming hot on the present assumption; but it was posited as an instance of
becoming hot. This is a contradiction. Either becoming hot is not divisible, in which case there is no motion but a state of being hot, or it is
divisible, in which case its becoming hot is not an extreme degree. Therefore, being at the extreme degree is not a condition of becoming hot but,
rather, involves the state of being hot, not the process of being heated so
as to be at that extreme. Now that you know the account about being made
hot [that is, a passion], so have you learned the account about making hot
[that is, an action], and this much should be enough.
(20) Now that we have finished going over every position concerning
this topic, it will have become clear to you from this summary, once you
have applied yourself to motion’s relation to the categories, that motion
occurs in only four of them: quality, quantity, where , and position. Now
that we have explained the nature of motion, we should explain the
nature of rest.
24. See 2.11.3 and 2.12.7.
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Chapter Four
Establishing the opposition of motion and rest
(1) There is some difficulty concerning the topic of rest. That is
because it is generally accepted among the school of natural philosophers that rest is the opposite of motion in the way that a privation, not
a contrary, is the opposite of possession.1 Moreover, it is obvious that
the only opposition that can be assumed between [motion and rest] is one
of these two — I mean, being a privation or being a contrary — but we
have already made the term motion something applying in the sense of
a form, not a privation, since we said that it is a first perfection. So, if the
opposition occurs in the way that privation is opposite of possession,
then, of the two, motion cannot be the privation. On the other side, however, we do maintain that the body is said to be at rest when [(1)] it is
[experiencing] a privation of motion but is of the character to be moved,
where what we mean by of the character to be moved is that it exists as
something with which motion is associated — namely, for instance, it
occurs in a certain place during a certain time. It is equally said to be
resting, however, when [(2)] it exists at a single place for a certain time.
So here there are found two senses of resting, one of which is the privation of motion while being of the character to be moved, and the other
[of which] is to exist at some where for a time. So, if rest is the first of
the two (and the latter is just a necessary accident), then rest is a privation, whereas if rest is the second of the two (and the first is just a
necessary accident), then rest is not in the sense of a privation.
1. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 5.2.226b15–16.
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(2) Of the two, let us assume [ for now] that the rest opposing
motion is some formal factor and that its definition indicates a form.
So, when we intend to compare this definition and motion’s definition,
we must derive either motion’s definition from this definition or this definition from motion’s definition, as is required by the general rule for
testing the adequacy of the definition of a contrary derived from the
definition of its contrary. (Now, I am not saying that the way to define
the contrary is that we derive [it] from the definition of its contrary, for
this is something that we prohibited with respect to demonstrative
teaching, although allowing it in a certain way with respect to dialectical teaching.2 Again, I am not saying that [this] is the way to hunt down
the definition; rather, I am saying that that contrary, even if it is not
necessary, will be something possible. I mean that the definition of the
contrary thereby will parallel the definition of its contrary, and [so] it is
a way to test for adequacy.) So, if the two definitions are contraries and
opposites, then rest’s being a possession is possible. If the two definitions
are not opposites, then this account will not belong to rest (because rest is
the opposite of motion), and instead it will be an account that necessarily
follows upon the account of rest, while rest will be the account that the
privative definition indicates.
(3) We say, firstly, that this description [namely, to exist at some
where for a time] is not the one opposite of what motion is said to be,
when the expression motion is understood in our technical vocabulary.
So, when we intend [for example] a first perfection belonging to what is in
potency inasmuch as it is in potency to pick out local motion specifically, it
becomes the following: a first perfection with respect to where belonging
to what potentially has a certain where inasmuch as it is in potency. Now,
this definition is not the opposite of the definition of rest that we had
2. The reference appears to be to Kitāb al-burhān 4.3.
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defined [again, as existing at some where for a time]. It might, in fact,
necessarily follow upon what is opposite of that, but this is not something that we precluded; for we concede that the account of each of the
two assumed descriptions of rest entails the other, while not itself being
[that account]. If we wish to derive the definition of rest from the definition of motion (assuming that rest is a formal factor), we find ourselves
at a loss but to say that either it is a first perfection belonging to what
is actually a where inasmuch as it is actually a where , or it is a second
perfection belonging to what is potentially a where inasmuch as it is in
potentiality.3 On the one hand, the first of the two definitions does not
necessarily entail rest. [ That] is because rest as rest does not need to be
some first perfection such that the thing has some second perfection,
since the intellect can conceive of the rest, as a rest, where there is no
perfection in the thing other than what is in it.4 On the other hand,
the second definition stipulates a certain condition of the essence of rest
as rest — namely, that motion has preceded it — which is not something
necessary.5 If, however, we omit the expression first and second, then we
have not preserved the condition of opposition in the definition. If we
make some other change, it would not have the right meaning at all—
namely, if we mean to take the opposite of perfection to be potentiality. In
this case, then, rest would be a member of the class of privatives, since we
clearly cannot derive from the definition of motion a definition6 that corresponds with the definition of rest, where rest is an opposite of [motion]
and nonetheless is also a possession.
3. Secluding the phrase bi-l-fiʿl ayna aw naqūlu innahu kamāl thānin li-mā huwa
bi-l-qūwah aynu min haythu huwa ( . . . actually a where, or it is a second perfection
belonging to what is potentially a where inasmuch as it is . . . ) which does not
appear in all the manuscripts and is omitted in Z, T, and the Latin translation.
The phrase is almost certainly a result of dittography, since Avicenna will only
explicitly address two, not three, possible definitions in his response.
4. For instance, according to ancient and medieval elemental theory, the
natural place of the element earth was at the center of the universe, understood
as the center of the planet Earth. Hence any of the element earth resting at the
center of the planet Earth would have no second perfection toward which it would
be naturally directed.
5. Again, appealing to ancient and medieval elemental theory and the belief
that the cosmos was eternal, the elemental earth at the center of the cosmos
could have been at rest there from all eternity without its having previously been
in motion.
6. Y (inadvertently) repeats a line, which does not appear in Z, T, or the Latin.
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(4) If we make the definition of rest the original one that we mentioned
[namely, to exist at some where for a time], then either time or something
associated with time is immediately included in [the definition]. Time,
however, is defined in terms of motion, and so rest would be defined in
terms of motion; but one contrary is not part of the description of the
other. Likewise, time would enter into the definition of motion, because
it is something entering into what enters into its [own] definition. Now,
motion precedes time conceptually, in which case motion cannot be a privation (assuming that rest is a possession) because privation does not enter
into the concept of possession. In fact, just the reverse is the case, since the
motion entering into the definition of time, which is [itself ] entering into
the aforementioned definition of rest, is a formal factor. Obviously, then,
in this derivation we cannot say that motion is for the body not to have a
single where for a period of time.
(5) So it is up to us to consider whether this derivation can occur in
some other way. The best that can be said here is that rest is to be at a
single where for a moment and to being at it both before and after [that
moment], whereas motion is to be at a single where without being at it
before or after. In so understanding [motion and rest], however, we have
appealed to a temporal before and after, both of which are defined in terms
of time; and again, time is defined in terms of motion, and so motion
itself would have been taken in what is understood by it. So motion is
apparently not understood in this way, and so this is not a description.
Even weaker than this is to take a [temporal] expanse in [the definition]
and so say that rest is to be at a single where for a period of time, whereas
motion is to be at a single where for no period of time, for this entails the
objection just given. Also, [this definition of motion and rest] would be
shared in common with the mobile’s state at the first and last moment of
motion (for that is to be at a single place for no period of time), but [that
state] is not a motion or a rest. So it has become evidently clear that there
is no way to confirm the opposition between the definitions of motion and
rest when the definition of rest [in the sense of ] is a possession,7 and so
it remains that the definition of rest is in the sense of a privation.
7. Following Z and T that have the adjectival form of qunya (possession), which
also corresponds with the Latin habitus, for Y’s yaqīnī (known with certainty).
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(6) Know that, with respect to every kind of motion, there is some
opposing rest. So augmentation has some rest opposing it, and likewise
alteration. Also, just as the rest opposing alteration is not the quality
existing for a period of time, so likewise the rest opposing locomotion is
not a single where existing for a period of time, but being at rest in that
where. So resting is a privation of motion.
(7) Since we have now discussed motion and rest, we should provide
the true and real definitions of place and time, since these are topics
closely related to motion.
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Chapter Five
Beginning the account of place and reviewing the arguments
of those who deny and those who affirm it
(1) The first thing that we must investigate about place is its existence
and whether or not there is such a thing as place at all; nevertheless, in
the following we shall not come to understand place itself, but only its
relation to body (in that [the body] rests in it and is moved away and
toward it). Certainly, one frequently investigates a thing’s existence after
identifying its essence. At other times, however, it is before identifying it,
as when one knows a certain accident it has — as, for example, knowing
that a certain thing has the aforementioned relation [that is, place’s relation to body] while not knowing what that thing is. In the case where you
understand that essence, you need to explain the existence of [that essence];
and thereafter, if the existence of that relation to which [that essence]
belongs is not clear, then we need to explain that it is the essence itself
that the relation specifies. This has been explained to you elsewhere.1
(2) So we say: There are some who refuse to accept that place has
any existence whatsoever, whereas others make its existence necessary.
As for the “refuse” of the one group, they could avail themselves of arguments close to what we present here, namely, if place exists, then it must
1. It is not clear what Avicenna’s reference is here. Two possibilities are his discussion about the essential (dhātī) and accidental at Kitāb al-madkhal 1.6, or his
discussion of the difference between demonstrations quia and propter quid at Kitāb
al-burhān 1.7, although neither reference explicitly addresses the point made here.
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be either a substance or an accident. On the one hand, if it is a substance,
then it is either a sensible or intelligible substance. Now, if it is a sensible substance, and every sensible substance has a place, then place has
a place ad infinitum. If it is an intelligible substance, then it simply cannot
be said that the sensible substance is joined with it and departs from it,
because intelligibles cannot be pointed to and do not have a position,
whereas whatever the sensible substance is joined to or departs from can
be pointed to and has a position.2 If, on the other hand, it is an accident,
then that in which this accident inheres is like that in which whiteness
inheres, and that in which whiteness inheres derives its name from it
and so is said to be whitened and white. So the substance in which place
inheres should derive its name from it and so be placed, in which case the
place of the placed would be an accident in [the placed], and it would
necessarily follow, then, that it remains permanently in it during local
motion and occurs with it wherever it occurs. If that is the case, then
nothing can move locally from it, but instead moves with it, whereas
place (as you [Aristotelians] allege) is not that together with which something is moved locally, but that in which something is moved locally.
(3) Again, place must either be a body or not. On the one hand, if it
is a body and the placed thing is in it, then the placed thing interpenetrates it; but [the idea] that some bodies interpenetrate others is absurd.
Moreover, how could it be a body when it is neither among the simple
bodies3 nor a composite of them? If, on the other hand, it is not a body,
then how can they say that it coincides with the body and is coextensive
with it, when what is coextensive with body is a body?
2. Y repeats the phrase kull mā yuqārinuhu al-jawhar al-maḥsūs aw yufāriquhu
fa-huwa dhū ishārah ilayhi wa-lā waḍʿ lahā (whereas whatever the sensible substance
is joined to or departs from can be pointed to and has a position), which is not
found in Z, T, or the Latin. That repetition has been omitted here.
3. That is, the elements earth, air, fire, and water.
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(4) Furthermore, locomotion is nothing but change of proximity and
remoteness and, just as it might apply to a body, so likewise [ locomotion] might apply to a surface, line, and point. In that case, if locomotion
requires a place for what undergoes local motion, the surface, line, and,
in fact, [even] the point must have a place. Now, it is known that the place
of the point must exactly equal it, since you all make place something
exactly equaling the placed thing such that nothing else contains it; but
what exactly equals the point is a point, and so the place of the point is
a point. In that case, why does one of the two points become a place and
the other the placed thing? Perhaps, on the contrary, each one of them
is [ both] a place and a placed thing, and so [ the point] is a placed thing
in the relation going from it to the other, whereas it is a place in the
relation going from the other to it. This is something you blocked yourself off from when you denied4 that place is something placed in the
placed thing in which it is.5
(5) They have additionally said: If the point has a place, then they
ought to make it have a certain heaviness or lightness. That [argument]
is one that the group denying motion specifically pressed, saying that it is
senseless to require that the body have a place and motion without equally
requiring that the point have a place and motion — in which case, if you
permit motion in the point, you have given it a certain inclination, making it have a certain lightness and heaviness. Now, this is commonly
accepted as false, given that the point is nothing but the termination of
a line, and the termination of a line is a privative notion, and how can a
privative notion have a place or motion? The point is a termination of a
line because it is an end point, where the end point terminates something such that nothing of it remains. Now, when the point has no place,
the body will have no place, since whatever requires the body to have a
place would require the point to have a place.
4. Reading abaytum with Z and T for Y’s ithbattum and the Latin vultis (affirmed).
5. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.3.210b8–31.
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(6) Moreover, in your opinion, place is something indispensable for
motion, since you make motion need it and so it is one of the causes of
motion. It is not an agent of motion, however. How could it be when you
make every motion have an efficient principle that is known to be different from place? Similarly, it cannot be a material principle, since motion
subsists only in what is moved, not in the place. Again, it cannot be a
formal principle, because place is not motion’s form. Moreover, it cannot be a final principle, and that is because [place] is something that,
in your opinion, is [ just as much] needed before arriving at the end and
completion as it is needed upon arriving. So, if the place is an end, it is
not because it is place [absolutely], but because it is a certain place with
a present actuality for some motion with a present actuality, whereas
our discussion concerns place inasmuch as it is absolute place. Were
place a perfection so that the mobile desired it, whether by nature or
will, then being in the places that one desires would also be one of the
human perfections. Also, [one could deny the existence of place, arguing] on the basis that there fall under perfection both proper and common [ perfections]. Now, the proper [ perfection] is a thing’s form, but
place is neither the form of the mobile nor the form of the motion. As
for the common [ perfection], it belongs to one thing as well as something else, whereas place, according to your view, is something proper
[to the thing].
(7) Also, if body were in a place, then growing bodies would be in a
place; but, if they were in a place, then their place would grow with
them; and, if their place should grow with them, then their place would
move with them and their place would have a place, all of which you
deem impossible.
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(8) Those who affirm [the existence of ] place argued from the existence of locomotion, noting that locomotion certainly involves departing from one thing toward another. Now, that thing that is departed
from is not some substance, quality, quantity, or some other thing
within the [thing] itself, since all of these remain despite the locomotion. Instead, that [thing] departs from something that the body was in,
thereupon replacing it. This [thing] is what we call place. Similarly, they
argued from the existence of replacement. So [for instance] we observe
that [some] body is present, and then we see that it is absent, seeing that
some other body has become present where it was — as, for example,
water was in a jar, and then afterwards air or oil came to be in it. Now
the light of reason requires that what replaces and succeeds this thing
do so in something that initially belonged uniquely to that first thing
but that it has now left behind. That is neither a quality nor a quantity
in the very being of either one of them, nor a substance; but, rather, it is
the space in which the first was, and then something else came to be in it.
Also, [they affirm the existence of place] because everybody intellectually
recognizes that there is an up and down, whereas something does not
come to be up owing to its substance or quality or quantity, but owing
to that thing that is called place. Also, the estimative faculty does not
even imagine mathematical figures unless they are distinguished by a
certain position and space.6 Also, were it not that place exists and has
with its existence a certain specification, species differences, and properties unique to the species, then some bodies would not be moved naturally
up and others down. They said that the power of place has reached such
a degree that popular imagination refuses to believe that anything exists
6. In the Arabic paraphrase of John Philoponus’s commentary on the Physics
(see Arabic Physics, 276), Philoponus gives the example of a triangle, arguing that
one cannot imagine a triangle without imagining a base and apex that are separated
by space. Thus, even mathematical reasoning requires some idea of space.
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that is not in place and demands that place be something self-subsistent,
requiring that it be a certain preparatory [cause] to the extent that bodies
come to exist in it. Also, when Hesiod desired to compose a poem in
which he related the order of creation, he did not think that anything
preceded the existence of place, and so said: “Place is what God created
first, then the broad expanse of Earth.”7
(9) As for solving the puzzles that were mentioned rejecting place,
we shall put them off until the time that we fully grasp the essence of
place. So let us first find out the essence of place.
7. The reference is to Hesiod’s Theogony, 116, where Hesiod states that the first
of the gods was chaos, or infinite space. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.1.208b29–31.
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Chapter Six
The various schools of thought about place
and a review of their arguments
(1) The common man frequently uses the term place in two ways. On
the one hand, he sometimes means by place whatever something rests
on. He does not go on, however, and distinguish whether it is the lower
body or the outermost surface of the lower body unless he is one of those
who has broken with common opinion a little, in which case some imagine that it is the outermost surface of the lower body, to the exclusion
of the rest of it. On the other hand, sometimes they mean by place the
thing that contains another, like the cask for wine and the house for the
human and, in general, whatever something is in, even if it is not resting
on it. This is the majority opinion even if they are not aware of it, since
the general public thinks that the arrow passes through a place, and
those who have a sense of the universe’s form believe that Heaven and
Earth are at rest in a place even if not supported by something.
(2) Philosophers, however, found certain attributes belonging to the
thing to which the name place applies in the second sense.1 Examples [of
these attributes of place] include [the following]: something [call it x ] is
in it; [ x] departs from it during motion; it encompasses [ x] and nothing
1. For discussions of the earlier Greek philosophical positions surrounding
place upon which Avicenna is drawing, see Richard Sorabji, Matter, Space, and
Motion: Theories in Antiquity and Their Sequel (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
1988); Keimpe Algra, Concepts of Space in Greek Thought (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995);
and Helen S. Lang, The Order of Nature in Aristotle’s Physics: Place and the Elements
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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else; and things undergoing local motion are received into it. In gradual
degrees, then, their estimative faculties imagined it as a container, since
the placed thing is described by its being in it. Once they were of a mind
to find out the essence and substance of this thing, however, it was as if
they became divided among themselves, saying: Whatever is proper to
something and nothing else must either be inherent in or extrinsic to the
thing itself. If it is inherent in the thing itself, then it is its material or its
form. If it is extrinsic to the thing itself and yet exactly equals it and is
proper to it, then either it is an extremity of some surface that meets [the
thing] and is occupied by contacting it and nothing else and, whether it
is what surrounds or [what] is surrounded, it remains at rest, whichever
of the two it happens to be; or it is a certain interval exactly equaling the
dimensions of [the thing] and so occupies it by permeating it.2
(3) Those who maintained that place is the material [asked], “How
could it not be, when the material is what is susceptible to replacement?” 3
Those who maintained that place is the form [asked], “How could it not
be, when it is the first defining container?”
(4) Those who maintained that place is intervals4 said that between
the extremes of the container holding water are certain naturally disposed5 intervals that remain fixed, and that the bodies held in the container successively replace them. The situation brought them to the
point of saying that this was commonly accepted and that, in fact, the
light of reason is naturally disposed to it, for everyone judges that water
2. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.4.211b6–9.
3. Cf. the argument for place from replacement in 2.5.8.
4. The Arabic buʿd, which can also be translated “dimension,” is almost certainly translating the Greek diastēma, which Aristotle mentions as a (rejected)
candidate for place (see Physics 4.4.211b5 ff ), but which the Neoplatonist John
Philoponus subsequently defended (see his corollaries on place from his commentary on the Physics).
5. Reading mafṭūrah with T for Y’s and Z’s maqṭūrah (dripped). The former not
only makes better sense but also brings the text in line with the same expression
that appears at the beginning of par. 8 of 2.7, where Avicenna discusses the independent interval. Still, maqṭūrah is clearly the lectio difficilior ; and so, if retained,
“dripped” might be understood as “wet,” thus referring to the “watery” interval
of the contained water. Alternatively, one of the terms Avicenna used for “dimension” (quṭr) is derived from the same root as maqṭūrah, and so, although it is unlikely,
the phrase might mean “certain dimensional intervals.” The Latin has infinita
(infinite) both here and at 2.7.8, where the Arabic is clearly mafṭūrah; however,
infinita is quite possibly a corruption of insita (inborn or innate), which would correspond nicely with the Arabic mafṭūrah.
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is in what is between the limits of the container and that the water disappears and departs and air comes be in that very same interval. They
also argue by attacking [others’] arguments. So, addressing specifically
the advocates of surface,6 they said that, if place is a surface that meets
the surface of another, then motion would be to depart from one surface while advancing toward another. In that case, the bird standing
still in a [stream of ] air and the rock standing still in [flowing] water,
where both [the water and air] are changing (that is, one surface is being
departed from for another), must be something undergoing motion.7
That is because what they have made the place of [the mobile] is changing around it. If it is resting, then its resting is in which place? [The
question arises] since a condition for something’s being at rest is that it
stay put in its place for a time; and this account is frequently what
attests to something’s being at rest. So, since the surface does not stay
put, what stays put is only the interval that it occupies, which neither is
snatched away nor changes, but is always one and the same.
(5) Again, they said that [conceptual] analysis results only in simple
things, where the estimative faculty removes one thing after another
from the things together in the composite until what remains in the
estimative faculty after everything else is removed is something simple
existing in itself, even if, taken alone, it cannot subsist. It is in this way
that we recognize material, form, and simple [elements], which are certain
units, in composite things. Once more, then, when our estimative faculty
imagines the water and the other bodies as removed and eliminated in
the container, it necessarily follows from that that the interval remaining
between its limits exist and that that [interval] exist also at the same time
[that] the former exists [namely, the water or other bodies].
6. These would be those who advocate the Aristotelian account of place as
Avicenna understands it. Whether Aristotle himself would have identified place
with a surface is, however, an open question; see H. Lang, The Order of Nature in
Aristotle’s Physics: Place and the Elements, 104–111.
7. The “bird example,” although employed in a different context, can be found
in Galen, On Muscular Movement, 4.402, 12–403, 10; see The Hellenistic Philosophers,
ed. A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley, 2 vols. (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 1987), vol. 1, 283.
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(6) They further said that body is in place not by means of its surface, but through its volume and quantity. So what it is in by means of
its corporeality must be what exactly equals it. In that case, [place must]
be an interval, because place exactly equals the placed thing, and the
placed thing is a body possessing three dimensions, and so place possesses three dimensions.
(7) Again, they said that place must in no way undergo motion nor
disappear; but the extremities of what contains frequently do undergo
motion in some way and do disappear.
(8) Moreover, they said that people say that place is sometimes
empty and sometimes full, but they do not say that the simple [surface]
is empty and full.
(9) They argued that, while the doctrine of the interval sees to it
that every body is in a place, the school of thought associated with the
advocates of the simple containing [surface] makes it impossible for
certain bodies to have a place.8
(10) Furthermore, they claim that, in fire’s motion upward and
earth’s motion downward, both seek a place for the whole of themselves.
It is absurd, however, that they seek the extremity of a body that is above
or below, for it is absurd that the whole of the body should meet with the
limit. Hence it is the ordered position in the interval that is sought.
(11) These, then, are the arguments of the advocates of the interval
[considered] absolutely. They are, however, of two schools of thought.
Some of them deem it absurd that this interval should remain empty
without something filling it, requiring that it never be absolutely stripped
of what fills it save with the entry of something else that fills it.9 Others
do not deem that absurd but embrace the possibility that this interval
8. The body in question almost certainly is that of the cosmos itself, which,
according to Aristotelian cosmology, is finite, and “outside” of which there is
absolutely nothing, not even void space. Consequently, if place is understood as
the innermost limit of a containing body, (Aristotle’s preferred definition) and
yet nothing is outside of the cosmos that could contain it, then the cosmos as a
whole cannot have a place.
9. The proponent of this view is John Philoponus; cf. In Phys. 568.14 ff.
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is sometimes void and sometimes full — namely, those who advocate the
void ([albeit] some of those who defend the void suppose that the void is
not an interval, but is nothing, as if to be something is to be body).10 Now,
the first thing that incited the imagination to believe in the void was air.
That is because the initial common opinion was that whatever is neither
a body nor in a body does not exist. Moreover, their initial opinion about
existing bodies was that they are perceptible by sight, whereas whatever
is not perceptible by sight was supposed not to be a body and so, then,
must be nothing. Therefore, it was imagined, in the case of air, not that
it was something that fills but that it was nothing. On their initial view,
then, the air in the container was11 imagined to be void12 intervals, not
some thing. The first to rouse them from their [intellectual] slumber did
so by showing them that inflated wineskins resist prodding, and so, by
prodding, it became obvious to them that air is a body, just like the rest
of the bodies qua body. Some of those who saw that backtracked and no
longer considered void an existing thing, since the thing that they had
supposed was a void — that is, air — turned out to be full. Others, not
voiding themselves of the void, conceded that air is not a pure void but,
rather, a mixture of void and something that fills, since they found certain arguments and reasoning that conclude that the void exists.
(12) One of the arguments for that is their claim that we see bodies
rarefy and condense without anything entering or leaving. Thus, rarefaction involves the parts being separated in such a way that what is left
between them is a void, whereas condensation is the return of the parts
to fill the void produced by rarefaction.
10. For Avicenna’s sources of the earliest accounts of the void, see Aristotle,
Physics 4.6.
11. Reading kāna with Z, T, and the Latin ( est ) for Y’s ka-anna (as if ).
12. Reading khālīyah with Z, T, and the Latin ( vacua) for Y’s ʿ ālīyah (high),
which simply makes no philosophical sense in the present context and may simply
be a typographical error in Y’s edition.
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(13) They also said that we see something completely filled with
ashes being completely filled with water; but were there not a void, it
would be impossible that it should be filled with water. Similarly, they
said: There is also the wine cask that is completely filled with wine, and
then that same wine is placed into a wineskin, and then both [the wine
and the wineskin] are placed back into that same wine cask such that the
cask simultaneously contains both wine and wineskin.13 Were there no
void in the wine into which the magnitude measuring the wineskin is contracted, it would be impossible that what had been completely filled by
the wine alone should now contain both the wineskin and wine together.
(14) They further said that what grows does so only by extending
into something that it is in but that, undoubtedly, that thing cannot
extend into what is already filled, but only into what is void. Also, some
of them generalized this argument, saying that the mobile must be moved
into either a void or something already filled. If it moved into something
already filled, however, then what is full would move into what is full!
Thus, it remains that it is moved into a void. Also falling under that form
of their argument is the phial that is sucked on and then inverted into
water such that water enters into it, but if [the phial] were already full,
then it could not contain some other thing that enters into it.
(15) Again, they said that when the mobile is moved, it must either
repel what is full, and so move it, or it must interpenetrate it. Interpenetration, however, is absurd. So it remains that it repels it so as to move
it, but the situation concerning what is repelled will be just like what is
moved into it, and so, when it is moved, it necessarily follows that the
universe is moved. Also, when any given thing is moved violently, there
would be a ripple effect such that the universe [ itself ] would undulate
violently imitating the undulation of [that thing].
13. Aristotle mentions this example at Physics 4.6.213b15–18.
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(16) Those claiming that whatever the thing is on is place draw on
[the belief ] of the common man, since he calls wherever he sits his place.
Our concern is not with the one who call this a place, but with identifying this place that the placed thing is on, which, in fact, is what contains
and is exactly equal [to it] and is necessary for everything that undergoes
locomotion, wherever it might be, even if it is not resting on anything
supporting it.
(17) As for those who argue that place is the simple [surface], however it might be, they say that, just as the surface of the jar is a place
for the water, so likewise is the surface of the water a place for the jar,
since a touching surface belongs entirely to any given simple [surface]
continuous with it. Also, they say that the outermost celestial sphere is
moved. Now, whatever is moved has a place, and so the celestial sphere
has a place; however, it does not have a containing limit of some surrounding thing. So, not every place is a containing limit of that which
surrounds, but, rather, the place of [the outermost celestial sphere] is
the upper surface of the sphere below it.14 As for those who defend
place’s being a containing surface, we shall relate the facts about their
school of thought and confirm it later;15 but first we must refute those
[other] schools of thought and then follow it up by revealing the errors
in their reasoning.
14. Cf. Themistius In Phys. 121.1–4.
15. See 2.9.1.
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Chapter Seven
Refuting the view of those who say that place is matter or form
or any indiscriminate contacting surface or an interval
(1) The claim of those who think that the material or form is place is
shown to be false in that one knows that the place is left behind when
there is motion, whereas the material and form are not left behind. Also,
motion is in place, whereas motion is not in the material and form, but with
them. Also, motion is toward place, while motion is in no way toward the
material and form. Also, when something is generated, as when water
becomes air, its natural place changes, whereas its natural material does
not change; and, at the start of the generation, [the generated thing] is
in the initial place, whereas it is not in its form. Also, it is said that the
wood was a bed, and that vapor was from1 water, and [that] a human was
from semen, while it is not said that place was such-and-such a body or
that such-and-such a body was from place.
(2) On the view of those who say that place is any simple [surface]
that contacts a complete simple [surface], whether as what surrounds or
as what is surrounded, it necessarily follows that one body would have
two places. In other words, according to their view, the jar must have two
places: one place that is the surface of the water that is in it, and another
that is the surface of the air that surrounds it. Now, it is known that one
1. For Avicenna’s use of the preposition ʿan in relation to the material cause,
see 1.2.18–19.
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body does not have two places, but that a single placed thing has a
single place. They were forced to this position simply because they did
not understand the motion of the celestial sphere and supposed that it
was local — that is, it is something moved with respect to place — while
finding that the outermost body is not in a place that contains from
outside. If our view concerning positional motion2 is recognized, we are
spared this inconvenience and saved from this exigency.
(3) As for those who claim that place is the fixed interval between
the limits of what contains, we shall single out those of them who deem
it absurd that this interval [ever] be devoid of what is placed [in it].3
This interval must either exist together with the interval belonging to
the contained body or not. On the one hand, if it does not exist [together
with the interval belonging to the contained body], then a place would
not exist together with the thing placed in place, because the placed
thing is this contained body and the place is this interval that [ is being
assumed] to not exist together with the interval of the body. If, on the
other hand, it does exist together with it, then one or the other of the following must be the case: It might have an existence that is numerically
different from the existence of the interval of the contained body and so is
distinct from it, receiving certain properties and accidents that numerically belong to it to the exclusion of those belonging to the interval of the
contained body. Alternatively, it might not be different from it and instead
might be united with it so as to become identical with it. If, on the one
hand, it is different from it, then there is an interval between the limits of
what contains, which is place, and another interval in the placed thing
that is likewise between the limits of what contains and is numerically
2. For Avicenna’s account of motion with respect to position, see 2.3.13–16.
3. The position mentioned is that of John Philoponus; see the note to 2.6.11.
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different from the former. Our saying “the individual interval that is
between these two things” means that this [interval] is the continuous
thing that is susceptible to division between the two [limits] in a particular way so as to be pointed to, and so whatever is between this limit and
that limit is this interval that is between the two. Now, whatever is this
interval that is between the two definite limits is necessarily a single
individual, not something different, and so whatever is between this limit
and that limit is a single individual interval, not one interval and another.
Consequently, between this limit and that limit there does not exist one
interval belonging to the body and also some other interval; however,
the interval that belongs to the body between the two limits does exist,
and so the “other” interval, the latter, does not exist. If, on the other
hand, [the purported interval identified with place] is identical with [the
interval of the contained body], then there is no interval but this one; and
similarly, when some other body replaces it, there would be no interval
but that which belongs to the other body. So there simply does not exist
between the limits of what contains any other interval than the interval
of what is contained, but they do not believe that it is possible for it to
be wholly devoid of what is placed [in it]. So, then, the separate interval
exists only in the estimative faculty’s imagining certain absurdities,
similar to its imagining that that containing body remains [something
that contains] without some of the internal limits being covered by others
nor having any body in it. This is just like one who says that when our
estimative faculty imagines that five has been divided into two equal parts,
the odd in that case has been increased by one unit.4 So, when this necessarily follows on the estimative faculty’s imagining some absurdity, then
it need have no reality in existence.
4. It was a standard conception among ancient and medieval mathematicians
that the even is what can be divided into two equal parts without remainder,
whereas the odd is that which cannot be equally divided, but always has a unit
left over; see, for instance, Euclid, Elements 7, defns. 6–7. Thus, to imagine that
five has been divided into two equal parts is tantamount to imagining that what
is odd is simultaneously even — an obvious absurdity.
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(4) Also, how could it even be possible for the two intervals to be
together when it is obvious that two intervals are greater than one
interval, because (and for no other reason than) they are two and a
composite? Now, the whole of any composite interval is greater than
one interval, and is thus greater than it because the greater is that which
is quantitatively more than some other by a number that exceeds the
other; and the greater with respect to magnitudes is like the many with
respect to number, where whatever is quantitatively more with respect to
magnitudes is greater. So, when one interval enters into another, either
the interval that is entered into ceases to exist, such that an existing
interval has entered into a nonexisting one, or it remains and the one
interpenetrates it, forming a composite that is greater than either one of
them, such that the two intervals would be greater than a single one. The
situation is not like that, however, since the composite of the two would
be that which is between the limits, and that is the exact amount of each
one of them; and so the composite would not be greater than either one
[taken individually].
(5) Here, one might ask about the state of the line when it is folded
such that half of it is superimposed upon the other half, in which case
there would be two lines, the composite of which does not exceed in
length the length of either one of them. This, however, is absurd, because
either one of the following cases must hold: On the one hand, each half
might have a distinct position from the other, in which case the composite
of the two lines would make an interval different from and bigger than the
interval of either one of them, whereas if it is not [folded] rectilinearly,
then it would not have been folded [as required], nor would there be one
interval derived from the composite of both, but, instead, one interval
would be distinct from another.5 On the other hand, the two might unite
so as to form a single line (if that is possible), in which case there would
not be two lines, but only one.
5. The two scenarios Avicenna seems to have in mind are (1) one line is lying
on top of another similar to an equal sign (=), in which case the composite is
greater, i.e., thicker, than any single line in the composite, or (2) rather than
being folded, the line is bent like a horseshoe ( ⊃), in which case not only is it not
folded as instructed, but also there is no actual composite of the two.
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(6) [ In contrast with lines, however,] bodies are precluded from interpenetrating.6 Now, what precludes the bodies from doing that is not that
there is included in that body some set of forms, qualities, or the like
comprising the body as such; for whichever forms or qualities you care
to take, were they not to exist, while the body is assumed to exist, the
interpenetration would still be impossible. Moreover, the material does
not preclude something’s interpenetrating some numerically different
material.7 That is because when we say that the material is precluded
from interpenetrating some other material, this might be taken in either
one of two ways: On the one hand, this might be by way of negation, like
saying that sound is not seen and that the soul does not interpenetrate
motion, since neither one of these is characterized as being with the other
such that the estimative faculty imagines that there is interpenetration.
On the other hand, [the material’s precluding interpenetration] might
not be like this, but in the sense that opposes interpenetration as a proper
opposite. For, just as the meaning of interpenetration is that anything you
take from one of two [interpenetrating] things, you find locally with it
something of the other (since one is not locally separate from the other),
so that which opposes it is that this very thing is locally distinguished
from that very thing, and so its parts are taken to be distinct from the
parts of that one.
(7) If the claim is that the material precludes interpenetration in
the negative sense (that is, the first [sense]), then our discussion is not
about it, and it is conceded that, in itself, the material does have this
description. Our discussion instead concerns the second option. Now,
that second option is inconceivable with respect to the material unless
[the material] itself is assigned a location; but that happens only accidentally on account of the interval it happens to have, in which case it is
[the interval] that resists being partitioned and divided. So the material
is so disposed as to bear this opposite (that is, interpenetration), whereas
6. For a detailed discussion of Avicenna’s argument against the interpenetration of bodies, see Jon McGinnis, “A Penetrating Question in the History of Ideas:
Space, Dimensionality and Interpenetration in the Thought of Avicenna,” Arabic
Sciences and Philosophy 16 (2006): 47–69.
7. Cf. John Philoponus, In Phys. 559.9–18, who argues that it is the materiality
that precludes two bodies from interpenetrating.
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the other opposite ([that is,] noninterpenetration), follows as a concomitant of the interval. The interval causes this opposite to follow as a concomitant of [the material] and be conceptualized as such. It is because
of the interval that the material does not interpenetrate other material
(even if the interval is the sort of thing to which that might belong),
while it is not in the nature of the material alone to be an obstacle that
opposes interpenetration and so to preclude the material’s being something that interpenetrates. How could this material that possesses the
interval in such as way as not to preclude itself from having the corporeal
interval possibly preclude that very [interval] from receiving another
corporeal interval? The material has nothing to do with whether something is insusceptible to the nature of the interval when it encounters it,
nor has it anything to do with whether it is insusceptible to a given
interval and increase, whereas it will be revealed that [the material] is
susceptible to rarefaction once we investigate and confirm that.8 So, if
the interval in itself does not preclude the interpenetration of some
other interval, whereas the material is what is prepared such that it does
receive the interval, and it is not in its nature qua material that it be
unique to one space such that it would oppose interpenetration,9 then
the interpenetration of two bodies must be possible. So, if there is something [that is] composed of two things and [that] is itself nothing but
the composite of the two (without there occurring a certain alteration
and affection [so as to produce] a third form or factor different from the
two), then, when each one of them is judged to be possible, the whole is
[also judged] to be possible, and when one after another is not prevented,
the whole is not prevented. The whole body, however, is precluded from
interpenetrating another body! So what prevents that is owing to its
parts. It is not, however, that every part of it prevents that, since the
material is not a cause preventing that, whether by some proper action
or affection. So it remains that it is the nature of the interval that does
not suffer interpenetration; and if, additionally, the material informed
by the interval cannot interpenetrate the interval, then the body cannot
enter into an interval at all.
8. The reference is to Kitāb f ī al-kawn wa-l-fasād, although there is also a brief
discussion at 2.9.17 and 20–21.
9. Reading al-mudākhilah with Z, T, and the Latin (infusio), which Y (inadvertently) omits.
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(8) Moreover, the matter and material of the thing placed in the
container that has been filled must either encounter that naturally disposed interval or not. Now, on the one hand, if [that interval] remains
independent and separate from [the material], then the body possessing
the material will have neither filled the container nor entered into it.
[ That is] because that naturally disposed interval is something that
subsists independently, which does not encounter the matter of the body
entering into it, whereas the body entering into it is itself never devoid
of its matter. On the other hand, if that interval permeates the matter
itself along with the interval in the matter, then two equal intervals
agreeing in nature will have permeated the matter. It is well known,
however, that things agreeing in [their] natures that are not divided into
species by differences in their substance do not make up a multiplicity of
individuals except through the multiplicity of the matters that underlie
them, whereas, when there is only one matter for [the nature], there
simply is no multiplicity, and so there will not be two intervals. Also,
were we to assume that in the matter the interval has become many,
then there would be two intervals; but, then, which intervallic property
would the matter have owing to one of the intervals that permeates it,
and which other property would it have owing to the other interval that
permeates it? [That] is because we find in the matter one [intervallic
property] that corresponds with the continuous and another that corresponds with being divisible; and, accordingly, were there but one interval
in [the matter], then the form would be that form.
(9) So this is what we have to say in refuting the existence of this
naturally disposed interval. During the refutation of that, something
was said that will provide a basis for [showing that] it is impossible for
intervals to exist within intervals ad infinitum. At this point, however, we
have not reached a full understanding of that according to a true sense
that commands confidence; but later, we, or someone else, will reach it.10
10. The reference may be to his doctrine expounded in 3.2.8 and elsewhere
that within a continuous magnitude, there is not an infinite number of actual,
potential, or even latent half-intervals; rather, the potentially infinite divisibility
of a continuous magnitude refers to the fact that nothing in the material precludes the estimative faculty from imagining as many divisions and as small an
interval as one wants.
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Chapter Eight
The inconsistency of those who defend the void
(1) The first thing we must do is to explain to the proponents of the
void that it is not absolutely nothing, as many people suppose and imagine.
Indeed, if the void is simply nothing, there would be no dispute between
them and us. So let the void be nothing that has any determinate reality,
and we shall happily grant them this.1 The descriptions applied to the
void, however, demand that it be some existing thing—namely, that it is
a certain quantity, and that it is a certain substance, and that it has a
certain active power. [ That is] because nothing cannot exist between two
things to a greater and lesser extent, whereas the void might exist between
two bodies to a greater and lesser extent, for the void measured between
Heaven and Earth is greater than that occurring between two cities on
the Earth. In fact, it will have a certain ratio, and, indeed, each one of the
two will exist as some measured distance having a magnitude, such that
one void would be a thousand cubits and the other ten. Also, one void
would terminate at a certain occupied place, while the other would go on
infinitely. These states simply cannot be predicated of pure nothing.
(2) Now, since [the void] has these properties, and these properties
essentially belong to quantity (and, by means of quantity, to whatever
else [has them]), the void must have them either primarily and essentially
or accidentally. If it has them essentially, then it is quantity [which will
1. For a discussion of Avicenna’s argument, which runs through paragraphs
1–4, see Jon McGinnis, “Logic and Science: The Role of Genus and Difference in
Avicenna’s Logic, Science, and Natural Philosophy,” Documenti e Studi 18 (2007):
165–86, esp. §4.
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be considered shortly]. If it has them accidentally, then it is something
possessing a quantity, doing so as either a substance or an accident. Now,
the accident possesses a quantity only because it exists in a substance that
possesses a quantity; and so the void would need to be essentially joined
to a substance and a quantity, where that quantity would be nothing but
the continuous quantity that is divisible in three dimensions. Now, if the
substance and the quantity [together] internally constitute it, and every
substance having this description [namely, having three dimensions] is
a body,2 then the void will be a body. If the two are joined to it from
without and do not constitute it, then the states of [the void] reduce to
that of an accident in a body; but a body does not enter into the accident in the body, and so a body would not enter into the void. On the
other hand, if that [namely, the aforementioned properties] belongs to
it essentially, then it must be essentially quantity. Now, it belongs to the
nature of what is essentially a three-dimensional extended quantity
that it be impressed into matter and that it be either a part or a configuration of the sensible body. If it is not impressed into the matter,
then [its not being so] is not because it is a quantity, but because of
some accidental factor. Now, that accidental factor must be of the character that it either subsists without being in a subject or not. On the one
hand, if it is of the character that it subsists without being in a subject3
while being joined to the interval, then this interval inherently subsists
as joined to something else that subsists without being in a subject. So
that to which [the void] is joined and by which it subsists (namely, what
subsists in itself ) is a subject by which the void’s interval subsists. So
the subject of the interval will, in fact, be nothing but a thing that, in
2. Cf. 1.2.2.
3. Reading with Z, T, and the corresponding Latin aw yakūnu laysa min shaʾnihi
dhālika. Fa-in kāna min shaʾnihi an yuqūma lā fī mawḍūʿ ( . . . or not. On the one hand,
if it is of the character that it subsists without being in a subject), which Y (inadvertently) omits.
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itself, is not in a subject and with which a certain interval is conjoined
and that gives to [the interval] a certain quantity. On the other hand,
if that [accidental] factor is of the character that it subsists with a subject, then the only existence it and whatever accompanies it will have is
in a subject. So, then, how does the interval come to be something that
subsists without a subject, when it needs a subject? If it is said that its
subject is the void and that when it is in its subject, it makes its subject
be without a subject, the sense of the claim is that what has no subsistence in itself is accidental to what has no subsistence in itself except in
a subject, and then it makes it subsist in itself without a subject. Now
one of the things would be in its nature an accident, while accidentally
being a substance, and so the substantiality would be something accidental to one of the natures — which is impossible, as will become clear,
particularly in First Philosophy.4 In short, the indicated interval admits
of both situations,5 [and yet] it is numerically one nature and so is itself
ordered only to one genus, in which case that nature [must] fall under
either what exists in a subject or what does not.
(3) Moreover, if [that nature] is sometimes in itself a substance and
at other times in itself a nonsubstance, then, when it becomes a nonsubstance, it itself will have been corrupted absolutely such that its highest
genus—namely, substantiality—will have passed away. In that case, [that
nature itself ] will no longer remain, for if its species below its highest
genus were corrupted, its substance would no longer remain. So, when its
highest genus is corrupted, how can you think that its specific nature, by
which it is a substance, will remain? If this factor underlying the interval
is something inseparable that does not cease, then either it is inseparable
4. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 2.1.
5. That is, it can either exist in a subject or not exist in a subject.
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from the void because it is a certain dimensionally extended interval (in
which case every interval will be separate from matter) or it is inseparable from it because of a certain thing upon which it follows as a consequence that an interval is dimensionally extended (in which case the
account about that thing will be the same as the former account, going
on ad infinitum). Also, this consequence [namely, that an interval is
dimensionally extended] will be unlike the species difference belonging
to a genus, since (given that the nature of the interval is such as to be
divided into three dimensions) the specific nature [of being dimensionally extended] will [equally] belong to magnitude, as well as the natures
of a line and a surface. [ That is] because the distinction between the
specific nature upon which accidents follow and the generic nature upon
which differences follow is that the generic nature is divided into different [species] by differences that follow upon the [specific] nature as such.
Even when they do not follow as consequences, the intellect needs them
to follow at least to the extent that they are perfectly conceptualized in
the intellect and so might be given some determinate existence in [the
intellect]. In short, on the grounds that [something] is, it should have some
difference. So, when it is said that there is an absolute void—that is, some
indeterminate thing susceptible to continuous division—the difference
upon which this follows as a consequence is that (whether in one, two, or
all directions) there should be some difference that qualifies the intelligible concept of the interval and gives it some determinate existence in
reality and in the intellect, and that the intellect needs in order to determine whether it is some existing thing or [simply] a vain intelligible.
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(4) As for part of the interval’s coming together with white or black
and part of it needing matter while another part subsists without matter,
[such considerations] neither qualify its intervallic nature nor does it
need them in order to be an interval and subsist. In fact, they follow
upon it inasmuch as [the interval] is in matter, and, inasmuch as it
exists, its existence is qualified by some external factor. Species differences are those things by which something’s essence is qualified, whether
it is assumed to exist in concrete particulars or that [assumption] is not
taken into account. (The complete scientific account of this is given in
another discipline.)6 In fact, the nature of the interval is completed in7
its essence as an interval in that it determinately has some manner of
division and extension. Everything else simply are concomitants that
follow upon it, which we do not need in order to establish that there is
a given interval that is correctly assumed to exist. [Other than the
interval’s having some manner of division and extension,] the intellect
[simply] does not require anything else upon which [the interval] follows as a consequence so as to believe that the interval determinately
exists—[unlike] the way that [the intellect], when it believes that color or
animal exists, requires that there needs to be some species in a certain
state and having some description in order that [either color or animal]
exist. Therefore, the intellect cannot allow that the true difference is
absent from the species while its share of its genus remains, which was
explained elsewhere.8 Consequently, this differentiation between an
interval that is in matter and one that is not in matter is not such as to
6. The reference may be to Kitāb al-madkhal 1.2, if Avicenna means that the
existence of essences is assumed to be either in concrete particulars or in conceptualization. Alternatively, if he is referring to the role of species differences, the
reference may be to Kitāb al-madkhal 1.13.
7. Reading f ī with Z, T, and the Latin (in), which is (inadvertently ?) omitted
in Y.
8. Cf. Kitāb al-burhān, 2.10, where Avicenna argues that the existence of the
genus is simply the existence of its species.
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be through a species-making difference, but is a differentiation by certain accidents necessarily external to the subsistence of the interval’s
nature as a species. Now, it is possible for the estimative faculty to
imagine that each one of the things sharing the same nature has the
accident that belongs to the other, even though that is almost always
impossible owing to a certain obstacle, a [difference of ] time, or some
other external cause.
(5) It would seem that we just now got carried away with something
other than our intended topic of discussion when there is a way more in
keeping with the arguments of natural philosophy. So we say: If there is a
separate interval [namely, a void], then it must be either finite or infinite.
In the opinion of all of those who require the existence of the void, however, its nature is such that it is not finite save [where it terminates] at
the interval of some plenum, and that, if the plenum is finite, then it
similarly terminates at the void. According to their view, it would necessarily follow that an infinite interval is either a void alone, or a plenum
alone (which limits the void), or a composition of void and plenum. Now,
it is absurd that there be an infinite interval having this description, as
we shall explain soon,9 and so it is absurd that there be a void according
to what they say.
(6) Moreover, if there were a void, then necessarily either the plenum
would enter into it, or it would not. On the one hand, if the plenum enters
it, then either the void interval continues to exist simultaneously with
the interpenetration, or it ceases to exist. Now, if it ceases to exist, it cannot be called a place ; rather, the place is the void surrounding the body
that is joined with it. That is because it is in that only, since the void
interval between that has ceased to exist. Moreover, [the place] is not
9. See 3.8.
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the whole of that [void], but only its limit that is adjacent to the placed
thing, because, if the estimative faculty were to imagine the whole of that
[void] as not existing except this limit, then the placed thing would be in
something that, if it is moved, would depart so as to make way for what
succeeds it. Also, many bodies might be at rest in what is beyond that
[limit], but the place of the body does not contain other bodies together
with it. If, despite that, this interval sometimes does not exist and sometimes does, then sometimes it will be in potentiality and sometimes in
actuality. Now, as such, its being in potency means that, before its existence, there is something existing in a certain nature that is receptive to
the existence of [the interval]. (Let the natural philosophers concede this
as a posited principle.)10 In that case, the void is a composite of an interval and a matter that is informed by that interval so as to have a certain
position, and [a form that] can be pointed at. This, however, is a body, and
so the void is a body. On the other hand, if [the void interval] continues
to exist with the [plenum’s] interpenetration, then one interval will enter
another; but we have already undermined the possibility of this.11
(7) We also say that there can be neither motion nor rest in the void,
while there [can] be motion and rest in every place, and so the void is
not a place. There cannot be motion in it because every motion is either
natural or forced. Now, we argue that there cannot be natural motion
in the void because it will either be circular or rectilinear.
10. For Avicenna’s full account concerning the nature of potency, see Ilāhīyāt 4.2.
11 . See 2.7.6–7.
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(8) There cannot be circular motion in the void because the void is
of the character that it neither comes to an end nor is exhausted unless
there is a certain finite body beyond it and that body prevents it from
extending infinitely. So let us posit a certain body that is rotated so as
[to describe] a circle ABCD, and let us also stipulate that the circle
itself is being moved.12 Now let [the circle’s] center be E, and let us posit
outside of [the circle] an infinite rectilinear extension, GF, parallel to
AD (whether [that extension] be in a void, a plenum, or both together).
F
A

C

B

E

C
L

H
I

D
G

Now let a line, EC, which connects the center and the point C, rotate.
Because the line EC is perpendicular (or nearly so) to the line AD in a
direction other than FG, when [ EC] is extended infinitely in the direction of C, it will not cross FG, since there will undoubtedly be some
12. Avicenna is probably imagining a sphere that is fixed in place but rotating, much like the way that he and other ancient and medieval philosophers
imagined the various spheres of the planets and fixed stars. If one then imagines
some point on this fixed, rotating sphere, that point will describe the circle Avicenna has in mind.
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direction from the point E that does not lie next to the interval FG, and
whatever passes in [that direction] does not contact [ FG]. [ That] is
because, otherwise, the interval FG would be finite, circumscribing the
circle ABCD in every direction; but it was not posited as such. So let EC
be a certain interval or line that does not cross FG as long as it is in
that direction until it coincides with the line AED and then crosses
through it. At that time it, [ ECC] will intersect FG, for when it is in the
direction of FG and is perpendicular (or otherwise) to AD, then when it
is extended infinitely, it inevitably intersects FG and crosses some point
on it. Now, [the point where ECC crosses FG] will not always be one and
same point. [ That] is because, along the line FG, you can posit many
points and connect them to the center by many lines, [all] of which will
come to be along the projected path of the intersecting point from
which that line is produced whenever ECC corresponds with it. Now,
since there will be the projection toward [ FG] after not projecting
toward [it], there must be a first instant of time of the projection that
divides the two times, which [corresponds with] a certain point along
some projected path. Let the point be H. Now, let us take a point I that
is before the point H and connect E and I along a line ELI, [where L is
a point on the circumference of the circle ABCD]. In that case, when
the line ECC reaches the place where CC would correspond with the
point L during the rotation, there would have been a projection to
point I on FG that was before [the projection to] point H. It was said,
however, that H13 is the first point on the line FG to which there is a
13. Y has jim (= C), but the sense of the argument clearly demands hā (= H),
which, in fact, is what occurs in Z, T, and the Latin.
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projection. This is a contradiction.14 In fact, [the line] will always be
projecting toward [ FG] and always away from it, which is absurd.15 So,
then, there can be no circular motion in the void as they suppose.
(9) We also say that there would be no natural rectilinear motion.
That is because natural motion departs from one direction and is directed
toward another, and that from which it naturally departs must be different from that toward which it naturally tends. So, if that which it departs
is in every respect like that toward which it tends, there will be no sense
that the natural thing naturally departs it so as to acquire its like. [ That]
is because to depart naturally is to avoid naturally, but it is absurd that
what something naturally avoids be what it naturally tends toward.
(10) Let us, instead, take it from the top: Natural motion must either
be naturally directed in some direction or not. Now, it is absurd that
motion should not be directed in some particular direction; so, if it is
directed in some direction, the direction must be either some existing
14. Avicenna offers a condensed version of this argument in the Kitāb al-najāt,
241–43, where he argues thus: “We might be able to explain that [i.e., that the
void is not infinite] quickly. So, we say, let there be circular motion in an infinite
void (if an infinite void is possible) and let the moved body, for instance a sphere
ABCD, be moved around a center, E. Now let us imagine a line GF in the infinite
void and let there be a line EC [extending] from the center toward C away from
the line GF. When the sphere rotates, this line [ EC ] will be such as to cut, pass
through, and then depart from [GF ] such that there will inevitably be two points
where the projected line [ EC ] encounters and then departs [from GF ]; let them
be I and H. Yet there will also be a point, J, whose projection [on to GF ] is
before point I, and [yet] the point I was the first point at which the line [ EC]
projected [on to GF]. This is a contradiction; however, there is circular motion,
and so the void is not infinite.” Avicenna generates the contradiction by having
us assume any point as the first point of contact with the line GF. A structurally
similar argument, albeit employed for a radically different end (namely, to show
that an infinite could be crossed in a finite period of time) was given by Abū Sahl
Bijān al-Qūhī (or al-Kūhī); see Roshdi Rashed, “Al-Qūhī vs. Aristotle: On Motion,”
Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 9 (1999): 7–24.
15. In this sentence, Avicenna extends the general reasoning of the first argument to create another one, which seems to be the following: On the basis of the
first argument, mutatis mutandis, there cannot be any last moment of projecting
toward FG, since there will always be some point after that purported last point
to which his initial argument applies. Consequently, there will always be another
point toward which the rotating line EC must project before it ceases projecting
toward FG. Equally, however, one could construct a line KL paralleling FG that
is on the opposite side of the circle ABCD and, since the above argument will
hold for the line EC when it projects toward KL , EC will always project away
from FG. Clearly, this outcome is absurd, just as Avicenna concludes.
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thing or some nonexisting thing. If it is some nonexistent thing, then
it is absurd that it be such that something either departs from or is
directed toward it. If it is some existing thing, then either it is an intellectual object, not itself having a position and so not the sort of thing
that one can point to, or it has a position [such as up/down, left/right,
front/back] and so can be pointed to. Now, it is absurd that [the void]
be an intellectual object that has no position, because no motion is
directed toward that. So we are left with its having a position, in which
case the interval either can or cannot be divided into parts that are
reached during the traversal. On the one hand, if it is divided, then
there will be one part that is next to the mobile and, once the mobile is
there, either it will have become fully realized in [its natural] direction,
and so the part is the intended direction and the rest are superfluous,
or it will not be fully realized in the direction and, instead, it will need
to cross through it, and so [the part] will be an intermediary to the
direction and not part of the intended direction, but its status is like
that of everything else adjacent to it. On the other hand, if it is not
divided into parts that are reached, the absence of such a division is
either because, while it itself allows the division by supposition, it is not
in its nature to be broken up, or it is in no way divisible into parts (as
they say about the celestial sphere). Now, if it is [the sort of thing that]
is not divisible into parts by being broken up, while being divisible by
supposition, then it is a body other than the void; and so, as long as no
body exists in the void, [the void] will have no direction. In that case,
there will be no direction in the absolute void taken alone. Moreover,
that body must either be proper by nature to the space of the void that
it is in or not. If [that body] is proper to it, then one part of the void will
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differ from another in the nature [of the void itself ] in order that some
bodies be naturally proper to [a given space] to the exclusion of others.
If [that body] is not proper [to that space], then it will pass through
it when it departs from it. Now, when the body departs that space in
the void (assuming that [the body] is moved), it either must be moved
naturally [(1)] toward [some space] — whether it is the earlier space of
the void that that body was in or the later space that it will reach — or
[(2)] it [must be moved naturally] toward the body that was in [the
space]. [As for (1)] it cannot be moved to the earlier space [or some
later space], otherwise its motion to that space is the natural motion
and that which is [proper] to it itself.16 [As for (2)] the motion [to that
space] is, then, accidental, and so it could not have been moved naturally
to that other space. [ That] is because, if that moved body is not in some
way aware of the transition of that body from one place to another, then
how can it just happen to leave one direction toward which [its] motion
tended because that [body] was in it, and its nature spontaneously tend
toward another direction? Unless, that is, that body emits to [the
nature] a certain influence or power, and17 that influence and power are
a certain principle that triggers the moved body to move naturally
toward [the body], as in the case of the magnet and iron, in which case
the motion is forced, not natural. If [the moved body] is aware, then a
certain perception will have in fact occurred, and [the motion] will have
been volitional, not natural — all of which is vacuous. The discussion of
that body’s transition, whether naturally or not, however, returns us to
our enumeration [of the various options]—namely, if what is directed and
has a position is not divisible in any way whatsoever into parts that are
reached, it is either a point, a line, or a surface. Additionally, either all the
16. In other words, that other space (in fact, either the space it was in or the
space it will come to be in) will be the body’s proper place, in which case the
immediately preceding argument applies—namely, that there will be natural parts
in the void — which, on the present horn of the argument is assumed to be false.
17. Reading wa with Z and T, which is omitted in Y.
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directions will be the same in that they are points, lines, or surfaces, or
one will be a point, another a line, and another a surface. On the one
hand, [consider] if all of them are either points, or lines, or surfaces. Now,
points, lines, and surfaces are distinguished only by certain accidents
that they happen to have—namely, from those things of which they are
predicated, whether through what is proper to them as such or foreign
to them. All of that, however, belongs to them because of things that
vary in shapes and natures that are their extremities, whereas the void
is not like that. So, then, on the basis of this description, there would be
no specifically different directions in it. If, on the other hand, it is not
like that but, instead, one direction is a point and another a surface or
line, or according to some other way in which it can be divided, then
how is it possible that, in some location within the void, there is only an
actual point, and in another, only an actual line or actual surface, or
whatever? The void is one and continuous with no discontinuity in it
because it has no matter on account of which it would be susceptible to
these states; and, since it is self-evident, we have stipulated that that is
not because of a body. So there will not be different directions in the
void; but when there is no difference of directions and places, then it is
impossible that there be some place that is naturally left behind and
another that is naturally tended toward. So, then, there will be no natural rest in the void, since within the void there will be no location that
is better suited than another to there being natural rest in it.
(11) Also, we witness bodies being moved naturally toward various
directions and, moreover, varying in speed. Now, their variation in speed
is either because of some factor in what is moved or something in the
medium.18 The factor in that which is moved is sometimes due to a difference of inclinatory power, since, because of its [inclinatory] power, there
is the increase in the heavy thing’s descent or the light thing’s ascent;
18. The Arabic masāfah, which I translate “medium” here, literally means
“distance” or “spatial magnitude”; however, since, in paragraph 12, Avicenna
will speak of the “distance’s” being rarer and denser, he is clearly not thinking
of distance in the sense of a kilometer or a mile, but the nature of the traversed
medium. Thus, I have preferred “medium” in the present context.
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or it is faster owing to the increase of its bulk and slower owing to the
decrease. At other times, [the bodily factor] is due to its shape. So, when,
for instance, the shape is a square and it crosses the medium with its
surface [projecting forward], it will not be like a cone crossing the
medium with its vertex [projecting forward], or even when the square
crosses the medium with one of its angles [projecting forward], since, in
the former case, it needs to set into motion a larger thing (namely, what
it meets first), while in the latter cases it does not need to. So, in every
case, the cause of fastness is the greater strength to repel what obstructs
and to oppose whatever stands in its way and to penetrate more forcefully. [ That] is because the greater the repulsion and penetration, the
faster [something] moves, and the weaker they are, the slower it moves;
whereas this is indeterminable in the void. Let us, however, set this to
one side, since it is not of much use for what we are trying to do now.
(12) [ The factor effecting speed] that is due to the medium is that,
whenever [the medium] is rarer, it is crossed more quickly, whereas
whenever it is denser, it is traversed more slowly (assuming that what is
undergoing the natural motion is one and the same). In general, the cause
of it is the strength and weakness to resist pushing and being penetrated,
for the rarer is affected more readily by what pushes and penetrates,
whereas the thickly dense opposes it more forcefully. Thus, something
does not pass through earth and stone as it passes through air, while its
passing through water will be between the two. Now, rarity and density
increase and decrease in varying degrees, which, we have confirmed,
causes that opposition. So, whenever the opposition is less, [the mobile]
moves faster, whereas whenever the opposition increases, it moves slower;
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and so the variation of the mobile’s fastness and slowness are commensurate with the opposition. Whenever we posit less opposition, the motion
must be faster, while whenever we posit more opposition, the motion must
be slower. So, when the mobile undergoes motion in the void, it will cross
the void19 medium either in a certain amount of time or in no time.
Now, it is absurd that that would take no time, because it crosses some of
the medium before crossing all of it, and so it must take some time. Now,
inevitably, that time will have some proportion to the time of the motion
in a plenum that offers opposition, and it will be just as much as an
amount of time of a certain opposition (were there such) whose proportion to the plenum’s opposition is the proportion of the two times, but
slower than an amount of time of opposition that is smaller in proportion to the posited opposition than the proportion of the time. Now, it is
absurd that the proportion of the motion’s time, where there is absolutely no opposition, should be like a proportion of some amount of time
of a motion during a certain opposition (were it, in fact, to exist), let
alone slower than some amount of time of some other opposition (were it
imagined to be even less than the initial smaller opposition).20 In fact,
whatever requires any opposition imagined as existing for some time
cannot have any proportion to a time having absolutely no opposition.
So, then, the motion will neither take some time nor not take some time.
This, however, is absurd.
19. Reading khālīyah with Z, T, and the Latin (vacuum) for Y’s ḥālīyah (present).
20. In more concrete terms, the argument may be expressed thus: Assume that
it takes one minute to cover a given distance in a void that offers no opposition,
while it takes two minutes to cross the same distance in a certain medium —
say, water — that does offer some opposition. Thus, it takes half the time to cross
through the void that it does to cross through the water. Now, imagine that there is
another opposing medium that is half as rare as water — say, air. Since Avicenna
has argued that, ceteris paribus, fastness and slowness of some mobile is proportional to the opposition offered by the medium through which it travels, something traveling through the air would travel twice as fast as it does through the
water; however, the same object likewise traveled twice as fast through the void as
it did the water, and so the mobile traveling through the air, which offers a certain
amount of opposition, would cover the same distance in the same time as it would
traveling through a void that offers no opposition. Moreover, were there some medium
even rarer than air, the mobile would move through it faster than through a void,
while being opposed in the former medium but not being opposed in the void.
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(13) We do not have to stipulate in our proof of this whether this
opposition (which is according to the noted proportion) must exist or not,
because our claim is that the amount of time for this motion in a void
would be equal to the amount of time during a certain opposition were
it to exist, and this premise is true in the way we explained. Also, every
motion in a void is a motion in what does not oppose, and this premise is
likewise true. Also, any motion in what does not oppose will not at all
be equal to some motion during a certain opposition having a given proportion, were it to exist. So, from these premises, it necessarily follows
that, in a void, there is no motion whose time is equal to some amount of
time of a motion during a certain opposition, were there such. From these
[premises] and the first, it necessarily follows that none of the motions in
the void is a motion in the void, which is a contradiction.21
(14) Now, one thing that could be said against this is that every
motive power is in a body, and so, as a result of the body’s magnitude
with respect to its bulk and [that power’s] magnitude with respect to its
strengthening and weakening, [the motive power] requires a certain
amount of time, even if there were no opposition at all. Besides that, the
times might increase in accordance with an increase of certain oppositions, while it does not follow that every given opposition will produce
some influence on that body. [That] is because it does not necessarily
follow, when a given opposition has some influence, that half of it, or half
of half of it, would have an influence. Indeed, when a certain number of
21. The reasoning is clear once the proportion is given. Assume two finite
periods of time, t1 and t2 , and two magnitudes of opposition, M1 and M2 . Also, let
M1 be the amount of opposition imposed by the void, which, by assumption, is 0,
while the other variable will be some finite magnitude and so be expressed by
some finite number. Consequently, the proportion must be this: t1:0::t2:M2 , which
can equally be expressed as t1 / 0 = t2 / M 2 . Since the ratio on the left-hand side
involves division by 0, however, it will be infinite, whereas, since the ratio on the
right-hand side involves two finite numbers, it must be finite. In that case, however, an infinite will equal a finite, which, as Avicenna observes, is a contradiction. What is important to note is that the contradiction is generated simply by
assuming (1) that there is some proportion, expressed as, t1 / M1 = t2 / M2, between
the time it takes to cross through a given distance in a void and a plenum, and
(2) that the void offers no (i.e., 0) opposition.
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men move and transport some heavy object, it does not necessarily follow that half the number would move a given thing; nor does it follow
that, when many drops of water fall on something and erode a hole in
it, a single drop would have an influence. So the opposition whose time
corresponds with the proportion of the opposition of the void might not
have any influence at all, and only some other opposition (were it to exist)
would do so. The response to this is that we took opposition on the condition that it should be an opposition having an influence, [with respect to]
which (were it to exist) the amount of time for it would [equal] a certain
amount of time for some unopposed motion. We did not need to say
“opposition having an influence” simply because to say that the opposition
has no influence is like saying that the opposition does not oppose, for
the meaning of to oppose is nothing but to have some influence. Now, having
this influence is taken in two ways, one of which is to break down the
inclination’s fierceness and power, and the second [of which] is a certain
rest that we suppose that the opposition produces such that, as a result
of certain interceding oppositions, rests are continually produced that
are imperceptible individually while they are perceived collectively as
slowness.22 (Later you will learn that what has an influence is only according to one of the two.)23 Be that as it may, the mobile is, in its nature,
susceptible to lesser [degrees of influence] (should there be some agent to
produce such an influence on it), from which it is necessary that some
of those oppositions that the nature of the body experiences be equal in
their time to what is unopposed. This, however, is absurd.
22. This second position is, in fact, that of certain Atomists, who explained
differences in speeds by appealing to the number of purported intervallic rests a
mobile makes during the course of its motion.
23. See book 3.4.13–14 where Avicenna argues against the notion of atomic
motion with its accompanying intervallic rests.
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(15) Since it has become apparent that there is no natural motion
whatsoever in a void, we say that there is also no forced motion. That is
because forced motion is the result of [something] that is either joined
with or separate from the mover. So, on the one hand, if it is by being
joined with the mover and the mover is moved, then [that mover] likewise will be moved as a result either of a force, or a soul, or a nature. If
it is by force, the discussion will continue until it terminates at either a
soul or a nature. If it is moved by a soul, the soul will cause motion by
producing a certain inclination that also varies in strength as well as
weakening to the point that that [inclination of the soul] is seen together
with the coming to rest that is brought about by what opposes the motion,
just as is seen in what is moved naturally when it is opposed and prevented from moving. In other words, the inclination varies in power and
strength, and [all the problems] accompanying natural inclination [in a
void] will accompany it.24 If it is [moved] by nature, then it entails what
was argued [earlier]. When there can be neither psychic nor natural
[inclination] in the void, neither can there be forced motion in the void,
where the agent producing the motion in it is necessarily moved [either
by the soul or by nature].
(16) If the mover is separate from the motion when it produces it,
then [the motion] frequently entails some difference of direction with
respect to which it is moved, and the same thing that we said about
natural motion will necessarily follow.25 Moreover, the forced motion
that is produced by the separate mover might exist while the mover’s
production of the motion has ceased. Now, it is absurd that the motion
that is continuously being renewed should exist while its cause does not
exist. So there must be some cause that preserves the motion, and that
24. In other words, Avicenna believes that the argument of pars. 11–13 can
be expressed not only in terms of natural inclination, as it was above, but also,
mutatis mutandis, in terms of psychic inclination.
25. See par. 10.
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cause will exist in the mobile, producing an effect on it. Now, that [cause]
will either be some accidental power that is incorporated into the
mobile from the mover, like the heat in water as a result of fire, or a
certain influence that the mobile encounters resulting from that which
it passes through. The latter influence is understood in two ways:26 On
the one hand, when, as a result of something’s being moved, the mover
contacts and pushes the first part of the [medium] in which there is the
motion, then that [first part] will push what is next to it, and so on to
the last parts, and the projectile placed into this medium will be moved
as a necessary result of [the medium’s being moved] (on the assurance
that those pushed parts are moved faster than the projectile thrown by the
mover, since that [medium] is more easily pushed than this projectile).27
On the other hand, what pushes that body might push through that
medium, and so what is pushed would be something forced to contract
and then collectively curve around behind [the projectile], and that contraction will necessarily push the body forward.28 All of this, however, is
inconceivable in the void.
(17) These were the only options, since this motion is either by some
power [whether from the soul or from nature] or by some body that
causes motion by contact, where the body that causes motion by contact
does so either in that it [itself ] is carried along (where the status of
what is attracted by contact is like that of what is carried along) or in
that it is pushed by contact.
(18) If there is forced motion in the projectile as a result of some
power in the void, then [the motion] must continue and never abate or
discontinue. That is because, when the power is in the body, it either
remains or there is a privation of its existence. If it remains, then the
26. The two ways mentioned here are discussed at greater length later at 4.4,
where both are, in fact, rejected.
27. This account of how the medium can bring about motion is roughly Aristotle’s account of projectile motion found at Physics 8.10.266b28–267a20.
28. The theory presented here might be the doctrine of antiperistasis, or
mutual replacement, which Aristotle mentioned ( Physics 8.10.267a16–19) as one
possible, albeit ultimately rejected, account of projectile motion. The general
idea is that the medium moves the mobile in a way similar to that of contractions
pushing a baby out of a womb during parturition. This interpretation is further
confirmed at par. 18, where Avicenna’s use of the expression ʿalá sabīl ḥamlin
wa-waḍʿin (or wuḍʿin) evokes the image of childbirth.
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motion would always continue. If there is a privation of its existence,
or it even weakens, the privation of its existence or weakening is either
from a cause or is essential to it. The discussion concerning the privation of its existence will provide you the way to proceed with respect to
weakening. We say: It is impossible for the privation of [the power’s]
existence to be essential, for whatever is essentially a privation of existence necessarily cannot exist at any time. If the privation of its existence
is by a cause, then that cause is either in the moved body or in something else. If [the cause of the privation of the motion] is in the moved
body and, at the beginning of the motion, it had not actually been causing that [privation] but had in fact been overpowered, and then later
became a cause and dominated, then there is another cause for its being
such, in which case an infinite regress results. If either the cause or the
auxiliary cause, which assists the cause that is in the body, is external,
then the agent or auxiliary cause acts either by contact or not. If it acts by
contact, then it is a body in contact with the mobile, but this cause would
not exist in a pure void, and so the forced motion would neither abate
nor stop in the pure void. If it does not act by contact but is something
or other that produces an effect at a distance, then why did it not do so
initially? The discussion is just like the one about the cause if it were in
the body. The fact is that the most appropriate [explanation] is that the
continuous succession of opposing things is what causes this power to
decrease and corrupt, but this is possible only if the motion is not in the
pure void—that is, if the cause of the motion is a power. If the cause is a
contacting body that produces motion in the manner of bearing forth and
delivering, then the discussion returns to the separated29 cause, and what
was said there will be said here. So, clearly, in a pure void, there is no
forced motion, whether conjoined with or separate from the mobile.
29. There is some confusion in Y’s text, which reads al-sabab al-mufāraq
al-muqāran (the separated, conjoined cause). Not only does such a reading involve a
contradiction, but it is not confirmed by Z, T, or the Latin text, which all have “the
conjoined cause.” Still, both Y and Z note that there are manuscripts with “the
separated cause” (sigla H and M in Y’s edition, and, while neither is the earliest
MS consulted, both are among the earliest, thirteenth and fouteenth century,
respectively). Since the present language here in terms of childbirth is similar to
that of how a separate cause might impart motion to a medium such that the
medium causes motion (par. 16), “the separated cause” seems preferable.
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(19) Since our argument has made it clear that there is no motion in
the void, whether natural or forced, we say that neither is there rest in it.
That is because, just as that which is at rest is what is not moving but
such that it can be moved, so likewise that in which there is rest is that
in which there is no motion, but it is such that there can be motion in it;
whereas the void is such that there cannot be motion in it.
(20) The defenders of the void, however, were at their most outrageous when they gave it a certain attractive or motive power, even if in
some other way, such that they claimed that the cause of water’s being
retained in the vessels called clepsydrae and its being attracted into the
instruments called siphons30 is nothing but the attraction of the void and
that it first attracts what is denser and then what is more subtle. Others
have said instead that the void moves bodies upward — namely, when
the body becomes rarefied by a greater amount of void entering it [and]
then becomes lighter and moves upward more quickly.
(21) We say that, if the void were to have some attractive power, there
could be no differences in strength and weakness in it, since the way that
each part of the void would attract would be like any other. So, necessarily,
something’s being attracted into it is no more fitting than another’s,31 nor
is one thing’s being retained in it any more fitting than another’s. Also, if
what retains the water in the clepsydra is the void that became filled by
it, then why does [the water] descend when it is free of the instrument?
The fact is that [the void] by itself should retain and hold onto the water
and not let go of it such that it leaves. Additionally, it should not let the
container that [the water] was in descend, since, [if the void] retained
that water there, it should equally retain the container [there]. What
would they say, then, about a container that is assumed to be lighter
than the water?
30. The term zarāqāt al-māʾ (or perhaps zurāqāt al-māʾ ) is not found in the
Physics of the Arabic Aristotle nor in any of the Arabic commentaries that I have
consulted, most notably the Arabic paraphrase of John Philoponus. The skeleton
z-r-ā-q-ā-t could be vocalized either as zarāqāt, “a short javelin,” or zurāqāt, “an
instrument made of copper, or brass, for shooting forth naphtha” (see E. W. Lane,
Arabic-English Lexicon, s.v. Z-R-Q). Neither is particularly helpful, but perhaps the
Greek siphōn, “a reed or tube,” was confused with a short javelin, and hence the
tentative siphon.
31. Y has (inadvertently) omitted the phrase minhu awlá min al-injidhāb ilá
shayʾ, which appears in Z, T, and the Latin and completes the thought.
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(22) The same holds for their claim about the void’s raising bodies,
for either one of two situations must be the case. On the one hand, the
interstitial void that belongs to the parts of the rarefied body might be
what is required for its upward motion, and, being something required,
it would be inseparable from it. In that case, the void will be inseparable
from the rarefied body during its motion and so will locally move with
it and will also need some place, when it is something locally moved,
having a distinct interval with respect to position. On the other hand, it
might not be inseparable, and, instead, during [the rarefied thing’s]
motion, one void after another [might] be continually replaced. If that
is the case, then, for any void that we care to take, it will encounter it for
an instant; but one thing does not move another in an instant, and after
the instant it no longer is something being encountered in it. Perhaps,
however, [the void] gives to [the rarefied body] some power that is of such
a character as to remain in it and cause it to move—as, for example, it
heats it or produces some other effect on it that remains in it. The mover
would be that effect; and, as a result of that effect, each new void would
produce some effect; and so that effect would continually strengthen and
the motion would accelerate. Be that as it may, it would require that there
be a certain direction in the void to the exclusion of some other that also
belongs to that effect, whereas the void is homogeneous, making [the
suggestion] necessarily impossible.
(23) Also, the void’s being dispersed throughout the parts of a plenum
miraculously necessitates a certain state in the sum of the parts without
its being necessitated in each one of the parts. Indeed, it is absurd that
each one of the discontinuous parts should not be moved by some motive
cause, but that the whole be moved by it. The fact is that the whole that
is composed of separate parts that are touching should undergo locomotion precisely because the local motion produced in each one of the parts
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exists. Now the rarefied thing whose parts are separated by the void is
moved only as a result of the void, in which case each one of its parts will
arrive above first; but when we take the simple finite parts in it, there
is no void in any one of those parts, and so its ascending is not owing to
the dispersal of the void [in it], but, rather, because the void surrounds it.
In that case, it seems that, when [the rarefied thing’s parts] are joined
together and many, they are not acted upon by the void, while, when its
parts are separated and few, its fewer parts will be acted upon as a result
of the void, and it will just so happen that the whole moves upward.
Despite that, not all the parts will be acted on in this way, but only certain bodies having specific natures; and it is their natures that require
that the rarefaction come to be in this way, by the void. The reality of
this would be that there is something that belongs to the bodies whose
nature requires that some of its parts be at a certain distance from others,
which produces the volume for that instance of rarefaction, while other
bodies require a greater distance than that.
(24) It is also bizarre to picture some of these homogeneous parts
running away from others until certain well-defined distances are completed between them, whereas that flight is in ill-defined directions
haphazardly — one part fleeing upwards and another downwards, one
to the left, another to the right — until the rarefaction is created. In this
case, you will see either all the parts undergoing a mass retreat, or one
standing its ground and being fled from, while others make a hasty
retreat. Now, on the one hand, it would be amazing for one part of them
to run away while the others do not, when their parts as well as the
void that they are in are both homogeneous. On the other hand, however, it would be equally amazing for one part to take off to the right
and another to the left, when the two parts are one and the same with
respect to [their] nature and there is no variation in that in which there
is the motion. From these things, then, it is clear that there is nothing
to the void.
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ë Àd åtI åÂñ Tê BÂ UyTEÆ rç !VT@ sN v ébÆ À(Æç VMTßß ß ß ß @
cN Vc'Æ sN Tç ºaÆç VENCÆ vßß ß ß ß  4yd&Æ qIç «Ècßß ß ß ß  b P aÆç
ë Àdç «VL0
.s uLE  À(Æ åÂ\ 4 ÀTN ^Æ æb rK !mJ
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(25) Also, in the clepsydra and siphon, certain things outside the natural course occur because of the impossibility of the void and the necessity
that the flat surfaces 32 of bodies adhere to one another. In the case where
there is a forcible separation, however, there results from the separation
a certain replacement together with a change of a contacting surface,
without there being any time at which one surface is free of some other
contacting surface. So, when the flat surface of the water in the clepsydra
naturally adheres to the flat surface of some contacting body, such as the
surface of the finger, [the water] must be kept from falling as long as that
surface accompanying it is prevented from falling, and so it necessarily
stays put [in the clepsydra]. Were a void possible, however, and were the
surfaces separated without a replacement, then [the water] would fall
[from the clepsydra]. Also because of that, the water’s attraction in the
siphon turns out to be due to the adhesion of something having two
extreme limits, where [that thing] has fallen to the second limit, [coupled
with] the impossibility that, when the things being sucked give way to the
suction, there should be a discontinuity in between [the two extreme
limits] that would result in the existence of a void. That is why it is possible
to raise a great weight by a small bowl snugly fitted to it and other amazing devices that are achieved as a result of the impossibility of the void.
32. Omitting quwā (powers) after ṣafāʾiḥ with Z, T, and the Latin.
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Ðtßë ß ß ß ß Â TMN åtI T.ð Ä VÆÐd
èc)Æ r VÐT
ë
\ (±´)
ð Æç VÆcßð ß ß ß ß  Æ ÉÆ æbßß ß ß ß  åÂç
ì aL ð Ä «äT^Æ _yTG~ äÑ Çtçç «À(Æ Îtç ØTLÆ p^ vENCÆ
éc áÆcÆ
ì ãì a k åtI
ÆÏR .sN _C r _Cß
ë ß ß ß ß sN tJ åTÑ  áÐTG)Æ r Tê zt á

«k~^Æ _C «sN q VNG~ kCT  ädJ VÆc
ð Æ v ébÆ ÀT)Æ VNG~ WT 
.sE ãçdLÆ r Tê tE _Cßß ß ß ß  Æ oÏ ÒTÆ aL ãçdLÆ r Tê ß ß ß ß t åtI åÂñ ädJN
obç .ãdL «ãì a r  Ìì tCßß ß ß ß áÆcÆç À åtI åÂñ ÑT tç «ÈÐçcz mH åÂñ ädJ
ØTCHÆ ØTLÆç «vTÆ àcCJ sNc r ãd a T äçdJ VÆÐd
ð T
ð Æ v ÀT)Æ ÇÆb#Æ _~
cN pì H kÐ rIÂ T obç «gKJ
ð ÉTAK)Æ VT ç À(Æ Îtç uÄ éÎQ)Æ 4Æ v
.À(Æ Îtç ØTLT q vÆ VNEÆ pN'Æ r c Âî ÀTN Âç «sNJ äaLM cNF~ Ìì añ Hï 
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Chapter Nine
The essence of place and its confirmation
and the refutation of the arguments of those
who deny and are in error about it
(1) [ Let the following be taken as given:] Place is that in which the
body alone exists, and no other body can exist together with it in it
(since [place] is coextensive with [body]). It can be entered anew and
departed, and a number of placed things can successively enter into one
and the same [place]. These descriptions (whether all or some) exist only
because of a certain material or form or interval or some contacting
surface, however it might be. Now, not all of them exist in the material
and form, whereas the [absolute] interval has no existence (whether as
void or not). Also, the noncontaining surface will not be a place, and
only that which is the limit of the enclosing body contains. [Given all
this,] place is itself nothing but the surface that is the extremity of the
containing body. So it is what is proved to contain and be coextensive
with the things subject to local motion, and which the locally moved
thing fully occupies, and from which and to which the thing subject to
local motion departs and arrives during motion, and in which it is
impossible that two bodies exist simultaneously. So the existence and
essence of place have become apparent.
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sN 4C)Æç sNJC Y hHç sN ãtHÆ nNH$ç åTI)Æ VNT v
q sE sN åtI åÂñ Ñt ç «æaç q&Æ sN ébÆ t åTI)Æ åT ÆÏR (°)
Èa
ð sNJ UTE sL aÆtÆç «áÐTGç aßß ß ß ß  åTç «s Tê çTßß ß ß ß  åT ÏÄ ºæcN c Á
çÂ aEñ î çÂ ÈÐt~ çÂ utNM ð Ä at  Tßß ß ß ß MBE çÂ TMðJ ÉTGAÆ æb WTç «ÉTßß ß ß ß LIK
s Îtç  aEñ î Æç «ÈÐtAÆ v ç utNMÆ v at  TMENKç «åT mN á _C
VTM t ébÆ Ä sL çì T ç «åTI/ eN éçT'Æ <cN> _CÆç «ãì T cN ç Tê NT
çì T tM .cN  éçT'Æ q&Æ VTM t ébÆ _Cßß ß ß ß Æ t t åTI)T .pT@Æ qßß ß ß ß &Æ
sJ~Ætç «sL ãTHT pHL)Æ sÐTGç «ê Fßß ß ß ß pHL)Æ æQJ0ç «ÉHLKJ WT çì Tßß ß ß ß ç

.sNTç åTI)Æ Îtç cM aH ºTê E åTKßß ß ß ß  sN at åÂñ pNßß ß ß ß ç .sNÄ ãTHT
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(2) Sometimes the place coincides with a single surface, while at
others it coincides with a number of surfaces from which a single place
is formed (like the water in a river). Also, sometimes some of these surfaces happen to be moved accidentally, while others remain at rest; and
at still other times all of them happen to rotate around the moving thing,
while the moving thing remains at rest. What surrounds and what is
surrounded might even move away from each other in some extremely
complex way, as is the case with much of the Heavens.
(3) Here is something we should consider: When, for example, water
is in a jar, and in the middle of the water there is something else that the
water surrounds, and we now know that the water’s place is the concave
surface of the jar, then is it alone its place, or is the water’s place [the
concave surface] together with the outward convex surface of the body
existing in the water? It would be as if the water had a figure that is
surrounded by a concave surface and a convex surface and two other
surfaces, having this form [i.e. Figure 1 ]: [ In this case,] its place would
not be the concave surface of what surrounds alone, but instead the
sum of the surfaces that are in contact with all of its sides. So it would
seem that its place is the sum of the surfaces that are in contact with the
water on all sides: one as concave (belonging to the jar), one as convex
(belonging to the body in the water) [see figure 2]. The earlier [figure, 1],
however, is a single thing that the latter is not: namely, that the concave
surface of the figure that we drew [that is, figure 1 ] does not alone surround, but, rather, the surfaces as a whole surround like one thing,
whereas the latter [ figure 2 ] is not something like that and, instead, the
concave

concave

convex

convex
other

other
Fig. 1

Figure 1

Figure 2
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qJ ÌtC Èa
ð åtI åÂñ nG aç «êÆaÆç Tê C åTI)Æ åtI åÂñ nG aç (±)
Vc ÌtCÆ æb hE åtI åÂñ nG aç - cML
ð åTI TML
ð Æ v ÀTKJ TK - aÆç
âc)Æ
sNJ âc)Æç
ð TMðJ åtI åÂñ nGç «VLT TMBEç ÕcET
ð
ð uJ ÐçaT Vc
.ÉTçTKÆ r cì N v TK ºVÐTG)Æ vGT ÖT:Æç iN:Æ åT T/Ðç
ð .rT
c Á Àv ÀT)Æ ißß ß ß ß ç vç «Èc
ð v ê  ÀT åT ÆÏÄ :TL cDL åÂñ Uç (²)
sTI æaç t pM ºÈc&Æ
ð _CÆ t ÀT)Æ åTI åÂ\ TLKJ aç «ÀT)Æ s iN
ð r cEH)Æ

TK ¾ÀT)Æ åTI 4tK ÀT)Æ v Îtt)Æ qßß ß ß ß &Æ r cTDÆ Ça:Æ
ð _Cßß ß ß ß Æç t çÂ
æb uJ åÆc Á åTC ç «cEH
ð _C ç UH
ð _C s iN pì I uJ ÀT)Æ åT t
v vÆ ÌtCÆ VJK p «sTI æaç s iN:Æ r cEH)Æ
ð _CÆ rI qç «ÈÐtAÆ

r êÆcEH
ð sTM kNK r ÀT)Æ v vÆ ÌtCÆ VJK åtI åÂñ sßß ß ß ß @N .sTM kNK
aÆç Àv TL T rIç .s åTI)Æ t «ÀT)Æ p ÆÎ v ébÆ qßß ß ß ß &Æ r Tê aç Èc&Æ
ð
s iN$ p «æaç s iN eN æTÐt~ ébÆ pIßß ß ß ß @Æ r cEH)Æ
ð åÂ\ tç «âTL eN
ì ì ß ß ß ß  VJK ÌtCßß ß ß ß Æ
V TÆ v VTG cEH)T
ð p «ob c^Æ eN âTLç «aÆç _Cß
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concave surface is enough to surround, whether there is or is not the
convex surface. Moreover, in the latter [figure] there are two distinct surfaces from which no single thing, which would be the place, is composed.
As for the earlier figure, a single surface, which contacts as a single surface, is composed from the sum of the contacting surfaces. So it would
seem that, inasmuch as a single thing comes to be from the sum, then
the sum would be a single place, whereas the parts would be the place’s
parts; but none of them would be a place for the whole, and inasmuch as
[nothing] makes up [that place], it will not exist.
(4) As for the arguments denying place, against the first one1 it is
said that place is an accident, and, from it, the name of that in which it
is an accident [that is, the substance of the accident] might be derived.
It has not been so derived, however, because it has not been common
practice. Instances of this are frequent.2 Even when it is derived, that
name need not be the term placed. [ That] is because the term placed is
derived from being placed, but to be placed is not that something possessing an accident is something’s place. A certain accident might be in
something, while the name for something else is derived from it, like
begetting in the begetter, and knowledge in the knower, where the name for
the object of knowledge is derived from [the knower], but knowledge is not
in [the object of knowledge]. So it might be that from place the name
placed thing is derived, where the place is not in it, but it is in the place.
The fact is, being the body [ x] that surrounds another body [ y ] so that
[ x’s] internal surface is a place for [ y ] is an intelligible concept from
which one might derive the name for that surrounding thing if the
infinitive3 of it were derived from it; but place is not an infinitive, and an
infinitive has not turned out to be derived from it in this way. It does
not necessarily follow from this, however, that place is not an accident.
1. See 2.5.2.
2. For example, it is an accident belonging to me that I am in my office right
now, but most frequently we would not refer to me as the officed one. Similarly (to
take an example from outside the category of where), it is accidental to me that I
ate steak last night, but we probably would not normally call me the having-eatensteak one.
3. The maṣdar, translated here infinitive, is the nomen verbi or abstract substantive, and it is the simple idea from which most Arab grammarians derive the compound idea of the finite verb. See W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language,
3rd ed., (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1967), vol. 1, §195.
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TKML mJP eN åTLT åTC Tê BÂ âTLç - rI
ð _Cßß ß ß ß Æ åT - sð
ð q çÂ Ça:Æ
<VN)Æ> ÌtCÆ VJK r mJP sðR pI@Æ Æb v TÂç
ð .Tê TI åtI aÆç Àv
- aÆç
ð åÂñ s@N .êÆaÆç Tê C v aÆç
ð VJK&Æ r pA XN - åtI
ë _C
ë

Tê TI TML Àv åtI ç «åTI)Æ ÀÆdÂ ÀÆd^Æ åtIç «êÆaÆç Tê TI åtI VJK&Æ åR
\
.åtI  sGJP  XNç «pIJ
åÂñ Ñtç «Õc
ë åTI)Æ åÂ\ TMNJ ãTH uç^Æ V'T
ð ºåTI)Æ ÈTG Y TÂç
ð (³)
pç «àÐTET sNJ mt q sð^ «n@ q sLI «sN Õc t T) qßß ß ß ß Æ sL nßß ß ß ß @

rIK)Æ jG åR
\ «rIK)Æ jG t q Æ oÏ åtI åÂñ U  n Æ ÆÏÄç .cN Æb
ì åTI t Õc ÆÏ Àv@Æ åT t rIK
ð Æ eNç «rIK
ð Æ r nßë ß ß ß ß @
åÂ Ñtç «Àv@
v tM qJEÆç «aÆtÆ v vM ºÈÎtT æcNF q Æ sL n@ç Õc Àvßß ß ß ß @Æ v åtI
rIK)Æ q Ä åTI)Æ r n@ åÂñ ÑtN .sN qJEÆ eNç q Æ ätJEKJ sL n@ç «qTEÆ
u c Á qì ß ß ß ß  Tê CN qßß ß ß ß &Æ åt rIç .åTI)Æ v t p ºsN åTI)Æ åtI ç
t iN:Æ ob q Ä sL n@ åÂñ Ñt «ãtHE uLE t s Tê TI r TÆ sC åtI
VM&Æ æb uJ sL nßß ß ß ß @î åÂñ nG qç «ÐaA/ eN åTI)Æç «ÐaA sL s nßß ß ß ß Æî åT
.Tê zc åTI)Æ åtI  åÂñ Æb r U eNJ ºÐaA
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(5) The response to the second skeptical puzzle4 is that place is neither a body nor what coincides with body; rather, it is what surrounds
in the sense that it primarily applies to its extremity. Our saying [that],
“place is coextensive with the placed thing” is just a figure of speech,
by which I intended that place is unique to the placed thing. So it is
imagined to be really coextensive with it when that is not the case, and
it is, in fact, coextensive only with its extremity. It is unique since, in the
innermost containing extremity, there cannot be a body other than the
body whose outermost extremity is coextensive with that extremity. When
what was said about place’s coinciding and being coextensive with the
placed thing does not have to be accepted as literal, and neither is it a
first principle evident in itself nor is it something that we need to prove,
then the skeptical doubt does not necessarily follow.
(6) The third skeptical doubt5 would follow only were we to say that
every instance of locomotion (however it might be, whether essential or
accidental) requires affirming a place. We never said that; rather, we
only said that what must be affirmed as having a place is the thing
essentially subject to locomotion. That is, it essentially leaves what
encompasses and surrounds it as a result of itself, not because it follows
upon [something else]. Now, the surface, line, and point follow upon the
body that they accompany, and they simply do not leave it, although
perhaps the body leaves behind all that accompanies it and all that it
encircles, such that the line would leave a line and the surface a surface. So, [only] if the surface, line, and point were such that they could
leave by themselves and by their very own motion [and, again, they are
not], then the outcome would be what was said. (Their claim that the
point is a privation6 deserves consideration, but this is not the proper
place; nor does the resolution of the doubt depend upon it, since it could
be resolved without it.)
4. See 2.5.3.
5. See 2.5.4.
6. See 2.5.5.
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«qJ Tê HTC ç q eN åTI)Æ åÂ\ sL ÇÆt&T vTÆ oNI@Æ TÂç
ð (´)
rIKKJ çì T åTI)Æ åÄ\ TLtç .Tê NçÂ Tê TCÆ sTM uJ nCL
ë sðÂ uLE/ ºs iN p
î
eNç VHNH'T s çì Tßß ß ß ß  sðÂ pN
ë
ð Nî rIK)T Tê ~tA åTI)Æ åt s aÐÂ éÑT ãt
åtI åÂñ Ñt  ÏÄ .VHNH'T s ÔtA tç «VHNH'T sTML çì Tßß ß ß ß  t p «ob

q ÆÏÄç «VTMLÆ oJ ÈcTDÆ sTM éçT ébÆ q&Æ cN q VçT'Æ VTMLÆ r T v
ºsGL Tê LNð Tê NçÂ ç sKNJ Tê Æç rIKKJ sÆçTç åTI)Æ VHTC r Tê H pN T rI

.Tê Ñ oNI@Æ rI q «sNJ ãa åÂñ uÄ ËT 
ÉÆbT åT mN - ãìð THÆ p åÄ\ :TLJ t ädJ åT T.ð R ºXTÆ oNI@Æ TÂç
ð (µ)
Àvßß ß ß ß @Æ ãTHÆ åÄ\ ãtH p ºoÏ ãtH  rç ºåTI)Æ W åÂ Ut - Õcß
ð ß ß ß ß ET çÂ
ì ß ß ß ß   sÆÏ r VÐTG s iNç æcA T p áÐTG åÂñ tç ºÉÆbßß ß ß ß T
t «äçdJ Uß

TMðR VCHLÆç i(Æç _Cßß ß ß ß Æ TÂç
ë
ð .åTIKJ Tê  åtI åÂñ U ébÆ t «sÆb áÐTG
T pç sE T p áÐTßß ß ß ß G a qßß ß ß ß &Æ rI «VÆ sÐTG ç qßß ß ß ß &Æ r sE v T ädJ
i(Æç _CÆ åT tJ .Tê C _CÆç Tê Cð áÐT a i(Æ åtI åÂ ädJN .s mNC
ì
åÄ\ qMt TÂç
ð .pN T qI'Æ åTI «TMßß ß ß ß GL Vcç «TMÆb áÐTG åÂñ Ñt Tð1 VCHLÆç
«oßß ß ß ß @Æ p s nðJE ç kzt)Æ Æb cN s ÔT(Æ sEztç «cD sNG «äa
ë Vßß ß ß ß CHLÆ
.sçÎ pL aH
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(7) The fourth skeptical doubt7 would follow only if it were true that
whatever is indispensable is a cause. That is not the case, however, for
the effects and necessary concomitants of the effects are indispensable
for the cause, while they are not causes. Similarly, the effect cannot dispense with the cause as well as the necessary concomitants of the cause,
which are not [themselves] causes, nor do they have anything to do with
causing the cause. The fact is that the cause that is indispensable is essential, and nothing else is prior to it. So place is something that is inevitable
for motion, but it is not something that is causally prior to motion.
Instead, it is perhaps prior by nature, such that whenever there is locomotion there is a place, while it is not the case that whenever there is a
place there is locomotion. This priority, however, is not causal priority;
and there must instead be something together with the existence of this
that imparts existence to the effect in order that there be a cause. (This
will be proved for you only in another discipline).8 So place might be
something more general than motion that is necessary for the motion,
while not being a cause. Moreover, motion’s existing in the mobile does
not prevent place from also being a material cause of [motion], for a lot of
people think that many things depend upon two subjects. Now, motion
is a certain type of departure, and so it is quite likely that it depends
upon something that departs and something that is departed from, both
of which would be like subjects, in which case the motion would exist with
respect to the mobile and the place. If this is false, then it is so by some
proof other than the simple truth that motion exists in what is undergoing motion. In summary, place is something necessary on account of
the subject of the motion, for the subject of motion is inevitably in place—
inasmuch as it is something that may actually undergo motion, not
simply inasmuch as motion actually exists in it—and its being in place
is not its cause. So place is necessary because of motion’s material cause.
7. See 2.5.6.
8. Cf. Ilāhīyāt 6.1.
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tM sL að î  T p åÂ\ Tê N~ åT t ädJ åT T.ð R ºkÆcÆ oNIßß ß ß ß @Æ TÂç
ð (¶)
Wßß ß ß ß N <v>ç ãtJE)Æ äÑÆt rç ãtJE)Æ r VJEJ Tê BÂ a\ î  sðR .ob eNç ºVßß ß ß ß ðJï
Àv eNç «pì JE <v> Wßß ß ß ß N vÆ VðJEï Æ äÑÆt rç VðJEï Æ r ãtJEKJ að î  TK .ê Jï
Ðt^Æ r åTI)T .äaÂ æcNF  sÆb tç «TML að î  vÆ v VðJEï Æ p «VðJEJ Vì ðJE TML
<TML> äaÂ åtI åÂñ æTßß ß ß ß  p «VNðJET Vc'Æ r äaÂ eNç VcJ TML aßð ß ß ß ß î  vßß ß ß ß Æ

Æb rI .VJH WT åTI åT ÆÏÄ eßß ß ß ß Nç «åTI åT VJH WT åÄñ sðÂ u «kßß ß ß ß CT
ãtJE)Æ Îtt êÆaNG «Æb Îtç k Àvßß ß ß ß @Æ åtI åÂñ U p «VNðJEï Æ äaH
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êÆcÂ åTI)Æ åtI åÂ ÑtN .èc Â Vì TL~ v o nHð  T.ð Ä Æbç .VðJ åtI ußß ß ß ß 
Tð1 âc)Æ
\ Tê BÂç .VðJE eNç VcJ Tê Ñ Vc'Æ r qßð ß ß ß ß Â
ð v ÈÎtt Vc'Æ åt åR
aL 4tzt/ nðJE Ðt^Æ r cßë ß ß ß ß NI «TM VcAL VðJ Tê BÂ åTI)Æ åtI åÂñ kßß ß ß ß L0 
TKMÂ uJ ºáÐTG)Æç
í áÐï Tßß ß ß ß G)T nðJE åÂñ aE  «T VÐTG Vc'Æç .ÒTßß ß ß ß LÆ r cßß ß ß ß N
pC Æb pC åR
ñ .åTI)Æ vç âc)Æ
ð v ÈÎtt Vc'Æ åtI .åTtzt Tßß ß ß ß K
Øtzt) äÑ
ë cÂ
ð vßß ß ß ß  Vc'Æ Îtç V~ eGL  c Á åì Tßß ß ß ß N
ë åTI)Æ VJK&Tç .âc)Æ
XN r  âc
ð Æ sNJ dyT - pð EGT t XN r - Vð c'Æ Øtzt åRß\ ß ß ß ß  «Vc'Æ
Vì ðJE eN åTI v st åÄç
pEGT t
\ «VT  åTI v t «iH Vc'Æ sN Îtt
ë
.VcALEÆ Vc'Æ VðJE äÑ
ë åTI)T «s
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(8) The fifth skeptical doubt9 turns out to be true only if the growing
thing that is in place must remain permanently in a single place, whereas
when it is always exchanging one place for another, like the exchange of
one quantity for another, then what was said is not necessary.
(9) Let us now refute the arguments of those who err about [place’s]
essence. As for the syllogism of those who said that place is subject to
replacement and that the material is subject to replacement,10 [the syllogism] is well known to be inconclusive, unless it is added that whatever
is subject to replacement is place; and this we do not concede. [ That] is
because [only] some of what is subject to replacement is place; namely,
it is that which bodies replace by coming to be in it. The same also holds
for the claim that place is the first delimiting container, and so is form.11 In
other words, place is not every first container, but only that which contains
something separate. Moreover, the form does not contain anything, because
what is contained is separate from what contains, while the material
is not separate from the form. Again, if by delimiting [in the statement
“Place is the first delimiting container”] one means the limit by which
something becomes delimited, then it is not commonly accepted that place
has this description; and, in fact, it has been shown to be not true. If
what is intended by delimiting is a container, [delimiting] is a synonym for
container, and the meaning of the one is the meaning of the other. Furthermore, place contains and delimits the placed thing, where the placed
thing is a body, whereas the form contains the matter, not a body in it.
(10) As for the argument of those advocating the interval that was
based on the changing simple [surface], while the place of the placed thing
does not change where nothing remains fixed but the interval,12 our
response is not to concede that the placed thing’s place is not changing.
9.
10.
11.
12.

See 2.5.6.
See 2.6.3.
Ibid.
See 2.6.4.
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The fact is that it is changing its place, except that it is neither undergoing motion nor remaining at rest. It is not something at rest because, in
our opinion, it is not at a single place for a period of time. If by something
at rest we did not mean this, but instead [meant] that whose relation to
certain fixed things does not change, then, in this sense, it would be at
rest; or if 13 its place were that which [as a result of its own action] it
vacates, departs, and leaves, it would have preserved that place and
would not have been changed as a result of itself and so would preserve a
single place. At present, we do not mean by something at rest either the
first or this one, for if we did so, it would be at rest. It is not undergoing
motion because the principle of change does not belong to it, whereas
the principle of change does belong to what undergoes motion—namely,
that which is the first perfection belonging to what is in potency of itself
such that, even if everything else were to remain the same vis-à-vis it,
its state would change. I mean that if the things that surround and are
joined with it were to remain just as they are with nothing happening to
them, its relation with respect to them would still happen to change.
This case is not like that one. So14 the body need not necessarily be at
rest or undergoing motion, for there are certain conditions belonging
to body with respect to which it would neither be at rest nor undergoing
motion in place. One of these is that it has no place.15 Another is that it
has a place, but there is a time when it does not have that same place, and
it does not [have] the principle that causes it to leave.16 Again, another
is that it has a place that is the same for a period of time; however, we
have not considered it during the period of time, but at an instant, in
which case the body is neither resting nor being moved.17
13. Reading lau with Z, T, and the Latin ( si), which is omitted in Y.
14. Reading fa with Z, T, and the Latin ( quia) for Y’s wa (and).
15. For instance, according to Avicenna, the body of the universe as a whole
has no place, and so it cannot be said to be moved or be at rest with respect to
place, albeit it does change with respect to position (see 2.3, pars. 13–16).
16. The present example of change of the containing surface, while the contained body is not of itself changed, would be such an instance.
17. It should be noted that Avicenna is not denying that there might be
motion at an instant, but only that there will not be motion (or rest) with respect
to place at an instant, understood as a change of place at an instant. This claim
is compatible with his earlier claim in 2.1 that there is motion at some posited
point for only an instant.
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(11) As for what they mentioned about analysis,18 analysis is not as
they said, but, rather, involves isolating one thing after another of the
parts existing in some thing. So analysis indicates the material in that
it demonstrates that there is a certain form and that, by itself, [the
form] does not subsist but belongs to a certain matter. So it is demonstrated that there is now a certain form and matter in this thing,
whereas their alleged interval is not affirmed in this way at all. That is
because the interval is affirmed only in the estimative faculty when the
placed thing is removed and eliminated. So, perhaps when the placed
thing is removed and eliminated, a certain interval is affirmed in the
estimative faculty, whereas it is only the affirmation of the form that
makes the matter necessary, not [the fact] that the estimative faculty
imagined its removal—that is, unless something else is meant by removal,
in which case the fallacy of equivocation is being committed. That is
because, by removal, we mean that the estimative faculty imagines something as nonexistent. Now, this act of the estimative faculty with respect
to the form would, in reality, make the matter necessarily cease to be,
not affirm it; while, with respect to the placed thing, it would neither
necessarily make it cease to be nor affirm it. We can dispense with
[showing] that it does not necessarily make the interval cease to be,
since the opposing party does not maintain as much. [ It does not necessarily] affirm it because simply making the placed thing cease to be
does not alone entail that, as long as it is not further added that the
bodies encircling it are preserved as they are. If there is only a single
body that is imagined not to exist, then, from imagining its elimination, there is no need to maintain an interval. Were it not for the estimative faculty’s imagining its elimination, there would be no argument;
18. See 2.6.5.
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but, as it is, the act of the estimative faculty always follows that of the
imaginative faculty in affirming some infinite empty space, whether you
remove a body or not. The existence of a certain interval that determines
the measurement follows in the estimative faculty only owing to an elimination of some body with the condition that the bodies encircling it, which
had measured the delimited interval, be preserved. Were it not for the
measurement, there would be no need to eliminate some body in order
that the imaginative faculty picture the interval. Despite all of this, let
us grant that this interval is assumed in the estimative faculty, when a
certain body or bodies are eliminated. How does one know that this act
of the estimative faculty is not false, such that what follows upon it is
absurd, and whether this assumption is, in fact, even possible, such that
what follows upon it is necessary? Perhaps this advocate sets down as a
premise that the estimative faculty judges it to be so, and whatever the
estimative faculty demands is necessary. The case is not like that, for
many existing situations are different from what the estimative faculty
imagines. In summary, we should return to the beginning of the argument and say: Analysis distinguishes things whose existence truly is in
the combination, but they are mixed in the intellect, in which case some
are different from others in their potency and definition. Alternatively,
some [of those things that truly exist but are mixed in the intellect] indicate the existence of something else, and so, when one selectively attends
to the state of one of them it is carried from it to the other. In this case,
to remove means to set to one side and not to consider, not to eliminate.
(12) The response to the argument after this one19 is their own claim
that the body requires place not on account of its surface, but on account
of its corporeality — that is, if by [their claim] they mean that the body
is in place not on account of its surface alone, but only on account of its
19. See 2.6.6.
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corporeality, or if they mean that because20 it is a body it can be in
place. In this case the claim is true; and it does not necessarily follow
from it that [a body’s] place is a body,21 for, when something requires a
certain status or relation to something because of some description it has,
the required thing need not have that description as well. So it is not the
case that when the body needs certain principles (not inasmuch as it
exists, but inasmuch as it is a body), its principles also have to be bodies.
When the accident needs a subject inasmuch as it is an accident, its
subject [does not have to be] an accident. If they mean by [“body
requires place on account of its corporeality”] that every corporeal interval requires an interval in which it exists, then it just begs the original
question. In summary, when [the body] requires place on account of its
corporeality, it does not necessarily follow that it completely encounters
the place in all of its corporeality. It is just as if it required a container on
account of its corporeality; it would not necessarily follow that it completely encounters the container in all of its corporeality. In general, it
is accepted that the body requires a place on account of its corporeality
only to the extent that we accept that it requires a container on account
of its corporeality. The sense of both claims is that the whole body is
taken as a single thing that is described as being either in a place or in
a container, where something’s being in another in its entirety is not
that it completely encounters it in its entirety. We certainly say that all
of this water and the whole of it is in the jar, where we do not mean that
the whole of it completely encounters the jar. The response to the argument after this that is based upon place’s exactly equaling the placed
thing 22 is also now completed.
20. Reading li-anna with two MSS consulted by Y, Z, T, and the Latin ( ex hoc
quod ), which Y secludes.
21. The sense of body here is probably whatever is three-dimensional (see
1.2.1). So the sense is that the place of a body needs not be three-dimensional
simply because the body is three-dimensional.
22. See 2.6.6.
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(13) The one after that was based upon on the fact that place does
not undergo motion.23 Now, it is conceded that place does not essentially undergo motion, whereas it is not conceded — nor is it even commonly accepted — that it does not undergo accidental motion. Indeed,
[ just ask] anyone, and they won’t deny that a thing’s place might move
(since they believe that the jar is a place), while inevitably allowing [what
is placed in the jar] to move [with it].
(14) As for the next argument,24 in the first place, it is based upon
the biases of the masses, and that is no argument in things intellectual.
Second, just as the man in the street does not disallow you from saying
that the naturally disposed interval in the jar is empty and full, so likewise he does not disallow us from saying that the concave simple [i.e., the
interior containing surface] in the jar is empty and full, provided that the
man in the street understands both meanings (for he has no considered
opinion about some expression when custom has not decidedly issued
for him how to understand its meaning). Now, it seems that he would
more readily apply that to the concave simple [surface] than he would
to the other. That is because, on his understanding, what is full is that
which surrounds something solid on its inside such that it meets it on
every side. Don’t you see that, in common parlance, he says that the jar
is full and the cask is full? He does not give a thought to the alleged
interval in the jar, but, rather, describes the container in this way, and
the container is more like the simple [surface] than it is like the interval.
In fact, the interval does not surround anything; but, rather, perhaps,
should it exist, it is surrounded by the filled thing. Thus, we find that
the common man is not averse to saying that the jar is full, while he
might give pause to saying that the interior interval is full. Now, jar is
23. See 2.6.7.
24. See 2.6.8.
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just a name for the earthenware substance made according to the shape
of the interior, surrounding simple [surface]; and, if the simple [surface]
were to subsist on its own, it would stand in for this jar, and what he
says about the jar he would say about the simple [surface]. So it has
become clear that, when he says that the jar is empty and full and
deems that to be like saying [that] a certain place is empty and full, he
has been led to what surrounds. The fact of the matter is that he disallows saying that the absolute simple [surface] is empty and full only
because the absolute simple [surface] is not place; rather, place is a
simple [surface] on the condition that it contain, and when a simple [surface] having this description is permitted to replace the absolute simple
[surface], then he is not averse to that.
(15) The basis of the argument after this one is that place becomes
an interval that provides every body with a place. That is, it is something properly necessary.25 One of the things eagerly desired, however,
is to show that this is properly [necessary], for if [the idea that] every body is
in a place is not necessary in itself, then our attempt to make it necessary would be a fool’s errand. Perhaps there is a greater necessity for
one of the bodies not to be in a place. Also, if it is necessary, then there
would be no need on our part to lay anything out. Now, if this premise
were true—namely, that every body is in a place— and it were impossible
for a container or anything the estimative faculty images to be a place
other than the naturally disposed interval, and the naturally disposed
interval were to exist, then [these] conditions would require us to hold
that the interval be place. None of that, however, is necessary. (Oh, how
great the twists and turns we undertake in order to contrive some clever
way so that we can make all bodies be in place!) Let us even concede
25. See 2.6.9. The argument at 2.6 was that the interval ensures that every
body has a place, while the doctrine of the containing surface would preclude
certain bodies from having a place. The body in question is almost certainly the
universe itself, because there is nothing outside to contain it. The implicit premise in
the argument is that every body necessarily has a place, and so any account of place
must ensure that every body has a place. Avicenna’s move here is (1) to undermine
the necessity of that premise and (2) to show that, even given the premise, the
inferred conclusion that the interval is place does not necessarily follow.
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ð v sßß ß ß ß ttH Tßß ß ß ß 
ð åÄ\ ÆtT ÆÏÄ qMÂ åT
nJC)Æ iNßß ß ß ß Æ v ÆttH åÂñ åtEL0 T.ð Ä «qE .iN:Æ uÄ ÆtÏ ÀtJ1 çÂ ÙÐT Tð åTI
ð
«V TÆ Öc@ iN åTI)Æ p «åTI)Æ t eN nJC)Æ iNßß ß ß ß Æ å^
\ «ÀtJ1ç ÙÐT sðÂ
.oÏ r Æt T q «VGAÆ æbM iN nJC)Æ iNÆ ãa pE ÆÏÄç
q pI pE êÆaEñ î åTI)Æ cNA åÂñ uJ TTLK «æb aE vÆ V'Æ
ð TÂç
ð (°´)
rI q åÄñ sðR .ÉÆtMßß ß ß ß @Æ r ÈtMßß ß ß ß UtAÆ Æbç «UÆç ÇÆt~ cÂ tç «Tê TI
«ê T Tê NE sTÄ v TLNE åT «sG v Tê tç åì TI v q p åtI åÂñ Tê Æç

Y q Tê Æç åT åÄç
ñ «åTI v åtI  åÂñ äT^Æ hE Uç^Æ åtI åÂñ uç
rI0 qç åTI v qì ß ß ß ß  p åÂ\ vç ºVN~ VaH)Æ æb WT tç .TL cì Na uÄ
åTç - ÐtCG)Æ
aEñ î Æ cN Tê TI VKt)Æ ÀTN ^Æ r Àv çÂ çì T qì  pI at åÂñ
ð
Àv eNç «åTI
\ ãtH åÂñ uÄ TL8
ë aí Eñ î Æ åP
ð VT'Æ WT - ðêÆÎtt ÐtCG)Æ aEñ î Æ
v qì ß ß ß ß  p pE# åÂñ TL åtIN VJN pK åÂñ v TLGc$ aßß ß ß ß Â TK .Tê Æç oÏ r
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that all bodies are in place. It is not necessary that the interval be that
place. [ That] is because this thing might not be place, but a concomitant
of the placed thing and common to every body [owing to] the commonality of place. If this claim is meant to be similar to the common man’s
belief that every body is in a place, then that is not an argument. Indeed,
ascribing this belief to the common and average man—not inasmuch as
he adopts some school of thought, but instead, as he speaks and acts
according to the imagining of the estimative faculty and what is commonly accepted — is like ascribing another belief to him; namely, that
whatever exists is in a place and can be pointed to. Both of these beliefs
are alike in that the average man would give them up once [he sets] aside
instinct and the imaginations of the estimative faculty, and consideration
and thought prevail upon him. We have already explained the states of
these premises in our discussion on logic26 and made clear that they are
products of the estimative faculty that fall short of those produced by
the intellect, and it is not necessary to consider them. Even then, [the
common man’s] judgment that every body is in place comes with less
assurance than his judgment that whatever exists can be pointed to and
occupies space; and his understanding of the placed thing is no different
from our understanding of position. Once again, even if this [premise
that every body has a place] were true, what they say would not necessarily be true, from what we have explained. Place might be something
different from the interval, and both of them belong to every body. So
the interval’s encountering all of a body is no indication that it is its
place, since two things might belong to every body, and one of them, to
the exclusion of the other, is place.
26. For Avicenna’s exhaustive classification of the various types of premises,
see Kitāb al-burhān 1.4.
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t åTI)Æ oÏ åtI åÂñ Ußß ß ß ß  eNJ «åTI v qì ß ß ß ß  p åÂ\ Tê BÂ qðJß ß ß ß Lç ¾åTI
qì ß ß ß ß  pI äTç åTIKJ äÑ sLI «åTI/ eN uLE)Æ Æb åtI åÂñ Ñt æR\ ß ß ß ß  ºaßß ß ß ß Eñ î Æ
«åTI v q p åÂ\ ÐtMK&Æ éÂc sßß ß ß ß Â åtI åÂñ ãtHÆ ÆbM uL åR
\ .åTI)Æ ätK

XN r - Vð TEÆ q rbÆç - ÐtMK&Æ
ußß ß ß ß Ä éÂcÆ Æb Vßß ß ß ß  åR
\ .s
ð oÏ eNJ
ð
VL «qtÆ çÂ ÐtM@)Æ v T uJ åttHç åtJKE p «sNÄ åtb Tê b åçaHE 
åTçT åTÂcÆ åÆbç .sNÄ ÐTßß ß ß ß @ sðÂç «åTI v Îtt p åÂ\ tç «qMNÄ c Á éÂÐ
aç .VNKtÆç VNJHEÆ ÈcCGÆ aE qMNJ Îc mì cEç cì NA TKML àcAL VTEÆ åÂ\ v

ç «VNJH åçÎ ÉTNKç TMðÂ TLNç
ð «nCL)Æ v TLKJI XN ÉTaH)Æ æb ãÆtÂ TLc
qMKI að P v eN åTI v qì  p åÂ\ v qMKI åÂ\ uJ .TMNÄ WGJ åÂ U
ð Æ r åtKMG q ç «dN
.kztÆ r qMG T cN rIK
ð sç ÈÐT Ä sNÄ Îtt p åÂ\ v
åÂñ Ñt åTç «Tê H ætT T åtI åÂ TLN T uJ «Uç T) Tê H Tê BÂ Æb åT t qßß ß ß ß 
ì pç «aEÆ cN êÆcÂ åTI)Æ åtßß ß ß ß I
Îtç åtI  .qßß ß ß ß  pI at Tð1 TKML aÆç
ñî
pI åÆÎtt åTNßß ß ß ß Ñt åT ÏÄ «s åTI
ë sðÂ uJ ê NÎ qßß ß ß ß  pI Tê N aßß ß ß ß Eñ î Æ
.åTI
ë c Æ åçÎ TKaÂç «q
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(16) As for the argument that is after this one,27 let it be known that
there are two ways that seeking the extremity [can be understood]: one
that is possible, the other that is not. The impossible way is for something that possesses volume to seek entry into a surface or extremity of
a body with its volume. The possible way is that it seeks to encounter
completely [the surface or extremity] so that it is surrounded by what
surrounds, and this sense can be realized together with the supposition
that the extremity is a place. Moreover, it is not the case that, when it
seeks the extremity, it necessarily seeks some order among ordered
intervals. On the contrary, it might seek only a certain order in the
position without every position needing to be in an interval; and, instead,
every position is just a certain relation between one body and another
that is next to it in some direction, where there are no intervals but those
of successive bodies.
(17) As for the arguments of those advocating the void, the response
to the one based upon rarefaction and condensation28 is that condensation might be [understood] in two ways. On the one hand, condensation
might be by the coming together of the parts that are spread throughout the intervening air by forcing out the intervening air such that the
parts come to replace it without there being some predisposed void. Just
the opposite would hold in the case of rarefaction. On the other hand,
condensation might not be in that the separate parts come together, but
in that the matter itself receives a smaller volume at one time and a
larger one at another, since both [volumes] are accidental to it, neither
one of which is more fitting than the other. So, when it receives a smaller
volume, it is said that there is condensation. Just the opposite would
hold in the case of rarefaction. This is something that will be explained
in another discipline;29 and even if it is not explained here, there is no
real harm, since at the most this option is false, while the earlier option
that I gave as a response remains.
27. See 2.6.10.
28. See 2.6.12.
29. The discipline in question is that associated with the tradition surrounding Aristotle’s On Generation and Corruption and which Avicenna treats in his Kitāb
f ī al-kawn wa-l-fasād. Discussions of condensation and rarefaction are dispersed
throughout it, but see especially chapter 9, although he also summarizes many of
the important details below in pars. 20–21.
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«rI1 UJë :4Mç uJ VTMLÆ UJ åÂ\ qJENJ «Æb aE vÆ V'Æ
ð TÂç
ð (°µ)
Tê C sK p a åÂñ UJC q'Æ çÏ åtI åÂñ tM ãT:Æ UJCÆ TP
ð .ãT UJë ç
ì ß ß ß ß  ÈT sN åÂñ UJC rIK)Æ UJCÆç «qßß ß ß ß  Vßß ß ß ß TMç
uLE)Æ Æbç «iN/ s ÖTß
ÎTEÂ v Tê Nc UJC åÂñ Uç VTMLÆ UJC q ÆÏÄ eN q .Tê TI VTMLÆ kzç k nHð 
«aì Eñ î v kì zç p åtI åÂñ Vì T cN r iH kztÆ v Tê Nc Ußß ß ß ß J T/Ðð p «Vßß ß ß ß ðc
ð Ä ÎTEÂ ç «VM v sNJ c Á qì ç qì  4 T V t kì zç p åtI åÂñ uJ p
.VNT)Æ äT^Æ ÎTEÂ
pJñ Æ ußß ß ß ß J TML vL)Æ uJ ÇÆtßß ß ß ß &T «À(Æ ÇT~Â Yßß ß ß ß  Tßß ß ß ß P
ð (°¶)
«TMJJ ÀÆt v VL)Æ ÀÆd^Æ ØTKT mTI :4Mç uJ mTIÆ åÄ\ mßß ß ß ß TIÆç
«aE
ð À âTL åtI åÂ cßß ß ß ß N r sTH ÀÆd^Æ ätH ºpJ(Æ rßß ß ß ß  ÀÆtMÆ Ëc åPßñ ß ß ß ß 
pH TMG ÈÎT)Æ åP
\ p «WEKÆ VcG)Æ ÀÆd^Æ åP
\  åtI mTIç pJñ  sJTHç

TKaÂ eN s 4zÐT rcÂ TK åT ÏÄ «èc Â cÂ Tê Kç «ÈÐT cF~Â Tê K
cÂ
ë Æbç .pJ sJTH)ç mßß ß ß ß TI sðÄ pN cF~Â Tê K p ÆÏR .c Æ r sßß ß ß ß  ußß ß ß ß çÂ
Æb åÂ oÏ VT åtI ÏÄ «cB q kzt)Æ Æb v 4\ q åÄç
ñ «èc Â Vì TL~ v 4
ð
.sL UNÂî ébÆ qHÆ oÏ uHç «pC qHÆ
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(18) The report about the container of ash30 is pure fiction. Even if
it were true, it would be the whole of the container that is void, not some
ash in it. Concerning the wineskin and wine,31 it might be that the difference in the holding capacity of the wineskin in relation to the cask is
not obvious to the senses. Also, the wine might be squeezed such that
some vapor or air is expelled from it, and so it becomes smaller. It also
might become smaller by a certain natural or forced condensation, as
you [ just] learned.
(19) As for the report about what grows,32 the nutrition has the
potential to extend between two contiguous parts of the organs and
cause them to move apart and so settle between them, and so the volume
expands. Now, were the nutrition to extend only into a void, then the
volume at the time [the nutrition] is incorporated would be the same as
it was before [the nutrition was incorporated], there being no increase.
(20) The response to the account concerning the phial33 is based
upon what was just mentioned about rarefaction and condensation—
namely, that the body might be provided with a smaller or larger volume,
sometimes occurring naturally and sometimes by force. So, just as there
might be both natural and forced heating and cooling, the same situation holds for becoming large and small. Now, if this is possible, then not
every decrease in some part of a body requires that the rest [of the parts]
retain their original volume such that, when some part of the air filling
the phial is taken away, the volume of [the air] must remain the same as
it was, such that a void would be left behind. Now, if this is not necessary,
then neither is that argument; whereas, if its contrary is possible, then
it is possible that an increase in volume is proper to the air by its nature.
30.
31.
32.
33.

See 2.6.13.
Ibid.
See 2.6.14.
Ibid.
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ÀTÆ åT Tê N~ oÏ åT tç «àc~ Çb tM ÎTcÆ ÀTÄ Xa TÂç
ð (°·)
ébÆ ÐÆaH)Æ åtI åÂñ ÑtN «ÇÆc@Æç ádð Æ Xa TÂç .ê ~Â sN ÎTÐ  Tê NT sJ
çÂ êÆÐT sL ËcNî cAEL ÇÆc@Æ åtI åÂñ Ñtç «Tê 
ð Uîð &Æ v sçTG cMD  ádJð
ì
.sKJE T uJ ìéc çÂ vEN
mTI
cFA åÂñ Ñtç «cF~Â cNAN ÀÆt
ì
ÀTB^Æ ÀÆdÂ r 4ßß ß ß ß TK 4 ÈtH
\ vTLÆ Xa Tßß ß ß ß Âç
ð (°¸)
ð bGL ÀÆbFÆ åR
À(Æ v bGL T.ð Ä ÀÆbFÆ åT tç .q'Æ _ßß ß ß ß GLN «TKMLN rIßß ß ß ß N aNET TKMcç

.êÆayÆÑ  êÆaÆç Tê K sJç st Î ãT v q'Æ åTI
pJñ Æ v Ðtb)Æ uJ vL oÏ r ÇÆt&Æ åR
\ .ÈÐçÐTHÆ Xa TÂç
ð (±¯)
åÂç
ñ «cÂ Tê Kç cF~Â Tê K aNG qßß ß ß ß &Æ åtI åÂñ dyT&Æ r sðÂ tç «mTIÆç
åtIç «Îcç r åÂñ Ñt sðÂ TKI «éc t T sLç vEN t T oÏ r åtI
Æb åT ÆÏÄç .cFAÆç qDEï Æ v ãT'Æ obI «écßß ß ß ß  t T sLç vEN t T sL
u ãç^Æ sK uJ vTÆ uH åÂñ Ut q r Àd ÔTHÆ p rI q ºêÆdyT
ì T ÀÆt
ì r Àd b Âî ÆÏÄ åtI
æÀÆÐç T åtIN sK uJ uH åÂñ U «ìÈÐçÐTH Àv
åtI åÂñ dyT «êÆdyT s åT ÆÏÄç «V'Æ
ð oJ U% q ºÆb U q ÆÏÄç .À
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Moreover, in a certain case it will have to become larger in that some
part is forcibly removed from it without providing any way for a body
comparable in volume to what was removed to replace it. Now, if the
removal of that part is impossible unless a certain expansion34 is possible
(such that what remains becomes the original volume and fills it in order
to prevent the occurrence of a void), and the agent acting by force has
the power needed to bring this possibility into actuality by its attracting
[what remains] to one side, while [what remains] clings to the surface
adjoining it on the other side (in other words, by forcibly expanding and
enlarging it), then it yields to that agent and so expands as to become
larger. [Given that], then part of what expanded will come to be outside
the phial — namely, what was sucked out — and the rest will remain filling the phial, after having expanded owing to the necessary attraction
through the length of the phial caused by the suction. When that suction
ceases and it can return to its original state (in that either the water or
air is attracted so as to occupy the place from which it moved when there
was the decrease), it reverts to its normal state.
(21) Also, when we ourselves blew into the phial and then inverted
it into water, a considerable amount of vapor came out of it and bubbled
up in the water before the water came back and entered the [ phial]. In
this case, we know that it was we ourselves who necessarily forced something into [the phial], and, when the force ceases, it comes out. In other
words, what we forced in enters either by extending into a void or by the
condensation of what was already in it, so that what is being forced in
will have a place, where that condensation will occur in the way that we
ourselves maintain. We also see that what is acted on by force reverts
to the natural state once the force ceases. So, if it is by extending into
34. Y has the perfect inbasaṭa, while Z, T, and the Latin ( nisi si ut dispergatur)
have the subjunctive yanbasiṭa, which is adopted here. Neither editor mentions the
other’s alternative reading in the critical apparatus; but the structure of the argument seems to require an aw subjective, and so the verb should be in the subjunctive.
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kCHî åP
ñ ºqDÂ cNA åÂñ uÄ «ãì Tßß ß ß ß  v «cCB sÂ q .Tê K$
ð vBH sEC ÀÆtßß ß ß ß MÆ
sK vç sL kCH T ãa q à Æ uÄ s pE åÂ cN r cHT Àd
ë sL
v vTÆ cNA
ð Tê Tßß ß ß ß Æ ißß ß ß ß L çÂ «rI0  sL Àd&Æ oÏ ØTCÆ åT ÆÏR .pNßß ß ß ß
c THJ åTç «Tê LI1 ÖTÆ Æb åTç «À)Æ Îtçç À(Æ Øtç ØTL ãç^Æ q
sNJ T) sCßß ß ß ß äçdç «VM v æTÄ sb pEGÆ uÄ rIK)Æ Æb Ëçcßß ß ß ß uÄ Ët$ Ètßß ß ß ß 
«Tê KND Tê TÆ iT c THÆ ØT Â «cHT æTÄ qNDEç sL ißì ß ß ß ß  oÏç «VM v
ÈÐçÐTHÆ Àp vTÆ vHç «ÔtAK)Æ tç ÈÐçÐTHÆ ËÐT Tê EÆç ißß ß ß ß Æ T hE ÐT~ç
åÂñ ÑTç «g)Æ
ñ ÈÐçcB «Tê CL T a
ð Çb&Æ
ð oÏ ãÆÑ ÆÏR .ÈÐçÐTHÆ ÐaH ÔT)Æ
Tê AJH sL âc
ñ ºãç^Æ sÆt uÄ kc
ð ébÆ åTI)Æ pFßß ß ß ß uÄ ÀÆtç ÀT Çb åP
.sÆt uÄ ÎT
ÈcN _ë Ð TML Wc ÀT)Æ ußß ß ß ß J TTLÆ q ÈÐçÐTHÆ v TLG ÆÏÄ rßß ß ß ß ç (±°)

«VT  Tê N cHT TMN TLJ ÎÂ a TðÂ qJEL «TMN p a ÀT)Æ ÎT q «ÀT)Æ sL nHñ 
v æÏtGL t cHT æTLJ ÎÂ T ãt Î åtI åÂñ TÄð tJ  oÏç .Ëc cHÆ ãÆÑ Tð)ç
p í aKJî pA u sN åT ébßß ß ß ß Æ Îtt)Æ r mTIÆ pNßß ß ß ß uJ åtI çÂ «À(Æ
åÂ\ ècç .r stH ébÆ mTIÆ pNßß ß ß ß uJ mTIÆ oÏ åtIç «åTI
ë cßß ß ß ß HT
«À(Æ v Ïì tG pN uJ åT åR
ñ .c THÆ ãÆçÑ aL vENCÆ uÄ ÎtE åÂñ sL écHJ
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a void until it reaches that place belonging to it, and that place neither
belongs to it by force nor does [that place] abhor some airy body filling
it such that it would reject it and push it out, and it does not belong to
the nature of air to descend downward away from some void that it is in
so as to be pushed into the water, then there should be no need for the
air to leave and escape from it. If [the air] abhors the void, then why
doesn’t the other air follow suit? If the water abhors it, then why is it
that, when the suction is very strong and stops [only] at the point where
all the air that can be drawn out has been and then [the phial] is quickly
inverted over the water, the water enters into it? If the void abhors the
air’s occupying it and pushes it out, it would more aptly abhor attracting
water. Perhaps the void by its nature abhors air while attracting water;
but, then, why does it let water puffed up in the air [in the form of clouds],
which occupies the spaces between the existing air, fall? If its heaviness
overcomes the attraction of that void, then why doesn’t the heaviness of
the inverted water of the phial overcome the void? Quite to the contrary,
it is attracted! Is it more difficult to hold onto something heavy that is
already possessed than to lift something heavy that is not possessed?
So, once it is clear that this option [namely, that what we forcibly blew
into the phial enters by extending into a void] is impossible, it remains
that the cause of it is that the air seeks refuge in a smaller volume
owing to compression and then, when [the compression] ceases, it expands
to its [original] volume. Now, because there is another cause that
requires an increase in volume and attenuation — namely, heating — if,35
owing to the forced inflation, [the heat] is prevented from what it demands
because the condensing pressure is stronger than the attenuation, then,
when the obstacle is removed, the accidental heat will make the air have
35. Following Z and T which have the conditional in, which is omitted in Y.
The Latin has ideo (therefore), which suggests that the Arabic exemplar for the
text there may have been fa.
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vyÆt qì & Tê BFî ç ìécßß ß ß ß H s åTI)Æ oÏ eNç «sL åTI)Æ oÏ v pA u
ê çd sN pA À r ê G ãdL åÂñ ÀÆtMÆ VEN r ç «sEa çÂ sL sNGLN æQJ0
À(Æ åT åR
ñ .sL gJç sÐTG åÂñ uÄ ÀÆtMÆ ËT  åÂñ vFLN «ÀT)Æ v Tê EaL
ï
âcî q g)Æ
ñ ¾c Æ ÀÆtMÆ vP  qí ïJ ºæTP ébÆ t
ð qIÂ ÆÏÄ qí J «æTP ÀT)Æ åT åÄç
åR
ñ ¾ÀT)Æ sJ Î ÀT)Æ uJ Tê Ecß ß ß ß Uð î ç «Ëc åÂñ sPß ß ß ß r T ÀÆtMÆ r Ëc u
hF À(Æ pEJ .uçÂ ÀT)Æ Çb uP å
ñ «sEaç ÀÆtMÆ sJF@ åÂñ uP À(Æ åT
vT'Æ ÀÆtMÆ pJí (ï pT@Æ ÀÆtMÆ v ÓtGL)Æ ÀT)Æ âc qí ïJ ºÀT)Æ Çbç sENC ÀÆtMÆ
ï
 ÈÐçÐTHÆ <uJ> UI)Æ
ñ ¾ãdßß ß ß ß L
ð ÀT)Æ .pHñ  qí J «À(Æ oÏ Çb UJF sJH åT åÄç
¾rT)Æ pNHÆ VT Ä r UE~Â sNJ pK@)Æ pNHÆ âTßß ß ß ß Äç ÇbL p «À(Æ UJF
cF~Â qì  uÄ ÀÆtMÆ ÀTÄ sN UÆ åÂ\ vH «qßß ß ß ß HÆ Æb VT Æ WTßß ß ß ß Æ ÆÏR
cÂ Tê K vBH c Á Tê ßß ß ß ß âTL åÂ\ p^ç .sK uÄ ißß ß ß ß Æ ãÆÑ ÆÏR ÖTFB
ébÆ iFBT æTBH r Tê tL1 åT åÄñ «`GLÆ oc$ cßß ß ß ß H «mCJÆç rßð ß ß ß ß Æ tç
ÀÆtMÆ cNA åÂñ VzÐTEÆ VtÆ uBT nyTEÆ ãÆÑ aç «Æb mNCJ r að Â «sGð I
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a larger volume than it had before the inflation. Because that heating is
accidental to this, when it ceases, the air contracts to the volume that its
nature requires should there have been no heat, and so the water comes
back and enters, owing to the impossibility of a void’s occurring. It is
because of this that we experience the air emerging from what was
vigorously inflated as first bubbling up and then beginning to attract
the water into itself, just as if a finger unplugged the mouth of the
phial. Also, [when] it is heated with a hot fire that does not shatter it
and then is inverted over the water, it first happens to bubble, and then
the water is sucked into it.
(22) The response to the argument that is after this one36 is related
to this response. That is because what is moved pushes the air that is
immediately in front of it, and that continues to wherever it is that the
preceding air no longer yields to the push, and the surge [of air] becomes
compressed between what is being pushed and what is not and is forced
to receive a smaller volume. Just the opposite happens to what is behind
[the compressed air], for some of it is attracted along with [the surging
air], and some of it resists and so is not attracted, in which case what is
between the two rarefies, and there is a larger volume. From that there
comes to be an ongoing and balanced normal state.
(23) So let us be content to this extent with the discussion about
place, and let us now talk about time.
36. See 2.6.15.
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ÆbM VNzc Vtßß ß ß ß Æ oJ åÂñ pÂ rç .`GLÆ p åT ébÆ q'Æ r Tê K qßß ß ß ß DÂ
ÎtEN «Vtßß ß ß ß Æ oJ rI q t «sEN sBÆ ébÆ q'Æ uÄ ÀÆtMÆ hHL «ãçdç
sL nH ê çÂ ÈtHT ÍtGL)Æ åÂ\ r aT@ T ÆbMJ .À(Æ Øtç VT  p aN ÀT)Æ
WL ç «k~P ÈÐçÐTHÆ q að î t TK ºsG uÄ ÀT)Æ Çb
ñ v b P q «Ëc ÀÆt
.ÀTKJ TML ÔTAÆ q nH
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ë oÏ r Êa «cÂ qì 
.åTdÆ v åÆ qJILJ «åTI)Æ v äIÆ r ÐaHÆ Æb TLGINJ (±²)
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Chapter Ten
Beginning the discussion about time,
the disagreement of people concerning it, and
the refutation of those erring about it
(1) The inquiry about time is akin to the one about place in that it
is one of the things that is inseparable from every motion, and the disagreement among people about its existence and essence is just like
that about place. Some people have denied that time has any existence,
while others believed that it has an existence, but not at all as [existence]
occurs in external concrete particulars, but as a product of the estimative
faculty. Still others believed that, although it does exist, it is not a single
thing in itself; rather, it is in some way a relation that certain things
(whatever they might be) have to other things (whatever they might be).
So it was said that time is the collection of moments, where the moment
is some event that happens, which is taken by supposition, [and that
event] is simultaneous with some other event1 and so it is a moment for
the other, whatever accidental occurrence it might be. Others have given
time a certain existence and subsistent reality, while others yet even made
it a substance subsisting in its own right.
1. T additionally has the example of Zayd’s arriving with the sunrise, but this
is almost certainly a later interpolation.
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åTdÆ v ãtHÆ ÀÆaÆ v pA
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(2) Those who have denied the existence of time have relied on certain skeptical puzzles.2 One of them is that if time exists, it is either
divisible or indivisible. On the one hand, if it is indivisible, then it would
be impossible for years, months, days, and hours, as well as past and
future, to belong to it. If, on the other hand, it it is divisible, then it exists
with either all of its parts or some of them. If it exists with all of its
parts, the past and future parts of it must exist together simultaneously.
If some of its parts exist, while others do not, then whichever part we
consider must occur as present, future, and past, or as days, hours, and
the like. Those who affirm time in general agree that both the past and
the future are nonexistent, whereas, if the present is divisible, the same
question necessarily arises about it, while, if it is indivisible, it is what
they call the present instant 3 and is not a time. Moreover, [the present
instant] cannot exist in actuality. Were it to do so, it would either endure
or cease to be. If it were to endure, then part of it would be earlier and
another part later, and the whole of it would not be the present instant,
and also the past and future would simultaneously be in a single present
instant; which is absurd. If it ceases to be, then it does so either in some
immediately adjacent instant where between the two there is no time, or
in some instant where between the two there is some time. If it ceases to
be in some instant where between it and [the present instant that is ceasing] there is some time, then it must endure for some time, which we have
already refuted. If it ceases to be in some immediately adjacent instant,
then the present instant would be immediately adjacent to the instant on
the continuum without any period of time being interposed between the
two; but this is something that those who affirm time deny.
2. Most of the following puzzles, or at least variations on them, are mentioned by Aristotle in Physics 4.10.
3. The Arabic ān, like the Greek to nun, can mean both an instant and now ;
hence the slight overtranslation present instant here. This argument and the subsequent one, which are taken from the list of temporal puzzles found in Aristotle’s
Physics 4.10, draw on this double sense of al-āna.
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(3) Furthermore, how could time in general exist? Any time we care
to take might be delimited by two given instants assigned to it by us: one
past instant and another instant that, relative to the past, is future. No
matter what the situation, the two will not be able to exist together,
and, instead, one will not exist. Now, if one does not exist, then how can
that which needs a certain limit — that does not exist — in fact exist (for
how can something have a nonexistent limit)? In short, how could there
be a certain continuous thing [namely, time] between something that
does not exist and something that does? This is a powerful sophism
upon which those who deny time rely.
(4) They also give an argument [that assumes the following]: A certain amount of time inevitably belongs to motion in that it is a motion.
In that it is motion, this motion does not need some other body different
from its body also to be moved. (The fact is that it might need that
[other body] in some cases, not in that it is a motion, but because, in
order to produce the motion, the one bringing about [the motion’s] existence needs [another body] to undergo motion; but this is neither a
condition of motion qua motion nor one of its concomitants.) So, given
the above [assumptions], any motion that you posit as existing necessarily entails that a certain time belong to it inasmuch as there is a motion;
but [the motion], inasmuch as it is a motion, does not necessarily entail
that there is another motion. If that is the case, then consequent upon
each motion is a certain private time that applies to no other motion,
just as a private place is consequent upon it. Also, there would be one
time for [the different motions] only in the way that there is one place
for them. That is, one [ is predicated] by way of being a universal, but
our discussion is not about that. So, when motions are together, their
times must also be together, where they will be together either with
respect to place, subject, rank, nature, or anything else except being
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aL Îa
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together in time. None of the ways of being together, however, precludes
some being before and some being after — that is, some existing while
others do not. So it remains that their being together is [a case] of simultaneity, where simultaneity [means] that many things occur at a single
time, or a single instant, or a single limit of time. From that it necessarily
follows that many times would have a single time; but the discussion
concerning the sum of that [single] time together with [the many times]
is, in this sense, just like the discussion about those that were joined
together in [that single time], in which case there would necessarily be
an infinite number of simultaneous times. Also, in the opinion of you
[Aristotelians], times follow upon motions, and so there would necessarily be an infinite number of simultaneous motions. This is something
impossible, whose existence you yourselves reject and deny.
(5) Due to these skeptical puzzles and the fact that time must have
some existence, many people felt compelled to give time some other
manner of existence — namely, the existence that is in the activity of the
estimative faculty. Now, the things that characteristically exist in the
act of the estimative faculty are those things that are concomitant with
the connotational attributes that, when they are grasped by the intellect
and correlated with one another, produce there certain forms of relations whose existence is only in the estimative faculty. So this group made
time something that is impressed on the mind as a result of a certain
relation of what is undergoing motion to the two limits in the spatial
magnitude it [ is traversing], where [the mobile] is in actual proximity
to one of them while not being in actual proximity to the other, since, in
concrete particulars, it cannot occur here simultaneously with its occurring there, but it can in the soul. [ That is] because, in the soul, the conceptualization of the two and the conceptualization of what connects
them exist simultaneously, but nothing in concrete particulars exists that
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connects the two.4 In the act of the estimative faculty, however, something is impressed on the mind — namely, that, between its existence
here and its existence there, there is a certain thing during the equivalent
of which the distance is traversed at this speed belonging to either those
motions or the number of combined motions and rests. In this case, this
is a certain measurement of that motion that has no [external] existence
but is [something that,] in itself, the mind brings about as a result of
motion’s limits actually occurring in [the mind] simultaneously. Other
examples [of products of the estimative faculty] include the predicate,
logical subject, premise, and analogous things that the mind requires
for intelligible matters and the relations among [such matters], none of
which are in [concrete] existing things.
(6) The group that we mentioned at the beginning said that time is
nothing but a collection of moments; for when you order successive
moments and collect them together, you do not doubt that their collection
is time.5 Consequently, once we define the moments, we define time.
Now, the moment is nothing more than what the one fixing the moment
needs — namely, he designates a certain starting point of some given
event that will happen. So, for instance, we say that such-and-such will
occur after two days, meaning that it will occur with the sunrise following two sunrises; and so the sunrise is the moment. If it were replaced
with the coming of Zayd, that would be just as fine as the sunrise. So,
then, the sunrise becomes a moment only by the speaker’s designating
it so. Had he wanted, he could have made something else a moment,
except that the sunrise is more prevalent, better known, and more commonly accepted. Hence, that and similar things have been chosen to set
the moment. So time is the sum of things that either sets moments or
can be stipulated as certain fixed moments. They also claim that time
has no existence other than in this way, which is recognized from the
previously mentioned skeptical puzzles.
4. Y has (inadvertently) omitted the text maʿan fa-lā yakūna fī al-aʿyān amr
mawjūd yaṣilu baynhumā (simultaneously, but nothing in concrete particulars exists
that connects the two), which is found in Z, T, and the Latin ([ simul ]; non habet
autem esse in sensibilibus aliquid existens inter illos).
5. This view was the common one taken by most mutakallimūn, or Islamic
speculative theologians. See Jon McGinnis, “The Topology of Time: An Analysis
of Medieval Islamic Accounts of Discrete and Continuous Time,” The Modern
Schoolman 81 (2003): 5–25.
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(7) Another group said that time is an eternal substance, and how
could it not be a substance [they argued,] when it is something whose
existence is necessary? 6 Indeed, the necessity of its existence is such that
it does not need to be established by proof. In fact, whenever you try to
eliminate time, you necessarily establish it. [ That] is because you eliminate it either before or after something; but when you do that, a certain
before-ness or after-ness shows up together with its elimination, in which
case you have established time together with its elimination, since there is
no before-ness and after-ness that have this form unless they either belong
to time or are a result of time. So time exists necessarily. Now, whatever
necessarily exists cannot have its existence eliminated, and whatever
cannot have its existence eliminated is not an accident, whereas whatever exists and is not an accident is a substance. When it is a substance
that exists necessarily, then it is an eternal substance. They said: Now,
when it is a substance that exists necessarily, it would have been impossible
that its existence depend upon motion, and so time sometimes exists even
when motion does not. So, in their opinion, sometimes time exists together
with motion and so measures motion; but at other times it is separate,
in which case it is called everlasting. These are the skeptical doubts raised
concerning time. It would be best if we first indicate the way time exists
and [identify] its essence, and only then come back and attack these
sophistries and resolve them.
(8) We say that those who affirm the existence of time as some
single thing have also had differences of opinions.7 Some of them made
motion time, while others made time the motion of the celestial sphere,
to the exclusion of all other motions. Still others made time the celestial sphere’s return (that is, a single rotation), and yet others made the
celestial sphere itself time. Those who made motion itself time said
6. This position is certainly that of Abū Bakr Muḥammad al-Rāzī, who distinguished between relative and absolute time, making the latter a self-subsistent
entity, which is sometimes identified in the sources as dahr (everlasting). See
al-Rāzī, Opera philosophica fragmentaque quae supersunt, ed. Paul Kraus (Cairo: Fuʾad I
University, 1939), 195–215.
7. For the source of the following (erroneous) opinions about the nature of
time, see Aristotle, Physics 4.10.218a31–b10.
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vÆ v «ÉÆÎtt)Æ r æaT@ T 4 r «Vc'Æ åÄ\ ÆtTH Tê TÑ TMßß ß ß ß G Vc'Æ ÆtJE
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that from among the existing things that we experience, motion is that
which includes past and future things, and it is in its nature always to
have two parts8 with this description, and whatever has this description
is time. They also said that we believe that there has been time only
when we sense motion, such that the sick and afflicted will find a given
period of time long that one engrossed in wanton pleasure would find
short, because the motions used to measure [the time] are firmly fixed
in the memory of the former two, while they vanish from the memory
of the one savoring wanton pleasure and rapture. Whoever is not aware
of motion is not aware of time, just like the Companions of the Cave;9
for, since they were unaware of the motions between the instant that
they first settled down for a nap and the instant that they awoke, they
did not realize that they had slept more than a day. The First Teacher
[i.e., Aristotle] also related that something like that happened to a
group of godlike men,10 and history reveals that they were before the
Companions of the Cave. These are the early views about time before
the maturity of philosophy, but all of them are incorrect.
(9) Motion is not time because, while motion is sometimes fast and
at other times slow, no time is faster and slower than another, but,
rather, shorter and longer. Also, two motions might be simultaneous,11
while two times are not. Also, you know that two different motions might
occur simultaneously at a single time, while their time does not differ.
Also, motion’s specific differences are not time’s, and the things related to
time — as, for example, now, suddenly, the present instant, and previously—
have nothing to do with the motion itself in something. Again, while it
is proper to take time in the definition of fast motion as a part of the
specific difference, it is not proper to take motion in the same way, but,
8. Reading juzʾāni with Z, T, and the Latin (duas partes) for Y’s (inadvertent)
juzʾ ān (“a part of an instant,” or perhaps “a present part”?).
9. See Quʾrān 18:1–23.
10. See Physics 4.11.218b23–27.
11. Reading maʿan with Z, T, and the Latin (simul ), which is omitted in Y.
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instead, it is taken as a premised part. So it is fine to say that fast is that
which covers a longer distance in a shorter time, whereas it is not okay
to say in a shorter motion. The case of the motion of the first celestial
sphere is the same as this one, for it can be said about it that it is the
fastest of motions because, simultaneously with another motion, it covers
a larger [distance], although this is something that we will discuss later.12
Now, this simultaneity indicates something different from the two motions
and, rather, indicates a certain thing to which both of them are related and
with respect to which the two are equal, while differing with respect to the
distance [covered]. That thing is not itself either one of the two, because
the second is not common to the other in itself, while it is common to it
in the thing with which they are simultaneous.
(10) From this vantage point, it becomes obvious what is wrong
with the claim of those who made moments certain events that set the
moment for other events. That is because they do not make that passing
event itself a moment qua motion, generation, black, white, or whatever,
but are forced both to say that it becomes a moment by setting a moment,
and that setting a moment involves the concurrence of some other thing
simultaneous with its existence. Now, concerning this concurrence and
simultaneity, one must understand something different from either one of
the two events, when both concurrences concur with respect to something
and both instances of simultaneity are simultaneous with respect to a
certain thing. When both exist simultaneously (or one of them exists as
that which sets the moment in that it is simultaneous with the existence
of the other), then what is understood about the simultaneity cannot be
what is understood about either one of [those events]. In fact, this simultaneity would have been the opposite of what was meant had either one
of the two been earlier or later. It is this thing with respect to which
12. See 4.5.1–4.
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there is the simultaneity that is the moment that accounts for the two
states of affairs being together, and so it can be made to indicate either
one of the two, just as if [that state of affairs] were something else occurring at that moment. Now, were that state of affairs in itself a moment,
then, when it persisted for some duration and was one and the same, the
duration of the persistence and the start of [the duration] would be one
and the same moment. Now, you know that the moment that sets the
moment is a certain limiting point between what is earlier and later,
and that what is earlier and what is later do not differ [as such], while,
qua motion, rest, and the like, they do differ. So its being a certain event
(for example, a motion or rest) is not like its being earlier, later, or
simultaneous; rather, the true nature of earlier, later, and simultaneous
is something else — namely, a state of time.
(11) The argument upon which those who make time a motion rely
is based on an unacceptable premise — namely, their claim that time is,
in its nature, whatever requires something past and something future.
This is certainly unacceptable, for many things that are not time are
past and future, such as the Flood and the Resurrection. In fact, there
must be another condition together with this [premise]— namely, that
[time] is essentially what is such that it belongs to it to be the thing that
is the very past or the very future so that the nature of [time]13 is the
thing that when compared with something else, there is, in that case,
essentially something past and future. When motion is past, its very
existence as a motion is not that it is past, but that it is linked with the
past; and, because of that, it can be said that some motion is in some past
period of time, whereas it cannot be said that some motion is in some past
motion (that is, unless it is meant that it is in a group of past motions;
but that it is not our intention, but, rather, that the thing corresponds
with that thing in which it is).
13. Reading ṭabīʿatuhu al-amr with Z and T for Y’s ṭabīʿat al-amr and the Latin’s
natura rei (the nature of the thing)
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(12) As for those who maintain that time is a single rotation of the
celestial sphere, its absurdity is evident in that any part of time is a
time, whereas a part of a rotation is not a rotation. Even more farfetched than all of this is the opinion of those who think that time is the
celestial sphere by reasoning from two affirmative propositions in figure two.14 Even then, one of the two premises in it is false — namely, the
claim that every body is in the celestial sphere, for that is not the case;
and, instead, the truth is that every body that is not the celestial sphere is
in the celestial sphere, whereas perhaps every15 body absolutely is in
time, in which case the celestial sphere itself would also be in time in
just the way that bodies are in time.
(13) Since we have pointed out the false schools of thought concerning time’s essence, it is fitting that we point out the essence of time; and
then, from there, its existence will become clear, as well as the solution
to the sophisms mentioned about its existence.
14. Syllogisms in figure two are those whose middle term is the predicate term
of both the major and minor premises. Formally, figure two has this form:
(major premise) PM,
(minor premise) SM;
therefore (conclusion) SP.
An example would be (major premise) “no stone is an animal”; (minor premise)
“every human is an animal”; therefore (conclusion): “no human is a stone.” The
only valid forms of syllogism in figure two have one negative proposition.
15. Reading kull with Z, T, and the Latin ( omne), which is (inadvertently)
omitted in Y.
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Chapter Eleven
Identifying and affirming the essence of time
(1) It is plainly clear that two moving things might begin and end
moving together, of which one will cover a lesser distance and the other
more, either because of differences in speed or, as some people think,1
because of a dissimilarity in the number of intervening rests. Also, two
[mobiles] might begin [together] and cover two equal distances, but one
of them reaches the end of the distance, while the other has not yet
finished and that again because of the aforementioned differences. Now,
in every case, there is, from any motion’s starting point to its end point,
a certain possibility to cover that same distance by that motion that has
the same speed (or the same composition of rest); there is also a possibility to cover more than that distance by one faster than [that motion]
(or having fewer rests mixed in); and, again, a certain possibility to
cover less than it by one slower than it (or having more rests mixed in).
Indeed, that simply cannot be disputed. So it has been established that,
between the starting point and ending point, there is a certain definite
possibility relative to the motion and the speed. Now, when we posit
half of that distance, while positing the same speed, there is another
1. The “some people” is certainly the Atomists, who did, in fact, explain differences in velocity in terms of differences in the number of intervallic rests.
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possibility between the start of that distance and the end of half of it in
which, at that speed, only half can be covered; and the same holds for
[the distance] between that halfway endpoint that was now posited and
the original endpoint. In this case, the possibility up to the halfway point
and from the halfway point are equal, and each one of them is half of
the initially posited possibility, and so the initially posited possibility is
divisible. (Do not worry for now2 whether you make this mobile something really undergoing motion with respect to [the category] of place
or some part you posit as undergoing motion with respect to position,
which is similar to being moved with respect to place. [ That] is because
[the mobile] will either leave one state of contiguity for another through
continuous states of contiguity, or leave one state of juxtaposition for
another through continuous states of juxtaposition. What is traversed is
called distance, however it might be, and so no conclusion in the course
of what we’ll say is going to change because of that.)3
(2) So we claim that it has turned out that the possibility is divisible,
and whatever is divisible is a certain magnitude or has a magnitude, and
so this possibility is never stripped of a magnitude. In that case, its magnitude must be either the magnitude of the distance or some other
magnitude. On the one hand, if it were the magnitude of the distance,
then two things that are equal in the distance [they cover] would be
equal in this possibility; but that is not the case, and so it is some other
magnitude. In that case, either it is the magnitude of the mobile or not.
However, it is not the magnitude of the mobile. Otherwise, the larger
the mobile is, the larger it would be in this magnitude; and, again, that
2. Reading al-āna with Z, T, and the Latin ( nunc) for Y’s illā anna (except that).
3. It should again be recalled that, unlike others in the Aristotelian tradition,
Avicenna takes local motion and positional motion to be distinct kinds of motion
involving different categories: the former involves moving from one place to
another, which here is explained in terms of being contiguous and then leaving
some place along the distance (masāfah), while the latter involves moving from
one position to another, which here is explained in terms of the juxtaposition of
certain positions on the spatial magnitude (masāfah) of the rotating object.
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is not the case, and so it is a magnitude other than that of the distance
and the mobile. Now, it is known that motion itself is not this very magnitude itself, nor is that the speed, since motions qua motions are the
same in being motion4 and also [might] be going the same speed, while
differing in this magnitude. Also, sometimes the motion varies in speed,
while being the same with respect to this magnitude. So it has been
established that a certain magnitude exists that is some possibility involving motions between what is earlier and later, occurring in such a way
as to require certain definite distances; and [this possibility] is not5 the
magnitude of the mobile, distance, or motion itself. Now, this magnitude
cannot be something subsisting in itself. How could it be something
subsisting in itself when it comes to an end together with that which it
measures? Whatever comes to an end is subject to corruption and so is
in a subject or what has a subject, in which case this magnitude is something dependent upon a subject. Now, its first subject cannot be the
mobile’s matter because of what we explained; for, if it were a magnitude
of some matter without intermediary, the matter would become larger
and smaller as a result of it. So, then, it is in the subject by means of some
other disposition. It cannot be by means of some fixed disposition, like
white or black; otherwise, the magnitude of that disposition in the matter
would occur in the matter as a firmly fixed magnitude. So it remains
that it is a magnitude of an unfixed disposition — namely, motion from
place to place or from one position to another between which there is
some distance through which the positional motion circulates. This is
what we call time.
4. “Being motion” translates the nisba adjective ḥarakīyah (literally “motion-ness”).
Avicenna is probably using it in the sense of motion’s very definition. Thus, every
motion agrees in being “a first perfection belonging to what is in potency from the
perspective of what is in potency” (2.1. 3); and so, if this magnitude in question
were identified with motion-ness itself, this magnitude could not vary from motion
to motion, which it does.
5. Reading laysa with Z, T, and the Latin (sing. non est) for Y’s laysat, (“are
not,” which apparently would be referring back to “definite distances”).
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(3) Now, you know that being divisible into earlier and later parts is
a necessary concomitant of motion, and the earlier and later parts are
found in it only as a result of [motion’s] relation to the earlier and later
parts in the distance. Be that as it may, there also comes with that the
fact that the earlier part of the motion will not exist together with its
later part in the way that the earlier and later parts in distance exist
together. Also, what corresponds with the earlier part of the motion in
the distance cannot become the later part, nor can that which corresponds with its later part become earlier, in the way that it can in distance.
So there is some property that belongs to being earlier and later in
motion — which necessarily follows the two [states] because they belong
to motion —[but] which is not due to their belonging to distance. Also,
the two are numbered by motion. [ That] is because motion, through its
parts, numbers what is earlier and later; and so the motion has a number
inasmuch as being earlier and later belong to it with respect to distance.
Moreover, it has a certain magnitude by paralleling the magnitude of
the distance. Time is this number or magnitude. So time is the number
of motion when it is differentiated into earlier and later parts — not by
time, but, instead, with respect to distance; otherwise, the definition
would be circular. (This is what one of the logicians believed — namely,
that a circle occurred in this explanation—but he believed wrongly, since
he did not understand this).6
(4) Moreover, this time is that which is essentially a magnitude owing
to what it is in itself, possessing [the states] of being earlier and later, the
later part of which does not exist together with what is earlier, as might
be found in other types of [things that might] be earlier and later. This
6. Unfortunately, it is not clear who the logician is to whom Avicenna refers,
although it is most likely one of the Baghdad Peripatetics. Among these, the writings of al-Fārābī, Yaḥyá ibn ʿAdī, Ibn al-Samḥ, and al-Sijistānī give no indication
that any of them found fault with the Aristotelian definition of time as the number
of motion with respect to before and after. Others who commented on Aristotle’s
Physics 4 and thus might have criticized Aristotle’s definition of time were Abū
Karnīb and his student Abū Bishr Mattá. Abū Bishr Mattá was the teacher of
both al-Fārābī and Yaḥyá ibn ʿAdī, and neither suggests that Abū Bishr questioned
the Aristotelian definition of time, although this is far from definitive proof that
he did not.
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is something part of which is essentially before some part and part of
which is essentially after some part, whereas everything else will either
be before or after on account of it. [That] is because the things in which
there is a before and an after — in the sense that their before has passed
away, while the after does not exist together with the before — are not
such essentially, but have their existence together with one of the divisions of this magnitude. So it is said of that part that corresponds with
a before part that it is before, while it is said of that part that corresponds
with an after part that it is after. Now, it is known that these things
undergo change, because there is no passing away or ensuing in what
does not change. Also, this thing [that is, time] cannot be before and
after on account of some other thing, because, if that were the case, then
its before would become a before only because it existed in some other
thing’s before. In that case, that thing (or something else at which the
regress eventually ends) possesses a before and an after essentially. In
other words, it essentially admits of the relation by which there is before
and after. That thing is known to be that in which the possibility of
changes (in the manner mentioned above)7 primarily occurs and on
account of which [that possibility] occurs in others. So that thing is the
magnitude that, in itself, measures the aforementioned possibility and
about which we are solely concerned.
(5) We ourselves have made time only a name for the possibility
noted above and in which that possibility primarily occurs. Clearly,
from this, then, the noted magnitude is the same thing that admits of
the relation of before and after, or, more precisely, it itself is divisible
into before and after. By this I do not mean that time’s being before is
not through the relation,8 but, rather, that this relation is inseparable
from time and, because of time, it is inseparable from other things. So,
7. See par. 1.
8. The Latin reads Et non dico quod tempus est prius relative (I am not saying that
time is before relatively), and thus drops the second negation in our phrase “not
through the relation.” It is not clear whether the Latin text reproduces an omission
of the second negation in the exemplar underlying the Latin and so is a variant
reading, or—as is more likely—is an omission on the part of the Latin translator.
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when something is said to be before and that thing is not time (but, for
example, is motion, humans, and the like), [its being before] means that
it exists together with a certain thing that is in some state such that when
that state is compared with the state of something later, it is inseparable
from [that state] if the thing in [the former state] is essentially before.
That is, this inseparability belongs to it essentially. So the [state of ] being
earlier of some earlier thing [ x] is that it has a certain existence simultaneous with the nonexistence of some later thing [ y ] that has not existed
when [ x] exists. So [ x] is earlier than [ y ] when [ y’s] nonexistence is
taken, whereas [ x] is simultaneous with [ y ] only when [ y’s] existence
is taken and is in a given state that is simultaneous with [ x]. Now, the
determinate thing [that is, x] occurs in both states, whereas a given
state that it has when it is earlier is not a state of being simultaneous; and
so, inevitably, something belonging to it when it was earlier ceases to
belong to it when it is simultaneous. So being earlier and before-ness do
not belong essentially to this determinate thing, nor do they persist
simultaneously with the persistence of that determinate thing. It is simply
and essentially impossible that being earlier and before-ness should persist simultaneously with [the determinate thing’s] other state, when it is
impossible that they become simultaneous and it is known that this
existence does not persistently belong to it, since it is after the existence
of the other. That is not impossible for the [determinate] thing that has
these [states of being earlier, before-ness, and simultaneity], since it sometimes exists and is before. At other times it exists and is simultaneous
with, and at still other times it exists and is after, while being one and
the same thing. As for the very thing that is essentially9 before and after,
even if by comparison, it cannot persist the same as it is such that it will
be after, after it was before. [ That] is because that thing by which it was
9. Reading li-dhātihi, which is (inadvertently) omitted in Y but appears in Z,
T, and the Latin ( per seipsam).
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something after arrived only when that by which it is before ceased,
while it is the thing that has this [ after] factor that persists together
with the cessation of the before factor. Now, this factor cannot merely be
some relation to nonexistence (or existence), since the existing thing’s
relation to the nonexisting thing might be one of being later just as easily
as being earlier (and the same holds with regard to existence). The fact
is that its relation to nonexistence is associated with some other factor
[with respect to] which, when associated with it, there is the [state of ]
being earlier, and, if associated with something else, there is the [state
of ] being later, whereas the nonexistence in both states is simply nonexistence (and the same holds for existence). Likewise [this factor] is associated mutatis mutandis with the related thing, because the related thing
is equally — [albeit] conversely — related to it and has that status. This
factor either is time or [is] some relation to time. So, if it is time, then
that is what we claim. If it is some relation to time, then its10 before-ness
is on account of time, and the factor reduces to the before-ness and afterness whose subject primarily is time.11 So time turns out essentially to
have a before and an after ; and so that which turns out essentially to have
a before and an after we call time, since we explained that it is the magnitude of the previously indicated possibility.
(6) Since it has turned out that time is not something subsisting in
itself (and how could it be something subsisting in itself when it has no
fully determinate being, but is coming to be and passing away?), and the
existence of whatever is like that depends upon matter, time is material.
Now, although it is material, it exists in matter through the intermediacy
of motion; and so, if there is neither a motion nor a change, there is no
time. Indeed, how could there be time without before and after, and how
could there be before and after when one thing does not come to be after
10. Reading hā with Z and the Latin (sing. eius) for Y’s humā (“their,” dual);
T is sufficiently unclear that it might be either hā or humā.
11. There seems to be some confusion in Y’s text in which there is a repetition
of this phrase, which reads “and the factor reduces to the before-ness and afterness whose subject primarily is on account of the time.” This reading is not found
in Z, T, or the Latin and almost certainly is a result of dittography in Y’s text.
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another? Certainly, before and after do not exist simultaneously; but,
rather, something that was before ceases inasmuch as it was before because
something that is after inasmuch as it is after comes to be. So, if there
is no variation or change inasmuch as something ceases or something
comes to be — nothing being after (since there was no before) or nothing
being before (since there is no after)— time will not exist. [ In other words,
time exists] only together with the existence of the renewal of some
state, where that renewal must also be continuous; otherwise, again,
there will be no time. [ That] is because, when something is all at once
and then there is nothing at all until something else is all at once, there
must be, between the two, either the possibility for the renewal of some
things or not. On the one hand, if there is a certain possibility for the
renewal of some things between them, then there is a before and after with
respect to what is between them, but the before and after are realized
only by a renewal of things, whereas we are assuming that there is no
renewal of things, which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if this
possibility does not exist between them, the two are adjacent, in which
case that adjacency must be uninterrupted or not. If it is uninterrupted,
then what we supposed results; however, it is an absurdity whose impossibility will be explained later.12 If it is interrupted, then the argument
returns to the beginning. So, if there is time, there must necessarily be
a renewal of certain states, either by way of contiguity or continuity. So,
if there is no motion, there is no time. Because time, as we said, is a
certain magnitude—namely, something continuous that parallels motions
and distances—it inevitably has a division that is the product of the estimative faculty, which is called the present instant.
12. See 3.4.3.
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Chapter Twelve
Explaining the instant
(1) We maintain that we know the instant from knowing time.
[ That] is because, since time is continuous, it inevitably has a certain
division, which is a product of the estimative faculty and is called the
instant.1 Now, the instant does not at all exist as actual in relation to
time itself; otherwise the continuity of time would be severed. Instead,
its existence is only as the estimative faculty imagines it — namely, as a
certain connection in a linear extension. The connection does not exist
as actual in the linear extension inasmuch as it is a connection; otherwise, there would be infinitely many connections (as we shall explain
later).2 It would be actual only if time were, in some way, severed; but it is
absurd that the continuity of time should be severed. That is because, if
one concedes that time is severed, that severance must be either at the
beginning of time or at its end. If it is at the beginning of time, it necessarily follows that that time has no before. Now, if it had no before, it
could not have been nonexistent and then existed. [ That] is because,
when it is nonexistent and then exists, it exists after not existing, and so
its nonexistence is before its existence. In that case, it must have a before,
1. The Arabic ān might mean instant, present instant, and now. No single translation covers all the senses in which Avicenna uses ān in this chapter; and so, to
facilitate philosophical clarity, all three translations are used in this chapter as
context requires.
2. See 3.3–4.
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and that before is something different from the nonexistence describing it,
according to what we stated elsewhere.3 So the thing of which this species
of before-ness is predicated would be some existing thing, while not being
this time. So before this time, there would be a time that is continuous
with it — that [time] before, this [time] after — where this division would
be what unites the two; but it was posited as what divides [the two]. This
is a contradiction. Likewise, if it is posited as what divides in the way of
an endpoint, then something’s existing after it is either possible or not.
On the one hand, if it is not possible that something exists after it — not
even what exists necessarily, such that it would be impossible for something to exist with the nonexistence that is reached at the endpoint —
then necessary existence and absolute4 possibility would have been
eliminated. Necessary existence and absolute possibility, however, are
not eliminated. If, on the other hand, there is [the possibility of something’s existing] after that, then it has an after, and so there is a before,
in which case the instant is something connecting, not dividing. So
time does not have an instant existing as something actual in relation
to [time] itself, but only as potential (I mean the potential proximate to
actuality). In other words, time is so disposed that the instant can always
be posited in it, whether by someone’s simply positing [it as such] or the
motion’s arriving at some common indivisible limiting point — as, for
example, the beginning of sunrise or sunset or the like. That does not
really create a division in the very being of time itself, but only in its
relation to motions, just as it is created from the relational divisions in
other magnitudes. For example, one part of a body is divided from
another by being juxtaposed against or contiguous with [something else],
or by someone’s simply positing [it as such], without an actual division
occurring in it in itself, but only a certain division having occurred in it
relative to something else.
3. See 2.11.5.
4. Reading al-muṭlaq with Z, T, and two MSS consulted by Y, which Y secludes;
like Y, the Latin omits absoluta.
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(2) When this present instant occurs through this relation, then its
nonexistence is only in all of the time that is after it. Now, one can say
that [the present instant] must cease to exist either in an immediately
adjacent instant or an instant that is not immediately adjacent [only]
after it is conceded that [the present instant] can begin ceasing to exist
at some instant and, in fact, [conceding] that there is a beginning of its
cessation — namely, at the limit of all the time during which it does not
exist. The fact is that, by cessation, nothing more is understood than
that something does not exist after existing. Now, the existence of [the
present instant] in this situation is that it is the limit of the time that is
nonexistent at it (as if you said that [the present instant] exists at the
limit of the time that is nonexistent at it), and its cessation does not have
a beginning when it ceases that is a first instant at which it ceased to
exist. Instead, between [the time’s] existing and not existing, there is a
certain division that is nothing but the existence of [the present instant].
(You will learn that the things undergoing motion, rest, generation,
and corruption also do not have a first instance in which they undergo
motion, rest, generation, and corruption, since the time is potentially
divisible infinitely.)5
(3) It might erroneously be thought that, against this, one can argue
either that the present instant ceases to exist gradually (in which case
it takes a period of time to reach its end, at which it ceases to exist) or it
ceases to exist all at once (in which case its nonexistence is at an instant).6
The falsity of this argument needs to be explained. So we say that what
either exists or does not exist all at once (in the sense that it happens
at a single instant) is not necessarily the opposite of that which exists
or does not exist gradually; but, instead, it is more specific than that
5. See par. 4 and 3.6.3–6.
6. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.10.218a11–21.
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opposite. That [proper] opposite is that which does not proceed gradually
toward existence, nonexistence, alteration, and the like. This is true of (1) what
occurs all at once, but it is also true of either (2a) the thing that does
not exist during an entire period of time, while existing at its limit
(which is not time), or (2b) the thing that does exist during an entire
period of time, while not existing at its limit (which is not time). Indeed,
neither of these latter two exists or does not exist gradually, and the same
equally holds for the first (namely, that whose existence or nonexistence
is at an instant). The latter sense is distinct from the former first sense
because, on the one hand, in the first sense, the status for the instant of
time, which is essentially its extremity, is assumed to be the same as
that for all of time. In the latter sense, on the other hand, the status for
the instant is assumed to be different from that for time — namely, that
one instant is not placed after a different one, unless an intervening
state occurs between the two instants and that instant is essentially the
limit. Now, our discussion of this second sense is not whether it in fact
exists or not, for we are not discussing it with an eye to affirming its
existence, but with an eye to a certain negation’s being predicated of it.
Again, that negation is that it exists or does not exist gradually ; and, with
respect to that, it has a certain subclass, and that subclass is more specific
than that negation. Now, the more specific does not necessarily entail
the more general. Also, it is not the case that, from our conceptualization of something as a subject or predicate, its existence must either be
affirmed or not. (This is something learned in the discipline of logic.)7
So, when our claim “It is not the case that it exists or does not exist
gradually,” is more general than our claim “It exists or does not exist
all at once” (in other words, that state of it is at some beginning instant),
then one’s claiming that it is either gradual or all at once in this sense
7. See Kitāb al-madkhal 1.3.
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is not affirmed in the same way as a disjunctive [proposition] whose
scope includes two contradictory disjuncts or one contradictory disjunct
and what its contradictory disjunct necessarily entails. Likewise, the
opposite of what exists all at once is what does not exist all at once — that
is, it does not exist in some beginning instant, and it does not necessarily
follow that it exists or does not exist gradually, and, in fact, that which
corresponds with the previously noted sense [i.e., 2] might be affirmed
together with it. [ That is so] unless, by that which exists all at once, one
means that whose existence is not an instant, but when it is at it, the
existence is fully realized and there is no instant in which it is still in
procession; and, accordingly, the same holds true for that which does
not exist all at once. So, if this is meant, then this is necessarily the
opposite, and the premise turns out true; but why should its beginning
existence or nonexistence be all at once?
(4) There is something here, and even if this is not its proper place,
we should mention it in order that there be a way to confirm what we
said. Also, being familiar with it is worthwhile for learning [the answer
to the following question, namely]: In the instant common to two periods
of time, in one of which something is in one state and in the other of
which it is in another state, is the thing altogether lacking both states,
or does it have one of the states to the exclusion of the other? If the two
situations are potentially contradictory, such as being contiguous and not
being contiguous, existing and not existing, or the like, it would be absurd
that at the assumed instant the thing would be altogether lacking both.
So it must inevitably have one of the two [states], and I wish I knew which
one! We argue that some thing undoubtedly opposes the exiting thing
so as to render it nonexistent, in which case either one of two situations
must be the case. That opposing thing might, in fact, do so at an instant.
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In other words, it is something whose state remains the same during any
instant you take during the time that it exists, and it does not need some
[other] instant in such a way as to correspond with a period of time in
order to exist. As long as that is the case, the thing in the common division is described by [such a state]— as, for example, being contiguous,
being square, and the other fixed dispositions whose existence remains the
same during every instant of the time that they exist.8 Alternatively, the
thing might be contrary to this description, and so its existence would
occur during a period of time, while not occurring at an instant. In that
case, its existence would be in the second period of time alone and would
not be predicated of the instant dividing the two such that there would be
a certain opposition at it. Examples are to depart and to cease being contiguous or moving. The state of some of the latter [types] can remain the
same at certain instants during their time, setting aside the instants that
they begin to occur, whereas the state of others can in no way remain the
same. Those that can are like not being contiguous, which is to be separate,
since it occurs only by motion and a variation of some state; however, it
can remain not contiguous and, in fact, be separate for a period of time,
during which it remains the same; and, even if its states do vary from
other perspectives, that will not be from the perspective that the two
are separate and not contiguous. Those for which that is impossible are
like motion, for its state does not remain the same at some instant or
other, but, rather, at every instant there is a renewal of a new proximity
and remoteness, both of which result from the motion. So, when the
thing that is not undergoing motion is moved and what is contiguous
stops being such, there will be the instant that divides the two times;
[and], since at it there is no beginning separation and motion, there
will be contact and an absence of motion at it. Even if this takes us
beyond our immediate goal, it does provide some help here, as well as
for other questions.
8. Adding the phrase f ī kull ān zamān wujūdihā (during every instance of the
time that they exist) with Z, T, and the Latin, which is (inadvertently) omitted in Y.
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(5) That which we have discussed is the instant that is bounded by
the past and future, as if a certain period of time came to be and then,
after its occurrence, it is delimited by this instant. The estimative faculty,
however, imagines another instant with a different description. So, just as
you assume that, through the motion and flow of the limit of the moving
thing (and let it be some point), there is a certain spatial magnitude9 or,
rather, a certain line (as if it — I mean that limit — is what is moving),
and then you assume that there are certain points in that line (not that
they make up the line, but that they are only what the estimative faculty
imagines to be its connections), so it would likewise seem that, in time
and motion (in the sense of traversing [a distance]), there is something
like that and something like the line’s internal points, which do not
make it up. In other words, the estimative faculty imagines something
that is being borne along and a certain limiting point on the spatial
magnitude and time. So what is being borne along some continuous
spatial magnitude produces a certain continuous locomotion that corresponds with a period of time. So it is as if what is borne along —
or, more exactly, its state that necessarily accompanies it during the
motion — is a certain indivisible limit, corresponding with a point on
the spatial magnitude and some present instant of time that produces
a certain continuum through its flow. So, together with [that limit],
there is neither a spatial line (for it followed behind it), nor motion in
the sense of traversing [the distance] (for it came to an end), nor time
(for it is past). Together with it, there is only an indivisible limit of each
one [of these], which it divides. So, from time, the present instant is
always with it; from traversing [the distance], there is the thing, which
we explained, is in reality motion, as long as something is undergoing
motion;10 and from the spatial magnitude, there is the limiting point,
9. The Arabic masāfah also means “distance”; however, “spatial magnitude,”
which the Arabic can happily support, seems more fitting in the present context,
since Avicenna’s point here, following John Philoponus ( In Phys. 727.21–29), will
be that that just as the motion of a point produces a line (as, for example, when
a pen’s nib is drawn across a piece of paper), so the flow of a now produces time.
10. Meaning, motion at an instant. See 2.1.6.
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whether a point or the like. Each one of these is an extremity, and even
what is borne along is an extremity in its own right inasmuch as it was
borne along. It is as if there is something extending from the beginning
of the spatial magnitude up to where it has reached. [ That] is because,
inasmuch as it is something borne along, there is something extending
from the beginning to the end, while it itself — the continuously existing
present instant — is a certain limiting point and extremity inasmuch as
it had been borne along to this limiting point.
(6) We should investigate whether, just as what is borne along is
one and by its flow produced its limiting point and endpoint as well as the
spatial magnitude, there is likewise in time something that is the now
that flows.11 In this case, [the now] would itself be something indivisible
qua itself, and it itself would persist inasmuch as it is like that, while it
would not persist inasmuch as it is a given present instant, because it is
a present instant only when it is taken as something delimiting time,
just as the former is what is borne along only when it delimits what it
delimits, whether in itself a point or something else. Just as it happens
that what is borne along qua being borne along cannot exist twice, but
passes away when it is no longer being borne along, likewise the now qua
a given present instant does not exist twice. Still, the thing that, owing
to whatever condition, becomes a now perhaps does exist several times,
just as what is borne along, qua a thing (which just so happened to be
borne along), perhaps exists several times. So, if something like this
exists, then it is rightly said that the now produces time through its flow; but
this is not the instant that is posited between two periods of time that
connects them, just as the point that the estimative faculty imagines producing a spatial magnitude by its motion is different from the point that
it imagines in the spatial magnitude at [a connecting instant]. So, if
11. Avicenna’s discussion of the “flowing now” relies heavily upon John Philoponus’s own discussion from his Physics commentary; see especially In Phys. 727.21–29.
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this thing exists, then its existence is joined to the thing that we previously identified with motion12 without taking what is earlier and later
nor coinciding with [the motion]. Now, just as its possessing a where
when it continuously flows along the spatial magnitude produces motion,
so its possessing that thing that we called the now when it continues
along the earlier and later parts of motion produces time. So this thing’s
relation to what is earlier and later is in that it is an instant, while, in
itself, it is something that makes time.
(7) [ The instant] also numbers time by what is produced when we
take some instant from among limiting points in [what is earlier and
later]. In this case, numbered instances of being earlier and later are
produced, just as points number the line through two relations in that
each point is shared between two lines. Now, the one that truly numbers
is that which, first, provides the thing with a unit, and, [second,] provides it with number and multiplicity by13 repeating [the unit]. So the
instant that has this description numbers time, for, as long as there is
no instant, time is not numbered. Now, what is earlier and later numbers
time in the second way. That is, it is part of it, whose being a part occurs
through the existence of the instant. Because what is earlier and later are
time’s parts, and [because] each part of it can be divided, like the parts
of a line, the instant is better suited to the unit, and the unit [is] better
suited to do the numbering. So the instant numbers in the way that the
point does, while not being divisible. Also, the motion numbers time in
that it makes the earlier and later parts exist by reason of the distance,
and so, through the motion’s magnitude, there is the number of what
is earlier and later. Thus, motion numbers the time in that it makes
time’s number to exist — that is, what is before and after — whereas time
numbers motions in that it is itself a number belonging to [motion].
12. Again, Avicenna is referring to his account of motion at an instant see 2.1.6.
13. Y (inadvertently) omits the bi, which occurs in Z and T; the Latin has the
adverbial phrase iterum et iterum (repeatedly), which confirms the presence of bi.
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(8) An example of this is that people, owing to their existence, are
the cause of their number, which is, for instance, ten. Because they exist,
their being ten occurs, whereas being ten did not make the people to
exist or be things, but only to be numbered — that is, to have a number.
When the soul numbers the people, what is numbered is not the nature
of the humans, but the ten-ness, which, for example, the spatially dislocated nature of the humans brings about. So, through the humans, the
soul counts the ten-ness; and likewise, the motion numbers time in the
aforementioned sense. Were it not for the motion, through the limiting
points of earlier and later that it produces in the spatial magnitude, a
number would not belong to time. As it is, however, time measures motion,
and motion measures time. Time measures motion in two ways:14 [the
first] one is that it provides it with a determinate measure, while the
second is that it indicates the quantity of its measure (where motion
measures time as indicating its measure through the earlier and later
parts that exist in it); and there is a difference between the two situations.
As for indicating the measure, it is sometimes like the measure of wheat
that indicates the holding capacity for the wheat, and at other times it is
like the holding capacity for the wheat that indicates the measure of wheat
[being held]. Similarly, sometimes the distance indicates the measure
of motion, and at other times the motion indicates the measure of the
distance, and so sometimes it is said that a trip is two parasangs [approximately seven miles] and sometimes it is said that a distance is a stone’s
throw; however, that which provides the magnitude for the other is just
one of them — namely, the one that is in itself a measure.
14. Cf. John Philoponus, In Phys. 741.21–742.14.
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(9) Because time is something continuous in its substance, it is
appropriately said to be long and short; and, because it is a number relative to what is earlier and later in the way explained, it is appropriately
said to be little and much. The same holds for motion, for it accidentally
has a certain continuity and discontinuity, and so the properties of what
is continuous and of what is discontinuous are attributed to it, albeit it
happens to have that from something other than itself, whereas that
which is most proper to it is speed. So we have indicated the way [in which]
the now exists as actual (if it exists as actual) and the way [in which] it
exists potentially.
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Chapter Thirteen
The solution to the skeptical puzzles raised about time and
the completion of the discussion of things temporal, such as being
in time and not in time, everlasting, eternity, [and the expressions]
suddenly, right away, just before, just after, and ancient
(1) Everything that was said to undermine the existence of time and
about its not having any existence is based upon its not existing at an
instant.1 Now, there is a distinction between saying that it has no existence absolutely and that it has no existence that occurs at an instant. We
ourselves wholeheartedly concede that time does not exist so as to occur
according to the latter sense, save in the soul and estimative faculty,
whereas it does, in fact, have the absolute existence that opposes absolute nonexistence. Indeed, if [its existence] were not a fact, its negation
would be true; and so it would be true that it is not the case that between
two spatially separated points there is some magnitude [corresponding
with] a possibility of some motion to traverse [that distance] at some
definite speed. Now, when this negation is false and, in fact, a certain
magnitude does belong to the motion at which it is possible to traverse
this distance at that definite speed and possible to traverse a different one
1. See 2.10.2–3.
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by going slower or faster (as we explained before),2 the affirmation that
opposes [this negation] is true — namely, that there is the magnitude of
this possibility. The affirmation indicates that something exists, even if
it does not indicate that it does so as something occurring at an instant
or in some other way. Also, it doesn’t have this manner [of absolute existence simply] because of the activity of the estimative faculty, for, even if
there were no activity of the estimative faculty, this manner of existence
and truth would obtain. Still, it should be known that some existing
things have a determinate and realized existence, while others have a
more tenuous existence. Time seems to exist more tenuously than motion,
akin to the existence of things that are relative to other things, even
though time qua time is not relative, but relation necessarily accompanies it.3 Since distance and the limiting points in it exist, whatever has
some affiliation with [distance] — whether as mapping onto it or traversing it or a magnitude of its traversal — exists in some way such that it is
simply false that [that thing] should not exist at all. If it is intended,
however, that we provide time with an existence contrary to this way,
such that it exists determinately, then it will occur only in the act of the
estimative faculty. Thus, the premise used in affirming that time does
not exist in the sense of not existing at a single instant is granted, and we
ourselves do not deny its nonexistence at an instant. Its existence, rather,
is in the way of generation in that, for any two instants that you care to
take, there is something between them that is time, while not at all being
at a single instant. In summary, we don’t need to worry ourselves [about
answering] their question, “If [time] exists, then does it exist at an instant
or during a period of time? Otherwise, when does it exist?” The fact is
that time does not exist at an instant or during a period of time, nor
2. See 2.11.1–2.
3. Following Z’s and Y’s suggestion to seclude the phrase min ḥaythu kawnuhu
miqdār al-shayʾ wa-kawnuhu zamānan ghayr kawnihi miqdāran (inasmuch as it is the
magnitude of something and its being time is different from its being a magnitude), which is also omitted in T and the Latin.
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does it have a when. Instead, it exists absolutely and just is time, and so
how could it exist in time? So [to begin with] their claim is incorrect that
either time doesn’t exist, or it exists at an instant or as something persisting during a period of time. Moreover, it does not oppose our claim
that it does not exist either at an instant or as persisting during a period
of time, and yet time exists, while not being one of these two types of
existence. That is because it neither is at an instant nor persists during a
period of time. This is just like the one who says that either place does not
exist, or it exists in place or at some definite point of place. That is because
it does not have to exist either in place or at some definite limiting point
of place, or [otherwise] not exist. The fact is that some things simply do
not exist in place, and some simply do not exist in time. Place falls within
the first class, and time within the second (you will learn this later).4
(2) [ Next is the argument] that maintains that, if time exists, then
time necessarily follows every motion, in which case a [private] time is
consequent upon each motion.5 The response is to distinguish between
saying that time is a certain magnitude of each motion and saying that
its individual existence is dependent upon each motion. Furthermore,
there is a distinction between saying that the time itself depends upon
motion as one of its accidents and saying that time depends upon the
motion itself such that time is an accident of [that very motion], because
the first sense is that certain things accidentally belong to a given thing,
while the second is that certain things are consequent upon a given
thing. As for the first, it is not a condition of what measures that it be
something accidental to and subsist with the thing; rather, it might
measure something distinct [from itself ] by being brought next to and
4. While Avicenna does discuss various “modes” of existence throughout his
Ilāhīyāt (see especially 1.5), I have not been able to find a discussion corresponding with the one promised here.
5. See 2.10.4.
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juxtaposed with what is distinct from it. As for the second, it is not the
case that when the thing itself depends upon the nature of a given thing,
the nature of the thing must not be devoid of it. Now, what was demonstrated for us concerning time is only that it depends upon motion and is
a certain disposition of it, while, concerning motion, it is only that every
motion is measured by time. It does not necessarily follow from these
two [propositions] that a given time is dependent upon and peculiar to
each motion, nor that whatever measures something is an accident of it,
such that time is, essentially in itself, an accident belonging to each
motion. The fact is that time is not dependent upon the motions that
have a beginning and ending. How could time be dependent upon them?
If time were to belong to them, then it would be divided by two instants,
and we precluded that. Certainly, when time exists by a motion having
a certain description upon which the existence of time is truly dependent (where this motion is continuous and does not have actual extreme
limits that delimit it), the rest of the motions will be measured by it.
(3) One might ask: Do you think that if that motion did not exist,
time would vanish such that the other motions different from it would be
without an earlier and a later, or is it as you said in the skeptical puzzles6—
namely, that the body, in order7 to exist as undergoing motion, does not
need a motion of another body such that it might undergo motion,
whereas it cannot not have a time? The response to that (and, in fact, it
will be explained [later])8 is that, if a certain circular body did not have
a circular motion, then you could not impose directions on rectilinear
[motions], and so there would be no natural rectilinear [motion], and so
no forced [motion]. So it might be that a motion of some one body alone
without any other bodies is impossible, even though the impossibility is
6. See 2.10.4.
7. Reading f ī an with T and the Latin (ut) for both Z’s and Y’s f ī ān (at an
instant). First, orthographically the two phrases are practically identical, and,
again, both T and the Latin are in agreement with me; second, philosophical sense
seems to require reading f ī an, for, while Avicenna does countenance motion at
an instant, it is not clear what it would mean for a body to be at an instant, which
seems to be an obvious category mistake.
8. See 3.13 (all).
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not [self-]evident. It happens that not every absurdity wears its impossibility on its sleeve; but, rather, there are many absurdities that are not
obvious, and their impossibility becomes clear only though proof and
demonstration. If we rely on the activity of the estimative faculty, then,
when by its act of imagining we eliminate circular [motion] and affirm
in our estimative faculty that a finite rectilinear [motion] is possible, a
finite time is affirmed without objection in the estimative faculty. Our
concern is not with this, however, but with what really exists. Hence,
the existence of time is dependent upon a single motion that it measures
and, equally, the rest of the motions whose existence would be impossible without the motion of the body that, through its motion, produces
time (except in the act of the estimative faculty). That is like the measure
existing in some body that measures [that body] as well as whatever is
parallel and juxtaposed to it. Its being a measure — that is, its being one
and the same thing for two bodies—does not require that it depend upon
the two bodies. It might depend on only one of them, measuring it as
well as the other one that it is not dependent upon. Now, the continuity
of motion is only because of the continuity of distance; and, because of
distance’s continuity, there comes to be a cause for the motion’s being
earlier and later, by which [that is, being earlier and later] the motion is
a cause of its having a number, which is time. So motion is continuous in
two ways — owing to the distance and owing to the time — whereas it in
itself is only a perfection of what is in potency. Moreover, neither some
continuity nor [the fact] that it is a measure enters into the essence of
this account; for it is not understood, concerning a perfection of what is
in potency or a transition from one thing to another or a passage from
potency to actuality, that there is a certain interval between the start
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and end that is continuous and is susceptible to the division to which
the continuous is susceptible. The fact is [that] this is something known
by a kind of reflection by which you learn that this account applies
solely to continuous magnitude. So, if our estimative faculty were to
imagine three atoms and something undergoing motion while it was at
the middle one, then, during its motion from the first to the third, there
would be at [the middle atom] a perfection of what is in potency; and
yet it would not apply to something continuous. So the very fact that it
itself is a perfection of what is in potency does not require that it be
divisible. Thus, as long as certain other things are not known, neither
will we know the necessity of that — namely, that [motion] applies only
to something continuous that is susceptible to such-and-such a division.
So continuity is clearly something that accidentally accompanies motion
owing to either distance or time, and is not included in its essence. In
summary, if we do not consider distance or time, we do not find that
motion is continuous. Hence, whenever we need to measure motion, we
need to mention distance or time.
(4) The proximate cause of time’s continuity is the continuity of the
motion through the distance, not the continuity of the distance alone;
for, as long as there is no motion, the continuity of the distance alone
will not necessitate the continuity of time. Similarly, there may be a
certain distance over which the mobile is moved, pauses, and then begins
again from there and moves until it is done — in which case the distance’s continuity exists, but the time is not continuous. The fact is that
the cause of time’s continuity must be the distance through the intermediacy of the motion, because the continuity of time is the continuity of
the distance on the condition that there be no rest in it. So the cause of
time’s continuity is one of motion’s two continuities qua motion’s continuity and is nothing but the continuity of the distance relative to the
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motion, where there will not be this [continuity relative to the motion]
wherever there is rest. This continuity is not the cause of time’s becoming continuous, but for making time exist. [ That] is because time does
not accidentally have the continuity proper to it, but it is itself that
continuity. So, if there were something that gave time continuity (not
meaning that time itself is one and the same as the continuity), then
the continuity would be accidental to time and not its substance. Just as
we say that a certain color was a cause of color or a certain heat was a
cause of heat — by which we mean that they are a cause of a color or
heat’s existing, not of the quality’s being [color or] heat — so, likewise,
we say that a continuity is a cause of a continuity’s existing, not that it
is a cause of that thing’s becoming a continuity. The fact is that it is
essentially a continuity, just as the former is essentially heat.
(5) One should not say: We understand motion’s having continuity
only because of distance or time. Now, you yourselves denied that spatial
continuity is a cause of time; and you cannot say that temporal continuity
is a cause of time and then go on and say that the continuity of motion is
a cause of time, when there is no continuity other than the former two.
Our response is to say that we do, in fact, make spatial continuity a
cause of time, but just not absolutely, but only inasmuch as there is some
motion;9 and so, by means of [the spatial continuity], the motion is continuous, where considering the continuity of the distance by itself is one
thing and considering it joined to motion is another. So know now that
distance’s continuity inasmuch as it belongs to motion is a cause of time’s
existence that is itself something continuous or a continuity, not that it is
9. Reading sāra li-ḥarakah with Z and the Latin’s dative of the possessor motui
for Y’s sāra bi-ḥarakah (come to be through motion); it is not clear what if any
preposition is used in T.
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a cause of the time itself being something continuous (for that is something that has no cause). So, by this, it turns out that time is something
accidental to motion and is not its genus or difference or one of its causes,
and yet it is still something necessarily accompanying it that measures
every single instance of it.
(6) Recognizing what it is to be in time also belongs to a discussion of
things temporal. So we say: Something is in time precisely according to
the preceding principles—namely, it is understood as having earlier and
later10 parts. Now, the whole of what is understood as having earlier
and later parts is either motion or something that undergoes motion.
As for motion, that [namely, being earlier and later] belongs to it on
account of its substance, whereas that belongs to the mobile on account
of motion. Because it may be said of the kinds, parts, and extremities
that they are in something, the earlier, later, and present instant, as
well as hours and years, are said to be in time. So the present instant is
in time as the unit is in number, and the earlier and later are like the
even and odd in number, while hours and days are like two, three, four,
and ten in number. Motion is in time as things that happen to be ten
are in ten-ness, while the mobile is in time like the subject of the ten
things that are accidental with respect to the ten-ness. Also, because the
estimative faculty might imagine rest either as something continuing to
go on forever or inasmuch as it accidentally happens to have an earlier
and later [aspect]— namely, because of two motions that are [as it were]
on either end — [and] since rest is a privation of motion in that which is
disposed to being moved, not the privation of motion absolutely, it is not
unlikely that there be [a rest] between two motions, and so something like
this latter [type] of rest has an earlier and a later, in a certain way, and so
the two ends of the rest enter into time accidentally. Also, changes that
resemble local motion in that they advance from one limit to [another]
limit (like heating going from one limit to another) enter into time on
account of the fact that they have an earlier and later [aspect]. So, when
10. Reading al-mutaʾkhkhir with Z, T, and the Latin ( posterius), which is (inadvertently) omitted in Y.
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a certain change wholly and completely overtakes what undergoes the
change and then progressively increases or decreases, the continuity it
has is only temporal continuity, for it has an earlier and later in time
only.11 Thus,12 it does not have what makes time, which is the continuity
of motion along a distance or something similar to distance; nonetheless, it possesses earlier and later parts and so is dependent upon time.
So it exists after the existence of time’s cause (that is, the motion with
respect to which there is a transition). So these changes and spatial
motions share the common feature that they are measured by time,
while not sharing in common as their effect that time depends upon them
for its existence, for this belongs to spatial [motions] alone. Now you have
learned our intention concerning the account of spatial motions.
(7) The things in which there is neither an earlier nor a later in some
way are not in time, even if they are together with time—as, for example,
the world, for it is together with a mustard seed but is not in the mustard
seed.13 If, from one perspective, something has an earlier and later [aspect]
(as, for example, from a certain perspective it is undergoing motion),
whereas it has another perspective that is not susceptible to earlier and
later (for example, from a certain perspective it is a being and substance),
then it is not in time from the perspective that it is not susceptible to an
earlier and a later, while it is in time from the other. The thing existing
together with time, but not in time, and so existing with the whole of
uninterrupted time is the everlasting, and every one and the same uninterrupted existence is in the everlasting. I mean by uninterrupted that it
exists the very same, just as it is, at every single moment continuously. So
it is as if the everlasting is a comparison of the permanent to the impermanent, and the relation of this simultaneity to the everlasting is like the
relation of that instant of time to time. The relation of some permanent
11. Reading with Z, T, and the corresponding Latin fa-inna lahu taqadduman
wa-taʾkhkhur f ī al-zamān faqaṭ (for it has an earlier and later in time only), which
is (inadvertently) omitted in Y.
12. Reading li-dhālika with Z, T, and the Latin (quia) for Y’s ka-dhālika (likewise).
13. Cf. Aristotle, Physics 4.12.221a21–23 for a similar example.
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things to others, and the simultaneity that belongs to them from this
perspective, is a notion above the everlasting. It seems more worthy to be
called eternity. So eternity is a whole uninterrupted existence in the sense
of the absolute negation of change without a comparison of one moment
after another. How odd is the claim of those who say that the everlasting
is the duration of rest, or it is a time not numbered by motion,14 when no
duration or time is understood that does not, in itself, involve a before and
an after. When there is a before and an after in it, there must be a renewal
of some state (as we said),15 and so it will not be devoid of a motion. Also,
being earlier and later exist with respect to resting, although only in the
way we mentioned previously.16
(8) Now, time is not a cause of anything; but, when something either
comes to exist or ceases to exist with the passing of time and no obvious
cause is seen for it,17 the common man attributes that to time, since he
either does not find or is not aware of any other conjoined thing except
time. So, if the thing is praiseworthy, he praises time; and if it is blameworthy, he blames it. Still, things that come to exist have, for the most
part, obvious causes, while ceasing to be and corruption have hidden
causes; for the cause of the building is known, whereas the cause of its
decline and dilapidation is, for the most part, unknown. The same will
hold if you wish to examine many particular cases inductively. Therefore, it appears that most of what is attributed to time involves cases18 of
ceasing to be and corruption, like neglect, old age, decline, the exhaustion of the material, and the like. That is why the common man came to
love blaming and speaking ill of time.
(9) Time has certain accidental properties and features indicated by
certain expressions, which we ought to mention and enumerate. Among
[the temporal expressions] is now, which is sometimes understood to be
14. The position would seem to be that of Abū Bakr Muḥammad al-Rāzī, who
does distinguish between “duration” (muddah, which is the same term that Avicenna
uses here), which is eternal, and “time,” ( zamān, which again is the same term that
Avicenna uses here), which is numbered motion and created; see al-Rāzī, Opera
philosophica fragmentaque quae supersunt, 195–215.
15. See 2.1.6.
16. See par. 5.
17. Reading lam yura lahu with T, the Latin (non apparet) and most MSS consulted by Y for Y’s tuzilhu (to cause it to disappear); Z has lam nara lahu (we do
not see it).
18. Secluding Y’s suggested arbaʿa (four).
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the common limiting point between the past and future in which there
is nothing but the present. At other times, it is understood to be every
common division, regardless of whether it is in the past or future. At still
other times, it is understood to be time’s limit, even though it does not
indicate a common point and, instead, permits the estimative faculty to
make it a dividing rather than connecting limit (although it is known
from external considerations that it is inevitably something common and
cannot be a division — that is, by a kind of reflection other than conceptualizing the meaning of the expression [now]). They also might use now
for a short period of time very close to the present now. An independent
confirmation of this use is that all time comes to be from [the now], for
[time] necessarily has two limiting points that belong to it as two instants
posited in the mind, even if we are not aware of it. These two instants are
simultaneously in the mind as necessarily present; however, in some
cases, the mind is aware that one instant is earlier in existence and the
other later, owing to the distance between the two, just as one is aware of
the earlier instant of two instants [that delimit] the hour or day. In other
cases, the two instants are so close that, as long as the mind does not
rely on reflection, it is not immediately aware that there is something in
between them. In that case, the mind will perceive the two as if they occur
simultaneously and are a single instant, although the mind will deny
that on the most rudimentary reflection considering the implications.
Still, until the mind thinks the matter over, it is as if the two instants
occur simultaneously.
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(10) Also among the temporal expressions is suddenly, which is a
relation of a thing to its time occurring in a period of time that is so
brief that one is unaware of its measure; and, additionally, the thing
was not expected to occur. There is, again, the expression all at once,
which indicates that something happened at an instant and also frequently indicates the opposite of gradually (but we have already commented on that).19 Another expression is right away, which signifies some
future instant that is close to the present instant and [such that] the
measure of the interval between them is so short as to be negligible.
Among them is also just before, which indicates a relation to some past
instant that is close to the present instant, but not [so close] that one is
unaware of the duration between them; and just after in the future is
the same mutatis mutandis as just before in the past. Earlier is either with
respect to the past, in which case it indicates what is farther away from
the present instant (and later indicates its opposite), or it is with respect
to the future, in which case it indicates what is closer to the present (and,
again, later indicates its opposite). When they are taken absolutely, what
is earlier is the past, and what is later is the future. The ancient 20 is a
time that, between it and now, is considered to be extremely long relative to the time’s opposing 21 limits. Moreover, there is also the ancient
in time absolutely, which, in fact, is that whose time has no beginning.22
※

19. See 2.12.3.
20. The translation “ancient” for the Arabic qadīm is not an entirely happy
one, for, while it perfectly captures one sense of that Arabic term, it fails to do
justice to the philosophical connotation attached to that term that expresses the
(purported) pre-eternity or everlasting nature of the cosmos.
21. Reading mutaqābilah with Y and the Latin ( oppositorum); Z has mutaʿālamah
(known), and T is not completely clear, although it seems to be mutaqābilah.
22. Secluding Y’s Allah aʿlam (God knows best), since it is does not appear in
the majority of the MSS (in fact none of the MSS consulted by Z), nor is it found
in T or the Latin.
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